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1
Chapter

Introduction

Chapter  1:  
Introduction

This book is about two things: analogy, and the past tense of verbs in 
the Germanic languages. Let’s start with the latter. How to inflect a 
verb for past tense is usually not something a user of, say, the English 
language has to think about. In the vast majority of situations, we sim-
ply know how to do it.

When we are confronted with another person’s English, however, 
we may sometimes be surprised if they do it differently, and the like-
lihood of this happening increases with distance: in time or in terms 
of dialect.

Let’s take some Shakespeare as an example:

(1) By foul play, as thou say’st, we were heav’d thence; 
But blessedly holp hither. 
(William Shakespeare. The Tempest. Act I, Scene II. l. 62–63.)

If you hadn’t guessed, the form holp would today be helped.1 Appar-
ently, at some point in the history of English, the former was replaced 
by the latter as the standard past tense (and past participle) form of 
the verb help. A little later in the same play, we find another verb that 
stands out:

(2) I shak’d you, sir, and cry’d; as mine eyes open’d. 
(William Shakespeare. The Tempest. Act II, Scene I. l. 327.)

It’s not hard to recognise that shak’d belongs to shake, but at the same 
time, we know that shook is the standard form in today’s English, and 
actually much closer to the Old English past tense of the verb (scōc). 
Apparently, Shakespeare used an innovative form for the verb, while 
the original form was preserved by other speakers and passed down 
to us today.

1· Since the form is a past participle in this case, holp isn’t even the first form we’d ex-
pect in older English: the original past participle was holpen. Apparently, the past tense 
form had spread to the past participle in Shakespeare’s English, much like inflections 
such as get – got – got.
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If, like me, you’re enamoured with literature of mediaeval times, 
you might prefer to read some Chaucer instead. Sure enough, we meet 
some interesting verbs in his works as well.

(3) And with that word they ryden forth hir wey. 
‘And with that word they rode forth on their way.’ 
(Geoffrey Chaucer. The Canterbury Tales. “The Friar’s Tale”. l. 1536.)

Here Chaucer uses they ryden for the plural of the past tense, where 
today we would say they rode. In Chaucer’s day, the plural of the past 
tense still had unique forms. And what to think of this one:

(4) The sonne, he seyde, is clomben up on-evene. 
‘The sun, he said, has climbed through the heavens.’ 
(Geoffrey Chaucer. The Canterbury Tales. “The Nun’s Priest’s Tale”. l. 
3198.)

Instead of climbed, he wrote clomben. Again, here we see a more origi-
nal form in an older text, which was replaced by a newer form in later 
stages of English.

What all these examples illustrate is that past tenses seem straight-
forward, until they don’t — something any second language learner of 
a Germanic language can attest to.

1.1 How to explain changes in Germanic past tense 
formation
So what is going on? When we take a closer look at all the examples I 
have given here, we can distinguish a number of patterns. First of all, 
some verbs form the past tense by adding a suffix at the end (shak’d), 
while others do so by changing the vowel of the verb’s stem (holp), a 
process that we call vowel alternation. Some verbs, such as bring – 
brought, do more than that, but the vast majority of verbs fall into one 
of those two categories. For now, let’s call the verbs that use a suffix 
weak verbs and those that use vowel alternation strong verbs.2 As we’ve 
seen, there are cases where an author uses a weak form of a verb where 
modern-day English uses a strong form: shak’d versus shook — or vice 
versa: clomben versus climbed. This shows that how a verb is inflected is 
not fixed: it could theoretically change at any time.

Once you start digging, there are plenty of such examples, par-
ticularly when you compare English to other Germanic languages, to 
which it is related. The English no longer say holpen, but the Dutch 
do say geholpen for ‘helped’. The English say grew, but the Dutch say 

2· This terminology is developed in more detail in chapter 3.
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groeide, and the Swedish grodde.
What has happened is that as the Germanic peoples and their lan-

guages grew further apart in the early middle ages, a kind of evolu-
tionary speciation of the verb systems could begin: some of the verbs 
underwent a change (inflection class shift) in one language or dialect, 
but not in another, because language communities are just that: com-
munities. Particular innovative forms remain confined to a particular 
group of people who mainly communicate with each other, and less 
with everyone else.

Now that we’ve established that verbs sometimes undergo a class 
shift, and yet often do not, we arrive at a few of the central questions 
of this book: when does inflection class shift happen, and why? And by the 
same coin: Why do some verbs remain stable while others do not? As we will 
see, these are quite ambitious questions that require more answers 
than I can fit into a single book, or even research by myself. All the 
same, it is my hope that the research presented here will at least shine 
an interesting light on the matter.

To tackle the problem, I will approach it from several angles. First, 
we will need to examine more closely what inflectional patterns we 
can find, and how they change over time. This requires a study of texts 
selected from different periods in the history of a language, and a 
comparison of the verb forms in these texts. That way, we get an idea 
of how individual verbs have changed through time (or not), but also 
of the fate of overarching patterns such as different strong and weak 
inflection classes.

After establishing what took place historically, I will try to look for 
ways to explain that history. I will use analogy as my main angle of 
analysis. Analogy is a cognitive principle that is very important to hu-
man thought (Holyoak & Thagard  1995, Hofstadter & Sander  2013), 
and therefore also to language (Anttila  1977, Itkonen  2005). Briefly put, 
the principle of analogy means the capacity to see structural similari-
ties between things, and make predictions based on these similarities.

An example we will meet again later is the analogy between birds 
and fish: we can point to particular body parts in a typical bird and 
fish, and point out systematic correspondences between them, such as 
fins–wings, scales–feathers, and gills–lungs.

Metaphors are also analogies: when we use a metaphor, we make a 
connection between two conceptual domains. We call a lake bed a lake 
bed, because the lake ‘lies’ on its bed, just as humans do. A more grue-
some example is the old Scandinavian kenning ‘corpse dew’, meaning 
‘blood’.3 Just as dew is liquid ‘welling forth’ from grass, leaves, and so 

3· Old Norse hræva dǫgg (Lie 1963: 376).
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forth, so does blood well forth from a corpse’s wounds.
In the realm of language, we can find many analogies. One that 

is relevant to what I’ve been talking about in this introduction is the 
analogy between the forms of different verbs in English. For example, 
weak verbs like walk, help, and look are alike in a structural way:

present past

walk walk-ed

help help-ed

look look-ed

But so do strong verbs:

present past

drive drove

write wrote

ride rode

So, imagine we’ve forgotten what the past tense is for verbs like 
yelp, talk, or dive. Could the analogies above help us to come up with 
an answer?

One of the main hypotheses in this book is that such analogies, 
when applied systematically to the verb systems of the Germanic 
languages, can explain a great deal of the inflection class shifts that 
took place, as well as those that didn’t take place. In order to properly 
pursue this angle, I will use two computational models of analogy: the 
Analogical Modeling program (Skousen 1989) and the Minimal Generali-
zation Learner (Albright & Hayes 2002).

I will use these analogical models to investigate the history of past 
tense inflection in two Germanic languages: Swedish and Frisian. 
Why these languages in particular? For two reasons: first of all, I have 
become familiar with both of them during my earlier research, and as 
such, know more about their histories than about the histories of most 
other Germanic languages. More importantly, both Swedish and Fri-
sian have preserved to this day multiple classes of weak inflection, un-
like most other Germanic languages. This allows me not only to inves-
tigate changes between strong and weak inflection, but also between 
the different weak classes.

1.2 The structure of this book
With all that in mind, the rest of the book is organised as follows: in 
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chapter 2 I examine some of the theoretical issues surrounding inflec-
tion class as a linguistic concept, how inflection classes can change, 
and how they are related to other linguistic phenomena.

In chapter 3, I turn to the history of verbal inflection classes in the 
Germanic languages as a family, and present a more in-depth discus-
sion of what weak and strong inflection is. Here, some processes and 
developments that are common to the Germanic languages are dis-
cussed. 

In chapter 4 and 5, I look at the history of Swedish and Frisian in-
flection specifically. These chapters contain an overview of the major 
classes in these languages and their development through time, and 
an overview of the inflection class shifts of specific verbs.

Chapter 6 is dedicated to the concept of analogy, and its place in hu-
man thought and linguistics. In addition, I introduce the two analog-
ical models mentioned above in more detail, explain their operation, 
and how I apply them to the Swedish and Frisian data.

Chapter 7 and 8 describe the results of the application of the ana-
logical models to the Swedish and Frisian data. Results are presented 
overall — how well did the models predict stability and change in the 
verb systems of these languages? — as well as in more detail, by look-
ing at the results through different lenses, such as model, period, shift 
type, and class.

Chapter 9 adds a frequency-based analysis — conducted in collabo-
ration with Arjen Versloot — of part of the results presented in chap-
ter 8, in order to contextualise these results. This analysis will contrib-
ute to the overall picture by examining how frequency interacts with 
different types of stability and change in inflection classes, and with 
analogy.

The conclusion summarises the main results of the book, points out 
important discoveries, as well as problems with the approach taken 
in this research. In addition, I offer perspectives for future research 
in this direction: how can analogical models be improved and applied 
better, and how can they be paired with other linguistic approaches to 
arrive at a better explanation of the history of Germanic verb inflec-
tion.

Finally, two appendices contain a mini-dictionary of Swedish and 
Frisian, in which the individual histories of many strong and irregular 
verbs are discussed in more detail.
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Chapter  2:  
Inflection classes and class change

Before properly embarking on the study of the history of inflection 
classes in Swedish and Frisian, I will take some time to discuss theo-
retical aspects of the concept of inflection class itself, and its relation to 
other linguistic concepts such as regularity, defaultness, productivity, 
and frequency.

2.1 What is an inflection class?
Inflection classes are, at first sight, groupings of words that differ 
from one another in form, but not in function (Dammel  2011: 1). Of 
course, inflection itself does change the function of a word, but there 
is no semantic difference between inflection classes. Different inflec-
tion classes express the same change in meaning between a base form 
and an inflected form, but in different ways. As such, they violate the 
ideal principle of a 1:1 pairing between form and meaning, and for 
that reason raise questions about their origin and persistence in a lan-
guage. Put simply: why do we have multiple ways of saying the same 
thing, and why did they arise in the first place?1

In the case of verbal inflection classes, we are dealing with different 
ways of marking various grammatical categories on a verb, such as 
number, person, tense, and aspect. As a relatively simple and relevant 
example, let’s take the first person plural forms (present and past) of 
two English verbs, walk and run:

(1) we walk    we walk-ed 
we run    we ran

These verbs have different strategies for marking past tense; walk 

1· Perhaps surprisingly, this generalisation is not strictly true in the case of regu-
lar and irregular verb inflection, in the sense that there are sometimes semantic dif-
ferences between regular and irregular verbs as a group in multiple Germanic lan-
guages. The inflection strategies themselves, however, are semantically equivalent. 
See Baayen & Moscoso del Prado Martín (2005), among others; the matter is discussed 
in more detail in section 3.7 (p. 36).
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uses a suffix -ed, which we call weak inflection. Run, on the other hand, 
changes the stem vowel, which is usually called strong inflection. These 
two strategies serve the same basic purpose: to create a perceptible 
distinction between two different semantic instances of a verb, but 
they do so in different ways. One strategy is not a priori better than 
the other, since both distinctions (/wɒk – wɒkt/ and /rʌn – ræn/) are 
unambiguous within the phonology of English: people can clearly tell 
the difference in both cases.

In the more detailed study of strong and weak inflection that fol-
lows in the next chapter — and in the rest of this book — I will try to 
give some answers as to why these strategies can co-exist and have 
done so for over two millennia in a number of languages.

2.1.1 Delineation and definition of “inflection class”
Before embarking on a survey of strong and weak inflection in the 
Germanic languages, we have to delineate the concept of inflection. As 
mentioned above, inflection means marking a grammatical category 
on a word by changing the form of the word itself rather than using a 
different word (Enger  1998: 49). Inflection classes differ from other lin-
guistic categories in a number of respects. As mentioned above, they 
typically do not carry a functional load, in the sense that a difference 
in inflection class does not usually indicate a difference in meaning. 
In some analyses inflection classes do have a certain semantic load. 
For example, Dammel (2011: 80–96) describes semantic differences be-
tween the various weak classes in Old Germanic languages.2

A central problem in defining the concept of inflection class is how 
many members a class must have before it can be considered a class. 
Does one unique inflectional strategy constitute an inflection class? 
Does a class need two members, or more, and if so, how many? Also, 
how homogeneous should an inflection class be? Must the inflectional 
strategies be identical for all members of the class, or is it enough if 
they are relatively similar? I will join Hans-Olav Enger (1998: 28) in ob-
serving the following:

[...] there is disagreement over how many inflection classes to posit 
in most languages [...] The fact that the solutions differ so much, may 
indicate that there is something fishy about the question. The crux is 
probably the fact that there are no uncontroversial criteria for inflec-
tional similarity or sameness in the linguistic literature. So there is at 
present no clear answer as to how different members of the same class 
can be, or how similar they must be.

2· I will treat the semantic nuances between strong and weak inflection in the Ger-
manic languages in slightly more detail in section 3.7 (p. 36).
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A particular definition of inflection class can be evaluated accord-
ing to a few criteria. First of all, a good set of inflection classes will 
divide words according to their most important formal differences. In 
a sense, inflection classes must distinguish between inflectional strat-
egies that feel different to a language user. The broad division between 
weak and strong verbs (or regular and irregular verbs) is an example 
of such a generalisation. 

I’ll illustrate this with an example from Dutch. Consider part of the 
paradigms for the weak verb werken ‘work’, in comparison with the 
strong verbs helpen ‘help’ and zenden ‘send’:

W S3? S3?

prES.

1.Sg. werk help zend

2.Sg. werk(t) help(t) zend(t)

3.Sg. werkt helpt zendt

pl. werken helpen zenden

prEt.
1.2.3.Sg. werkte hielp zond

pl. werkten hielpen zonden

prEt.ptc. gewerkt geholpen gezonden

The difference between werken and the other verbs is quite pro-
nounced, albeit not in the present tense. The former inflects for past 
tense by adding a dental suffix to the stem werk-, while the latter two 
operate with a vowel alternation, and with a nasal suffix in the parti-
ciple. There is no doubt among scholars of Dutch that this difference 
constitutes a difference in inflection class: while the meaning is the 
same, the form differs systematically. However, the difference be-
tween helpen en zenden is less easily qualified. The sole difference be-
tween these two paradigms — apart from the base form of each verb 
— is that helpen has ie as a past vowel, whereas zenden has o. Are the two 
verbs similar enough to consider them to be part of the same inflec-
tion class?3 A strict definition of inflection class will have to know where 
to draw the line.

An additional way in which inflection classes may be distinguished 
is by looking at differences in processing that might exist between 

3· I’ve listed the inflection class for both verbs as “S3?” precisely because it is also his-
torically unclear whether they should be considered part of the same class: helpen is 
originally a verb from the third strong class — see section 3.3 (p. 32) for the tradi-
tional overview of the strong inflection classes in Germanic — but it has an innova-
tive past tense vowel ie, whereas zenden does have the expected S3 alternation pattern 
e–o–o, but it was originally a weak verb.
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groups of verbs,4 which can be seen as a operationalisation of the feel-
ing of language users. The latter does not have to be the case; process-
ing differences could also be wholly unconscious, going unnoticed by 
language users.

All things considered, however, it might not be essential to have a 
strict definition of the term. Dammel (2011: 29) defines inflection class 
as follows:

Eine Flexionsklasse ist eine Gruppe von Wörtern, deren Flexionsfor-
men auf gleiche oder ähnliche Weise gebildet werden und die damit in 
Opposition zu mindestens einer weiteren Gruppe von Wörtern dersel-
ben Wortart steht. Die Klassenzugehörigkeit manifestiert sich nur im 
Wort selbst, ist also ohne Einfluss auf das Flexionsverhalten abhängi-
ger Konstituenten.

An inflection class is a group of words, of which the inflections are formed in 
the same or a similar way, and which stands in opposition to at least one other 
group of words of the same word class. The class membership only manifests in 
the word itself, and has no influence on the inflection of constituents dependent 
on the word. [my translation]

This definition is close to that of Enger (1998: 134), in that it allows for 
and emphasises similarity and gradualness over identity of form:

An inflection class can be defined as a group of words or stems that in-
flect in the same or a similar fashion [...] That words inflect in a similar 
fashion can mean that they share exponents of various morphosyntac-
tic features [...]

When we look at the treatment of verbal inflection classes in gram-
mars of Germanic languages (e.g. Noreen  1904 for Old Swedish, 
Bremmer  2009 for Old Frisian), we mostly see such a loose defini-
tion applied. A distinction is made between strong and weak verbs, 
with special sections usually devoted to preterite–present verbs and 
“anomalous” or “irregular” verbs as well, the latter usually containing 
the verbs meaning ‘be’ and ‘have’ and some others, depending on the 
language. The strong verbs are often subdivided into the traditional 
seven classes — see section 3.3 (p. 32) — with possible subclasses 
and exceptions noted where relevant. Where applicable, the weak 
verbs are also subdivided into classes, again with exceptional forms 
grouped with the most suitable class. In some grammars, particularly 

4· I say “might” here, because differences in processing may just as well have more 
to do with differences in frequency, semantics, and regularity than with membership 
of a particular inflection class, though of course these factors are often interrelated. 
These issues are discussed later in this chapter.
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those of modern languages (such as Eisma & Popkema  1989 for Frisian 
and Geerts et al. 1984 for Dutch), strong verbs are grouped by their ac-
tual synchronic vowel alternation patterns, rather than the seven his-
torical classes.

The looser definitions above do not make explicit statements about 
the psychological status of inflection classes, which leads us to the 
question of whether such classes are descriptions of patterns in lin-
guistic data only, or whether they are categories in a language user’s 
mental grammar. In other words, we may question if inflection classes 
exist outside of the data they describe. Since we cannot directly ob-
serve how verbs are stored in the lexicon — do they receive a ‘tag’ with 
their inflection class on it? — for the moment it is safest to assume 
that inflection classes are first and foremost descriptive tools devised 
by linguists and language teachers to describe patterns in language. 
That said, there is evidence that inflection classes have a degree of psy-
chological reality, such as the reinforcement of classes (Enger  2014).

In this thesis, I will use the term inflection class mainly as a descrip-
tive tool. That is to say, inflection classes — particularly strong and 
weak classes — are a shorthand for referring to a particular way of 
marking tense, aspect, mood, etc. Stating the membership of a par-
ticular class will generally be enough to indicate the inflectional forms 
of a particular verb, but the paradigms of some verbs combine forms 
from different classes, a state which I will refer to as inflection class hy-
bridity.

The reason for this pragmatic approach to defining inflection class 
is that my main concern is with changes involving individual words, 
not the fate of the inflection classes themselves. The empirical de-
scriptions of the history of verbal inflection in Swedish and Frisian in 
chapter 4 and 5 use inflection classes as a convenient way of grouping 
similar and/or historically related inflectional patterns. The modelling 
approach to inflection class shift as presented in chapter 7 and 8, how-
ever, deals with predicting the class shifts of individual verbs, and not 
with changes in inflection classes themselves, in as far as these exist in 
the first place. That said, even with a definition as loose as this one, we 
will be able to observe important movements between groups of verbs.

2.2 Formation and disappearance of inflection classes

2.2.1 How do new inflection classes arise?
The question of when a new inflection class comes into existence is 
intimately tied up with the definition of the concept of inflection class 
itself, as well as the concept of productivity, which is treated in section 
2.3.3 (p. 17). Using Dammel’s definition above, a new inflection 
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class would be constituted if a group of words start inflecting in the 
same innovative way, one that differs from that of any existing inflec-
tion classes or other groups of words.

A very relevant example of a new inflection class is the so-called 
“third weak class” or “third weak conjugation” in Norwegian and 
Swedish. The advent of this class in the history of Swedish will be dis-
cussed in detail in section 4.3.3 (p. 60), but it will be interesting to 
note here that the class arose as a morphological reaction to phono-
logical developments, namely the loss of intervocalic /ð/ and the rise 
of syllable harmony, which requires short vowels before long conso-
nants, and long vowels before short consonants (see Dammel  2009, 
Dammel  2011: 225–248). One answer to the question of how new in-
flection classes can arise is then that existing inflectional material can 
be reordered in response to phonological changes in the exponence of 
grammatical categories.

Another source of new inflection classes is grammaticalisation. The 
development of weak inflection in Proto-Germanic is a good example, 
since what was once a periphrastic construction became morpholo-
gised, forming a new inflectional strategy. The origin of weak inflec-
tion is discussed in section 3.4 (p. 32).

A related phenomenon may be called reinforcement of inflection 
classes. As analysed by Enger (2014), reinforcement is when formal 
differences between inflection classes are increased to maintain a 
clear distinction.

2.2.2 How do inflection classes disappear?
The disappearance of inflection classes, like their origin, combines 
phonological, semantic, and morphological factors. As Dammel (2011: 
80–91) shows in her discussion of the history of the weak inflection 
classes in German, class membership was originally conditioned se-
mantically and lexically in Old High German. For example, the first 
two weak classes contained predominantly transitive verbs, while the 
third class consisted mostly of intransitive verbs. Subsequently, in 
Middle High German, this semantic conditioning was obscured, and 
the system was reduced to two weak classes due to the reduction of 
vowels to schwa in unstressed syllables. Finally, in New High German, 
only one weak class remains, with the two endings -te, -ete being pho-
nologically distributed, much like the variant suffixes /-t, -d, -ɪd/ in 
Modern Standard English. Inflection classes can therefore disappear 
because the differences vis-à-vis other classes are neutralised.

Inflection classes can also disappear through analogy, when all the 
members of the class have gone over to another class. An extreme ex-
ample, involving the wholesale disappearance of inflection classes (or 
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rather, all except one), is the verb system of Afrikaans, where there is 
now only one way of inflecting verbs, with just a handful of exceptions 
— see section 3.10.2 (p. 44).

2.3 Regularity, Defaultness, and Productivity
In the following sections, I will discuss a number of different concepts 
that are often used to describe particular aspects inflection classes. It 
should be noted that in the data-driven approaches used in chapter 4 
and 5, as well as in the analogical models used in chapter 7 and 8, these 
aspects are not taken into account a priori. Instead, the results may be 
analysed from the perspective of these concepts.

2.3.1 Regularity
Regularity is a concept that is often invoked in grammars (whether 
prescriptive or descriptive) as a method of distinguishing between 
groups of forms that occur in a language. Schools of linguistics that 
are focused on the description of rules use regularity to designate those 
patterns that can be explained by the grammatical rules posited for 
a particular language. Invariably, there are forms in a language that 
deviate from the patterns specified by those particular rules, and these 
forms are then described as irregular.

In the description of verbal inflection, the distinction between reg-
ular and irregular verbs is very common, although it is theoretically 
not as straightforward as this common usage suggests. While it is pos-
sible to use the term regularity to refer to type frequency (the biggest 
class or classes), productivity, or defaultness, I prefer to stay closer to 
the more literal sense of the word: (ir)regularity refers to whether or 
not a form or paradigm can be derived from a rule. More specifically: 
when an inflection class is described as regular, that should mean that 
it is (or can be) produced by rules stored in the mental grammar of a 
language user.

In general, rules are assumed (or defined) to apply across the board 
— see the discussion of scope below — and exceptions are accepted 
only grudgingly, and pushed aside by labelling them as irregular. The 
term irregular under-emphasises the fact that the verbs described as 
such tend to have a high token frequency and therefore salience in a 
language. This creates an uncomfortable imbalance: the suggestion 
that regular verbs are somehow ‘normal’ clashes with the actual prom-
inence in occurrence of the so-called irregular verbs (Nübling  2000: 
247–248).

The main use for the concept of (ir)regularity is then a didactic 
one. It is a categorisation tool in learners’ grammars which delineates 
which verbs can be inflected according to a few (prescriptively chosen) 
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rules, and which verbs fall outside of that exclusive group. Because 
the reader of a grammar is generally presented with irregular verbs 
listed individually as exceptions,5 they will have to learn them by rote. 
It seems to me that this didactic perspective is often applied to descrip-
tive grammars, including the regular/irregular terminology. It is by no 
means clear, however, how enlightening this is for the linguistic de-
scription of verb systems, both synchronic and diachronic.

The usefulness of the terminology depends on a) its clarity and b) 
its descriptiveness. To address point a: (ir)regularity is only useful if 
it refers to whether or not a morphological pattern is rule-driven or 
not. Other aspects of a pattern are better described by direct refer-
ence to e.g. productivity, defaultness, and frequency. Regarding point 
b: (ir)regularity would be a useful concept if there is an appreciable 
difference between the regulars and irregulars, regardless of the defi-
nition of regularity. The difference suggested in most grammars that 
regular verbs are rule-driven and irregulars are not is an assumption, 
and not proven to be a reflection of differences grounded in the men-
tal grammar of the language user.

As for the aspect of being rule-driven, whether or not all inflec-
tions in a paradigm can be derived from rules (and thus are regular) 
depends on one’s conception of rules. The verbs usually described as 
regular can be derived from rules that have a relatively large scope (or 
domain of application). English weak inflection, for example, can be 
described by one abstract rule that can be applied to any base form:

(2) V     ⇒    V + ed 
Vpresent   ⇒    Vpast

In practice, we need three phonological sub-rules to account for the 
different realisations (/-t, -d, -ɪd/) of the suffix, depending on the final 
phoneme of the verb stem. This one rule can account for the majority 
of English past tense inflections.

In principle, ‘irregular’ inflection (strong verbs and unique inflec-
tional patterns) can also be described by rules, although in this case 
the scope is more narrow. The strong inflection of English sing, for ex-
ample, can be interpreted by a rule such as this:

(3) C[ɪ]C    ⇒    C[æ]C 
Vpresent   ⇒    Vpast

Even a unique suppletive inflection like the past tense of go can be 

5· Sometimes making use of sub-groupings of ‘irregulars’, such as groups of strong 
verbs. In this way, these grammars implicitly acknowledge what might be called the 
sub-regularities of some of the verbs classed as irregular.
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expressed by a rule:

(4) go     ⇒    went 
Vpresent   ⇒    Vpast

Of course, both the scope (the number of words eligible for a rule) and 
the type frequency (the number of eligible words actually using a rule) 
of such rules is much lower than that of the English weak inflection. 
However, they can be and are used to describe ‘irregular’ inflectional 
patterns next to regular ones (Bybee 1988: 123). An application of this 
principle that I will return to extensively later in this book is the Min-
imal Generalization model (Albright & Hayes 2002), which analyses all 
inflectional patterns as rules. I would therefore like to question if we 
gain anything by calling such patterns that are lower in scope and fre-
quency irregular.

If we could directly observe whether some rules are stored in the 
brain while other patterns are not, this would be evidence for the reg-
ularity of particular inflectional patterns. As it stands, however, the 
differences between groups of verbs are expressed with reference to 
indirect evidence such as frequency, processing speed, type of inflec-
tion (affixing or not), semantics, and so forth. See section 2.6 (p. 25) 
for a discussion.

2.3.1.a. (Ir)regularity of weak and strong verbs
In languages such as English or Dutch, which have one weak class of 
verbs,6 weak verbs can be synchronically described as regular, and this 
is almost always done in descriptions of these languages (see e.g. Geerts 
et al. 1984 for Dutch, Quirk et al. 1985 for English). In languages which 
have more than one weak class of verbs, such as Swedish and Frisian, 
there are multiple candidates. In grammars of these languages (e.g. 
Teleman et al.  1999 for Swedish and Tiersma  1999 for Frisian) the weak 
classes as a group are presented as regular, while other verbs are not.7

The two basic weak classes in either language are regular in the ad-
ditional sense that their scope is very broad; suffixes can in principle be 
applied to any stem, unlike strong inflectional patterns, for example,  
which usually require specific vowel and/or consonantal structures 
in the verb stem. However, in practice there can be a strong division 
of labour between the weak classes. As Haverkamp et al. (MS) show 

6· With three and two phonological sub-rules, respectively.
7· Tiersma (1999: 65) is a borderline case; he presents the strong verbs separately from 
what he calls “irregular verbs”, but he nevertheless says: “In today’s language, however, 
the [strong verb] system has become so muddled - this holds true for some other Ger-
manic languages as well - that strong verbs must essentially be considered irregular, 
although a few patterns may still be discerned.”
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for (Early) Modern Frisian, while there are exceptions, one weak class 
strongly favours monosyllabic, simple stems, while the other favours 
polysyllabic, complex stems. In these cases regular is not a particularly 
interesting qualification, as there are important differences between 
the weak classes in terms of (historical) productivity, frequency, and 
defaultness. Furthermore, as argued above, being describable by rules 
is a criterion that could also apply strong inflection and even to unique 
inflectional patterns. For these reasons, when making broad divisions 
between groups of verbs in the rest of this thesis, I will usually refer 
to the formal characteristics of an inflectional pattern (weak, strong, 
etc.), rather than its perceived (ir)regularity. The advantage of the 
strong/weak terminology when referring to formal aspects is that they 
are, in principle, neutral with regard to (ir)regularity (Enger  1998: 27).

2.3.2 Defaultness
Defaultness as a morphological term can refer to several aspects of an 
inflection class. Generally, the default class is the one that you can ‘fall 
back on’ when it is not obvious how a particular word should be in-
flected. Situations in which this might happen is when a word is new: 
either derived from another word, borrowed from another language, 
or a coinage. It might also be the case that a language user cannot re-
member the inflection of a word. In this case, the default inflection 
might be applied (Bybee 1995: 438). In some cases, the most frequent 
class in terms of type frequency — see section 2.4 (p. 22) — happens 
to be the default, like weak verbal inflection in English, but this isn’t 
necessarily the case, as some of the examples below will show.

According to some analyses, languages do not always have one sin-
gle default category for a particular kind of inflection. In some cases, 
there may be multiple rules or patterns that are eligible for use in the 
inflection of new linguistic items. Bybee (1995: 443–446) shows that for 
plurals in Hausa, there are multiple candidates for the default cate-
gory; the one most frequently used (in 29% of the cases) is the best 
candidate numerically, but it is a pattern that cannot be expressed by 
a source-oriented rule. 

Janda (1990) discusses the phenomenon of defaultness in relation 
to (un)markedness. He shows that a variety of criteria are needed to dis-
cover that -s is the least marked way of marking the plural of nouns in 
New High German. Some other inflectional strategies are, for exam-
ple, more frequent in terms of both type and token frequency. How-
ever, it is the combination of productivity, the presence of -s in inflec-
tional doubling,8 and its environmental diversity that make -s the most 

8· These are doubly marked forms such as Frau-en-s ‘women, gals’, and Kerl-e-s ‘guys’ 
(Janda 1990: 145).
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unmarked plural in German.
A bit closer to the subject of this thesis, Haverkamp et al. (MS) — as 

mentioned above — find that in the case of the inflection class assign-
ment of new verbs in Frisian, there is no default (weak) class; rather, 
new verbs are assigned a class based on the phonological and syllabic 
structure of their stems. Finally, Knooihuizen & Strik (2014) show that 
while weak inflection can be considered the default inflection class as-
signed to nonce verbs in Dutch, it was only used in 75% of the cases. In 
other words, in a quarter of the cases, participants opted for ‘non-de-
fault’ strong or other inflectional forms. Here too, the phonological 
structure of the verb stem influenced the likelihood of default inflec-
tion. Similar results were found for Frisian, as described by Knooihui-
zen et al. (MS), although here the proportion of weak inflections was 
even lower: approximately 65%.

Summing up, defaultness can be a convenient term for referring to 
an inflectional pattern that is used in ‘emergency’ cases. However, it is 
far from simple to say which pattern is the default for marking a par-
ticular grammatical category in a language. Furthermore, there isn’t 
necessarily an exclusive connection between defaultness, regularity 
and productivity, depending on one’s definitions of these concepts. 
According to the definitions used in this thesis, a default pattern 
would be the one most often assigned to new words; distinguishing 
between sources of new words, we could posit multiple defaults, e.g. 
a default for loanwords next to a default for derivations. A default is 
always both regular and productive, though trivially so. Non-default 
patterns can also be regular and productive.

2.3.3 Productivity
When a part of the grammar is divided into different inflection classes, 
there is always the question of productivity: can a pattern be extended 
to new forms? If a derivation or loanword enters the language, how is 
it going to be inflected? In general, it is the case that there is one par-
ticular inflection class at a given point in time that ‘enlists’ most new 
forms; this class can be called the default (see above). The default class 
is, by all definitions, productive. Whether other classes can also have 
a degree of productivity is a matter of debate — and again, definition. 
The discussion on productivity in grammar has a long history, and it is 
not essential for the purposes of this thesis, which mainly takes what 
I call actual historical productivity (i.e. the extension of morphological 
patterns to new forms) for granted. However, this simple definition is 
certainly not a universal one, and I would like to position it briefly in 
relation to some other definitions.

A very insightful recent discussion of the definitions and 
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connotations of the term productivity may be found in Barðdal (2008: 
9–54). From a survey of the literature, she extracts 19 different senses 
or synonyms of the concept of productivity, particularly as applied to 
syntactic productivity, which she reduces to three basic conceptions: 
regularity, generality, and extensibility.

As an example of an approach to productivity that ties the concept 
firmly to psychological representations of patterns, it will be inter-
esting to look at the definition put forward by Dik (1981). In this ap-
proach, we are dealing with a productive process when the following 
two conditions are met:

(i) toepasbaarheid van een procédé op een in principe onbepaald aantal 
nieuwe gevallen,
(ii) zonder dat van ‘opzettelijke’ nieuwvorming gesproken kan worden

Volgens deze omschrijving is het voor produktiviteit niet voldoende dat 
een gegeven procédé zijn domein over nieuwe gevallen uitbreidt: een 
dergelijke uitbreiding moet bovendien een regelmatig, onbedoeld, en 
onopgemerkt karakter hebben.

(i) the process can be applied to an in principle indefinite number of new cases,
(ii) without there being any sign of intentional new formation

According to this description, a mere extension of a process over new cases does 
not constitute productivity; such an extension must also be regular, uninten-
tional, and unconscious.
(Dik  1981: 39–40, my translation and emphasis)

Dik’s definition of productivity is very clear-cut, but does not cover all 
instances where an existing pattern (be it inflectional, derivational, 
etc.) is extended to new forms. Some such cases are described by Dik 
as unproductive regularities. Crucial to this distinction is the question of 
whether or not a pattern has any psychological reality for the speaker. 
Dik argues that truly productive patterns are applied regularly, unin-
tentionally, and unconsciously, which implies that there is a psycho-
logical rule behind the process. Presumably the reasoning is that if 
speakers apply a pattern to a form without any conscious effort at the 
time of formation, there must be an unconscious rule or schema be-
hind it.

Following these distinctions, Dik posits three types of patterns that 
can be discovered in language data:

[Type] I vertegenwoordigt patronen die door de taalkundige in de gege-
vens kunnen worden ontdekt, zonder dat aangetoond kan worden dat 
ze enigerlei psychologische realiteit bezitten voor de taalgebruiker. II 
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betreft regelmatigheden die, hoewel niet-produktief, soms incidenteel 
of met bijzonder stilistische bedoelingen op nieuwe gevallen kunnen 
worden toegepast en waarvan we, op grond daarvan, moeten aanne-
men dat de taalgebruiker ze op de een of andere manier uit de gegevens 
heeft geabstraheerd. In III gaat het om produktieve regels die vrijelijk 
op nieuwe gevallen kunnen worden toegepast zonder dat dit tot eniger-
lei opvallend resultaat leidt.

Type I patterns are those that can be discovered by a linguist, without the possi-
bility of proving that the pattern has psychological reality for the speaker. Type 
II comprises regularities that, while unproductive, can be applied to new cases 
incidentally or with specific stylistic intent. We must assume the speaker has 
abstracted these patterns from the data somehow. Type III are productive rules 
that can be applied freely to new cases without this leading to results that are 
remarkable in any way.
(Dik  1981: 41–42, my translation)

Dik gives a final criterion for distinguishing productive from unpro-
ductive patterns at the end of his article, namely that speakers can-
not do without productive patterns to “use their language well”, while 
“knowledge of unproductive patterns is optional for the correct usage 
of a language, and will in most cases not be present in the speaker” 
(Dik  1981: 49, my translation). This final criterion predicts, perhaps 
trivially, that there will be at least one productive (default) pattern for 
each type of inflection or derivation in a language. Without that pat-
tern, speakers could not apply, for example, plural inflection to bor-
rowed nouns, past tense to borrowed verbs, etc.

For Bybee (1996), productivity is a gradual term: “Morphological 
productivity is the extent to which a morphological pattern applies 
to new forms. Relative productivity may be measured among differ-
ent morphemes of different allomorphic patterns” (p. 250) and “syn-
chronic productivity and regularity results from the way language is 
used, and the difference between productive, regular patterns and un-
productive, irregular patterns is a quantitative rather than a qualita-
tive difference” (p. 248). In her model, the Network Model, productivity 
is intimately tied to regularity and lack of fusion, but for diachronic 
reasons. Synchronically, these properties are “relatively independent” 
(p. 248).

Baayen (2009) distinguishes between a number of subtypes of mor-
phological productivity. The first, “realized productivity”, is a measure 
of type frequency:9 the current size of a morphological class or pattern 
is indicative of its past productivity. The second, “expanding produc-
tivity”, measures the rate of expansion of a category: how the category 

9· See also section 2.4.1 (p. 22).
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contributes to a growing vocabulary. The last type, “potential produc-
tivity”, is a measure of how much ‘room’ for expansion there is for a 
category.10

Finally, Gardani (2013) presents a very interesting and elaborate 
study of morphological productivity. Based on an analysis of the evo-
lution of noun classes between Latin and Italian, he presents a fivefold 
productivity cline, which is as follows:

(5) (A) Inflection class assignment to loanwords with incompatible 
properties 
(B) Inflection class assignment to conversions 
(C) Inflection class shift 
(D1) Inflection class assignment to loanwords with incompatible 
properties under the influence of a productive derivational affix of 
the recipient language 
(D2) Inflection class assignment to loanwords with compatible 
properties

The higher the position on the scale, the more productive the pat-
tern that displays this type of productivity. In what follows, we will be 
mainly concerned with type (C), and to a lesser degree also with the 
others.

2.3.3.a. Towards a working definition of productivity in this book
In this thesis, productivity will be an important concept in several re-
spects. In both Swedish and Frisian we encounter verb systems where 
there are multiple subtypes of both strong and weak inflection. Many 
of these inflection classes are extended to at least a few new forms at 
some point in the history of these languages. In the case of strong in-
flection, these extensions (weak verbs becoming strong, strong verbs 
changing strong inflection class) are rather limited, and usually out-
numbered by the changes from strong to weak inflection. Following 
Dik’s definition, strong inflection types are therefore never produc-
tive, but would almost certainly have to be classified as Type II pat-
terns: regularities that are incidentally applied to new cases. However, 
since both languages have more than one weak class at all points in 
time, the matter of the productivity of the weak classes is less easily 
settled. The matter will be discussed in more detail in chapters 4 and 5, 
but it will be good to summarise it here.

In Frisian, the second weak class (the je-verbs; see chapter 5) has 
been most productive, and it is the class into which borrowed verbs 

10· This contrasts slightly with the usage of “potential productivity” in Knooihuizen & 
Strik (2014), where we use the term to refer to a pattern’s ‘actual’ productivity when 
inflecting nonce words. In the end, this usage and Baayen’s are related.
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and derivations are usually always drafted. The first weak class has 
also had a degree of productivity,11 but the second weak class could be 
seen as more default overall. See Haverkamp et al. (MS) for a discus-
sion of the division of labour between these two classes when assign-
ing a class to new verbs in Modern Frisian, where stem complexity and 
the number of stem syllables play a role.

In Swedish, there is no clear candidate for a most productive or 
default class. The first weak class (historically cognate to what is de-
scribed as the second weak class in Frisian) appears to be the most pro-
ductive overall. However, strong verbs that become weak may also end 
up in the second weak class: the -de/-te-forms (see chapter 4). In ad-
dition, a new weak inflection class has arisen in Swedish, extensively 
described by Dammel (2009), and discussed in section 4.3.3 (p. 60).

A similar situation can be seen in Oslo Norwegian as analysed by 
Enger (1998: 77–85), where productivity of (weak) verb classes is re-
lated to the number of syllables in a stem. ‘Weak 3’ classes, containing 
verbs such as nå ‘reach’, fly ‘fly’ can attract verbs from other classes, 
and previously also loans (e.g. forsmå ‘disdain’ < Low German), but 
‘weak 1’ (kaste ‘cast, throw’) can as well. On the other hand, when a 
monosyllabic verb is borrowed nowadays — e.g. English boo — the 
stem is made bisyllabic so that it can join the kaste-class: boo > bue. This 
illustrates that there are two ways of solving the problem of how to fit 
foreign words into native inflection classes: searching for the best fit, 
or creating one.

One of the key questions is: what do we want to capture with our defini-
tion of productivity? For Dik, the concept serves to distinguish patterns 
that are represented by unconscious rules from those that are not. 
Merely extending a pattern to a new form does not constitute produc-
tivity. I wonder whether the concept of regularity might not be better 
suited for this purpose, since the main intent is to capture forms that 
are produced by rules stored in the grammar. Particularly in the case 
of Dik’s unproductive regularities, I would say that productive irregularities 
is a more felicitous term, since we are dealing with newly produced 
forms (i.e. productivity) that are not derived from stored rules, but 
from patterns observed ad hoc in the lexicon (i.e. irregularity).12 For a 
further discussion of the interplay between productivity, defaultness 
and regularity, see Gardani (2013: 18–19).

11· Strong verbs that become weak may end up in weak class 1, for example, since their 
relatively simple stem structures fit best in W1.
12· Knooihuizen & Strik (2014) work with the related concept of potential productivity, 
and by extension potentially productive (ir)regularities. This concerns rules or patterns 
that are thought to be present in the grammar or extractable from the lexicon, without 
being (particularly) productive in a certain period in a language.
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For Bybee, productivity is a low-level phenomenon rather than a 
category. Simply the extension of a pattern is an instance of produc-
tivity; what patterns differ in is their degree of productivity. When we 
look at the patterns of verbal inflection classes, many of them show 
productivity in the Bybeean sense at some point in their history.

In this thesis, therefore, I will use productivity in this sense, that is: 
a pattern or inflection class is productive at the moment in which it 
attracts a new form. From this definition it follows that productivity 
is a highly gradual concept, ranging from a single pattern extension 
at a certain point in the history of a language, to long-term and wide-
spread application of a pattern to existing words, derivations, borrow-
ings, etc.

2.4 Frequency

2.4.1 Types of type and token frequency in inflection classes
The first distinction to make when discussing frequency in linguis-

tics is that between type and token frequency. In the context of inflec-
tional morphology, type frequency refers to the number of members of 
an inflection class, or in other words: the number of lexical items that 
inflect according to a particular pattern. For example, there are two 
verbs in Modern Standard English that have the past tense patterns 
/-eɪk/ – /-ʊk/ — shake and take — so the type frequency of that pat-
tern is 2. Alternatively, we could call this kind of frequency class size or 
pattern size. Additionally, there is type–token frequency, the total number 
of tokens in a given type, e.g. all tokens belonging to the /-eɪk/ – /-ʊk/ 
type.

Token frequency can be divided into several subtypes. Lexical fre-
quency13 or lemma frequency refers to the number of occurrences of all 
forms from a particular paradigm, for example all forms of the verb 
walk taken together: walk, walks, walked. Form frequency refers to the 
number of occurrences of one particular form in a particular para-
digm, e.g. only walks. Categorical frequency14 refers to the total number 
of occurrences of a particular grammatical form over all paradigms, 
for example all first person singular preterite forms of all verbs.

2.4.2 Frequency and autonomy
A high token frequency and categorial frequency is tied to high au-
tonomy of a particular form or grammatical category. According to 
Dammel (2011: 61), as token frequency grows, forms become more 

13· Following Dammel’s “lexikalische Frequenz” (2011, 57).
14· Following Dammel’s “kategorielle Frequenz” (2011, 57).
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autonomous, allowing for more irregularity — note that irregularity 
here refers to sound alternations and suppletion, as opposed to (‘reg-
ular’) suffixation. At the same time, the internal cohesion of the para-
digm becomes less:

Je häufiger ein Verb, desto häufiger müssen auch weniger kategori-
enfrequente Formen verarbeitet und produziert werden, die dadurch 
lexikalisch stärker repräsentiert und schneller aufrufbar werden, aber 
ihre paradigmatischen Verbindungen zu den anderen Formen lockern, 
was sich formal in mehr und tieferen paradigmatischen Zäsuren (Vo-
kal- und Konsonantenwechsel bis hin zu Suppletion) sowie der Konser-
vierung und Anhäufung von Irregularitäten äußert.

The more frequent a verb is, the more frequently its forms with a lower catego-
rial frequency have to be processed and produced. These thereby become more 
strongly represented in the lexicon, and are easier to produce. However, their 
paradigmatic connections to the other forms loosen, which is expressed formally 
in more and deeper paradigmatic gaps (vowel and consonant alternation, or 
even suppletion) as well as the conservation and development of irregularities.
(Dammel  2011: 61, my translation)

As a result, forms with a high token frequency are less likely to be af-
fected by morphological influences from other forms. This is not to 
say that they are resistant to change across the board. It is well known 
that highly frequent forms may be susceptible to radical phonological 
changes (Nübling  2000).

As different studies have shown, this pattern in general seems to 
hold for irregular verbs in the Germanic languages. Frequent verbs 
maintain and develop irregularities, while less frequent strong verbs 
are more likely to shift to a weak class than more frequent ones. 
Hooper (1976) and Lieberman et al. (2007) show a direct correlation be-
tween the token frequency of an English strong verb and its resistance 
to regularisation. Carroll et al. (2012) criticise some methodological as-
pects in the study of Lieberman et al., but come to the same conclusion 
regarding strong verbs in German.

What has rarely been investigated, however, is whether the same 
applies in those rarer cases where regular verbs become irregular. One 
of the few linguists to have tackled this is issue is David Fertig, who 
finds evidence that the influence of token frequency is different for 
regularising change than for non-regularising change. In the latter 
case, Fertig argues, words with a high token frequency are more sus-
ceptible to change, because their analogically innovated variant forms 
occur more often and have a chance to embed themselves in lexical 
memory — and in a speech community. Low frequency words, on the 
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other hand, are so rare that any new irregular variant forms will barely 
occur at all and as such have no chance to establish themselves (Fertig  
1999, Fertig  2013: 131–132) In chapter 9, I will examine some of the ways 
in which token frequency has influenced inflection class shift in the 
history of Frisian.

2.4.3 Type frequency, token frequency, and inflection class
Type frequency (i.e. class size) has long been seen as one of the cen-
tral system-dependent factors influencing inflection class shift (Fer-
tig  2013: 110–113). In general, it is assumed that patterns with a high 
type frequency tend to attract more new members than those with a 
lower type frequency. Bybee (1985: 133) links this explicitly to the term 
productivity, and argues that high type frequency entails a wide appli-
cability. While the latter — wide applicability — is certainly true for 
weak verbal inflection patterns, which tend to have few restrictions 
on the phonology of potential members, this is not necessarily true for 
all inflection classes with a (relatively) high type frequency. For exam-
ple, in Dutch, the first class of strong verbs with the vowel alternation 
pattern /ɛi – eː – eː/ has 54 members (Geerts et al. 1984: 435–436), and 
as such the highest type frequency of all inflection classes except the 
weak verbs. Nevertheless, it is just as restrictive in its input as other 
strong inflectional patterns, or even more so.15

At the same time, Bybee (1985: 133) argues that high token fre-
quency inhibits productivity, because high frequency items are stored 
as whole autonomous units, and are analysed less often by speakers 
than lower frequency items, preventing extensible patterns from be-
ing detected by the language user. Instead, it is the patterns present in 
medium and low (token) frequency items that have the most potential 
productivity, since these patterns are analysed more often. According 
to these theoretical points of departure, then, we can expect most pro-
ductivity from classes that have a high type frequency, but the mem-
bers of which on average have a medium to low token frequency. Fer-
tig (2013: 113) gives several counterexamples to this pattern, all cases 
where morphological patterns with low type frequency nevertheless 
gained a measure of productivity.

The relationship between frequency, analogy, and inflection class 
shift will be discussed in more detail in chapter 9, where it will become 
clear that there is not always a simple correlation between high token 
frequency and inflectional stability.

15· See Knooihuizen & Strik (2014) for a description of the product-oriented schema 
for using /o(ː)/ to mark past tense in Dutch, which allows several different present 
tense stem vowels in its actual members, or even any kind of vowel when it comes to 
potential productivity in non-existing verbs.
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2.5 Inflection class shift

2.5.1 Inflection class change and inflection class shift
I define inflection class change as a change in the class itself: its estab-
lishment and disappearance, as well as phonological and morpholog-
ical modifications of its exponents, when these apply throughout the 
class, i.e. in all its members. Inflection class shift, then, is what happens 
to a member of a class when it adopts the inflectional exponents of 
another class.

To present a few examples: the development of strong and weak 
inflection in the Germanic languages, as described in the next chap-
ter, is a kind of inflection class change. Another example of change 
is the morphological (analogical) levelling of stem vowel alternation 
between the preterite singular and preterite plural, as in the history of 
the English verb sing:

(6)        prEt.Sg.   prEt.pl. 
Old English     ic sang   wē sungon 
Modern English   I sang    we sang

A complex example of inflection class shift can be seen in the history 
of the Dutch verb breien ‘knit’, which is cognate with the English verb 
braid:

(7)          inF.    prEt.(Sg.)   prEt.ptc. 
Old Dutch       bregdan   bragt    gebrogdan 
Modern Dutch      breien   breide   gebreid 
Modern Dutch (variant)   breien   bree    gebreeën

Originally, the verb inflected according to the third strong class, but 
it had later shifted to weak inflection. In recent times, however, a new 
strong variant inflection has arisen in Dutch where the verb inflects 
according to the (descendant of the) first strong class.

2.6 Processing mechanisms for regular and irregular 
inflection
Quite a lot of research, particularly in the 1990s, has been dedicated to 
finding out whether regular and irregular inflection are handled by 
the same cognitive mechanism, or if there are separate mechanisms 
for each. In other words, the research focuses on how inflection types 
might be represented in the brain and the lexicon, from a synchronic 
perspective. Much of this research has tended to focus on (modern 
standard) English. The two main approaches can be called single 
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mechanism and dual mechanism models. Single mechanism models 
hypothesise that both regular and irregular inflection types can be 
explained by a single system. These approaches include, among oth-
ers, Analogical Modeling (Skousen 1989, Skousen et al. 2002, Derwing 
& Skousen 1994, Eddington 2000), various connectionist approaches 
(see McClelland & Patterson 2002 for a summary), and Minimal Gener-
alization (Albright & Hayes 2002, 2003). The dual mechanism approach 
holds that there exists a rule-based mechanism for deriving regular 
forms, of which only the stems are stored in the lexicon, and that ir-
regular paradigms are stored in the lexicon in their entirety, rather 
than derived by rules (see e.g. Pinker 1999, Pinker & Ullman 2002, 
Marslen-Wilson & Tyler  1998).

As can be gathered from the extensive literature, separate evidence 
has been found for both approaches, and some findings can even be 
explained by both a single mechanism and a dual mechanism ap-
proach, depending on the model used. Of particular note are the stud-
ies that find neurolinguistic evidence for differences in processing 
of regular and irregular inflection, e.g. Jaeger et al. (1996). They them-
selves interpreted this as evidence for the dual mechanism approach, 
but Chandler & Skousen (1997) provide arguments for why the single 
mechanism approach of Analogical Modeling is not incompatible with 
the findings in Jaeger et al. (1996). Baayen & Moscoso del Prado Martín 
(2005) also re-analyse the data in Jaeger et al. (1996) and show that it 
does not necessarily support the dual mechanism approach. In addi-
tion, they show that there are various kinds of semantic differences 
between regular and irregular verbs in English, Dutch, and German.

As Marslen-Wilson & Tyler (1998: 434) correctly point out, there is 
a relative scarcity of studies of similar issues in languages other than 
English, and in addition, it would be preferable if models could take 
into account the different gradations of (ir)regularity that are revealed 
through closer study of verbs both in English and other languages. Of 
particular relevance to my own research is the study of Swedish verbs 
by Johansson (1997a, 1997b). Using a connectionist model, he investi-
gates to what extent the Swedish verb system can be explained by a 
single mechanism approach. The model performed quite well on the 
whole, but had problems with verbs that have (competing) variant out-
comes.

Throughout the large body of work, little has been said on what 
happens in the lexicon when irregular verbs become regular and vice 
versa, or when verbs begin to show hybridity in this respect. Such 
changes offer challenges to both single mechanism and dual mecha-
nism approaches, but particularly to the latter, since they would have 
to provide an account of how particular verbs could first be handled by 
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one mechanism in the grammar, and in a later stage of the language 
by another. This is especially so for weak verbs that become strong, 
since a model would have to explain how a verb that is only listed as 
a regular stem form in the lexicon can acquire new irregular stored 
forms where none existed before. A change the other way around — ir-
regular becoming regular — is more readily explained by a dual mech-
anism model, since one could argue that infrequent irregular forms 
are forgotten by speakers, up to the point where none are left, and the 
verb becomes regular by default and is handled only by the regular 
mechanism. One of the rare articles that tackle such diachronic issues 
is Hare & Elman (1995), who use a connectionist model to analyse in-
flection class changes from Old English onward. They show that the 
same principles (frequency and phonological patterns) can explain 
regularisation, irregularisation, and internal changes among weak 
and strong classes.

Finally, I want to mention a few studies of differences between 
strong and weak verbs in Dutch.16 Lalleman & Van Santen (1993) — 
see also Van Santen & Lalleman (1994) — show that there are differ-
ences in production time of strong and weak past tense forms, both 
for L1 and L2 speakers of Dutch. The production times of strong past 
tenses were influenced by lemma frequency, but those of weak inflec-
tion were not, which suggests the presence of a dual mechanism. In 
addition, Van Santen (1997) shows that there is an inverse relationship 
between frequency and the over-generalisation of weak forms to pre-
scriptively strong verbs. In other words, low frequency strong verbs 
tend to regularise more than high frequency ones. Young speakers 
produced more weak forms overall, suggesting an increasing trend to-
wards regularisation. In Knooihuizen & Strik (2014) we found no such 
age effect for the inflection of nonce verbs, however.

2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I’ve outlined some of the basic concepts I will work 
with in the rest of the book. Much of the book is about verbs changing 
their inflectional form, which usually means they shift to a different 
inflection class. Despite the centrality of the term inflection class, I use a 
loose and pragmatic definition of term with only descriptive and his-
torical connotations. The main reason for this is that the analogical 
models that I use in my analysis in chapter 7 and 8 do not work with 
classes, but directly with patterns of similarity between verbs.

We’ve seen that there are various reasons for the ascent and decline 
of inflection classes. Phonological and morphological factors may 

16· As previously discussed in Knooihuizen & Strik (2014).
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interplay with grammaticalisation and analogy. In chapters 3, 4 and 5 
we will meet instances of these processes in the history of strong and 
weak inflection in the Germanic languages, and more detailed studies 
of the history of Swedish and Frisian verb inflection.

Some of the aspects of inflection classes (and individual verbs) were 
also discussed. With regard to regularity, I have argued for a reluctant 
position, where any inflection pattern may in principle be described 
with rules. This entails that defaultness and productivity have a rather 
trivial relationship with regularity. In relation to productivity itself, 
I also take a pragmatic position, simply defining it as the extension 
of a pattern to new instances (Barðdal’s extensibility). This is because 
the research in this book is less concerned with theoretical matters of 
productivity, and more with developments on the level of individual 
verbs. In other words, productivity is autonomous from regularity and 
defaultness (Gardani  2013: 18).

To summarise, I hope to have provided a representative selection of 
theoretical approaches to inflection classes and their various mental 
and/or grammatical aspects. In what follows, I will first zoom in more 
closely on two particular types of verb inflection in the Germanic lan-
guages: strong and weak inflection. The rest of the book is dedicated 
to a more detailed study of the history of Swedish and Frisian past 
tense inflection, and the analogical modelling thereof.
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Chapter  3:  
Strong and weak inflection classes in 
Germanic verbs

3.1 Preliminaries
The terminology of strong and weak inflection goes back to Jacob 
Grimm, who emphasised the distinction between strong preterites us-
ing vowel alternation (also called ablaut or apophony) and/or redupli-
cation on the one hand, and weak ones using dental suffixation on the 
other. Grimm clearly had an aesthetic preference for the strong forms:

Das ſtarke præt. muß als hauptſchönheit unſerer ſprache, als eine 
mit ihrem alterthum und ihrer ganzen einrichtung tief verbundene 
eigenſchaft betrachtet werden.

The strong preterite must be considered a chief beauty of our language, an aspect 
deeply connected to the language’s venerable age and its whole structure.
(Grimm  1837: 755, my translation)

His reasoning was that strong verbs are strong enough to express past 
tense and other forms without using a suffix, but by relying on redu-
plication or modification of the stem itself, while weak verbs were un-
able to do without an additional suffix. Interpreted in another way, 
Grimm’s qualification — using the terms strong and weak — is not 
borne out by the history of the inflection classes in the Germanic lan-
guages, as strong inflection has been on a gradual decline for at least 
two thousand years. All the same, Grimm was certainly correct in pos-
iting a different origin for the two types of inflection, as we will now 
see.

3.2 The origin of strong inflection
Strong inflection arose as reduplication and vowel alternation gained 
in importance as markers of grammatical categories in Proto-Ger-
manic. Particularly remarkable parts of the verbal paradigm are the 
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first and third person of the preterite indicative, because they have no 
ending at all attached to the stem:

(1) Proto-Germanic  +brinnan-  +brann     ‘burn’ 
       inF.    1.3.prEt.Sg.ind. 
 
       +slēpan-   +se-zlēp     ‘sleep’ 
       inF.    1.3.prEt.Sg.ind.

Indo-European did have personal endings for the 1.3.prEt.Sg., but 
these had been apocopated in Proto-Germanic. In the forms in exam-
ple (1), the reduplication or the modified stem vowel is the main dis-
tinguishing factor, although obviously the absence of any other kind 
of marking can be seen as a marker as well.

3.3 Strong inflection classes in Proto-Germanic
Because the traditional classification of strong classes will be refer-
enced often in what follows, it will be good to have an overview of 
what these classes signify in the description of the Proto-Germanic 
verb system. In Table 3.1 I present a summary of the stem structure 
and vowel alternations of those classes, based on that in Mailhammer 
(2007b: 88). All references to strong classes in later stages of the Ger-
manic languages are ultimately based on this original classification.

3.4 The origin of weak inflection
Where did the Germanic dental preterite suffix — the hallmark of 
weak inflection — come from? This is one of the classic questions of 
Germanic historical linguistics and a subject of great relevance to the 
study of inflection and grammaticalisation. As such, it has received 
scholarly attention for quite some time. One of the main problems in 
explaining the origin of the dental preterite is that only the end result 
is attested: weak inflection is fully formed in all Old Germanic lan-
guages, and we have no empirical data about earlier stages. Because it 
is not immediately clear where to start looking, many hypotheses can 
— and have — been posited.

The research history up until 1912 is discussed in Collitz (1912: 1–26), 
that of the period 1912–1974 in Tops (1974). Hill (2010) provides one 
of the most recent treatments of the problem. After a survey of the 
problems, he argues for an explanation where the dental preterite is a 
product of a periphrastic construction consisting of a deverbal noun 
and inflected forms of Proto-Germanic +dō- ‘do’. This currently pre-
vailing body of theories about the origin of weak inflection is also the 
oldest, and it can be traced back to the 17th and 18th century German 
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scholar Diederich von Stade. Of course, not all theories based on the 
periphrastic ‘do’-construction are identical, but there is currently no 
better account of the origin of weak inflection, and I will assume it is 
correct in what follows.

Ultimately, explaining the precise origin of the dental preterite is 
not crucial to the research I undertake in this book. What is important 
is that, over time, the dental preterite was used to create the past tense 
of many Proto-Germanic verbs, thereby creating a new inflectional 
strategy to rival that used by strong verbs. This formation of two dif-
ferent but in principle equally valid strategies provides the basis for 
all changes in verbal inflection classes since Proto-Germanic. In the 
earliest attested Germanic language forms, both systems are firmly in 

class stem 
structure inF., prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

1 C�iC- eF CeiC- aF CaiC- Z C∅iC- Z C∅iC-
+st�ig- 
‘ascend’

+steiga- +staig- +stigum +stigana-

2 C�uC- eF CeuC- aF CauC- Z C∅uC- Z C∅uC-
+k�us- 
‘choose’

+keusa- +kaus- +kuzum +kuzana-

3 C�CC- eF CeCC- aF CaCC- Z C∅CC- Z C∅CC-
+f�nþ- 
‘find’

+fenþa- +fanþ- +fundum +fundana-

4 C�R- eF CeR- aF CaR- eL Cē1R- Z C∅R-
+n�m- 
‘take’

+nema- +nam- +nē1mum +numana-

5 C�C- eF CeC- aF CaC- eL Cē1C- eF CeC-
+g�b- 
‘give’

+geba- +gab- +gē1bum +gebana-

6 C�C- aF CaC- oL CōC- oL CōC- aF CaC-
+f�r- ‘go’ +far- +fōr- +fōrum- +farana-

Red. A Cē1C- Cē1C- CeCōC- CeCōC- Cē1C-
+lē1ta- ‘let’ +lē1t- +le-lōt- +le-lōtum +lē1tana-

Red. B CVC- CVC- CeCVC- CeCVC- CVC-
+maita- 
‘cut’

+mait- +me-mait- +me-maitum +maitana-

table 3.1 : Stem and vowel alternation structure of the Proto-Germanic 
strong verbs. The letters “F, L, Z” indicate whether the vowel in the form in 
question is a full, lengthened, or zero grade. This table is based on that in 

Mailhammer (2007b: 88).
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place, and it is their subsequent development that is my main concern 
in what follows.

3.5 Between Indo-European and Proto-Germanic
Neither strong nor weak inflection was present in the Indo-European 
ancestor language in the way it was in Proto-Germanic. While ablaut 
was part of Indo-European morphology, the role it plays in the system 
is different and more modest than in Proto-Germanic:

The main conclusion drawn from the discussion in this section is that 
ablaut originated as a result of phonological processes at some stage 
of early Indo-European. It was subsequently morphologized and then 
used as a concomitant of stem formation, i.e. as a dependent prop-
erty. By the time Indo-European split up into its daughter languages 
ablaut had perhaps already ceased to be productive. In any case, stem 
formations showing ablaut seem to have been recessive. Most impor-
tantly however, ablaut was used redundantly in Indo-European verbal 
morphology. Specifically, the role of ablaut differs fundamentally from 
ablaut in Semitic languages, in which verbal ablaut plays a central role.
(Mailhammer  2007a: 32)

The same holds, by and large, for reduplication in Indo-European:

From this discussion it follows that if its original function ever was 
iconic (denoting repetition) at an earlier stage, for the Indo-European 
period reduplication has to be viewed as largely noniconic [...] Morpho-
logically, reduplication is used in conjunction with a number of other 
morphological devices in a redundant way, and does not express gram-
matical categories.
(Mailhammer  2007a: 33)

At some point in the development of Proto-Germanic, however, ab-
laut and reduplication became less redundant and more central to dis-
tinguishing different parts of the verbal paradigm, thereby expressing 
grammatical categories such as tense, mood, etc. In Proto-Germanic, 
reduplication is used to create the preterite stems of a particular sub-
class of verbs, generally described as the seventh or reduplicating 
class. Gothic slêpan ‘sleep’ will serve as an example:

(2) slêpan  saí-slêp 
inF.   1.prEt.Sg.ind.

The reduplication has been lost to all contemporary Germanic lan-
guages, but was preserved in Gothic, and has left a few traces in some 
individual Old English and Old Norse verbs, e.g. Old Icelandic rera < 
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+re-rō ‘rowed’ and Old English heht < +he-hait ‘called, ordered [etc.]’ (see 
Jasanoff  2007: 244–245).

In contrast to this, verbs of the other six strong classes form the 
preterite solely through use of ablaut, like in Gothic nima ‘take’, a class 
4 verb:

(3) nima   nam 
inF.   1.3.prEt.Sg.ind.

In Proto-Germanic and its immediate descendant languages, we 
therefore have a situation where reduplication is used in some verbs 
but not in others, while the same holds for ablaut. Mailhammer (2007a: 
34–45) summarises the three main hypotheses about how this situa-
tion arose. However, none of them is without counterarguments, and 
Mailhammer remains undecided as to the true origin of the distribu-
tion between reduplication and ablaut in Proto-Germanic.

There are no direct parallels in Indo-European for weak inflection 
with a dental suffix as it is seen in the Germanic languages, and as 
such it must have been an innovation that arose internally in Pro-
to-Germanic. Therefore, we can distinguish roughly four types of in-
flection in Proto-Germanic and the Old Germanic languages: (1) redu-
plication only; (2) reduplication plus ablaut; (3) ablaut only; (4) weak 
inflection. Types (1) and (2) have later lost reduplication, resulting in a 
main distinction between strong and weak inflection in all immediate 
descendant languages of Proto-Germanic except Gothic, which had 
preserved reduplication.1 Theories about the disappearance of redu-
plication are discussed in Jasanoff (2007).

3.6 The synchronic definition of strong and weak 
inflection
Over time, ablaut replaced reduplication in all strong verbs in the Ger-
manic languages, which has led to the general position that strong 
verbs are defined by vowel alternation. By and large, this is a servicea-
ble definition, although it does not hold up to scrutiny in all cases. We 
have seen that there were verbs in Proto-Germanic and Gothic that 
had reduplication, but no vowel alternation, such as +slēpan- ‘sleep’. 
For these languages, a definition of strong verbs would have to be ex-
panded to include reduplication in order to be useful.

In several contemporary cases, we are confronted with strong verbs 
that do not show vowel alternation, such as Bokmål komme ‘come’:

1· Due to lack of evidence, it is not possible to say to whether or not, and to which 
extent, Early Runic languages had preserved reduplication. See Antonsen (1975: 22–23) 
for an overview of verbal inflection in the older runic inscriptions.
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(4) Bokmål  komme   kom   kommet 
    inF.    prEt.   Sup.

It is clear that in cases such as this one, strong inflection is not signi-
fied by the presence of vowel alternation, but rather by the absence 
of a dental suffix in the preterite and the use of a strong suffix in the 
supine.2

A definition of strong inflection is only as good as its usefulness, so 
there is no reason to make vowel alternation the sole essential defin-
ing characteristic of it. Rather, it is best to see strong inflection as a 
group of inflection classes that share certain features, but which fea-
tures those are can change over time. In the early stages, a strong verb 
was any verb that used vowel alternation and/or reduplication as a 
means to mark the preterite. As reduplication was lost, vowel alterna-
tion became the most salient feature of strong inflection, up until the 
point where vowel alternation disappeared in some verbs due to pho-
nological changes. At this point, the type of suffixation used in the past 
and past participle becomes the only clear-cut marker of inflection. 
Clearly, the distinction between weak and strong inflection hasn’t al-
ways been exactly the same; rather, it is the presence of the distinction 
itself that is most important.

Finally, a reminder that the strong and weak terminology is not nec-
essarily interchangeable with irregular and regular or default, as I ar-
gued in section 2.3.1.a (p. 15). In what follows, particularly when 
referring to research by other linguists, the terms might still get con-
fused, and most of the time that is not a huge problem as the forms 
generally speak for themselves, but I would like to emphasise that dif-
ferent terms highlight different aspects of such forms.

3.7 Semantic differences between strong and weak 
inflection
In my discussion so far, the assumption has been that there are no 
differences in meaning between weak and strong inflection as such. 
A weak past tense signifies a past activity just like a strong past tense 
does. The only difference is in the form. Broadly speaking, this is true, 
but there are indications that there still are subtle differences between 
the semantics of weak and strong verbs as a group.

The study by Baayen & Moscoso del Prado Martín (2005) shows 
that irregular verbs (i.e. mostly strong verbs) in English, Dutch, and 
German cluster more closely together semantically than regular verbs. 

2· The supine is a form used instead of or next to the preterite participle in Scandina-
vian languages to indicate the perfect.
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They also suggest that this semantic density may counteract pressures 
towards regularisation. These findings are pithily summarised by the 
authors themselves: “In other words, that come and go are both irregu-
lar may not be a complete coincidence” (Baayen & Moscoso del Prado 
Martín  2005: 674). Note that this does not mean that there are seman-
tic rules that decide whether a particular meaning should be expressed 
by a regular or an irregular verb.

A recent study on the semantics of Norwegian verbs by Brodahl 
Nilsen (2012) showed that strong inflection correlates significantly 
with momentaneous semantics of the verb, that is to say, verb mean-
ings that refer to an activity that takes places at a specific moment in 
time. Examples of these in Norwegian are bite ‘bite’, hogge ‘hew’, and 
sprekke ‘burst’. Of the investigated verbs, 21,5% of strong verbs could be 
classed as momentaneous, as opposed to only 9,0% of weak verbs. This 
correlation between strong inflection and momentaneous meaning 
has also been found in Swedish by Karlsson & Sahlquist (1974: 77–79), 
although this relation could not be established for all strong verbs. 
It is most pronounced in verbs that vary between strong and weak 
inflection, where both forms have taken on a specialised meaning. 
Even-Simkin & Tobin (2013) argue for a semantic distinction based 
on resultativeness between weak and strong verb inflection in Eng-
lish, but their book has been heavily criticised — and justly so — by 
Branchaw (2014).

Finally, it is worth mentioning the existence of pair verbs, by which 
I mean two verbs that are closely related semantically, but where one 
verb has strong inflection, and the other has weak inflection. This dif-
ference in inflection class corresponds to a difference in meaning: the 
strong verb is intransitive, and the weak verb is transitive. Such pair 
verbs occur in all Germanic languages, and are exemplified by Dutch 
pairs such as zitten – zetten ‘sit, set’ and liggen – leggen ‘lie, lay’.

It is clear, then, that there are subtle semantic differences between 
strong and weak (or regular and irregular) inflection in several Ger-
manic languages. These differences are often not very pronounced 
and of a statistical nature, unable to be expressed in hard rules. How-
ever, this does leave open the possibility that semantic factors may 
play a role in particular inflection class changes.

3.8 Reduction and elaboration of weak inflection 
classes
We’ve seen in section 3.4 (p. 32) where weak inflection most likely 
came from. In Proto-Germanic, there were four weak classes, how-
ever, sharing the dental suffix for past tense formation, but differing 
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in theme vowels and infinitive suffixes. These differences were tied 
to the semantics and origins of the verb. For example, the first class 
comprises causative verbs derived from strong verbs (e.g. pgMc strong 
+sitjan- ‘sit’ versus weak +satjan- ‘set [cause to sit]’) and a large num-
ber of verbs derived from nouns and adjectives (e.g. pgMc +blaikijan- 
‘bleach’ from +blaikaz- ‘pale’). See Boer (1924: §221–227) for an overview 
of the Proto-Germanic weak classes. As Dammel (2011: 80–91) explains 
for Old High German, this leads to a situation where weak verbs are 
distinguished from each other on several levels,both semantic and for-
mal. As discussed in section 2.2.2 (p. 12), when the semantic and 
phonological differences between such classes become neutralised 
over time, so do the borders between these classes, leading to a re-
structuring of the weak inflection class system.

This can have several results. In (standard) German, English, and 
Dutch, for example, there is only one weak inflection class left today, 
with purely phonologically conditioned variation in the dental suffix. 
In Frisian and the Scandinavian languages, as well as some dialects of 
the other Germanic languages,3 multiple weak classes are still in ex-
istence. Here, too, reduction has taken place in some respects, but the 
result is more of a restructuring of the weak verb system than a total 
reduction. For example, there are no semantic differences between 
the weak classes in Modern Swedish; the only differences are lexical 
and phonological — see section 4.4.2 (p. 63).

In one rare case, we can even speak of an elaboration of the weak 
inflection system, and this is the rise of the so-called “third conjuga-
tion” in Swedish and Norwegian, and to a lesser extent in Faroese. 
The phenomenon is studied most elaborately in Dammel (2009, 2011: 
225–248), and I will discuss the rise of this third weak conjugation with 
examples from Swedish in section 4.3.3 (p. 60).

Besides changes in the weak classes as such, we also find many cases 
of individual weak verbs shifting to another weak class or acquiring 
variant forms from another weak classes. Such shifts will be discussed 
in the histories of Swedish and Frisian later on in this book. Of course, 
changes like this only occur in languages that still have multiple weak 
classes to begin with.

3.9 Fluctuations in strong inflection
Although many strong verbs in the Germanic languages have been re-
markably stable throughout their history, the strong verb system as a 
whole bears witness to a large number of changes, both in individual 

3· See e.g. Dammel (2011: 142–149) for a description of the (semantically conditioned) 
differences between weak classes in High Alemannic dialects.
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verbs and the fate of the various subclasses of strong inflection.

3.9.1 Strong verbs becoming weak
Strong verbs becoming weak are a relatively common occurrence in 
the history of the Germanic languages. So much so that it is gener-
ally noted without question and seen as a ‘natural’ phenomenon, as-
suming that irregular forms have an innate tendency to regularise. 
Whether or not a strong verb becoming weak can be considered a 
case of regularisation depends on how strict a definition of regularity 
we are working with. In languages where there is only one weak class, 
the term seems apt, provided there are indeed no (phonological) ir-
regularities left in the new weak paradigm of the verb. In the case of 
languages with multiple weak classes, it depends on whether the weak 
target class in question is considered regular. Again, as with the syn-
chronic use of the term (ir)regularity — see the discussion in section 
2.3.1 (p. 13) — it is worth asking ourselves what we want to explain 
by using it. Saying an inflection class shift is a regularisation does not 
immediately explain why it happens at a particular point in time to 
one verb and not to another, and in the case where there are multiple 
regular/weak target classes, it does not immediately explain which of 
these will be the target.

With this out of the way, it is very much worth trying to explain why 
shifts from strong to weak inflection are in fact relatively common. 
To do so, we have to start with why some strong verbs are more sta-
ble than others, and it quickly becomes clear that frequency is thought 
to be a key factor in explaining these differences. Bybee (2003: 621) 
points out that analogical levelling tends to affect low frequency items 
first. In other words, less frequent verbs tend to become weak earlier 
in the history of a language, whereas highly frequent strong/irregular 
verbs hold on to their original inflection longer.4 The study by Carroll 
et al. (2012) shows that there is a correlation between both type and 
token frequency and regularisation in the history of verbs in German. 
That article was inspired by Lieberman et al. (2007), who tried to show 
for English that there is a correlation between the token frequency of 
the forms of a verb and its rate of regularisation. However, there are 
some methodological problems in their approach that weaken their 
argumentation, which were addressed by Carroll et al. Finally, the cor-
relation between low token frequency and regularisation is confirmed 
for Dutch by Van Santen (1997). The role of frequency in inflection 
class change is discussed in section 2.4 (p. 22), and will be picked up 
again in chapter 9.

4· See also an earlier study by Bybee (Hooper  1976: 99–100) for an examination of an-
alogical levelling of English irregular verbs related to token frequency.
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3.9.2 Weak verbs becoming strong
As said, strong verbs becoming weak are a rather common occurrence 
in the history of the Germanic languages. However, that does not 
mean that the inverse is unheard of. With some study, we can find 
many examples of innovative strong forms in verbs that were wholly 
weak before. In most of these cases, we can point towards analogies 
with existing strong verbs to explain the change. For example, the new 
past tense floot for the Dutch verb fluiten ‘whistle’ — found since the 
early 19th century — is not that strange if you compare it to originally 
strong forms like zuipen – zoop ‘drink heavily’ or kruipen – kroop ‘creep’ 
(see Van Haeringen 1940 for more examples from Dutch). The same 
goes for the new past tense dove for English dive, which can be com-
pared with e.g. drive – drove and strive – strove, and which is particularly 
common in North American English (Chambers  1998: 19–22).

In some cases, the source analogy for a new form is not so clear. The 
new past tense and past participle form snuck for the verb sneak, for ex-
ample, has no direct rhyming verb in English with the same inflection, 
unlike the verbs mentioned above. The most likely explanation is that 
the vowel /ʌ/ has become something of a ‘universal’ past tense marker 
in English, no matter what the present vowel is. Or perhaps, more re-
strictively, it can go with any front vowel in the present tense. (Bybee 
& Slobin  1982; Hogg 1988). Such forms that can take multiple present 
vowels as input are best analysed as product-oriented schemas, as ex-
plained in the next section.

A survey of inflection class changes in the Germanic languages 
shows that a verb need not be native to a language in order to have or 
acquire strong inflection. Already in the Old Germanic languages, we 
find traces for this in the verb +skreiban- ‘write’. It is quite likely that 
the verb was borrowed into various Germanic languages from Latin 
scrībere (Seebold  1970: s.v. SKREIB-A-). Generally, it is the case that 
borrowed words acquire regular inflection, but this verb is already at-
tested with strong inflection in Old English, Old Frisian, Old Saxon, 
and Old High German, indicating that the verb must have shifted. 
Strong inflection in the Scandinavian languages followed later, as can 
be seen in the history of Swedish skriva.5 We will come across various 
examples of borrowed verbs that have acquired strong inflection in 
the histories of Swedish and Frisian.

In some cases, it appears that a verb was borrowed along with its 
strong inflection, circumventing a weak stage entirely, such as in the 
case of Frisian sinke ‘sink’, which was borrowed from Dutch zinken. The 
past tense and past participle of the verb would have been the same 

5· See SKriVA ‘writE’ (pAgE 218) in Appendix A.
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in Dutch and Frisian: s/zonk – s/zonken. However, had the verb been 
inherited from Old Frisian, the infinitive would have been *sjonke 
through regular phonological change, which indicates the Dutch or-
igin of the actual form.6 It seems likely that such borrowings can only 
occur between closely related languages such as Frisian and Dutch 
that have partially overlapping strong inflection systems, and that we 
are dealing with a very specific case of borrowing between mutually 
compatible parts of morphology.

Finally, it appears that the source language for a borrowed verb does 
not even need to be an Indo-European language, as long as a phono-
logical analogy is possible. This is evidenced by the Yiddish verb šextn 
‘ritually slaughter’ — which is borrowed from Hebrew-Aramaic — and 
its strong past participle gəšoxtn (Jacobs  2005: 214).

3.9.3 Strong verbs changing laterally and product-oriented 
schemas
Although it is a relatively rare occurrence, strong verbs can also 
change laterally, that is to say, from one strong class to another. This 
can also happen to parts of the paradigm. One of the most widespread 
instances of such a phenomenon is the adoption of the vowel /i/ in the 
preterite of Dutch strong verbs. This vowel originated in the preterite 
of the seventh class of (originally reduplicating) verbs, where it had 
spread to all such verbs already in Old Dutch (Schönfeld  1957: §117). 
From there, it spread to some verbs of the sixth strong class in Middle 
Dutch (e.g. backen – bieck ‘bake’), and subsequently to verbs of third 
strong class in Early Modern Dutch (e.g. helpen – hielp ‘help’) — see 
Knooihuizen & Strik (2014: 180) for more detailed discussion.

In some cases, lateral changes between strong verbs can be ascribed 
to direct analogies to individual verbs or a group of verbs. Incidentally, 
Frisian offers a good example of this in the development of the past 
tense of the verb jaan ‘give’. Its original preterite was (among other 
forms) ief, but the verb developed the innovative forms iōg, iōd through 
analogy with verbs from the sixth strong class: slān – slōg ‘hit’, stān – 
stōd ‘stand’.7

In other cases, such as that of the Dutch /i/-spread above, we’re 
probably dealing with analogies that operate at a higher level, or at 
least not directly between specific verbs. It seems most likely that the 
vowel /i/ was treated as a past tense marker that wasn’t tied to one 
specific present tense vowel. We can analyse this phenomenon as an 
instance of a product-oriented schema. In these schemas the source form 

6· See SinKE ‘SinK’ (pAgE 273) in Appendix B.
7· See jAAn ‘giVE’ (pAgE 257) in Appendix B.
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is less important and allows for more variation, whereas instead the 
product is a specific form. Enger (1998: 137) explains it as follows:

Obviously, inflection classes help us to capture similarities between 
forms that are said to be members of the same class. But they do not 
help us to capture similarities between forms from different classes; 
rather, the opposite may be the case.

Enger’s main example is from Swedish, and particularly relevant 
for this thesis, and it involves preterites in Modern Swedish that end 
in /-uːg/. The verbs that have a preterite ending in this form include 
ta ‘take’, dra ‘pull’, le ‘laugh’, dö ‘die’, and slå ‘hit’. This means that there 
is one preterite ending corresponding to four different present tense 
vowels. Obviously, a generalisation is needed that operates at a higher 
or different level than the stem form of the present tense. A similar 
case has been made for the English past tense vowel /ʌ/, which can 
correspond to the present vowels /ɪ/, /ɑɪ/, and /i/ as we have seen in 
the discussion of the verb sneak in section 3.9.2 (p. 40) — see also 
Bybee & Slobin (1982: 285). More evidence for the operation of prod-
uct-oriented generalisations is found in the past tense of the remain-
ing strong verbs of Luxembourgish, all of which have the stem vowel 
/ou/ (Nowak  2010: 443–447), as well as in experiments on synchronic 
Dutch verbal inflection of nonce verbs, as described in Knooihuizen & 
Strik (2014).

3.9.4 Coalescence
A specific kind of change in strong verbs has been described by Fer-
tig (2009) as coalescence, defined by him as follows: “An irregular verb 
and a homophonous or phonologically similar (usually derivationally 
related) regular verb come to be regarded by speakers as a single lex-
ical item.” A good example is the English verb dive which arose out of 
coalescence of the Old English strong verb dūfan and the weak causa-
tive verb dȳfan. Somewhat ironically, the result was a weak verb that 
recently is becoming partially strong again in varieties of English. The 
result of coalescence is often a regular verb, but this isn’t always the 
case, such as in English sink, in which the strong verb has inherited 
both the intransitive and the causative meaning. See also the Frisian 
verb irregular verb lizze, in which the meanings ‘lie’ and ‘lay’ have been 
merged.8

Coalescence can also happen when two strong verbs are the source, 
such as English bid from Old English bēotan (strong class 2) and biddan 
(strong class 5) (Fertig  2009), or Dutch tijgen ‘go [arch.]’ from pgMc 

8· See liZZE ‘liE, lAy’ (pAgE 265) in Appendix B.
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+teih-a- (strong class 1) and +teuh-a- (strong class 2), which shared the 
infinitive form tiën in Middle Dutch. The coalescence of the latter has 
resulted in the unique vowel alternation pattern ij – oo – o in Modern 
Dutch.

3.9.5 Loss of the distinct preterite plural vowel
A final important development in strong inflection that should be 
mentioned is the levelling of the stem vowel of the preterite singu-
lar and preterite plural. Originally, the preterite vowels of the singu-
lar and plural of classes one through five differed from each other in 
quality and/or length — see section 3.3 (p. 32). In most Germanic 
languages, this distinction was eventually lost. It is preserved in more 
or less original form in Icelandic and Faroese, and in some classes in 
Dutch. The latter case is interesting because it is a case where a mor-
phological alternation has essentially been demorphologised: because 
phonological changes supported the existing alternation in some 
cases, these alternations were preserved but became phonological, 
where as in other cases they were levelled. Compare the first class verb 
rijden ‘ride’ to the fourth class verb stelen ‘steal’:

(5)       inF.   prEt.Sg.   prEt.pl.   prEt.ptc. 
Old Dutch    rīdon   rēt    ridon    giridon 
Modern Dutch   rijden   reed /eː/   reden /eː/  gereden /eː/ 
 
Old Dutch   stelon   stal    stālon    gistolan 
Modern Dutch   stelen   stal /ɑ/   stalen /aː/  gestolen /oː/

As Fertig (2013: 77) argues, the vowel distinction in the latter verb was 
preserved because it coincides with the difference in vowel quality be-
tween open and closed syllables in Dutch.

In the cases where the vowels did level out, this usually happened 
after the ‘Old’ stage of the language, but before the ‘Modern’ stage, as 
we will see for Swedish and Frisian in the next two chapters.

3.10 Extreme reduction of Germanic inflection

3.10.1 Loss of the preterite in High German, Afrikaans, Yiddish
Although not directly relevant for the history of Frisian and Swedish, 
it is worth mentioning that there are cases of extreme reduction of in-
flection in the Germanic languages. First of all, there is the loss of the 
preterite as a grammatical category in High German dialects, Yiddish, 
and Afrikaans. For the developments in the latter language, see the 
next subsection.
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The loss of the preterite in High German is explained by Reis (1894) 
through the loss of final schwa, making the preterite identical to the 
present for weak verbs. Its replacement to express past tense was the 
periphrastic perfect. Trost (1980) mostly agrees with Reis, despite in-
termittent criticism, but adds semantic/pragmatic factors relating to 
the dominance of the perfect in language usage to explain why this 
form could take over the role of past tense marker.

3.10.2 Extreme reduction and disappearance of strong inflection
Mentioned above is the fact that Luxembourgish has experienced an 
extreme reduction of strong inflection, to the point where there are 
only eighteen strong verbs left, which share a single preterite vowel 
/ou/ (Werner  1990, Nowak  2010).

Even more extreme is the loss of strong inflection in Afrikaans, 
which went hand in hand with the loss of the preterite as a grammati-
cal category. According to Conradie (1999: 34–36) the first factor in the 
loss of the preterite was imperfect learning of the irregular (strong) 
preterites by L2 learners of Afrikaans. Instead of a regularisation of 
the preterite, with weak forms replacing the unlearned strong forms, 
the perfect took over the function of expressing past tense instead. 
This shift was supported by several systemic and pragmatic factors 
that had affected the perfect — see also Dammel (2011: 107–113) for a 
discussion.

3.11 Preterite–present, modal, and anomalous verbs
Apart from weak and strong inflection, there are three other kinds of 
verbs that are usually grouped together in analyses of the Germanic 
languages: preterite–present verbs, modal verbs, and anomalous 
verbs. In some cases, such as Jacobs (1899) for Old Frisian, these three 
groups are taken together under the header of irregular verbs. As the 
specific terminology suggests, these verbs are separated from the rest 
because they inflect in other ways than the vast majority of verbs in 
a language, whether weak or strong. In addition, these verbs tend to 
stand out in terms of semantics, high token frequency, and shortened  
or otherwise irregular forms. Although the main focus in this thesis is 
on weak and strong inflection, it will be informative to briefly discuss 
these other verbs here in turn, and we will encounter some of these in 
the discussion of strong and weak inflection in Swedish and Frisian in 
the next two chapters.

3.11.1 Preterite–present and modal verbs
Preterite–present verbs are so called, because they use an originally 
preterite form with a present tense meaning. A prime example is the 
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Proto-Germanic verb +wait ‘know’, which is derived from the past 
tense of an Indo-European verb +weid- ‘see’ (Seebold  1970: s.v. WAIT). 
The semantic transfer from ‘have seen’ to ‘know’ is obvious. The basis 
for these verbs is a strong preterite that became a present tense, with 
accompanying stem vowel difference between the singular and plural 
where applicable, as can still be seen in e.g. Dutch ik kan – wij kunnen 
‘I can – we can’. Other parts of the paradigm of these verbs had to be 
recreated, for which weak inflection was generally used, resulting in 
new weak past and perfect forms. The result is a group of verbs with 
mixed strong and weak forms, and vowel alternation in the present 
tense. On these grounds, the preterite–presents are often treated as 
an inflection class of their own, albeit with many internal differences.

Modal verbs, in turn, are a mostly semantic category that refers to 
auxiliary verbs that express something about the truth value of the 
main verb in a sentence, such as its likelihood, truthfulness, permissi-
bility, as well as an attitude towards the other speaker(s) in a conver-
sation, such as promises, requests, and so forth. For example, in the 
English sentence I would do that for you, the verb form would uses the 
past tense of will to express an intention that can not at present be fol-
lowed, for whatever reason (Fischer  2007: 177–180). Note that there is a 
strong overlap between the categories of preterite–present and modal 
verbs, and the differences are not always clear. The original preterite–
present verbs that have survived in the Modern Germanic languages 
are generally described as modal auxiliaries, but not all modals are 
original preterite–presents (Birkman  1987: 4).

In the context of a discussion of weak and strong inflection, it is in-
teresting to take a look at the past participles of modal verbs, which are 
generally new formations, since these verbs originally lacked such a 
form. If we consider weak inflection to be the default, we expect modal 
verbs to develop weak participles and supines, as is indeed the case 
in verbs like Dutch kunnen – gekund ‘can’ and Swedish kunna – kunnat 
‘can’. However, in Dutch, and especially in Frisian, there is a tendency 
for modals to develop participles using the strong nasal suffix, as is 
evidenced by e.g. Dutch mogen – gemogen ‘may’ and hoeven – gehoeven 
‘ought’.9 Modern Frisian modals with strong participles (sometimes as 
a variant form) include kinne – kinnen ‘can’, meie – meien ‘may’, moatte – 
moatten ‘must’, sille – sillen ‘shall’, and wolle – wollen ‘want’.

3.11.2 Anomalous verbs
To close this chapter, some words about the small number of verbs 

9· See Van der Wouden (1996) and Van Mulders (1943) on the latter verb.
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that are often referred to under the header anomalous verbs in gram-
mars.10 These usually comprise a small number of verbs with unique 
inflection patterns, irregularities, and high token frequency. The verb 
meaning ‘be’ is practically always in this category, along with other 
verbs such as ‘do’ and ‘have’, depending on the development of such 
verbs in the language in question.

Anomalous verbs as a whole paradigm are difficult to discuss in the 
context of inflection classes, as they tend to have unique inflection 
patterns, but their individual forms may still be interesting to relate to 
other inflection classes. The Dutch verb zijn ‘be’, for example, has de-
veloped a weak past participle geweest (< gewezen), despite or perhaps 
because of its high frequency (see below). The verb do, in turn, is the 
only verb in the Modern Germanic languages that has retained traces 
of reduplication in the preterite: English did, Dutch deed, German tat.

The unique inflection patterns of these verbs can be explained as a 
result of their high token frequency, which exerts a higher pressure to-
wards production efficiency. This pressure often causes phonological 
reduction which entails a higher risk of different parts of the paradigm 
becoming indistinguishable. To preserve these distinctions, irregular 
forms must be introduced into the paradigm (Nübling  2000: 25, 227).

Just as for the preterite–present and modal verbs, I will mention the 
inflectional forms of anomalous verbs in later discussions when it will 
be interesting from a perspective of the spread inflectional patterns. 
One example is the analogical spread of the ending /-iː/ in highly fre-
quent verbs in Frisian, such as ha(wwe) – hie ‘have’ and dwaan – die ‘do’ 
— see also Nübling (2000: 33–34).

10· For example, Bremmer (2009: §149) for Old Frisian. Alternatively, they may be re-
ferred to as other verbs, miscellaneous verbs, etc.
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Chapter  4:  
Verbal inflection classes in the history of 
Swedish

4.1 Introduction
This chapter contains an overview of the history of the inflection 
classes of the Swedish language. The focus is on the substance of the 
classes themselves: the forms of their suffixes and vowel alternation 
patterns, fluctuations in membership, the disintegration of particu-
lar distinctions and advent of others, etc. The histories of individual 
Swedish verbs are largely ignored here, unless they are exemplary of 
more broad changes. In Appendix A, the histories of many individual 
verbs mentioned here may be found.

The history of the Swedish language can be divided into a number 
of periods. In what follows, I will use the periodisation put forward by 
Norde (1997: 14–15), which in turn is a slight modification of the tradi-
tional periodisation, such as posited by e.g. Wessén (1956). The periods 
distinguished are as follows:

(1) Runic Swedish    800–1225 (CE) 
Old Swedish     1225–1375 
Middle Swedish    1375–1526 
Early Modern Swedish  1526–1732 
Modern Swedish    1732–

4.1.1 Sources
The Swedish verb database that forms the basis for the overview in 
this chapter was filled with material taken from several sources. First 
of all, I have analysed verb tokens from a selection of texts from the 
history of Swedish. For Old and Middle Swedish, these are Äldre Väst-
götalagen [‘The Elder West-Gautish Law’] (c. 1220), Upplandslagen [‘The 
Uppland Law’] (1297), the first half of Birgittas Uppenbarelser [‘The Rev-
elations of St. Birgitta’] (c. 1380), and Didrikssagan [‘Didrik’s Saga’] (c. 
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1450). The Early Modern Swedish material is based on Agneta Horn’s 
Beskrivning över min vandringstid [‘Description of my travelling days’] 
(1657) and the early periodical Then Swenska Argus [‘The Swedish Ar-
gus’] (1732–1734).1 Electronic versions of all the above texts were taken 
from Fornsvenska textbanken (Delsing  2006). For Modern Swedish, the 
600 most frequent preterite and preterite participle forms were taken 
from two corpora: the works and letters of August Strindberg and the 
Swedish Wikipedia corpus; both are part of Korp, the overarching cor-
pus of Modern Swedish (Borin & Forsberg  2012).

The Old Swedish forms were supplemented with material from No-
reen’s grammar (Noreen  1904). For all the lemmata in the database I 
have looked up the Modern Swedish form where it was not yet sup-
plied by the corpus material. For this purpose I have used the Swedish 
Wiktionary (http://sv.wiktionary.org/). Finally, I have included the 
strong verbs analysed by De Backer (2013) where these were not al-
ready present in the database. The end result is a diachronic database 
with 2220 verb lemmata, including prefixed verbs. The latter were ig-
nored except in a few highly exceptional cases, bringing the total of 
unique verbs analysed down to 1364.

Based on the sources mentioned above, I concluded that the dif-
ferences between Old and Middle Swedish are negligible in terms of 
verbal inflection classes, and in the descriptions of the Swedish mate-
rial in this chapter and chapter 7 I conflate these two periods into one.

4.1.2 Inflection classes in Runic Swedish
The corpus of Runic Swedish (800–1225), as described in Peterson 
(2006), contains numerous forms that give information about verb 
inflection. In general, however, there are no divergences from the in-
flection classes as found in Old Swedish as known from written — as 
opposed to carved — sources. Particularly interesting forms are noted 
under the header of the relevant verb in Appendix A.

4.2 Inflection classes in Old Swedish
The descriptions of the Old Swedish inflection classes given below are 
based on the Altschwedische Grammatik of Adolf Noreen (1904).

4.2.1 Strong inflection classes
Here I present the main strong inflectional patterns of Old Swedish. 
In those cases where multiple vowel alternation patterns are listed, 
this variation is caused either by regular phonological processes in the 

1· In what follows, these texts may be referred to by their respective abbreviations: 
ÄVgl, uppl, Birgit, didriK, AHorn, ArguS, StrindB, wiKi.
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Old Swedish or Proto-Nordic, or pre-existing morphological variation 
patterns that involve multiple verbs.

4.2.1.a. Strong class 1

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeiC- +CaiC- +CiC-  +CiC-

oSw rīða rēð riðu riðin ‘ride’

The vowel alternation of the first strong class is stable in Old Swed-
ish. Proto-Germanic present tense +ei and preterite singular +ai have 
monophthongised to ī and ē, respectively.

4.2.1.b. Strong class 2

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeuC- +CauC- +CuC-  +CuC-

oSw niūta nøt̄ nutu nutin ‘enjoy’

brȳta brøt̄ brutu brutin ‘break’

sūpa søp̄ supu supin ‘drink heavily’

The Old Germanic languages have two basic vowel variants in the pres-
ent tense of the second class strong verbs: one deriving from pgMc 
+eu, which led to the Old Swedish diphthong iū, and another: the long 
monophthong ū.2 In Old Swedish, iū (< +eu) monophthongised to ȳ af-
ter r, which leaves three different present tense vowels in strong class 
2. The preterite singular underwent monophthongisation: +au > ø.̄

4.2.1.c. Strong class 3

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeLC- +CaLC- +CLC-  +CLC-

oSw smælta smalt smulto smultin ‘melt’

hiælpa halp hulpo hulpin ‘help’

pgMc +CeNC- +CaNC- +CNC-  +CNC-

oSw spinna spann spunno spunnin ‘spin’

krympa kramp krumpo krumpin ‘shrink’

siunka sank sunko sunkun ‘sink’

Originally, all class 3 strong verbs had +e as present tense vowel, but 
due to various sound changes, Old Swedish class 3 has five different 

2· The origin of the unexpected vowel +ū is discussed in Perridon (2001).
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vowels in the present tense. Before consonant clusters beginning with 
a nasal, +e was raised to i. Old Swedish iæ arose due to operation of pro-
gressive i-mutation on earlier forms with breaking: iæ < ia < +e. i could 
undergo u-mutation when adjacent to a labial consonant in a closed 
syllable, leading to y.3 The present vowel y could in turn be broken be-
fore ggw, ngw, nkw, resulting in iu (Noreen  1904: §127).

4.2.1.d. Strong class 4

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeR- +CaR- +Cē1R-  +CR-

oSw stiæla stal stālo stulin, stolin ‘steal’

bæra bar bāro burin, borin ‘bear’

pgMc +CeN- +CaN- +Cē1N-  +CN-

oSw nima nam nāmo, nōmo numin, nomin ‘take’

Like the third strong class, the fourth shows variation between æ, iæ, 
and i in the present vocalism, all arising from pgMc +e. There is varia-
tion in the preterite plural between ō and ā when there is an adjacent 
nasal consonant. A small number of S4 verbs diverge from the standard 
pattern described above. The verbs koma ‘come’, sova ‘sleep’, and troða 
‘tread’ have /o/ as their stem vowel (alternatively /u/), rather than /æ/ 
or /i/. Their preterite singular forms also shows these vowels.

4.2.1.e. Strong class 5

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeC- +CaC- +Cē1C-  +CeC-

oSw læsa las lāso læsin ‘read’

sitia sat sāto sitin ‘sit’

All S5 stem vowels derive from pgMc +e. The oSw /i/ forms were 
caused by i-mutation (Noreen  1904: §164). In addition to the two pat-
terns described above, there are a few S5 verbs that show variation in 
their stem vocalism. The verb mæta ‘measure’, for example, also has 
the form miæta, while gita ‘get’ has the variants gæta, giæta. In all these 
cases, the preterite participle vowel matches that of the present.

3· The development of the verb bryggia ‘brew’ is more complicated; see BryggA ‘BrEw’ 
(pAgE 193).
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4.2.1.f. Strong class 6

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CaC- +CōC- +CōC-  +CaC-

oSw fara fōr fōro farin ‘fare, travel’

The sixth class strong verbs are relatively homogeneous, and show no 
changes in vocalism compared to the Proto-Germanic ancestor forms. 
Short /a/ is the standard vowel in the present and the preterite partici-
ple, while long /oː/ is the vowel in all preterite forms. Some verbs have 
divergent forms: drægha ‘drag’ and græva ‘dig’ are variant infinitives 
based on present tense forms with i-mutation (Noreen  1904: §540).4 
A few verbs have contracted monosyllabic infinitives, e.g. flā ‘flay’ and 
þwā ‘wash’.

4.2.1.g. Strong class 7: originally reduplicating classes
The originally reduplicating verbs (S7) show a large variety of vowel 
alternation patterns in Old Swedish, and are generally considered a 
collection of verbs that did not fit neatly into one of the other strong 
classes.5 Noreen (1904) attempts to group them according to these 
ablaut patterns, but the resulting groups consist solely of unique pat-
terns or groups with at most two members.

In general, though, it can be said that originally reduplicating verbs 
in Old Swedish show an ABBA pattern of vowel alternation. Two ex-
amples will illustrate this:6

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

oSw hēta hǣt hǣto hētin ‘be named’

oSw ganga, gā gik gingo gangin ‘go’

4.2.2 Weak inflection classes
Noreen (1904: §546–553) divides the weak verbs into four main inflec-
tion classes, mainly based on the forms of their suffixes in the present, 
preterite, and past participle.

4· See also section 5.2.1.f (p. 80) for the same phenomenon in the Frisian sixth 
strong class.
5· See e.g. Mailhammer (2007a: 104–108), who describes reduplication as a ‘safety net 
system’ for verbs in Proto-Germanic.
6· Discussions of the individual verbs that originally belonged to this class may be 
found in Appendix A.
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4.2.2.a. Weak Class 1

inF. prES. prEt. prEt.ptc.

-a -a(r) -að- -að-

kalla kalla(r) kallaðe kallaðer ‘call’

This class contains the majority of Old Swedish verbs. A number of 
first class weak verbs can also inflect according to the third weak class 
(Noreen  1904: §547).

4.2.2.b. Weak Class 2

inF. prES. prEt. prEt.ptc.

-ia -er -ð/d/t- -ð/d/t-

kræfia kræver krafðe krafðer ‘crave’

vælia væl valde valder ‘choose’

flytia flyter flutte flutter ‘move, transport’

This class contains a sizable number of verbs, all with a short stem. 
The precise nature of the initial consonant of the preterite suffix de-
pends on that of the final consonant of the stem. It is /ð/ after another 
(non-/ð/) fricative or after /r/; a /d/ after a /ð/, a liquid, or a nasal; 
and finally, a /t/ after a stop. The class is typified by the influence of 
i-mutation in the present and infinitive, which is absent in the pret-
erite and past participle. However, already in Old Swedish, this i-mu-
tation occasionally spread to the past forms, bringing the inflection 
closer to that of the third weak class (Noreen  1904: §548). The verbs of 
this class are the basis for most of the verbs in Modern Swedish which 
combine weak suffixation with vowel alternation in their inflection, 
referred to in later periods as “W2x”.

4.2.2.c. Weak Class 3

inF. prES. prEt. prEt.ptc.

-a -i(r) -ð/d/t- -ð/d/t-

rør̄a rør̄i(r) rør̄ðe rør̄ðer ‘move’

kænna kænni(r) kænde kænder ‘know’

lēða lēði(r) ledde ledder ‘lead’

mǣla mǣli(r) mǣlte mǣlter ‘speak’

The third weak class contains many verbs, all with a long stem (either 
VCC, VCː, or VːC). Like the second class, these verbs have a past dental 
suffix that adapts to the final consonant of the verb stem. In the case of 
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verbs like lēða, where a long stem vowel is followed by a /ð/, the vowel 
is shortened in the prEt. and prEt.ptc., while the consonant is long.

4.2.2.d. Weak Class 4
Noreen (1904: §553) also distinguishes a small fourth weak class of 
verbs in Old Swedish (approximately 20 verbs). These verbs are differ-
ent in some respects from those of the other classes, and correspond 
to a certain degree to Noreen’s fourth weak class in Old Icelandic (No-
reen  1903: §509). This class includes some highly frequent and idiosyn-
cratic weak verbs such as sighia ‘say’ and gøra ‘do’. Because the class is 
so small, and its unique characteristics are either individually shared 
with other classes, or confined to particular verbs, I will ignore this 
class from this point on. All its members either conformed to another 
weak pattern in the history of Swedish, or remained highly idiosyn-
cratic.7

4.3 Changes in the inflection classes between Old and 
Modern Swedish
I will now discuss the development of Swedish inflection from the 
perspective of the traditional seven strong classes, as well as the re-
structuring of weak inflection, and more general changes that have 
determined Modern Swedish inflection. At the end of this chapter, an 
overview of changes involving strong inflection is provided in tables.

4.3.1 Changes in strong inflection

4.3.1.a. Levelling of singular and plural vocalism in the preterite
In general, the vowels of the preterite levelled to that of the prEt.Sg. 
Combined with syllable balance — the preference for short vowels be-
fore long consonants and vice versa — this caused a de facto merger of 
S3 and S4: /æ–a–u–u/, /æ–a–aː–u/ > /æ–a(ː)–u/, since the /a/ of S3 is 
always short (before a cluster) whereas that of S4 has become long. In 
Modern Swedish, these are in complementary distribution. The level-
ling of the singular and plural vocalism appears to have been mostly 
completed by the 17th century. For example, AHorn consistently has 
/eː/ in strong class 1 forms:

(1) Och när di då rede vt [...] 
‘And when they then rode out’

In some cases, there is still variation in this period. While the levelled 
forms show up in the 17th century (AHorn), in S2 verbs the vowels still 

7· Some of these verbs are treated individually in Appendix A.
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appear to be in competition with each other:

(2) Och iu mer di sköte [...] 
‘And the more they shot’ 
 
[...] de låge så när i hop och skuto 
‘they lay so close together and shot’

4.3.1.b. Glide levelling
Another important change, which has mainly affected S2 verbs, is 
what I will call glide levelling.8 It is a type of morphologically moti-
vated levelling of the verb stem that may occur when some parts of the 
paradigm have a glide in their stem, while others do not. For example, 
the Old Swedish verb biūða has the prEt.Sg. form bøð̄ and the supine 
form buðit, while in Modern Swedish, the forms are bjuda, bjöd, bjudit. 
Speakers must have reanalysed the originally vocalic /i/ (<pgMc. +e) 
as a consonantal glide in a rising diphthong. Additionally, the change 
shows that there is a paradigmatic pressure to keep the consonantal 
‘skeleton’ of the verb stem identical in all parts of the paradigm.

Glide levelling in Swedish was first described in detail by Lundberg 
(1921: 109–129), who discusses the history of the phenomenon and its 
diachronic and dialectal distribution in Swedish.9 S2 verbs affected 
by glide levelling include bjuda ‘bid’, gjuta ‘pour’, ljuda ‘sound’, ljuga ‘lie 
[tell untruths]’, ljuta ‘get, receive’, njuta ‘enjoy’, sjuda ‘let simmer’, skjuta 
‘shoot’, and tjuta ‘howl, cry’. In addition, individual verbs from other 
classes may be affected, such as the S3 verbs sjunga ‘sing’ and sjunka 
‘sink’.

4.3.1.c. Strong class 1
S1 has remained quite stable throughout the history of Swedish. The 
/iː/ of the present and infinitive is preserved, as S1 verb stems end in 
single consonants, causing no conflicts in terms of syllable balance. 
The same goes for the /eː/ of the prEt.Sg. The vowel of the prEt.pl. has 
levelled to that of prEt.Sg.: /i/ >/eː/. The supine / past participle vowel 
/i/ has lengthened to /iː/, because of syllable balance. So, although 
individual members of the class may of course have shifted to other 
classes, the class itself hasn’t changed all that much, and it remains 
one of the more prominent strong inflectional patterns in Modern 
Swedish, with 31 verbs according to Karlsson & Sahlquist (1974: 50).

8· Glide levelling is also found, though more rarely, in Frisian, Danish, Bokmål Nor-
wegian and Faroese. The Frisian cases are described in Appendix B: FjocHtSjE ‘FigHt’ 
(pAgE 251), SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275), and HwĀoFriS ‘HAng’ (pAgE 256).
9· See also Salm (1990: 71–76).
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4.3.1.d. Strong class 2
As described above, S2 comprised three different patterns in Old 
Swedish. All of these have survived in Modern Swedish, with a few 
changes. As in S1, the prEt.Sg. and prEt.pl. vowels have levelled out, 
again in the direction of the prEt.Sg. In the vowels of the present and 
infinitive, length has been preserved, giving us /uː/ > /ʉː/, /iuː/ > 
/jʉː/, and /yː/. The supine / past participle vowel /u/ has been length-
ened and fronted to /ʉː/, a regular phonological change.

A few other changes have to be mentioned with regard to S2. First of 
all, starting in the Modern Swedish period, many S2 verbs with /yː/ as 
the present stem vowel have extended this vowel to the supine. These 
supines are sometimes still strong (e.g. flygit ‘flown’) or they may be 
weak (e.g. krypt ‘crawled’). Sometimes (e.g. strypt ‘strangled’), this 
weak form is the standard supine form; however, in these cases we are 
dealing with originally weak verbs that developed an S2 preterite form 
(ströp) only, holding on to their original weak supine. This tendency 
to develop an ABA vowel alternation pattern is much weaker in the S2 
verbs with /ʉː/ as the present stem vowel (Karlsson & Sahlquist  1974: 
51–53).

Finally, a good number of S2 verbs show evidence of glide levelling, 
as described above.

4.3.1.e. Strong class 3
Due to various phonological changes, class S3 in Old Swedish con-
tained verbs with five different present stem vowels.10 The two main 
patterns remaining in Modern Swedish are /i–a–ʉ/ and /æ–a–ʉ/. Of 
the verbs that had /iæ/ as the present stem vowel in Old Swedish, only 
one is still strong in Modern Swedish: skälva ‘quake’. Unlike many of 
the S2 verbs with glide levelling, this verb maintains a consonantal dis-
tinction between present/infinitive and past/supine: /ʃælva – skalv/. 
The verbs sjunga ‘sing’ and sjunka ‘sink’ have had idiosyncratic inno-
vations. The preterite vowel /a/ was replaced with /ø/, and at a later 
stage, the verbs underwent glide levelling.11

The levelling of the prEt.Sg. and prEt.pl. vowel again went in the di-
rection of the prEt.Sg., so in Modern Swedish, all standard S3 preterites 
have /a/ as the stem vowel. Due to the fact that the process has had the 
same result in S4, these two classes are indistinguishable in Modern 
Swedish.

The third strong class has enjoyed a limited amount of productivity, 
attracting verbs both from weak classes and from other strong classes, 

10· Four, if you count the /i/ in /iæ/ as a consonant.
11· This change in sometimes analysed as a shift towards S2, even though S2 verbs 
exclusively have long /øː/ in the prEt.Sg. — see section 4.5.3 (p. 70) for a discussion.
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e.g. hinna ‘reach’ (< W2) and sitta ‘sit’ (< S5).

4.3.1.f. Strong class 4
As a consequence of the levelling of the prEt.Sg. and prEt.pl. stem vow-
els, the vowel alternation patterns of the small S4 class have gener-
ally become indistinguishable from those of S3, since both the present 
(/i, æ, jæ/) and supine (/ʉ/) vowels are shared between these classes. 
Notable exceptions are koma ‘come’ and sova ‘sleep’, which are origi-
nally S4 verbs, but which already had idiosyncratic present stem vow-
els in Old Swedish. These two verbs are the only two S4 that are still 
separate from S3 in Modern Swedish.

The others have either merged with that class (bära ‘bear’, simma 
‘swim’, skära ‘cut’, and stjäla ‘steal’), lost their strong inflection (tråda 
‘tread’), or disappeared from the language altogether (nima ‘take’).

4.3.1.g. Strong class 5
Already a small class in Old Swedish, there are not many S5 verbs left 
in Modern Swedish. A remarkable development are the innovative 
weak supines that have been formed for some of these verbs, namely 
be – bett ‘offer’, ge – gett ‘give’, and se – sett ‘see’. This phenomenon is 
discussed in more detail below in section 4.3.3 (p. 60). A significant 
proportion of S5 verbs have acquired weak variants or have gone over 
completely to a weak class.

4.3.1.h. Strong class 6
Of the 20 original S6 verbs, roughly two thirds have acquired weak 
variants, or have shifted to weak inflection completely. Two innova-
tions are of note. First of all, the introduction of W3 supines has not 
affected all S6 verbs that it could have. While stå ‘stand’ has developed 
a W3 supine (stått), dra ‘drag’, slå ‘hit’ and ta ‘take’ have not. Second, 
the preterite ending /-uːg/, originating in the prEt.pl. of the verbs dra, 
le ‘laugh’, and slå — that is, verbs where the stem originally ended in 
a velar — spread to the prEt.Sg. in Middle and Early Modern Swedish. 
More interestingly, the ending has enjoyed a very limited amount of 
productivity in Modern Swedish: it has spread to the verb dö – dog ‘die’. 
It is possible that this form of the preterite has become associated with 
verb stems ending in a long vowel. Even so, it is confined to S6 verbs 
and has not affected e.g. S7 verbs like gå ‘go’ or få ‘get’.

4.3.1.i. Strong class 7: Originally reduplicating verbs
As explained above in section 4.2.1.g (p. 53), S7 has never been a 
wholly coherent class in terms of vowel alternation patterns. Com-
pared to Old Swedish, quite a few S7 verbs have acquired weak 
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variants, become weak, or disappeared entirely from the language. 
However, about half of the original S7 verbs still have strong inflection 
in Modern Swedish.

4.3.2 Changes in weak inflection

4.3.2.a. Noreen’s weak class 1
The first weak class (W1) has been quite stable. It has retained its con-
trast to other weak verbs mainly through the continued presence of 
the /-a-/ in the different suffixes. The present suffix has stabilised to 
/-ar/, while the preterite and supine suffixes have become /-ade/ and 
/-at/, respectively.

Over time, W1 has become more prominent in the Swedish verb 
system. It has been the most productive of the weak classes, particu-
larly regarding the integration of derivations and loan verbs into the 
language.

4.3.2.b. Noreen’s weak class 2, 3, 4
The other Old Swedish weak classes have lost their distinctiveness. 
Vowel distinction in the present tense suffix has disappeared, leading 
to /-(e)r/ in the present everywhere. The change of /-ð-/ to /-d-/ left 
only the latter consonant and /-t-/ as dentals in the suffixes of these 
weak verbs.

Many of the Old Swedish W2 verbs with vowel alternation regular-
ised over time, while the rest became part of a shrinking group of (ir-
regular) weak verbs with stem change, which are usually not treated 
as a separate class. Compare the different paths of täcka ‘cover’, främja 
‘support’ and välja ‘choose’:

inF. prEt. Sup. class

oSw þækkia þakte þakter

ModSw täcka täckte täckt W2

oSw främia framde framder

ModSw främja främjade främjat W1

oSw vælia valde valder

ModSw välja valde valt W2X

Verbs descending from Noreen’s second through fourth classes will 
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be referred to as W2 where it concerns verbs in Early Modern and 
Modern Swedish. Within this group, there are exceptional or ‘irregu-
lar’ patterns such as the one where vowel alternation was maintained, 
classified above as “W2x”.

4.3.3 The rise of the third weak class
The four Old Swedish weak classes coalesced into two major classes, 
as described above. However, the Middle Swedish period also saw the 
rise of a new class of weak verbs, which is generally called the third 
weak class, which should of course not be confused with Noreen’s 
third weak class in Old Swedish.

The emergence of this new weak class is analysed in detail in Dam-
mel (2009), and I will follow her analysis here.12 The catalyst for the 
emergence of the third weak class was the loss of intervocalic /ð/. In 
weak verbs with stems ending in a long vowel, such as fly ‘flee’, this 
would have led to a preterite form that would be insufficiently distin-
guishable from the present:

inF. prEt. Sup.

Early Middle Swedish /flyː(a)/ /flyːðe/ /flytː/

After loss of /ð/ /flyː(a)/ */flyː(e)/ /flytː/

(Adapted from Dammel  2009: 16.)

Instead, the preterite suffix from another group of verbs was analog-
ically extended to this group, to maintain a clear distinction between 
present and past tense:

inF. prEt. Sup.

Early Middle Swedish /flyː(a)/ /flyːðe/ /flytː/

After loss of /ð/ /flyː(a)/ /flydːe/ /flytː/

(Adapted from Dammel  2009: 16.)

This preterite suffix with a long /dː/ was supplied by a subclass of weak 
verbs which also had a long stem vowel in the present, and a short 
stem vowel in the preterite, such as tyda – tydde ‘interpret’. In oral va-
rieties of Middle Swedish, the intervocalic /d/ was also subject to loss, 
resulting in infinitive forms like /tyːa/, which would make an analogy 

12· As is discussed in Dammel (2009), the third weak class also arose in Norwegian 
and — to a limited degree — in Faroese. For the latter, see Dammel (2011: 244–246).
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with /flyː(a)/ stronger. This loss of /d/ also allowed for a reanalysis 
of the form of the preterite suffix: from tyd-de to ty-dde, allowing the 
latter to be extended in its lengthened form to other verbs with a stem 
ending in a long vowel (Dammel  2009: 16). In short: both phonological 
and morphological factors have caused the rise of the third weak class:

Hence, in this case, the interplay of context induced phonological 
change (especially ð-loss) and morphological processes (reanalysis plus 
analogical extension) led to the emergence of a new conjugational class. 
The rise of the 3rd conjugation had a morphological motivation: Instead 
of undergoing ð-loss and severely weakening tense exponence, these 
verbs developed a reinforced dental suffix. The strengthened dental suf-
fix is an increase in allomorphy that is functional. Its function is to keep 
tense exponence distinct in a context where it is especially endangered. 
(Dammel  2009: 16)

At first, the third weak class had been modestly productive, attract-
ing other weak verbs that fit its phonological pattern (i.e. long stem 
vowels, no final stem consonant). Over time, however, this produc-
tivity declined, and new verbs ending in a long vowel that enter the 
Swedish language end up in the first weak class. However, the class 
later enjoyed a limited amount of productivity among strong verbs 
with monosyllabic infinitives, such as dö ‘die’ and få ‘get’. The affected 
verbs are on average very frequent, and the supine is affected earlier 
than the preterite, if the latter is affected at all. This process is ongoing 
in Modern Swedish, where some of these verbs have variation between 
strong and W3 forms (Dammel  2009: 17).

4.4 Inflection classes in Modern Swedish

4.4.1 Strong inflection classes

4.4.1.a. Strong inflection classes according to Karlsson & Sahlquist 
(1974) and Karlsson (1999)
Karlsson & Sahlquist (1974: 50–54) and Karlsson (1999: 13–20) divide 
the strong verbs of Modern Swedish into classes according to their 
synchronic vowel alternation patterns. Partly, these patterns are direct 
descendants of Old Swedish patterns, while others show the results 
of phonologically and/or morphologically motivated divergences. The 
overview below is based on that in Karlsson (1999). While these groups 
capture the vast majority of strong verbs in Swedish, some verbs with 
idiosyncratic vowel alternation patterns fall outside of this range.
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(3) i–e–i     (S1) 
i–a–ʉ     (S3) 
y–ö–ʉ    (S2) 
y–ö–y    (S2) 
u–ö–ʉ    (S2/S3) 
ä–a–ʉ    (S3/S4) 
a–o–a    (S6) 
e–a–e / i–a–i  (S5) 
e–å–e    (S5)

Karlsson & Sahlquist (1974) have a slightly different range of classes: 
/y–ö–ʉ/ and /y–ö–y/ are grouped together into one class, while 
/a–o–a/, /e–a–e/, /i–a–i/, and /e–å–e/ are grouped together along 
with numerous other small patterns under one ‘miscellaneous’ head-
ing, consisting of 27 verbs and 18 different vowel alternation patterns.

4.4.1.b. Strong inflection classes according to SAG
The leading grammar of Modern Swedish, Svenska Akademiens Gram-
matik (Teleman et al.  1999, henceforth SAG), divides Swedish verbal in-
flection into four main classes, of which strong inflection is the fourth. 
The first subdivision made by SAG is between strong verbs with a 
unique supine and those where the supine vowel is identical to that 
of the present/infinitive (i.e. ABC and ABA patterns). In addition, they 
distinguish the verbs that have monosyllabic infinitives and stems 
ending in a long vowel. After this, the verbs are grouped according to 
their synchronic vowel alternation patterns.

I summarise their classification here, again with the corresponding 
diachronic strong classes in parentheses. The forms listed are prES./
inF. – prEt. – conj. – Sup.13

(4) Unique Sup. stem 
a)  i–a–u–u   (S3) 
b)  ä–a–u–u  (S3/S4) 
c)  ä–o–u–u  (svära) 
d)  y–ö–ö–u  (S2) 
e)  i–å–å–e   (ligga)

 No unique Sup. stem 
a)  i–e–e–i   (S1) 
b)  u–ö–ö–u  (S2/S3) 
c)  a–o–o–a  (S6) 
d)  å–ä–ä–å  (gråta, låta) 

13· SAG does also note differences in vowel length, which are ignored in my summary. 
For example, the b) group with a unique supine subsumes the pattern [ɛː–ɑː–ʉː–ʉː], as 
well as [ɛ–a–ɵ–ɵ].
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e)  ä–å–å–ä  (äta) 
f)  a–ö–ö–a  (falla) 
g)  å–ö–ö–å  (hålla) 
h)  i–a–å–i   (giva) 
i)  e–a–å–e  (bedja) 
j)  o–o–o–o  (komma, sova) 
k)  a–a–o–a  (vara)

 Stems ending in long vowels 
a)  e–a–å–e   (be, ge) 
b)  å–o–o–å   (stå) 
c)  e–å–å–e   (se) 
d)  e–o–o–e  (le) 
e)  ö–o–o–ö   (dö) 
f)  å–i–i–å   (få, gå) 
g)  å–o–o–a   (slå) 
h)  a–o–o–a   (dra, ta) 
i)  i–e–e–i   (bli)

These vowel alternation patterns are direct descendants of Old Swed-
ish strong (sub)classes, or idiosyncratic patterns belonging to indi-
vidual originally strong verbs. Discussed in separate sections in SAG 
(§63–65) are mixed paradigms where strong forms alternate with 
weak forms in the preterite and/or supine. Looking at the stem vowels, 
these verbs provide additional ABA vowel alternation patterns such as 
/y–ö–y/ (e.g. nysa ‘sneeze’ – nös – nyst).14

4.4.1.c. Strong inflection classes used for description in this thesis
In what follows I will predominantly use the traditional seven-class ter-
minology, since this usually provides diachronic clarity. For example, 
a verb such as bita ‘bite’ has undergone no class shifts, and can there-
fore be succinctly described as “S1” in both Old and Modern Swedish. 
Additionally, in all cases the forms of a verb will be provided; the clas-
sification is always secondary to the empirical forms. This pragmatic 
approach combines descriptive accuracy with the possibility to notice 
slightly abstracted group trends of particular inflection classes.15

4.4.2 Weak inflection classes in Modern Swedish
There is a general consensus that Modern Swedish has three different 
weak inflection classes. The first class corresponds to the first class in 
Old Swedish. This class is generally analysed as having a stem ending 

14· Note that this particular pattern was counted among the strong classes by Karls-
son & Sahlquist (1974).
15· Again, for a more detailed account of the forms of individual verbs, the reader is 
referred to Appendix A.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEjLoHdbVeE
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in a formative vowel /a/, with an /-r/-suffix in the present, /-de/ in 
the preterite, and /-t/ in the supine. The second class corresponds 
to Noreen’s third weak class in Old Swedish; it has the levelled suffix 
/-er/ in the present, /-de,-te/ in the preterite, usually depending on 
the final stem consonant, and /-t/ in the supine. The third weak class, 
as discussed in section 4.3.3 (p. 60), is new. It has an /-r/-suffix in 
the present, following the long vowel of the stem. In the preterite and 
the supine, the stem vowel is shortened, and suffixed with /-dːe/ and 
/-tː/, respectively.

The weak inflection classes can be summarised as follows, based on 
SAG (558–561):

inF. prES. prEt. Sup.

W1 - -r -de -t

kast(-)a kastar kastade kastat ‘cast, throw’

W2 -a -er -de, -te -t

väva väver vävde vävt ‘weave’

köpa köper köpte köpt ‘buy’

W3 - -r -dde -tt

sy syr sydde sytt ‘sew’

By and large, these classes are also useful for diachronic purposes. W1 
is practically equivalent to its Old Swedish counterpart, and W2 sub-
sumes most of the other Old Swedish weak inflection patterns, except 
for smaller idiosyncratic groups such as those involving vowel alter-
nation or consonantal stem modification (see below). W3, finally, is a 
clearly defined new inflection pattern that arose in Middle and Early 
Modern Swedish.

One possible caveat regarding the classification presented above is 
that it is questionable whether the analysis of /a/ being part of the W1 
stem is defensible from a diachronic standpoint. The reason for this is 
that there are quite a few verbs (both in Old Swedish and, to a lesser 
degree, in Modern Swedish) that vary between W1 and W2 inflection. 
There are two options for how to analyse this variation: if /a/ is part 
of the — then bisyllabic — verb stem, without an infinitive suffix, as 
SAG suggests from a synchronic viewpoint, then the variation entails 
a reanalysis of the stem on the part of the language user whenever a 
W1 verb is inflected as W2 or vice versa. The other option, which seems 
more straightforward to me, is that the /a/ is not actually part of the 
stem, but a separate formative element unique to W1 (Dammel  2009: 
16).
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4.4.2.a. Idiosyncratic weak patterns in Modern Swedish
A few of the Modern Swedish weak verbs have inflectional patterns 
that deviate from the three classes described above. Many of these are 
descendants of Old Swedish second class weak verbs, which had um-
laut in the infinitive and present tense, but not in the past tense forms. 
In Modern Swedish, these verbs have suffered different fates, as dis-
cussed in section 4.3.2.b (p. 59). Some of them behave more or less 
they did in Old Swedish, that is, with a combination of vowel alterna-
tion and loss of j-suffix in the past and supine, e.g. välja ‘choose’, which 
has prEt. valde and Sup. valt. Other verbs that show this combination are 
dväljas ‘dwell’, glädja ‘be/make happy’, vänja ‘get/make used to’, kvälja 
‘torture’, svälja ‘swallow’, tämja ‘tame’, sälja ‘sell’ (prEt. sålde, Sup. sålt), 
dölja ‘hide’ (prEt. dolde, Sup. dolt, both /ɔ/), smörja ‘smear’ (prEt. smorde, 
Sup. smort, both /u(ː)/), spörja ‘state, ask’ (prEt. sporde, Sup. sport, both 
/u(ː)/); see SAG (§55).16

There some other verbs in Modern Swedish that combine vowel al-
ternation with weak suffixation, but which do not have a j-suffix in 
the present and infinitive. The first group alternates between [ɛ] and 
[a], [ɑː]:

(5) sätta   –  satte   –  satt   ‘set’ 
lägga   – la(de)   –  lagt   ‘lay’ 
säga   –  sa(de)   –  sagt   ‘say’

The other group alternates between [œ] and [u], [uː]:

(6) böra   –  borde   –  bort   ‘should’ 
göra   –  gjorde  –  gjort   ‘do, make’ 
töras   –  tordes   –  torts   ‘dare’

A further deviation is shown by the verb bringa ‘bring’, which shows 
variation between W1 inflection and the original but idiosyncratic 
forms prEt. bragte, Sup. bragt.

4.5 Overview of inflection class shifts
The tables below summarise the inflection class shifts in the history of 
Swedish that involve strong inflection: either lateral changes, weak-
to-strong,or strong-to-weak changes. The overview is based on my 
own diachronic corpus, supplemented with changes mentioned in 
Noreen (1904), Hellquist (1922), Seebold (1970), and De Backer (2013). 
Shifts that cannot be classified according to the main classes are not 
listed here, but may have been mentioned earlier in this chapter, and 

16· Of these verbs, kvälja, svälja, tämja, and smörja can also be inflected ‘regularly’, i.e. 
according to W2.
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are treated under the header of the individual verbs in Appendix A. All 
changes listed here are either wholesale shifts to a different inflection 
class, or cases where a verb acquires a variant inflection.

The weak classes refer to the Old Swedish classes (W1 through W4) 
in the case of the Old Swedish column, and to the (Early Modern) 
Swedish classes (W1 through W3) for the two columns describing the 
later periods. Further irregularities are marked with a postponed as-
terisk. The continuation of Old Swedish weak class 2 (weak with vowel 
alternation) is marked as “W2x” in the two rightmost columns.

4.5.1 Shifts from strong to weak inflection
The verbs listed here have had strong inflection at some point in their 
history, but have shifted to weak inflection or acquired weak variant 
forms. In the cases where the verb is first attested as weak inflection 
as (one of the) inflection(s), it is a verb of (suspected) strong origin.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

bida ‘bide’ S1, W1 – W1

risa ‘rise’ S1 – W1

rista ‘carve’ S1 – W1, W2

skita ‘shit’ S1 – S1, W1

skria ‘shriek’ S1 – W1

smida ‘smith’ S1, W1, W3 – S1, W2

trivas ‘thrive’ S1 – W2

vina ‘whine’ S1 W2 W1

table 4.1 : Shifts from strong class 1 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

buga ‘bend’ S2 W1 –

drypa ‘drip’ S2 – S2, W2

fyka ‘blow’ S2 – S2, W2

klyva ‘cleave’ S2 W2 S2, W2

luta ‘lean’ S2 W1 W1

nysa ‘sneeze’ S2 – S2, W2

ryka ‘smoke’ S2 – S2, W2

skjuva ‘shove’ S2 – S2, W1

sluta ‘end; close’ S2 S2, W1 S2, W1

skärskåda ‘study closely’ S2 W1 W1
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table 4.2 : Shifts from strong class 2 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

bärga ‘recover, hide’ S3, W1 – W1

brygga ‘brew’ S3 – W2

gälda ‘pay’ S3 – W1

gälla ‘apply, concern’ S3 – W2

hjälpa ‘help’ S3 S3, W2 S2

klinga ‘sound’ S3 W1 W1

krympa ‘shrink’ S3 – W2

skälla ‘bark’ S3 – W2, W2x

skälva ‘quake’ S3 – S3, W2

skrälla ‘rattle’ S3 – W2

smälla ‘slam’ S3 – S3, W2

smälta ‘melt’ S3, W1, W3 S3 S3, W2

spjärna ‘resist’ S3, W1, W3 – W1

stjälpa ‘overturn’ S3, W3 – S3, W2

svälja ‘swallow’ S3 W2x W2x

svälla ‘swell’ S3 – S3, W2

tvinga ‘force’ S3, W1 S3, W1 S3, W1

välla ‘herd’ S3 – W2

välta ‘tip over’ S3 – W2

värva ‘recruit’ S3, W1 W1 W1

table 4.3 : Shifts from strong class 3 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

knåda ‘knead’ S4 – W1

simma ‘swim’ S4 (S3) – S3/4, W1

sova ‘sleep’ S4 S4, W1 S4

tråda ‘tread’ S4 – W2

table 4.4 : Shifts from strong class 4 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

be ‘pray, ask’ S5 S5/W3 S5/W3

dräpa ‘slay’ S5 – W2
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ge ‘give’ S5 S5/W3 S5/W3

gitta
‘manage, be 
able to’ S5 S5 S1, S5, W1, W2

kväda ‘say, tell’ S5 – S5, W2

läcka ‘leak’ S5 – W2

läsa ‘read’ S5 S5, W2 W2

ligga ‘lie’ S5/W1 S5/W1 S5/W1

mäta ‘measure’ S5 – W2

se ‘see’ S5 S5/W3 S5/W3

tigga ‘beg’ S5 W2 W2

väga ‘weigh’ S5 W2 W2

vräka ‘evict’ S5 W2 W2

table 4.5 : Shifts from strong class 5 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

åka ‘go’ S6 – W2

dö ‘die’ S6, W3 S6, W2 S6/W3

be-falla ‘command’ S6, W3 W1, W2 W2

flå ‘flay’ S6 W3 W3

gala ‘crow’ S6 – S6, W2

gnaga ‘gnaw’ S6 W2 W1

häva ‘heave’ S6 – S6, W2

klå ‘beat’ S6 – W3

le ‘laugh’ S6 S6 S6/W3

mala ‘grind’ S6 – W1, W2

skapa ‘create’ S6, W1, W3 W1 W1

skava ‘chafe’ S6 S6 W2

stå ‘stand’ S6 S6/W3 S6/W3

vada ‘wade’ S6 – W1

växa ‘grow’ S6, W3 W2 S3, W2

table 4.6 : Shifts from strong class 6 to weak.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

blåsa ‘blow’ S7, W3 W1, W2 W2

bo ‘dwell’ S7, W3 W3 W3
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gro ‘grow’ S7 W3 W3

heta ‘be called’ S7 W1/W2 W1/W2

leka ‘play’ S7 W2 W2

löpa ‘run’ S7 S7 S7, W2

öka ‘increase’ S7, W1 W1 W1

ösa ‘pour’ (S7) W2 W2

råda ‘advise’ S7, W3 W2 W2

vålla ‘cause’ S7 – W1

table 4.7 : Shifts from strong class 7 to weak.

4.5.2 Shifts from weak to strong inflection
The following verbs have acquired strong variants or have shifted en-
tirely towards strong inflection. In some of these cases, verbs are at-
tested only with strong inflection, but they are borrowed verbs, where 
one would traditionally expect weak inflection. As the overview below 
indicates, only the first three strong classes have acquired new mem-
bers.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

bliva ‘become’ S1 [loan] S1 S1

glida ‘glide’ – – S1

kvida ‘whine’ W3 – S1

pipa ‘whistle’ – – S1

skrika ‘shriek’ – S1 S1

skriva ‘write’ S1, W1 S1 S1

smida ‘smith’ S1, W1, W3 – S1, W2

strida ‘fight’ S1, W3 – S1

tiga ‘be silent’ W3, W4 S1 S1

table 4.8 : Shifts from weak to strong class 1.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

dyka ‘dive’ – – S2

fnysa ‘snort’ – – (S2/)W2

knyta ‘tie’ W3 S2, W2 S2

ljuda ‘sound’ – – S2

lyda ‘obey’ W3 S2, W2 W2
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mysa ‘snuggle’ – W2 S2, W2

nypa ‘pinch’ – – S2, W2

pysa ‘hiss’ W3 – S2, W2

rysa ‘shiver’ – – (S2/)W2

skryta ‘boast’ – S2 S2

sluka ‘devour’ – – (S2/)W1

sluta ‘end; close’ – S2 S2

smyga ‘sneak’ – S2 S2

snyta ‘blow one’s nose’ W3 – S2

strypa ‘strangle’ – – (S2/)W2

stupa ‘fall’ – – (S2/)W1

table 4.9 : Shifts from weak to strong class 2.

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

dimpa ‘plummet’ – – S3

hinna ‘reach’ W3 S3, W2 S3

klicka ‘click’ – – (S3/)W1

slinka ‘slink’ – S3 S3

spilla ‘spill’ W3 – S3, W2

spricka ‘crack’ – S3 S3

spritta ‘tremble’ – – S3

sticka ‘sting’ – – S3

för-svinna ‘disappear’ S3 [loan] S3 S3

table 4.10 : Shifts from weak to strong class 3

4.5.3 Shifts within strong inflection
Not many verbs have shifted from one strong class to another, and at 
times it is difficult to determine which classes are involved. The fol-
lowing verbs are relatively clear-cut cases:

Verb Translation oSw class EModSw class ModSw class

sitta ‘sit’ S5 S3 S3

(svärja ‘swear’ S6/S4 S6/S4 S6/S4)

växa ‘grow’ S6, W3 W2 (S3/)W2

table 4.11 : Shifts within strong inflection.
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De Backer (2013) counts sjunga ‘sing’, sjunka ‘sink’, and hugga ‘hew’ as 
shifts to S2, on account of their preterite vowel /ø/. Lundberg (1921) 
also lists sjunga and sjunka as shifts from S3 to S2, and situates the shift 
in the 18th century. In all three cases I was initially hesitant to accept 
them as instances of inflection class shift. The reason is that the pres-
ent stem vowel of these verbs is short /ʉ/, while that of the possible 
S2 analogues is long /ʉː/, since S2 stems invariably end in single con-
sonants, while S3 stems end in clusters. As Lundberg (1921: 144–149) 
argues, however, an account based on an analogy between short /ʉ/ 
in the supine forms of S2, S3, and S7 in Central Swedish dialects seems 
to bear fruit. Once these new ö forms in the prEt. had been established 
in those particular dialects, they could spread to Standard Swedish. 

Finally, De Backer (2013) lists verbs like stjäla ‘steal’ and bära ‘bear’ as 
having changed from S4 to S3. However, as analysed in section 4.3.1 (p. 
55) above, I prefer to analyse such cases as a phonological merger of 
those two classes, rather than morphological class shifts.17

4.6 Stability and change in the history of Swedish verbs
In the previous sections, I’ve presented the inflection class shifts in-
volving strong inflection in detail. In Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 all inflec-
tion class shifts from both diachronic periods in the history of Swed-
ish are summarised, including the changes between weak inflection 
classes. In the case where verbs were attested in the Old stage and the 
Modern stage, but not in the Early Modern stage, the classification has 
been reconstructed. Where Old and Modern Swedish agree in class, 
the same class is reconstructed for Early Modern Swedish. Where they 
differ, the Old Swedish class is assumed to have been maintained in 
Early Modern Swedish.

Looking only at inflection class stability and shift — and ignoring 
disappearing verbs — the ‘pure’ classes in the period between Old and 
Early Modern Swedish are quite stable, whereas the strong/weak and 
weak/weak hybrid verbs are more inclined to change. In the following 
period, that between Early Modern and Modern Swedish, it is only the 
W1 and W3 classes that are exceptionally stable.

When it comes to verbs disappearing, the language shed quite a few 
verbs in the first period: fully 44% of the weak verbs attested in Old 
Swedish did not survive into Early Modern Swedish. By contrast, only 
11% of the strong verbs and strong/weak hybrids were lost. There seem 
to be no great differences between the Old Swedish weak classes in 

17· The verb svärja ‘swear’ is a doubtful case, since the prEt.ptc. svurit has been ex-
plained as a class shift to S4, or as the remnant of an idiosyncratic zero grade in Pro-
to-Germanic. See SVÄr(j)A ‘SwEAr’ (pAgE 228) for a discussion.
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terms of what proportion of their verbs they lost, although the pure 
W2,3,4 verbs lost more than hybrid weak verbs and W1 verbs. In the 
period that follows, fewer verbs are lost from the language, on average 
10% of weak verbs and a mere 1% of strong verbs and S/W hybrids. 
However, this time there is a clear hierarchy among the weak verbs: 
instead of disappearing from the language immediately (only 3–5%), 
W2(x) and weak hybrid verbs shift to W1, whereas 15% of W1 verbs dis-
appeared.

In terms of strong to weak and weak to strong changes, the follow-
ing pattern emerges: in both periods, more verbs changed from strong 
and S/W classes in the direction of weak inflection than the other way 
around (weak verbs moving to S/W or S, and S/W verbs moving to 
pure strong classes). This confirms the general idea that changes away 
from strong inflection are more common than the other way around. 
In the first period, there seems to be no particular weak class that pro-
vides more of the new strong forms than the others, but in the sec-
ond period, the new strong forms originate only in W2. In addition, 
in each period there is a small number of new strong and S/W verbs 
(8 and 5, respectively) that were not attested in the previous period(s).

4.7 Summary
The overview presented in this chapter shows the major restructur-
ings in the Swedish verbal inflection system. The four Old Swedish 
weak classes have merged to a large degree, leaving a main distinction 
between dental suffixes with (W1) and without a formative -a- (W2). 
However, due to phonological and morphological factors, a new, third 
weak class has established its own modest position in the language.

In the strong verbs, the main trend is towards dissolution of the 
smaller classes (S4 to S7), with many of the verbs from these classes 
losing their strong inflection or at least gaining weak variant forms. 
The first three strong classes, however, have all been relatively stable. 
While some verbs were lost, many retained their strong inflection, and 
all three classes have had some degree of success in attracting new 
verbs, particularly S2.
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table 4.12 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Old and Early Mod-
ern Swedish.

table 4.13 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Early Modern and 
Modern Swedish.

Old Swedish

      from 
  to S S/W W2 

[Noreen]
W3/4 

[Noreen] W Hybrid W1

Early 
Modern 
Swedish

S 111 3 0 0 1 1

S/W 9 10 0 2 0 1

W3 
[new] 1 0 0 2 1 1

W2x 7 2 22 0 3 0

W2 1 0 1 170 17 0

W 
Hybrid 1 2 0 3 21 1

W1 4 3 1 12 23 106

0 19 0 28 177 25 74

Early Modern Swedish

      from 
  to S S/W W3 [new] W2x W2 W Hybrid W1

Modern 
Swedish

S 80 5 0 0 3 0 0

S/W 19 11 0 0 6 0 0

W3 [new] 1 0 10 0 5 0 1

W2x 0 0 0 11 0 3 0

W2 11 2 0 11 135 7 4

W Hybrid 3 0 0 3 6 5 0

W1 8 4 0 2 53 18 297

0 2 0 0 0 10 1 54
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Chapter  5:  
Verbal inflection classes in the history of 
Frisian

5.1 Introduction
Like the previous chapter, this one is dedicated to a historical overview 
of inflection classes, this time in Frisian. I will first give an overview 
of the situation in Old Frisian, then a summary of the most important 
changes during the history of the language, and the inflectional sys-
tem in Modern Frisian, and finally a summary of the important inflec-
tion class shifts.

For the periodisation presented here I rely on Versloot (2004: 288). 
Accordingly, Old Frisian (oFriS) is used for the language of several ar-
chaic texts from ca. 1200–1400, while the rest of the texts, traditionally 
called Old Frisian, is dubbed Middle Frisian (MFriS, ca. 1400–1550), 
including the majority of the West Frisian charters. Early Modern 
Frisian (EModFriS), then, refers to texts from the period 1550–1800. 
Anything after that is referred to as Modern Frisian (ModFriS). For a 
critical discussion of this periodisation see Bremmer (2009: 119–125). 
In terms of geography, I restrict my discussion to West Frisian as it is 
spoken today in (roughly) the Dutch province of Fryslân; East Frisian 
and North Frisian, spoken in parts of Northern Germany, have been 
left out of this account, as these are different languages that have en-
joyed a separate development since the Middle Ages.

Since the differences in inflection class membership between Old 
and Middle Frisian are minimal — the differences are mainly found 
in other areas of grammar (see Versloot  2004: 282) — I use a three-
way periodisation of Frisian here and in the modellings in chapter 8: 
the first step is from Old Frisian to Early Modern Frisian, the second 
from Early Modern to Modern Frisian. This is parallel to the three-way 
periodisation used in the Swedish modellings.
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5.1.1 Sources
The sources used for the verb forms studied here comprise the follow-
ing: Old Frisian forms are collected from the Altfriesisches Handwör-
terbuch (Hofmann et al.  2008), supplemented with forms drawn from 
Jacobs (1899), and the Taaldatabank Frysk,1 maintained at the Fryske 
Akademy in Leeuwarden. Middle Frisian is represented by forms from 
the West Frisian charters, as listed in the Taaldatabank Frysk.2 Early 
Modern Frisian forms are taken mainly from the works of Gysbert 
Japicx (1603–1666), as analysed by Brandsma (1936), but also from the 
Burmania Proverbs (ca. 1600), as described by Van der Kuip (2003), 
and from the remaining material in the Taaldatabank Frysk. Modern 
Frisian data is taken from the Woordenboek der Friese Taal (WFT), as rep-
resented in the Geïntegreerde Taalbank.3

5.1.2 Dialectal differences
Some brief remarks on dialectal differences in the history of Frisian 
are in order. Traditionally, the Old Frisian texts and manuscripts are 
divided into Old East and Old West Frisian, the border being the River 
Lauwers. This division was challenged by Sjölin (1966, 1984), who in-
stead proposed a strictly chronological division between Classical and 
Post-Classical Old Frisian. While the diachronic differences between 
various Old Frisian texts were generally accepted, the existence of dia-
lectal differences was nevertheless demonstrated by later scholars. In 
what follows, I will sometimes refer to Old West Frisian in cases where 
forms or developments are typical of the texts found west of the River 
Lauwers.4

5.1.3 Runic Frisian
Before moving to the main discussion, a brief word about the runic 
corpus. While there is a modest corpus of runic inscriptions classified 
as Old Frisian (or Runic Frisian), these are of limited relevance to this 
research because they contain very few verbal forms due to the small 
size of the corpus: 21 inscriptions (Looijenga  1997: 177–195). The verbal 
forms in question, some of which are tentative, are presented in Table 
5.1.

1· Drukker et al. (2009), http://tdb.fryske-akademy.eu/.
2· For a description of the charter material, see Vries (2001).
3· Accessible on http://gtb.inl.nl/.
4· See Bremmer (2009: 118) and Meijering (1990) for a discussion.

http://tdb.fryske-akademy.eu/
http://gtb.inl.nl/
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Inscription Form Inflection Translation

Oostum (Groningen) deda 3.Sg.ind.prEt. ‘did, made’

Westeremden B (Groningen) æmluþ 3.Sg.ind.prES. ‘stays, remains’

Britsum (Fryslân) beret pl.iMp. ‘bear’

Britsum (Fryslân) bæræd 3.Sg.ind.prES. ‘to prepare’

Bernsterburen (Fryslân) kius þu 2.Sg.iMp. ‘you will choose’

Hoogebeintum (Fryslân) ded 3.Sg.ind.pret ‘did, made’

table 5.1 : Frisian runic inscription containing verb forms. 

As is clear, none of these forms contribute much to the overall pic-
ture of possible variations in tense marking, so we can safely leave 
them aside in the current research. The two past tense forms of dēda 
‘do’ are interesting in that they show the reduplicating preterite of the 
verb.

5.2 Inflection classes in Old Frisian
The descriptions of the Old Frisian inflection classes presented here 
are based on Bremmer (2009) and Jacobs (1899).

5.2.1 Strong inflection classes in Old Frisian
The main strong inflectional patterns in Old Frisian are presented 
below. Many classes have internal variation caused by regular phono-
logical changes or relics of pre-existing variations. Individual verbs 
that diverge from the expected pattern are treated in Appendix B. The 
Proto-Germanic phonological templates are based on those in Mail-
hammer (2007b).

5.2.1.a. Strong Class 1

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeiC- +CaiC- +CiC-  +CiC-

S1 oFriS rīda rēd ridden ridden ‘ride’

pgMc +Ceib- +Caib- +Cib- +Cib-

S1b o(w)FriS skriuwa skrēf skriouwen skriouw(e)n ‘write’

In Old Frisian, S1 is typified in the present by a long ī < pgMc +ei, fol-
lowed by a single consonant. The pgMc +ai of the preterite singular was 
monophthongised to ē. The short i of the preterite plural and past par-
ticiple is usually preserved in Old Frisian, but it can also show up as ī , 
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e or ē (Jacobs  1899: 63).
Starting in Old West Frisian, a subgroup of this class where the stem 

ends in a voiced labial developed its own phonologically motivated pe-
culiarities, giving rise to what is generally described as class S1b. The 
clusters /-i(ː)w-/ and /-e(ː)w-/ changed to /-juːw-/ and /-joːw-/, re-
spectively, in a process called Jorwert Breaking (Dyk  2007). This af-
fected the infinitive, the preterite plural and the participle of class 1. As 
Bremmer (2009: 72) argues, the preterite singular ending in -f did not 
trigger this development; instead, the broken vowel form was later an-
alogically extended from the preterite plural to the preterite singular.

5.2.1.b. Strong Class 2

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeuC- +CauC- +CuC-  +CuC-

S2a oFriS biāda bād beden beden ‘offer’

pgMc +CūC- +CauC- +CuC-  +CuC-

S2b oFriS slūta slāt sleten sleten ‘close’

S2 has two subclasses in all the Old Germanic languages. The +eu-
verbs show the regular combination of stem vowel and ablaut vowel, 
but there are also verbs with long +ū in the present and infinitive. In 
some cases, verb pairs exist showing both patterns, e.g. oFriS kriāpa 
and krūpa ‘creep’.5 This variation lives on in Old Frisian, where +eu 
has developed to iā, and +ū has stayed the same. The prEt.Sg. +au has 
monophthongised to ā in all cases. The past participle vowel u had un-
dergone i-mutation in Old Frisian under influence of the suffix +-ina-, 
and through later unrounding ended up as e. This e then spread from 
the past participle to the preterite plural.

5.2.1.c. Strong Class 3

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeNC- +CaNC- +CNC-  +CNC-

S3a oFriS winna wan wunnen wunnen ‘win’

pgMc +CeLC- +CaLC- +CLC-  +CLC-

S3b oFriS help halp hulpen hulpen ‘help’

The two subclasses of S3 have arisen due to the raising of +e before 
a nasal followed by a consonant, resulting in i in the infinitive and 

5· See KrÛpE ‘crEEp’ (pAgE 262).
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present tense of subclass S3a. The preservation of /u/ in the prEt.pl. 
and prEt.ptc. indicates that S3 did not have the +-ina- suffix.

5.2.1.d. Strong Class 4

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeN- +CaN- +Cē1N-  +CN-

S4a oFriS nima nam nōmen nimen ‘take’

pgMc +CeR- +CaR- +Cē1R-  +CR-

S4b oFriS stela stel stēlen stelen ‘steal’

S4 is complicated, comprising verbs that have a stem ending in ei-
ther m (4a) or a liquid (l, r: 4b). Verbs in S4a vary between a and o in 
the preterite and also show lengthened vowels from time to time. S4b 
verbs have e and ē in the preterite.6 As in S2, the regular past participle 
vowel should be e in Old Frisian, which indeed shows up in the past 
participles of, e.g. stela ‘steal’ or kuma ‘come’. However, we also find 
exceptions, such as nimen, the past participle of nima ‘take’, where +e 
becomes i before a nasal.

5.2.1.e. Strong Class 5

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeC- +CaC- +Cē1C-  +CeC-

S5 oFriS lesa les lēsen lessen ‘read’

S5 is virtually indistinguishable from S4b in Old Frisian in terms of 
vowel alternations.7 Although the past participle vowels of S4 and S5 
differ in Proto-Germanic, and still do in most other (Old) Germanic 
languages, this distinction is neutralised in Old Frisian due to the op-
eration of i-mutation on the past participle vowel of S4. In the past 
participle, S5 verbs with stems ending in /k/ often have assibilation, 
via palatalisation (Loopstra  1935).

6· In Brandsma (1936: 13–14), class 4a is IVb and vice versa.
7· See Van der Rhee (1974, 1975).
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5.2.1.f. Strong Class 6

prES. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

pgMc +CeC- +CaC- +Cē1C-  +CeC-

S6 oFriS
draga, 
drega droch drogen dregen, 

drein
‘carry’

S6 is characterised by a in the present, infinitive, and past participle, 
and by long ō in the preterite. The infinitive sometimes has e due to 
influence of the i-mutated 2.3.prES.Sg. forms, like in drega above (Brem-
mer  2009: 76). The past participle, in turn, also shows i-mutation in-
duced by the +-ina- suffix, with g sometimes palatalising to j and be-
coming part of a diphthong ei.

5.2.1.g. Originally reduplicating verbs
The originally reduplicating verbs (S7) show a variety of ablaut pat-
terns and are generally considered a collection of verbs that did not fit 
neatly into one of the other strong classes.8 Although some sub-group-
ings can be distinguished, they have little value for the synchronic de-
scription of Old Frisian, nor for the description of the developments 
in later periods of Frisian. Hence Bremmer dispenses with any par-
ticular subdivision of S7 verbs (Bremmer  2009: 77–78); Jacobs, on the 
other hand, distinguishes two main subclasses (pgMc prEt. +ē and +io, 
+iō), each with its own subgroups (Jacobs  1899: 116). See Mailhammer 
(2007b: 88) and section 3.3 (p. 32) for the two basic ablaut/redupli-
cation patterns underlying S7 verbs.

In Old Frisian, most of the S7 verbs have ē, io, iō, or ō in the pret-
erite. The vowel of the past participle is almost always equivalent to 
that of the present tense. The ablaut pattern for these verbs therefore 
tended to be ABBA in Old Frisian, a pattern which is preserved as ABA 
in some Early Modern Frisian verbs which have retained strong in-
flection throughout the paradigm. Individual verbs from this class are 
described in Appendix B.

5.2.2 Weak inflection classes in Old Frisian
In Old Frisian, two classes of weak verbs are distinguished (Bremmer  
2009: §138–141); the first class has infinitives ending in -a, and a preter-
ite dental suffix -d(e), -t(e). The second class, by contrast, is character-
ised by infinitives ending in -ia, and the preterite dental suffix -ad(e).9

8· See e.g. Mailhammer (2007a: 104–108), who describes reduplication as a ‘safety net 
system’ for verbs in Proto-Germanic.
9· On the fate of the Proto-Germanic W3 in Frisian, see Marti Heinzle (2014).
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prES. prEt. prEt.ptc.

-a -De -(e)D

W1 hēra hērde hēred ‘hear’

W1 kessa keste kest ‘kiss’

-ia -ade -ad

W2 folgia folgade folgad ‘follow’

The vast majority of weak verbs in Old Frisian follows these patterns.
As in (Old) Swedish, there is a group of verbs that shows the effect 

of i-mutation in the present and infinitive, but not in the past tense. 
In Old Frisian, these are all verbs with a stem ending in a velar con-
sonant, and a corresponding cluster /-xt-/ in the preterite (Bremmer  
2009: §140). Here are a couple of examples:

prES. prEt. prEt.ptc.

sēka sōchte sōcht ‘seek’

brenga brochte brocht ‘bring’

5.3 Changes in the inflection classes between Old and 
Modern Frisian
Here I will discuss the development of Frisian inflection from the per-
spective of the (traditional) classes put forward in the previous sec-
tion. For the period spanning roughly from Old to Early Modern Fri-
sian, it is practical enough to distinguish between inflection classes 
according to the traditional method developed in Germanic historical 
linguistics. From Early Modern Frisian onward, the synchronic ap-
plicability of the traditional seven strong classes is reduced severely, 
due to a proliferation of new vowel alternation patterns, as we will see 
below. In this respect, the history of the strong verbs in Frisian is sim-
ilar to that of the strong verbs in Swedish as described in the previous 
chapter.

5.3.1 Changes in strong inflection
It will become clear that the original strong inflection classes have 
disintegrated to a great degree in Frisian, particularly between Early 
Modern and Modern Frisian. As such, merely discussing the fate of 
(the direct descendants) of these original inflectional patterns does 
not do justice to the internal organisation of the strong verbs in Mod-
ern Frisian. Therefore, I will also pay attention to branches of old 
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classes that may be considered classes of their own.
Similar to what happened in Swedish — see section 4.3.1.a (p. 55) 

— a general tendency in the development of the strong classes is for 
the ablaut distinction of the preterite singular and preterite plural to 
be neutralised in classes where they were different, with the singular 
vowel prevailing. Sometimes we can already find instances in Old Fri-
sian where the vowels have become equivalent, but in Early Modern 
Frisian, this is the case for practically all verbs.

5.3.1.a. Strong class 1
It appears that at least a two-way distinction in the ablaut of class S1a 
is maintained in Early Modern Frisian. The ie of the preterite can be 
found in other situations as the descendant of oFriS ē, so this is the 
regular form. EModFriS 〈ij〉 is the reflex of oFriS ī, but it might also 
represent a shortened vowel — assuming that the Early Modern Fri-
sian forms in this case already reflect the current state in Modern Fri-
sian (see Hoekstra  2001: 723) — so it is probably equivalent to 〈y〉, 
which is the phonologically unchanged descendant of oFriS i. The ab-
laut pattern for this class changed from ABCC to ABA, or ABC if 〈ij〉, 
and 〈y〉 represent different phonemes. In Modern Frisian, S1a has the 
form /i(ː) – iə – i/, giving it a clear ABA ablaut pattern. According to 
Eisma & Popkema (1989: 75) 22 verbs still follow this pattern; Tiersma 
(1999: 66) lists only 8. Apart from the already familiar class S1b, treated 
below, there has been no significant split-off group of S1.

Subclass S1b has become one of the most recognisable strong pat-
terns in Modern Frisian. The uniqueness of what was originally a sub-
class of the first Germanic strong class has been clear since Old (West) 
Frisian, when Jorwert Breaking affected the vowels of the preterite 
plural and past participle forms of strong verbs with a stem ending 
in -īv. Not only has this subclass been very stable in terms of retaining 
its members — compared to strong verbs in general — it has also at-
tracted some new members. I counted 5 S1b verbs in my Old Frisian 
material and 7 in Early Modern Frisian; this number has grown to 10 
in Modern Frisian. There is some dialectal variation in the pronuncia-
tion of the vowels; the standard spelling of past 〈eau〉 is pronounced 
as either /iou/ or /øː/ in the majority of cases.

5.3.1.b. Strong class 2
In Early Modern Frisian, the e of the preterite plural and past partici-
ple has been preserved in some contexts (e.g. the participles beferzen 
‘frozen’ and schetten ‘shot’), but has interacted with other phonolog-
ical factors in other contexts. Loss of intervocalic /d/, such as in be-
den ‘offered’ has resulted in the contracted ea of bean. Palatalisation of 
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medial /g/ and /k/ led to /j/ and /ʦ/, respectively. The combination 
of e and j subsequently led to the diphthong ei, as in e.g. teyn < tein < 
tegin ‘drawn’.

In Modern Frisian, little is left of the original S2a pattern. The only 
descendants of this group that retain the expected vowel alternation 
pattern ie–ea–e are the verbs ferlieze ‘lose’ and (be)frieze ‘freeze’. Still 
close to these are biede ‘bid’, siede ‘seethe’, and kieze ‘choose’ with their 
levelled ie–ea–ea pattern.10 In addition, we have the alternation group i–
ea–e(a), which has five members, bidde ‘pray’, ferjitte ‘forget’, jitte ‘pour’, 
mjitte ‘measure’, and sjitte ‘shoot’. Only jitte and sjitte are originally S2 
verbs, the other three are originally S5.

The fate of class S2b in Modern Frisian is likewise complicated. The 
verb slute – sleat – sletten ‘close, lock’ has retained the expected vowel 
alternation pattern, but it is the only verb to do so.11 Lûke ‘pull’ has re-
tained its original assibilated prEt.ptc. lutsen, but it now has loek in the 
preterite, which is unexpected. We also find this preterite diphthong 
-oe- in a number of other S2(-like) verbs. Some of these are entirely 
strong (e.g. krûpe – kroep – krûpen ‘creep’), while others have a weak 
past participle (e.g. dûke – doek – dûkt ‘dive’). The origin of this preterite 
vowel is unclear, as is that of the weak past participle. Many of these 
verbs are originally weak or loans, so that might explain the weak par-
ticiples in those cases. The most plausible explanation I can imagine 
is that the vowel oe has enjoyed a degree of productivity as a prod-
uct-oriented schema for the past tense — see section 3.9.3 (p. 41) 
for a discussion. However, why the vowel would supplant the in itself 
clear alternation /u – ɪə/ in not clear. 8 verbs (can) have oe in the past 
tense in Modern Frisian.

In terms of ablaut patterns, the Old Frisian ABC(C) pattern has been 
preserved in Early Modern Frisian, except in verbs such as biede ‘offer’, 
where the past participle vowel has become identical to the preterite 
vowel. In Modern Frisian, the pattern is more diffuse. For verbs with 
ie as a present vowel, there are both ABB and ABC patterns. For verbs 
with u/û as a present vowel, there are ABA and ABC patterns.

5.3.1.c. Strong class 3
In Early Modern Frisian, the present and infinitive vowels have been 
preserved. However, the e of the infinitival and present tense forms of 
S3 was often susceptible to phonological developments that varied in 

10· Although historically the verb is also of S2a origin, geniete ‘enjoy’, with its past 
forms genoat – genoaten, does not belong here as it is a Dutchism. See gE-niEtE ‘Enjoy, 
MAKE uSE oF’ (pAgE 268).
11· Note also the variant preterite form sluet, which is of unclear origin. See SlutE 
‘cloSE, locK’ (pAgE 279).
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a number of Frisian dialects. In general, Late owFriS e changed to o in 
South-Western dialects, to a in North-Eastern dialects, but remained e 
in the intermediate region. For a discussion, see Miedema (1976, 1986). 
oFriS a changed to EModFriS o before dentals in closed syllables, which 
has led to forms like won ‘won’ in the preterite. In addition, there was 
variation between o and u in closed syllables, which led to the presence 
of o in the preterite plural and past participle. These two factors influ-
enced the spread of o to most preterite singular forms. The standard 
ablaut pattern for this class therefore changed from ABCC to ABB.

Exceptional are the verbs which in Old Frisian have a stem /-ind-/, 
such as bine ‘bind’. The /d/ was lost after /n/, and the preceding vowel 
was lengthened: e.g. EModFriS bijne – buwn – buwn (e.g. bine, fine ‘find’, 
etc.). This /-un/ past is also found with /-ɪn-/ stems (see begjinne ‘be-
gin’, winne ‘win’, etc.). These patterns have six and five members, re-
spectively.

Labio-velar mutation caused a change in verbs that had a cluster 
-NCw- in the coda of the Proto-Germanic stem: /i/ developed into 
/ju/, such as in siunga ‘sing’< pgMc +sengw-a- (Bremmer  2009: 35–36). In 
Modern Frisian, an additional division is added to this by the change 
of o to u before r. This affected a significant portion of S3 verbs, and 
led to a distinction of verbs with the pattern eC–oC–oC and er–ur–ur. 
The former pattern has retained six verbs in Modern Frisian, while the 
latter has eight members.

Taking the various patterns into account, S3 is by far the largest 
strong class in Modern Frisian, with 51 verbs according to my count. 
The largest subgroup is the i–o–o pattern, with 22 members. Other 
(smaller) branches of original S3 include the above-mentioned, and e–
oa–oa (3 members).

5.3.1.d. Strong class 4
The two subclasses of S4 have developed in separate directions in Early 
Modern Frisian. The variation in the preterite of S4a is retained in 
Early Modern Frisian, with forms like noam and naem ‘took’ both show-
ing up. In the past participle o has become generalised. S4b, however, 
builds on the Old Frisian forms, with present tense and past participle 
e remaining stable and preterite ie developing regularly from earlier 
ē. The Old Frisian ablaut patterns remain distinct for both subclasses: 
S4a has changed from ABCD to ABC, whereas S4b developed from 
AABA to ABA.

S4 has no synchronic value as a class in Modern Frisian. The verbs 
komme ‘come’ and nimme ‘take’ are still strong, but they have unique 
inflection patterns that are not shared with other verbs. Stelle ‘steal’ 
now shares its pattern with frette ‘eat [of animals]’, but the latter is 
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originally an S5 verb.

5.3.1.e. Strong class 5
Like S4b, S5 has changed relatively little in Early Modern Frisian: short 
e has remained stable, while here too ie is introduced in the preterite. 
In the preterite we also find the spelling 〈y〉, before 〈ck〉, which is 
most likely equivalent to 〈ie〉 phonologically. A notable exception to 
the general pattern is the verb jaan ‘give’, which has undergone Jorwert 
Breaking, as well as influence from other kinds of strong and weak 
inflection. The ablaut pattern developed from ABAA to ABA.

In Modern Frisian, S5 has no synchronic value. Of the original S5 
verbs, only frette ‘eat [of animals]’, lêze ‘read’, and sitte ‘sit’ have a more 
or less expected inflection pattern, but each is unique. Instead, the 
verbs with stem ending in /-k/ are much more suited for analysis as a 
coherent inflection class.

5.3.1.f. The ‘assibilation class’
As described earlier, those original S5 verbs whose stem ended in /-k/ 
have undergone assibilation of that consonant in the past participle. 
The standardised descendants of this form are past participles that 
end in -utsen in Modern Frisian, e.g. sprutsen ‘spoken’. However, this 
particular pattern (prEt. -iek, prEt.ptc. -utsen) has enjoyed a degree of 
productivity. For example, the verb dekke ‘cover, thatch’ has shifted 
from weak inflection to a strong inflection with this special assibilated 
past participle in Early Modern Frisian. In Modern Frisian there are 
nine verbs that follow this pattern, although not all of them have the 
pattern under discussion here as their standard inflection.

For most purposes, this ‘assibilation class’ is all that is left of the 
original S4 and S5 classes. Individual verbs from these classes, such as 
nimme ‘take’, lêze ‘read’, and komme ‘come’ still have strong inflection, 
but they do not form a synchronic inflection class.

Throughout the history of the language also verbs from classes 
other than S5 with stems ending in /-k/ have acquired assibilated past 
participles, e.g. Early Modern Frisian bakke – baatzen ‘bake’, a S6 verb. 
In Modern Frisian, three non-S5 verbs are part of this group: like ‘leak’, 
strike ‘stroke’ (S1) and lûke ‘pull’ (S2).

Increasingly, a form of levelling has taken place in these verbs, 
where the earlier -iek forms in the preterite are replaced by -uts forms. 
This levelling is more common among younger speakers of Frisian 
(A.P. Versloot, personal communication) and in Southern varieties of 
the language (see Dyk , forthcoming; Loopstra  1937). This geographi-
cal distinction may be becoming less important as the levelled forms 
spread among younger speakers of Frisian throughout the territory, 
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as suggested by the data presented in Knooihuizen et al. (MS).

5.3.1.g. Strong class 6
The S6 patterns in Early Modern Frisian are the same as in Old Fri-
sian. The ablaut pattern generally developed from ABBA (ABBC) to 
ABA (ABC), depending on the presence or absence of a/e forms in the 
infinitive and past participle.

Compared to the situation in Early Modern Frisian, this class has 
disintegrated a little further in Modern Frisian. Whereas most orig-
inal S6 verbs still had a past participle with /a/ or i-mutated /ɛi/ as 
the stem vowel in Early Modern Frisian (Brandsma  1936: 16), this is 
not the case in Modern Frisian. The only group that has a significant 
amount of members is the pattern /aː – u – u/, which includes the 
verbs bedrage ‘amount to’, drage ‘carry, wear’, grave ‘dig’, and waaks(j)e 
‘wax, grow’. The /u/ (spelled oe) of the preterite is original, but that of 
the past participle is not. According to Brandsma (1936: 17), this is a 
form of levelling from the preterite, which is as good an explanation 
as any. What is clear is that the change started with the verb waaks(j)e, 
which had already undergone the levelling in Early Modern Frisian.

5.3.1.h. Originally reduplicating classes
As argued above, the originally reduplicating classes (S7) have no real 
synchronic descriptive value in any period of Frisian. Among the orig-
inal S7 verbs, two patterns are most commonly found in Modern Fri-
sian. In the preterite, /iə/ (< oFriS /eː/) occurs with the verbs blaze 
‘blow’, hjitte ‘be named’ and litte ‘let’. The past participle vowel for these 
verbs is always the same as the present vowel: an ABA pattern. The 
other common preterite vowel is /ɔ/, which is not original to S7.

5.3.1.i. Preterite–present and anomalous verbs
For reasons mentioned in section 3.11.1 (p. 44) and section 3.11.2 (p. 
45), I leave preterite–present and anomalous verbs out of my gen-
eral discussion of inflection class change. For a description of the pret-
erite–present verbs in Old Frisian, see Bremmer (2009: 80–82), Jacobs 
(1899: 240–250), and Birkman (1987: 337–441); for Early Modern Frisian, 
see Brandsma (1936: 26). However, it is worth mentioning preterite–
present verbs in the context of changes in strong inflection, not be-
cause of their originally strong present tense forms, which were al-
ready present in Proto-Germanic, but because of their past participles, 
which have some sometimes acquired the strong nasal suffix /-n/. In 
Modern Frisian, these are the following:
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inF. prEt.ptc.

doare doaren ‘dare’

kenne kennen ‘know’

kinne kinnen ‘can’

moatte moatten ‘must’

sille sillen ‘shall’

witte witten ‘know’

wolle wollen ‘want’

A similar irregularisation has occurred in the highly frequent but 
originally weak verb hawwe ‘have’, which has the strong past participle 
hân.12

It is also worth mentioning that the preterite vowel ie has had some 
success in spreading to a number of strong and irregular verbs. While 
the vowel is expected in the preterite of S1, S4, S5, and some S7 verbs, 
it has also spread to verbs like hawwe ‘have’ (prEt. hie), wêze ‘be’ (prEt. 
wie), gean ‘go’ (prEt. gie), and stean ‘stand’ (prEt. stie). I will join Nübling 
(2000: 33–34) in analysing this as a development particular to highly 
frequent and therefore irregular verbs, though that does not imme-
diately explain why ie in particular is a suitable vowel. One possibility 
is that it originates in the similarly frequent and irregular verb dwaan 
‘do’, which also has die as a past tense, though in this case the form may 
be explained through phonological change.13

Similarly there are some strong verbs that have o as vowel in the 
preterite and past participle, but which are not originally members of 
S3, where that vowel is the historically expected one. Such verbs in-
clude hingje ‘hang’ (originally weak), fange ‘catch’ (originally S7), and 
waske ‘wash’ (originally S6). In the first case an analogy based on the 
stem structure is plausible, but in the latter two cases it is not.

Some other verbs also show forms that imply strong inflection — 
that is, preterites without a dental suffix and/or past participles end-
ing in -n — but which are not classifiable due to their divergent vowel 
alternation patterns. They are not the only verbs with unique vowel 
alternation patterns, simply those that can not be classified according 
to the traditional classes. These verbs are:

12· It is perhaps ironic that that other highly frequent verb, wêze ‘be’, though originally 
strong, has acquired a weak past participle west.
13· See dwAAn ‘do’ (pAgE 249). Dammel (2011: 180) also locates the origin of the 
spread of the ie-vowel in the verbs dwaan ‘do’ and wêze ‘be’.
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inF. prEt. prEt.ptc.

lizze lei lein ‘lay, lie’

sizze sei sein ‘say’

geniete genoat genoaten ‘enjoy’

spije spei spein ‘spew’

swije swei swein ‘be silent’

snije snie snien ‘cut’

stowe stau stowen ‘dash, rush’

wurde waard wurden ‘become’

5.3.2 Weak classes in the history of Frisian
In the period between Old and Early Modern Frisian, there are numer-
ous verbs that show variation between first and second class weak in-
flection. While the weak infinitives of Old Frisian are generally easily 
distinguishable because of the -a versus -ia suffixes, confusion about 
the inflection class of particular verbs could apparently arise anyway.

In Japicx’ Early Modern Frisian, too, many verbs have alternating 
W1 and W2 forms in their paradigms (Brandsma  1936: 23). These var-
iations are in part remnants based on confusions of the Old Frisian 
period, but most are new variations — see Table 5.14 below. Apparently 
it is not always clear which weak class is the best ‘fit’ for a particu-
lar verb. Although there are no hard-and-fast rules, the phonological 
form of a verb may influence its preferred inflection class, even for 
weak verbs — see Haverkamp et al. (MS).14 Interestingly, Japicx seems 
to have used this opportunity for form variation in a playful manner to 
facilitate rhyme. For example, keere ‘turn’ is normally W1, with prEt.ptc. 
keerd, but on two occasions Japicx uses a W2 prEt.ptc. omke(e)re ‘turned 
around’ in lines that rhyme with the word Heere ‘Lord’ (Brandsma  1936: 
109).

The opportunity for variation between W1 and W2 is best illustrated 
with numbers from my corpus. For Old/Middle Frisian, the numbers 
may not be very representative, as variation within weak inflection is 
not listed in the Old Frisian dictionary, and are based purely on a com-
parison between the dictionary data and the corpus of Middle Frisian 
charters. Still, out of 959 verbs, 17 (2%) showed variation between the 
two weak classes. In Early Modern Frisian, 86 out of 1068 weak verbs 

14· See also Albright & Hayes (2003: 141–142) for English.
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(8%) showed variation between the two classes. In Modern Frisian, the 
amount of varying W1/W2 verbs is 108 out of 1032 (10%). It is clear that 
variation between the weak classes is increasingly common in Frisian, 
more so than in Modern Swedish, where it is a relatively marginal phe-
nomenon — see section 4.4.2 (p. 63).

5.4 Inflection classes in Modern Frisian

5.4.1 Strong verbs in Modern Frisian
As we have seen above, the period between Early Modern and Modern 
Frisian, i.e. roughly from 1600 to the present day, has seen a prolifer-
ation of new vowel alternation patterns, which poses a challenge for 
both a diachronic description of the development of strong inflection 
in Frisian and for a synchronic description of inflectional patterns in 
Modern Frisian. Grammarians of Modern Frisian have dealt with this 
problem in a number of ways.

5.4.1.a. Strong verbs as described by Tiersma (1999)
Tiersma (1999) begins, uncontroversially, by distinguishing the weak 
and the strong verbs. However, he explicitly ties this distinction to 
that between regularity and irregularity, respectively (Tiersma  1999: 62, 
65). As I have argued in section 2.3.1.a (p. 15), I believe that con-
flation is somewhat problematic. Tiersma concedes that are discern-
ible patterns in the strong verbs, but they are predictable by what he 
considers to be rules. Instead of the traditional strong verb classes, 
Tiersma highlights a few larger vowel alternation patterns, referring 
to them as “rime groups” (Tiersma  1999: 66). These six larger groups 
are as follows:

stem structure rhyme pattern example translation

(1) -ing, -ink, -im(C), elC i/e–o–o drinke – dronk – dronken ‘drink’

(2) -it, -id i–ie–i bite – biet – biten ‘bite’

(3) -in(n) i–û–û bine – bûn – bûn ‘bind’

(4) -iuw  iuw–eau–eau driuwe – dreau – dreaun ‘drive’

(5) -erC e–u–u merke – murk – murken ‘notice’

(6) -ek ek–iek–uts sprekke – spriek – sprutsen ‘speak’

As for the rest of the strong/irregular verbs in Frisian, Tiersma 
(1999: 77–82) discusses these later in the book in the form of a list of in-
flections, in alphabetical lemma order, without further sub-grouping.
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5.4.1.b. Strong verbs as described by Eisma & Popkema (1989)
A booklet dedicated entirely to the description of verbs in Modern Fri-
sian is Eisma & Popkema (1989). It is a prescriptive verb grammar in-
tended mainly for use by language learners.

The first inflectional distinction made is, again, between regular 
and irregular verbs.15 Their definition of regularity is based on whether 
it is possible to describe a type of inflection with rules, or whether the 
forms have to be learned by rote:

Regelmjittich binne de tiidwurden dy’t kreas neffens de pear regels fan 
paragraaf 3.2. [sic] en 3.3 bûgd wurde. Alle oare tiidwurden, dy’t net 
neffens dy pear regels geane, nimme wy byinoar as de unregelmjittige; 
de bûging dêrfan is net mei regels te beskriuwen en dêrom moatte de 
stamtiden dêr gewoan fan leard wurde.

A verb is regular if it is inflected according to the couple of rules in section 3.2 and 
3.3. All other verbs, which do not inflect according to those rules, we take together 
as the irregulars, the inflection of which can not be described using rules, and for 
which the principal parts will just have to be learned.
(Eisma & Popkema  1989: 15, my translation)

In the section discussing irregular verbs, the authors concede that 
there are degrees of irregularity, and that strong verbs form a class of 
their own, but they let go of the weak–strong–irregular distinction in 
favour of a bipartite division, citing as their main reason that little 
remains of the original Germanic strong verb classes in Modern Fri-
sian (Eisma & Popkema  1989: 19–20). As we shall see, there is definitely 
merit to this position from a synchronic viewpoint.

Since this is a learner’s grammar, the authors do have to give an 
overview of all the irregular verbs in the language. In section B of the 
book (Eisma & Popkema  1989: 34–69) the inflectional paradigms of all 
irregular verbs are given in alphabetical order. All the same, the au-
thors do not abandon all hope when it comes to systematicity among 
the irregular verbs, and section C (Eisma & Popkema  1989: 70–80, the 
‘systematic part’) is dedicated to grouping them as efficiently as possi-
ble. They do this in the first place by grouping the verbs by their actual 
synchronic vowel alternations. Since these have proliferated extremely 
in Frisian — in total there are 73 distinct vowel alternation patterns — 
it will not do to list them individually here. In addition to these many 
vowel alternation groups, the authors list a few special groups that also 
share certain inflection patterns, such as all verbs that have -ocht in the 
past forms, and verbs that have diverging vocalism and consonantism 

15· This is contrasted with a three-way distinction between weak, strong, and irregu-
lar verbs.
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in the 2.3.prES. as well as the past forms, such as the verb meitsje ‘make’: 
ik meitsje ‘I make’, do makkest ‘you make’, ik makke ‘I made’.

5.4.1.c. Strong verbs as described by Dyk (Taalportaal)
The most exhaustive description of Modern Frisian verb morphology 
in a grammar is the upcoming entry “Verbal inflection” on the website 
Taalportaal, an online grammar of (Netherlandic) Dutch and Frisian.16 
Dyk is meticulous in his exploration of different inflectional groups, 
starting with an exposition on the two main weak classes and some 
arguably minor variations that occur within those.

A special section is devoted to “strong and other irregular verbs”. 
Dyk considers strong verbs — i.e. those with ablaut in the preterite 
and/or the past participle, and a nasal suffix in the past participle — to 
be the main type of irregular verb. In addition, he describes several 
sub-groupings of irregular weak verbs, which I discuss below. Pres-
ence of vowel alternation and the nasal suffix are presented by Dyk as 
the main features of strong verbs. Strong verbs that have phonolog-
ically motivated consonant alternations (e.g. sjitte – skeat ‘shoot’) are 
mentioned in a separate paragraph.

Dyk extensively discusses various idiosyncrasies of verbs and verb 
groups, as well as some variations and changes in progress. The dis-
cussion of strong verbs ends, however, with only an alphabetical over-
view of strong verbs, with no attempt at further sub-grouping.

5.4.2 Weak verbs in Modern Frisian

5.4.2.a. Class 1 & 2
The distinction between the two weak classes is still upheld in Modern 
Frisian. The main differences between the two classes are as follows:

weak 1 weak 2

prES. 1.Sg. - -je

2.Sg. -st -est

3.Sg. -t -et

pl. -e -je

prEt. 1.Sg. -de/-te -e

2.Sg. -dest/-test -est

3.Sg. -de/-te -e

pl. -den/-ten -en

prEt.ptc. -d/-t -e

16· Accessible at http://www.taalportaal.org.

http://www.taalportaal.org
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5.4.2.b. Irregular weak verbs
Dyk (forthcoming) describes several important subgroups of weak 
verbs that share a divergent inflection pattern.

Verbs with past ending -ocht
First of all, there is a group of verbs that has /-oxt/ as the preterite and 
past participle ending, e.g. sykje – socht – socht ‘seek’. Besides sykje, this 
group includes the verbs bringe ‘bring’, keapje ‘buy’, and tinke ‘think’.17

Verbs with alternation -tsj- / -kk-
A second important group is a subgroup of the second weak class that 
has palatalisation of the stem-final consonant before the je-suffix. For 
example, meitsje ‘make’ has -tsj- in the infinitive and present (except 
the 2.3.Sg.), but forms with -kk- in the preterite and past participle, 
e.g. 1.prEt.pl. makken. The verbs in this group are koaitsje ‘cook, boil’, 
laitsje ‘laugh’, ploaitsje ‘pluck’, reitsje ‘get, hit’, smeitsje ‘taste’, and weitsje 
‘watch’.18

Verbs with alternation -i- / -g-
A similar palatalisation affected class 2 weak verbs with a stem origi-
nally ending in /ɣ/. An example of this is jeie < oFriS jagia ‘hunt’, which 
still has the /ɣ/-forms in the present plural, the preterite, and the past 
participle, e.g. prEt.ptc. jage. This group contains the verbs feie ‘sweep’, 
kleie ‘complain’, koaie ‘chew’, krije ‘get’, loeie ‘pile’, ploeie ‘plough’, and 
toaie ‘carry’.

Verbs with alternation towards -e-
A subgroup of class 1 weak verbs has a vowel alternation between (pre-
dominantly) /iə/ in the infinitive and parts of the present, /ɛ/and else-
where, e.g. inF. bliede – 1.prEt.Sg. blette ‘bleed’. Included in this group 
are: briede ‘roast’, fertriette ‘vex’, fiede ‘feed’, liede ‘ring’, moete ‘meet’, rêde 
‘rescue’, riede ‘guess’, and sliepe ‘sleep’.

Verbs with alternation towards -a-
A similar group of weak verbs alternates its stem vowel with /aː/, such 
as deie – 3.prEt.Sg. date ‘kill’. Other verbs in this group are liede ‘lead’, 
skiede ‘separate’, spriede ‘spread’, and stjitte ‘push’.

Other irregular weak verbs
In addition to the subgroups above, Dyk discusses the verb lije ‘suf-
fer’ as a separate group. It has forms with -itt- in the second and third 

17· Different phonological changes gave rise to these forms.
18· In Early Modern Frisian, loaitsje ‘look’ was also part of this group.
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person present singular, the preterite, and the past participle, e.g. 
1.prEt.Sg. litte.

Another special case is the duo sizze ‘say’ and lizze ‘lay’. Both are orig-
inally weak verbs, but have developed monosyllabic, strong-like pret-
erite forms, and variation between strong and weak forms in the past 
participle.19

5.5 Overview of inflection class shifts
Below, I have summarised the Frisian inflection class shifts involving 
strong inflection: either lateral changes, weak-to-strong, or strong-to-
weak changes. Shifts within weak inflection are too numerous to list, 
and are discussed in section 5.3.2 (p. 88), and summarised in Table 
5.14 and Table 5.15. The shifts are ordered by the strong inflection class 
involved. Shifts that diverge from the standard classes are not listed 
here, but may have been mentioned earlier, and are treated in Appen-
dix B. All shifts may either be wholesale shifts to another class, or situ-
ations where the verb gained a variant inflection of the new class.

5.5.1 Shifts from strong to weak inflection
The following are verbs that have had strong inflection at some point 
in their history, but have shifted to weak inflection or gained weak var-
iants. In the cases where the verb is first attested with weak inflection 
as (one of the) inflection(s), it is a verb of (suspected) strong origin.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

blike ‘appear’ S1 S1, S2, W2 S1

fyste ‘fart’ – S1 W1, W2

gripe ‘grasp’ S1 S1, W2 S1

kjirmje ‘moan’ – S1 W2

knipe ‘pinch’ – S1, W1 S1

krije ‘get’ S1, W2 S1, W2 W2

lije ‘suffer, undergo’ S1, W1 S1, W1 W1

riuwe ‘lace’ – S1b, W1 S1b

rize ‘rise’ S1 W1, W2 W1, W2

sige ‘fall softly’ S1 W1 W1

skine ‘shine’ S1 S1, W1 (W2) W1

slite ‘wear’ S1 S1, W2 S1

slypje ‘whet’ – S1, W2 W2

spije ‘spew’ S1 S1, W1 S*

19· See liZZE ‘liE, lAy’ (pAgE 265) and SiZZE ‘SAy’ (pAgE 273).
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stige ‘rise’ S1 – W1

stride ‘fight’ S1 S1, W2 S1

be-swike ‘succumb’ S1 W2 W1, W2

triuwe ‘push’ – S1b, W1 S1b

wike ‘give way’ S1 S1 S1, W1

table 5.2 : Shifts from strong class 1 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

brouwe ‘brew’ S2 W1 W1

be-driege ‘betray’ S2, S6 S2, S6, W2 S2, S6

drippe ‘drip’ S2 W1 W1, W2

dûke ‘dive’ S2 S2, W1, W2 S2, W1

glûpe ‘skulk’ – – S2, W1

kieze ‘choose’ S2 S2, W1 S2

krûpe ‘creep’ S2 S2 S2, W1

fer-lieze ‘lose’ S2 S2, W2 S2

lûke ‘lock, close’ S2 S2, W1 S2

mjitte ‘measure’ S5 S2, S5 S1, W1

rouwe ‘mourn’ S2 W1, W2 W1, W2

rûke ‘smell’ – (W2) S2 S2, W1

skowe ‘shove’ S2 W1 W1

slûpe ‘sneak’ – S2 S2, W1, W2

sprute ‘sprout’ S2 W2 W1

sûpe ‘drink heavily’ – S2 S2, W1

sûge ‘suck’ – W2 W1, W2

table 5.3 : Shifts from strong class 2 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

barste ‘burst’ S3 W2 W1

breidzje ‘braid’ S3 W2 W2

dolle ‘delve’ S3 W1 W1

fer-dwine ‘disappear’ – S3, W1, W2 S3

fjochtsje ‘fight’ S3 S3, W2 S3

be-gjinne ‘begin’ S3, W1* S3, W1* S3

helpe ‘help’ S3 S3, W2 S3
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jilde ‘apply, cost’ S3 S3 S*, W1

kerve ‘carve’ S3, W1 S3 S3, W1

klinke ‘sound’ S3 S3, W1, W2 S3

krimpe ‘shrink’ – S3, W2 S3

kringe ‘crowd’ S3 S3, W2 S3

sjonge ‘sing’ S3 S3, W2 S3

skelle ‘scold’ S3 S3, W1, W2 S3, W1

smelte ‘melt’ – S3, W2 S3, W2

stjonke ‘stink’ – S3, W2 S3

swimme ‘swim’ – S3, W2 S3

swolle ‘swell’ S3 S3 W1

wurde ‘become’ S3 S3, W1 S*

table 5.4 : Shifts from strong class 3 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

komme ‘come’ S4 S4, W1 S4, W1

nimme ‘take’ S4 S4, W1 S4, W1

skerje ‘shear’ S4 S4 W2

stelle ‘steal’ S4, W1 S4, W1 S4

table 5.5 : Shifts from strong class 4 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

jaan ‘give’ S5 S5, S6, W1 S6

lêze ‘read’ S5 S5, W1 S5

ge-nêze ‘heal’ – S5, W2 S5, W1

skiāoFriS ‘happen’ S5 W1 –

trêdzje ‘tread’ S5 S5 W1, W2

wêze ‘be’ S5 S5, S7, W1 (IRR) S5, S7, W1 (IRR)

table 5.6 : Shifts from strong class 5 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

bakke ‘bake’ S6 S6 W1

farre ‘go, fare’ S6 S6 S2, S6, W1

heffe ‘heave’ S6 – W1
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lade ‘load’ S6 S6 W1

skeppe ‘create’ S6 W1, W2 S6

spanne ‘span’ W1 S6, W1 W1

stappe ‘step’ S6 S6, W1 S6, W1

swarre ‘swear’ S6 S6, W1 S6, W1

waakse ‘grow’ S6 S6, W2 S6

wâdzje ‘wade’ S6 W2 W2

table 5.7 : Shifts from strong class 6 to weak.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

ākaoFriS ‘increase’ S7, W2 – –

banne ‘ban’ S7 W2 W1

blaze / blieze ‘blow’ S7 S7, W1 S7, W1

briede ‘roast’ S7 W1* W1*

fâldzje  ‘fold’ S7 S7 W2

hâlde ‘hold’ S7 S7, W1 S7, W1

hjitte ‘be named’ S7 S7, W1 S1, S7

houwe ‘hew’ S7 W1 W1

ljeppe ‘leap’ S7 W1, W2 W1

meane ‘mow’ S7 S7 W1

riede ‘advise’ S7 W1 W1

roppe ‘shout’ S7 S7, W1 S7, W1

sliepe ‘sleep’ S7 S7, W1, W2 W1, W2

waaie ‘blow’ S7 W1 W1

wâldzje ‘wield’ S7 W1 W2

wâlje ‘boil’ S7 W1, W2 W1, W2

table 5.8 : Shifts from strong class 7 to weak.

5.5.2 Shifts from weak to strong inflection
These verbs have acquired strong variants or have shifted entirely to-
wards strong inflection. In some of these cases, verbs are attested only 
with strong inflection, but they are borrowed verbs, where one would 
traditionally expect weak inflection. As the overview below indicates, 
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it is mainly the first three strong classes that have acquired new mem-
bers.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

fyste ‘fart’ – S1 W1, W2

kykje ‘look’ – S1 W2

kjirmje ‘moan’ – S1 W2

priuwe ‘taste’ W2 S1b, W1 S1b, W1

rite ‘rip’ – – S1

spite ‘regret’ – – S1

table 5.9 : Shifts from weak to strong class 1.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

brûke ‘use’ W1 S2, W1 W1

bûgje ‘bend’ – S2 W1, W2

rûke ‘smell’ W2 S2 S2, W1

snute ‘blow, snuff’ – – S2*

strûpe ‘flay’ – – S2, W1

table 5.10 : Shifts from weak to strong class 2.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

bergje ‘rescue’ W2 W2 S3

blinke ‘blink’ W2 S3 S3

fer-dwine ‘disappear’ – S3, W1, W2 S3

erve ‘inherit’ W2 W1, W2 S3

fergje ‘require’ – – S3, W2

flechtsje ‘braid’ – – S3

glimme ‘gleam’ – – S3, W1

klimme ‘climb’ W1 – S3

krinke ‘hurt’ W2 S3, W2 S3, W1

kwelle ‘torment’ W1 S3, W1 W1

merke ‘notice’ W2 S3, W2 S3
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minge ‘blend’ – W2 S3

seine ‘send’ W1 S3, W1 W1

sinke ‘sink’ – S3 [loan] S3

skinkje ‘pour’ W1, W2 S3, W1 S3, W2

skrikke ‘be startled’ – W1, W2 S3, W1

slinke ‘diminish’ – – S3

swinke ‘swerve’ – – S3, W2

terskje ‘thresh’ – W2 S3

tingje ‘bargain’ W2 – S3, W2

treffe ‘meet’ – S3 S3

wenne ‘get used to’ – W1 S3, W1

winke ‘beckon’ – W2 S3, W1

wringe ‘wring’ – – S3

table 5.11 : Shifts from weak to strong class 3.

Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

dekke ‘cover’ W1 S5, W1, W2 S5, W1

lizze ‘lie; lay’ W1 S5, W* S*

strekke ‘stretch’ W1 W1 S5, W1

weagje ‘weigh’ – S5, W2 S6, W2

table 5.12 : Shifts from weak to strong class 5 (including the ‘assibiliation 
class’).

5.5.3 Shifts within strong inflection
Verb Translation oFriS class EModFriS class ModFriS class

bidde ‘pray’ S5 S2 S2

blike ‘appear’ S1 S1, S2, W1 S1

be-drage [1] ‘betray’ S2/S6 S2/S6, W2 S2/S6

fange ‘catch’ S7 S2, S7 S3/S7*

falle ‘fall’ S6/S7 S6/S7 S6/S7

be-felle ‘command’ S4 S6 S6, W1, W2
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gean ‘go’ S7 S3/S7* S3/S7*

hingje ‘hang’ W2 S3/S7*, W2 S3/S7*

hjitte ‘be named’ S7 S2, S7, W1 S1, S7

jaan ‘give’ S6 S5, S6 S6

fer-jitte ‘forget’ S5 S5 S2

mjitte ‘measure’ S5 S2, S5 S2, W1

sjen ‘see’ S5 S5, S6 S5, S6

tsjen ‘move, pull’ S2 S2, S6 S2

weage ‘weigh’ S5 S6, W2 S6

table 5.13 : Shifts within strong inflection

5.5.4 Discussion
From the overview above, it will be clear that there is a big difference 
between the strong classes when it comes to stability and productivity. 
Strong classes 1, 2, and 3 all show quite a few new weak forms or shifts 
towards weak inflection, but they were large classes to begin with. For 
the remaining classes, the changes were much more serious, with the 
change of only a handful of verbs resulting in the complete margin-
alisation of these classes in Modern Frisian, since these already had 
relatively few members in earlier stages of the language.

On the other end of the spectrum, new strong forms, we see that 
S1, S2, and S3 have all gained some new members, with the latter class 
being particularly productive. In addition, the ‘assibilation class’ has 
enjoyed a limited degree of productivity as well. When it comes to 
strong verbs changing to other strong classes, the major trends are 
shifts from S5 to the at one point rather similar S2, and the spread of 
preterite oe and ie outside of their original domains.

5.6 Stability and change in the history of Frisian verbs
In the previous sections, we’ve looked the inflection class shifts in-
volving strong inflection in some detail. In Table 5.14 and Table 5.15 
all inflection class shifts from both diachronic periods in the history 
of Swedish are summarised, including the changes between weak in-
flection classes. In the case where verbs were attested in the Old stage 
and the Modern stage, but not in the Early Modern stage, the classifi-
cation has been reconstructed. Where Old and Modern agree in class, 
the same class is reconstructed for Early Modern. Where they differ, 
the Old class is assumed to have been maintained in Early Modern. 
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Old Frisian

      from 
  to S S/W W1 W1/2 W2

Early 
Modern 
Frisian

S 70 1 0 0 2

S/W 30 2 6 1 4

W1 11 0 54 0 10

W1/2 5 0 16 5 18

W2 6 0 19 5 191

0 30 0 162 6 291

table 5.14 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Old and Early Mod-
ern Frisian.

table 5.15 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Early Modern and 
Modern Frisian.

Early Modern Frisian

      from 
  to S S/W W1 W1/2 W2

Modern 
Frisian

S 72 19 2 2 5

S/W 11 11 2 1 4

W1 4 6 107 21 24

W1/2 2 0 25 23 51

W2 3 1 29 30 403

0 1 1 15 5 120
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Compared to first period in the Swedish history outlined in the pre-
vious chapter, the inflection classes are relatively unstable between 
Old and Early Modern Frisian. Apart from the hybrid classes, the 
strong verbs and W1 verbs are relatively unstable as well, since for both 
groups 43% of verbs has shifted to a different class, compared to only 
15% for W2. In the second period, stability has increased slightly: 35% 
of W1 verbs and 22% of strong verbs shift to a different class between 
Early Modern and Modern Frisian.

Again, these percentages do not take into account disappearing 
verbs. When we do look at these verbs, we see a parallel to the history 
of Swedish, in that far more verbs disappear in the first period than 
in the second. Fully 58% of weak verbs disappear from the language in 
the first period, particularly from the pure W1 and W2 groups. Among 
strong and S/W verbs, the loss is 19%. In the second period, by con-
trast, the loss is 16% on average among weak verbs, and like in Swed-
ish, most of this loss takes place in pure W2 verbs, 20% of which are 
lost. The loss among strong and S/W verbs is very low: merely 2%.

When we look at the directions of the class shifts, the first appears 
confirms the general pattern: 52 verbs move in the direction of weak 
inflection from the S and S/W groups, while merely 14 verbs move in 
the opposite direction. That said, I count no less than 31 new strong 
and S/W verbs having entered the language that were not attested 
in Old Frisian. Some of these were originally strong verbs, just not 
attested in the Old Frisian data. However, others are loans or neol-
ogisms, which should count as ‘really new’ strong inflections. In the 
second periods, we also see a powerful development towards strong 
inflection: 35 verbs move from weak inflection ‘upwards’ to strong 
and S/W inflection, and from S/W to pure strong classes. In addition, 
there are 15 new strong and S/W verbs. These 50 new strong inflec-
tions contrast with only 27 movers in the direction of weak inflection.
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In this chapter, I introduce the concept of analogy both in language 
and linguistics, and outside of it. It is the necessary foundation for 
what follows: the application of two analogical computer models — 
described in section 6.4 (p. 120) — to the data described in chapters 4 
and 5. The theoretical discussion of analogy and analogical modelling 
in this chapter will be followed by the discussion of the results of the 
modelling of Swedish and Frisian verb inflection in chapters 7 and 8.

6.1 Analogy as a cognitive concept
Analogy is one of the most important cognitive tools available to us. 
Not just to humans, but to other animals as well (Holyoak & Thagard  
1995: 39–73). Without it, we would be unable to abstract our daily ex-
periences into mental categories.1 We are able to notice and isolate 
particular details about a concept we are contemplating or perceiving. 
I will call such details aspects. When two concepts are the same when 
it comes to this aspect, they are similar.2 The more aspects are shared 
between the two concepts, the more similar they are. Such similarities 
are the basis for analogy.

Similarity between two concepts alone — in relation to particular 
aspects — is not enough to constitute an analogy, however. The rela-
tionship between the two must be structural. That is to say, there must 
be difference as well as similarity, otherwise there would be no reason 
to treat the two concepts as separate. In addition, structural means 
that multiple aspects, though individually different, must be related 
to each other in (roughly) the same way in both concepts (contiguity). 
In other words, the aspects must have the same function in both con-
cepts. (Itkonen  2005: 1–2).

A classic example is a comparison of a bird and a fish, as given in 

1· See Hofstadter & Sander (2013: 13–20) on why analogy is the mechanism that pow-
ers categorisation.
2· Or they are “like each other”, or they “resemble each other”, etc. There is no way out 
of this linguistic maze when it comes to describing similarity, as the words themselves 
are ultimately metaphorical and thus analogical.
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e.g. Anttila (2003: 425) and Itkonen (2005: 2). Birds are obviously dif-
ferent from fish, and the same goes for their parts. At the same time, 
there is a similarity between them. Wings and fins are attached to the 
side of the body and are used for motion. Lungs and gills are organs 
for extracting oxygen from the environment, and feathers and scales 
both cover the body. And so we have a structure of similarities that 
suggest there may be correspondences we haven’t seen yet.

All these similarities and differences between two concepts would 
never be observed without some kind of purpose. The person mak-
ing the analogy wants at the very least to understand the concepts in 
terms of their structures and how those relate to each other. Possibly, 
the person is also interested in discovering some unknown aspect of 
one of the concepts in question. For example, we might be interested 
in filling in the dots in the schema above: a bird has feet, but what does 
a fish have?

This, then, is the tripartite nature of analogy as posited by Holyoak 
& Thagard (1995: 6): similarity, structure, and purpose. Rather than rigid 
rules, these three principles together act as constraints on our think-
ing to help us categorise and discover information about the world.

6.1.1 Static and dynamic analogy
As suggested in the discussion above, we can distinguish between 
analogy as an observed pattern or relation between concepts, and 
analogy as a process of prediction or extrapolation. I will call the for-
mer static analogy and the latter dynamic analogy (Itkonen & Haukioja  
1997: 137–138, Itkonen  2005: 12). Both types ultimately derive from the 
cognitive capacity described above to notice and select particular dif-
ferences and similarities in a sea of impressions.

Static analogy is static in the sense that our attention remains fo-
cused on known aspects of the concepts in question. We simply ana-
lyse these concepts and notice that they are similar. These static anal-
ogies, in turn, form the basis for dynamic analogies. The fundamental 

table 6.1 : Schematic illustration of a bird–fish analogy, after Itkonen (2005: 
2). See also Anttila’s “warp” and “woof”, referring to the two directions in a 

weaving pattern (Anttila  2003: 425).

Similarity Function

Contiguity

Bird Fish

wings fins → locomotion

lungs gills → getting oxygen

feathers scales → protection
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reasoning behind dynamic analogy can be described as follows:

(1) If two concepts are similar in one way, I may assume that they are 
similar in another way, too.

Of course, this reasoning is not necessarily sound. It is analogical 
rather than logical (Holyoak & Thagard  1995: 5). Analogy doesn’t deal 
in certainties, only in likelihoods. It depends not on universal truth, 
but on wisdom, insight, and experience, and is as fallible as any one of 
those (Hofstadter & Sander  2013: 307–310).

6.1.2 Analogy, knowledge, induction, deduction, and abduction
That last statement requires a bit of elaboration, and it is worth exam-
ining the relationship between analogy and knowledge, and the cogni-
tive tools (or types of inference) of induction, deduction, and abduction. 
The latter three are all ways of managing knowledge.

Deduction is the inference of knowledge about a particular case from 
a (pre-established) rule or law. If we have as a rule that apples are ed-
ible, and we encounter a new apple — or what we think is an apple 
— we deduce that it is edible as well. Induction is what comes before: 
the inference of general rules from observation. If we eat a bunch of 
apples and they’re all edible, we elevate the observation to a general-
isation. The third type of inference, abduction, is less well known and 
slightly less straightforward. It is a two-stage process that involves the 
formulation of a new hypothetical principle that would explain the ob-
served data. This in itself is not a source of knowledge, but it may be 
once it is confirmed by further observation, and fits what else we know 
about the situation. The process of abduction is therefore potentially 
ambivalent. If the abduction of a hypothesis is not followed by new 
predictions, it is mere speculation. If those predictions prove false, the 
hypothesis is falsified as well (Andersen  1973, Itkonen  2005: 29).

As Itkonen (2005: 32–34) argues, the discovery of a static analogy 
may be seen as an abductive process. Two separate concepts are ob-
served and appear to be unrelated. However, if theory ‘T’ were true, the 
two would be instances of a common structure. In turn, dynamic anal-
ogy — the application of a discovered analogy to new cases, or analogi-
cal extension — is a kind of deduction where a particular generalisation 
(e.g. a grammatical rule) is applied to a new case.3

To come back to those cases where analogies lead to false 

3· See Deutscher (2002) for a criticism of the use of the notion of abduction by An-
dersen (1973) and in later historical linguistic works. The main points to bear in mind 
is that deduction and abduction aren’t absolutely necessary for describing patterns in 
language change. According to Deutscher, reanalysis and analogical extension are suffi-
cient — see section 6.3.3 (p. 113) for a discussion of the latter term.
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information about the world: I would say there are two ways in which 
an analogy can be false. First of all, there may be flaws in the inductive 
part of analogy. We may think that two concepts share an aspect A, but 
we may have perceived this in the wrong way. An example would be 
comparing the Sun to a chariot or other moving object, as is the case in 
some mythologies. It appears that both objects revolve or move across 
a surface / around the Earth, but in the case of the Sun, the opposite 
is the case. In that respect, the analogy between the Sun and a chariot 
would be false.4

The other way an analogy can be false is that the observed similari-
ties may be genuine, yet still irrelevant for knowledge we want to ob-
tain. For example, a shark and a whale are similar in several important 
aspects: e.g. having fins, living in the water, having grey skin. If we 
were to use these real similarities for predicting that whales should 
also have gills or be cold-blooded, however, we would be mistaken. In 
other words, we have abduced the wrong explanation of these sim-
ilarities. The same applies to abducing shared ancestry on the basis 
of similarities. For example, sometimes two animals share a feature 
because of shared ancestry, while in other cases, the features may have 
evolved separately in each lineage. The latter phenomenon is called ho-
moplasy, and is also used in linguistics to refer to forms that are iden-
tical but derive from separate lineages, such as the Dutch adverb te, 
which merges the two adverbs cognate to English ‘to’ and ‘too’ (Van de 
Velde & Van der Horst  2013).

In language, of course, there is no true or false beyond the norm 
of the linguistic community. I would argue that analogy in language 
therefore doesn’t have to do with knowledge of the world, but with 
maintaining and modifying the internal structure of a language.

6.1.3 Analogy in practice
The literature on analogy has gathered a mass of examples of analogy, 
which is not all that surprising if you consider that coming up with ex-
amples of analogy is itself a largely (meta-)analogical process. To find 
an example of analogy, you have to systematically scour your brain 
for instances that fit the pattern. In some cases, you stumble upon 
an example that works on multiple levels. Hofstadter & Sander (2013: 
103–106) illustrate this beautifully with a discussion of the expression 
“once bitten, twice shy”. The expression itself is already a metaphor, of 
course, referring not necessarily to bites and future trepidation of cer-
tain animals, but to the more general category of experiencing some-
thing negative and being careful about similar situations afterwards. 

4· Not that I want to delegitimise the mythological image of the Sun chariot. The 
analogy is only really ‘false’ if our goal is to derive factual information from it.
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The expression itself is also about analogy, as is signalled by the word 
“similar” in the previous sentence. The person experiencing the “once 
bitten” analogy is making (unconscious) analogies between present 
and past situations in order to gauge attitudes and reactions of the 
people they are observing.

Now let’s examine a somewhat larger case of how we might em-
ploy analogy to solve problems in daily life. Suppose you find a doc-
ument written in a language you don’t know, but written in the Latin 
script with Arabic numerals. Two numbers are mentioned in the 
text: 11.11.2013 and 12.11.201-. The last digit of the second number is 
smudged and illegible.5 What can we discover about the numbers us-
ing analogy? First of all, we suppose the numbers both signify something of 
the same conceptual category, because they appear to share an internal 
structure (NN.NN.NNNN). We know from experience that numerical 
symbols in the same conceptual category often have a similar struc-
ture — amounts of money have the structure N.NN, zip codes have 
the structure NNNNN or NNNNLL,6 etc. — we further suppose that the 
numbers are calendar dates, since these often have the structure NN.NN.
NNNN. All of these suppositions are based on analogies with past ex-
periences and mental categories.

Assuming this is all correct, we can begin trying to guess the iden-
tity of the last digit in the second number. For this we need some more 
specific context. Suppose the two numbers are very close together in 
the text, separated only by a three-letter word: 11.11.2013 LLL 12.11.201-. 
Assuming that the unknown language is similar to e.g. English, we sup-
pose that a short word between two calendar dates is a preposition, more spe-
cifically one meaning ‘to’. We base this on our experience that two dates 
are often separated by the word to in English to indicate a period of 
time. Assuming this is correct, we also suppose that the second date must 
be further into the future than the first one. Periods do not generally run 
backwards in time — assuming the date is not BCE. Finally, then, we 
are left with a few options. The most simple answer would that it is 
a period of one day, and the last digit is 3. A more prosaic answer is 
that the period is an instance of the classic ‘a year and a day’, so the 
last digit would have to be 4. However, any digit from 3 to 9 would be 
possible. This is as far as we can get without additional information 
about the text.

At many points in solving this ‘riddle’ does analogy come into play. 
To name just a few analogies used: we have compared the numbers 

5· Assuming that the last glyph is a digit is itself another analogy. We base our expec-
tation on the nature of the earlier signs in the sequences, which are shared between 
the two.
6· In the U.S.A. and the Netherlands, respectively.
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found in the text to each other and to number categories in our mem-
ory. We have compared the position of the numbers in the text to 
other, similar configurations of words and numbers in our memory. 
We have compared the (possible) structure of the unknown language 
to the structure of a language familiar to us. We have compared a pos-
sible indicated time period to time periods in our memory. And so 
forth.

6.2 Analogy in history and science
In scholarly discussions of analogy, a discussion that returns again 
and again is the role of analogy in (the history of) science. This is in 
itself not that surprising: monographs or studies dedicated to the con-
cept of analogy will gladly draw on analogies between different areas 
of thought to demonstrate the importance of analogy itself. If, in a 
book about analogy with certain scientific ambitions, you can show 
through analogies how analogy is used in various domains, including 
science, it is hard for both reader and writer to deny a kind of ‘cogni-
tive resonance’. That I choose to highlight this tendency here, in a book 
that is mostly about analogy, is more out of self-awareness than out of 
criticism of this methodology. If arguing for the importance of anal-
ogy through pointing out masses of actually used analogies is a circu-
lar exercise, it also seems one that proves its own utility. That’s not to 
say that all activity in science is analogical, of course. Analogy is about 
exploration and discovering connections between different domains.

Scientific models themselves can be seen as a form of analogy, in-
cluding models of language, since a model ideally contains a number 
of aspects that stand in the same relation to each other as the aspects 
of the thing it seeks to model. This structural similarity across do-
mains constitutes an analogy (Anttila  1977: 17).

A favourite example of many authors on analogy in science is waves. 
Understandably so, since it is a particularly clear example. As far as we 
can tell, the use of water waves as a source analogue to help us under-
stand other phenomena goes back to antiquity. The Greek Stoic phi-
losopher Chrysippos already speculated that sound was a kind of wave 
(Hofstadter & Sander  2013: 210), and two centuries later, the analogy 
was picked up by the Roman engineer Vitruvius, who described the 
nature of sound as follows:

Voice is a flowing breath of air, perceptible to the hearing by contact. 
It moves in an endless number of circular rounds, like the innumera-
bly increasing circular waves which appear when a stone is thrown into 
smooth water, and which keep spreading indefinitely from the centre 
unless interrupted by narrow limits, or by some obstruction which 
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prevents such waves from reaching their end in due formation. When 
they are interrupted by obstructions, the first waves, flowing back, 
break up the formation of those that follow.

In the same manner the voice executes its movements in concentric 
circles; but while in the case of water the circles move horizontally on 
a plane surface, the voice not only proceeds horizontally, but also as-
cends vertically by regular stages. Therefore, as in the case of the waves 
formed in the water, so it is in the case of the voice: the first wave, when 
there is no obstruction to interrupt it, does not break up the second or 
the following waves, but they all reach the ears of the lowest and highest 
spectators without an echo.

Hence the ancient architects, following in the footsteps of nature, per-
fected the ascending rows of seats in theatres from their investigations 
of the ascending voice.
(Vitruvius, Book V of De Architectura, cited in Holyoak & Thagard  1995: 
11)

The generalisation — ripples of movement in a medium spreading 
outward from a point of disturbance — a stone cast, a voice raised — 
is a particularly lucid one, and it helped us understand not only sound 
waves better, but water waves as well, as part of a more general theory 
of undulating movement. In later eras of science, the analogy was ex-
tended further, through meta-analogy, from water–sound to sound–
light (see Holyoak & Thagard  1995: 187, Hofstadter & Sander  2013: 211–
212). Other famous scientific analogies include planet–projectile (Isaac 
Newton), lightning–electricity (Benjamin Franklin), and benzene–ourob-
oros (August Kekulé) (Holyoak & Thagard  1995: 187–188).

History is full of potential analogies as well, and we call upon them 
when we want to discover patterns in past events, or perhaps more im-
portantly, when we want to look at the past for guidance when making 
decisions about the future. Historical analogies, whether true or false, 
can be highly suggestive when posited, and may change the course of 
history itself. Holyoak & Thagard (1995: 101–107) illustrate this with 
how President George Bush, Sr. justified the first Gulf War by com-
paring the situation in Iraq and the Middle East to Europe just before 
World War 2. The analogy suggests a whole set of correspondences: 
Iraq invading Kuwait was like Germany invading Poland (or annex-
ing Austria), Saddam Hussein was like Adolf Hitler, and of course, 
the United States in the early nineties might be like the United States 
in the nineteen forties: the forces that would launch a counter-attack 
and ultimately prevail. Of course, no historical situation is exactly like 
one another, and here, like in language, it is impossible to speak of 
analogies that are absolutely true or false. Most importantly, historical 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6oGxNCt0pA
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analogies can be highly suggestive and influential in shaping people’s 
opinions. World War 2 is such a strong source analogue — because it 
has made such a strong impression on history — that it can be irre-
sistible to compare other military conflicts to it. As Holyoak & Thagard 
point out, WW2 is an excellent analogy when you want to argue that 
intervention is the right thing to do. Its converse in American politics 
is Vietnam: an analogy with the Vietnam intervention is usually made 
to point out that an operation is expected to be futile and not worth the 
(humanitarian) cost.

6.3 Analogy in language and linguistics
The concept of analogy has a long history in linguistics as a scientific 
discipline, and the term has been used in various ways during that his-
tory. This is not that surprising, since the basic concept is broad and 
somewhat slippery. After a brief look at that history, I will outline how 
I will use the (linguistic) concept in this thesis, by itself and in relation 
to concepts like inflection class and (ir)regularity.

6.3.1 Analogy as a linguistic concept
The history of the use of the concept analogy in linguistics requires 
some elaboration. While I am working with a reasonably broad defini-
tion of the concept (see below), this is definitely not the case for all past 
and present linguists. Analogy has occupied a central place in some 
theories, but has been relegated to the sidelines in others. Similarly, 
some linguists work with a broad definition of analogy, while others 
have a very specific linguistic phenomenon in mind when they use the 
term, or they dismiss it entirely as a concept that is irrelevant to the 
study of language.

As Hock (2003: 444–445) points out, analogy as a linguistic concept 
has its roots in ancient Greek and Roman thought, much like anal-
ogy as a general cognitive concept, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. After that period, analogy was mostly used to describe regular 
sets of correspondences in words, such as inflectional patterns or the 
syntactic structure of sentences. Analogy occupied a central place in 
the theories of the 19th century Junggrammatiker or Neo-Grammarians, 
where the focus shifted from analogy as a static phenomenon in the 
organisation of language to analogy as a way of creating linguistic 
forms. Hermann Paul, for example, worked with the terms Analogiebil-
dung (‘analogical formation’) and Analogische Neubildung/Neuschöpfung 
(‘analogical innovation’) to refer to the creation of regular/normative 
forms on the one hand, and forms that fall outside the current norm 
on the other (Fertig  2013: 4).

In some later traditions, such as generative linguistics, analogy as 
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a concept was not awarded a very high status. The clearest treatment 
of this reception of analogy may be found in Itkonen (2005: 67–76), 
but it is also extensively discussed in Anttila (1977: 87–110). According 
to Itkonen, the main reason for the back-benching of analogy was 
the idea that it was impossible for language learners (i.e. children) to 
analogically induce the grammar of their mother tongue(s) from lin-
guistic data, since the latter was believed to be too limited for the pur-
pose. This is what is called the ‘poverty of the stimulus’ argument. As 
Itkonen points out, even if analogy were not to play a role in language 
acquisition, that doesn’t mean it couldn’t play a role in other areas 
of language. Other major criticisms of the generativist positions in-
clude the terminological redefinition of processes, such as generating 
novel sentences or inflections, which used to be called analogical (e.g. 
by Bloomfield  1933: 275), the misunderstanding of analogy as physical 
similarity — i.e. direct similarity between two concepts — rather than 
structural similarity, and a blurring of the domains of competence and 
performance, structure and process.

Among historical linguists, analogy has usually retained its status, 
although its precise definition and application differs from scholar to 
scholar. Of particular note is the work done by Jerzy Kuryłowicz and 
Witold Mańczak in the mid-20th century on the role of analogy in lan-
guage change. Both came up with a range of constraints, laws, and 
tendencies regarding the direction of analogical change. I will not be 
using their work in the analysis of my data, however, since I am using 
a computational modelling rather than a theoretical–analytical ap-
proach to analogical change. The reader is referred to Salm (1990) for 
a study of some aspects of strong verbs in German and Swedish in the 
light of the principles put forward by Kuryłowicz and Mańczak.

For a more detailed look at the history of analogy in linguistics, the 
reader is referred to the overviews in the above-mentioned Anttila 
(1977) and Itkonen (2005) as well as shorter treatments in Hock (2003) 
and Fertig (2013). See also Anttila & Brewer (1977) for a bibliography of 
linguistic literature on analogy before 1977.

6.3.2 Static and dynamic analogy in language
On the one hand, analogy has been used to describe synchronic rela-
tions in language. It could be argued, for example, that regularity is 
analogical. If we apply the analogical schema that held our birds and 
fish above to, for example, regular morphological relationships, we see 
a very similar picture:
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singular plural

bird : bird-s

cow : cow-s

hound : hound-s

… …

… …

… …

Supposing that we’re feeling a bit generous and allow for phonologi-
cally motivated differences, we could also give fish : fish-es a home here. 
In this example, the concepts in question are the singular and plural 
parts of the lexicon, while the aspects are the forms of individual lex-
emes. An analysis such as this may lead to a generalisation through 
abduction: we would like to formulate some kind of principle that can 
generate these observed forms, and we end up with a rule for the s-plu-
ral. In chapters 7 through 9 we will see that there is something to be 
said for the idea that analogy models regularity and stability well.

Such a static or synchronic analogical analysis can easily be modi-
fied to be dynamic/diachronic. Regularisation as it is usually under-
stood — that is, a change towards a default or highly frequent pattern 
— can also be expressed in analogical terms and is best understood as 
an analogical process of deduction. The example below may be found 
in Hock (2003: 441) — perhaps based on the analysis in Bloomfield 
(1933: 408) — and is echoed in Fertig (2013: 15–16):

singular plural

dog : dog-s

cat : cat-s

… …

cow : cow-s (replacing earlier kine)

As many examples in this thesis show, however, so-called irregular 
changes — that is, changes towards a not highly frequent pattern — 
are also best analysed as analogies. In some cases, these are ‘classic’ 
four-part analogies between the forms of two lexemes. A clear exam-
ple may be found in the history of the Frisian verb jaan ‘give’. Given the 
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Old Frisian infinitive form jān,7 there was no strong ablaut connection 
with its original preterite form jef , the original S5 pattern being /e-e-
eː-e/. The contracted infinitive was very similar to the S6 verb slān 
‘strike’, however, another monosyllabic infinitive. Since slān had the 
preterite form slōch, the preterite form jōch was created for jān. Note 
that such changes, despite not being towards a highly frequent pat-
tern (e.g. a default weak inflection type), may also been seen as a kind 
of regularisation:

[…] the patterns sing : sang : sung, fling : flung : flung are found with a fair 
number of other verbs and thus are less irregular than the pattern bring : 
brought : brought, which is limited to just one word. Replacing brought by 
brang or brung, thus, makes the inflection of bring more regular. True, it 
is not as regular as a potential bring : bringed : bringed; but that might be 
considered going too far, considering that this is an irregular verb and 
that even words like sing and fling have resisted complete regularization. 
(Hock & Joseph  1996: 162)

Of course, this only applies when the term regular is used broadly, as 
I argue in section 2.3.1 (p. 13). In chapter 9, we will see that there is 
evidence in Frisian suggesting such a ‘cline of regularity’, perhaps bet-
ter expressed as a hierarchy of inflection classes with different type/
token frequency proportions.

6.3.3 Linguistic analogy and analogical language change

6.3.3.a. A definition of linguistic analogy
As the discussion above will have made clear, a definition of linguistic 
analogy will need at least two parts: one for static analogy, and one for 
dynamic analogy. It will also need to take into the account the struc-
tural nature of analogy, and what that means in language. In this the-
sis, I will generally follow the definitions put forward by Fertig (2013: 
12). First of all, he defines analogy itself in a general, and in a specific 
linguistic sense:

(2) a. analogy1 [general sense] is the cognitive capacity to reason about 
relationships among elements in one domain based on knowledge or 
beliefs about another domain. Specifically, this includes the ability 
to make predictions/ guesses about unknown properties of elements 
in one domain based on knowledge of one or more elements in that 
domain and perceived parallels between those elements and sets of 
known elements in another domain. 
b. analogy2 [specific sense] is the capacity of speakers to produce 

7· Which is itself an analogically created innovation; see jAAn ‘giVE’ (pAgE 257).
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meaningful linguistic forms that they may have never before encoun-
tered, based on patterns they discern across other forms belonging 
to the same linguistic system. 
(Fertig  2013: 12)

The first definition is parallel to my own, as given at the start of this 
chapter: Fertig’s “elements” can be freely exchanged with my “aspects” 
and “domains” with “concepts”. The second definition is most impor-
tant; Fertig’s analogy2 refers to static analogy (the discerning of pat-
terns) and dynamic analogy (the production of forms) at the same 
time. Note that analogy2 is neutral with regard to the novelty of the 
produced forms and their perceived (ir)regularity. That such patterns 
are truly analogical is explained extensively by Itkonen (2005: 76–127) 
in his treatment of analogy in phonology, morphology, syntax, se-
mantics, and the use of the concept in various linguistic traditions. A 
phonological example (Itkonen  2005: 77) is most straightforward: the 
phonemes /p:b, t:d, k:g/ are all different from each other, but there are 
similarities as well. Each functional opposition is based on an inter-
dependent combination of similarity and differences. Without simi-
larity, there is no connection; without difference, no separation. Fur-
thermore, there is an analogy between all three of these pairs, because 
they are structured in the same way. The analogy can be expressed as 
a tree — see Figure 6.1.

6.3.3.b. Analogical change
Fertig goes on to define a number of applications of analogy2:

(3) c. an analogical formation is a form (word, phrase, clause, sentence, 
etc.) produced by a speaker on the basis of analogy2. 
d. associative interference is an influence of one form on the pho-
netic make-up of another with which it is (perceived to be) semanti-
cally or grammatically related. 
e. an analogical innovation is an analogical formation and/or a 
product of associative interference that deviates from current norms of 
usage. 
f. an analogical change is a difference over time in prevailing usage 
within (a significant portion of) a speech community that corre-
sponds to an analogical innovation or a set of related innovations. 
(Fertig  2013: 12)

Associative interference requires a bit more clarification. It is posited by 
Fertig to account for instances of new forms that are “based on (per-
ceived) semantic or grammatical relationships among forms, but that 
cannot be modelled as the solving of a proportional equation (or the 
application of a grammatical rule)” (Fertig  2013: 21). The two subtypes 
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of associative interference are folk etymology and contamination. The 
main difference between the two is that folk etymologies derive from 
interference in hearing/perception, while contaminations are based 
on interference in speech/production.

An important distinction is that between innovation and change, 
which may be relevant depending on the scale of one’s research. It is 
worth noting that innovations take place on the individual level: they 
are non-normative forms uttered by language users. Changes happen 
when these innovations are adopted, over time, on a community scale. 
The language as a communal body has changed, and the new form is 
no longer an innovation, but has become the norm. Between these 
two, there is of course an interesting process of spread of innovations 
among language users, and competition with alternative forms, and 
both are questions for sociolinguistics.

These definitions will serve as the basis for the analysis in this the-
sis. However, other definitions are of course also possible. As Fertig 
(2013: 12) explains, analogy in linguistics is sometimes used solely to 
describe a type of change, rather than a collection of phenomena. An 
example of this is Barðdal (2008: 89–91), who restricts the term to ex-
tensions of patterns based on only one source analogue.

Above I introduced the concepts of analogical innovation, and analog-
ical change. As said, several subtypes can be distinguished, and which 
those are may differ from linguist to linguist. Fertig (2013: 47–84) gives 
a critical overview of many types of analogical change in morphol-
ogy. First of all, Fertig (2013: 43–47) discusses the distinction between 
proportional and non-proportional analogy, arguing that the latter 
— which subsumes associative interferences such as contamination 
and folk etymology — is a phenomenon where analogical change and 
sound change overlap.8

8· The proportional–non-proportional distinction corresponds to McMahon’s (1994: 
70–76) distinction between systematic and sporadic analogy. 

Figure 6.1 : Phonological analogy as a tree diagram. After Itkonen (2005: 77).
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Particularly important for this thesis is the question: what kind of 
change is a shift in inflection class? That it is an analogical innovation, ac-
cording to our definition, follows because inflection class shifts can 
be analysed as resulting from structural comparison, such as in the 
dog : dogs, cow : cows example above. This analysis can be applied re-
gardless of whether an innovative verb inflection is strong or weak, 
regular or irregular. In particular, it is a case of analogical extension, 
where an inflection or an inflection pattern (multiple parts of a para-
digm) is extended to another lexeme. Whether an inflection class shift 
is a case of analogical change depends on how widespread it is in the 
linguistic community. Most of the shifts we encounter in the Swedish 
and Frisian verbs are changes, since they’ve spread widely. Occasion-
ally, we may meet forms that are unique to particular writers and have 
not spread or been maintained into later periods of the language in 
question.

In the history of Swedish and Frisian verbs, we also encounter other 
types of analogical change than extension. The most important of these 
is (analogical) levelling, which is another term with many definitions. 
Here too I will follow Fertig (2013: 71–76), who argues that levelling is 
the spread of forms within a paradigm that results in a reduction or 
removal of stem alternation. Some linguists argue that regularisation 
is always a case of levelling, but this is not the case where regularisa-
tion involves not just the elimination of a stem alternation, but also 
the adoption of a new suffix. For example, an English verb cleave – clove 
changing its inflection to cleave – cleaved is not levelling but analogical 
extension, since not only is the stem alternation removed, there is also 
the addition of the weak dental suffix in the past.

Three types of actual levelling are relevant to this thesis: levelling 
of the stem vowel, levelling of stem-final consonant, and glide levelling. The 
first type, levelling of the stem vowel, occurs both in Swedish and Fri-
sian, and most importantly in the Early Modern Period, when the stem 
vowel differences between the prEt.Sg. and prEt.pl. of strong verbs were 
levelled out — see section 4.3.1.a (p. 55) for Swedish and section 5.3.1 
(p. 81) for Frisian. In some individual cases, vowels in other parts 
of the paradigm may also be involved. In Swedish, some weak verbs 
display vowel alternation between the present and past tense, and in 
some cases,this alternation has also been levelled — see section 4.3.2.b 
(p. 59).

The second type, levelling of stem-final consonant, may occur in 
verbs that originally had a consonant alternation due to the operation 
of Verner’s Law. The English S2 verb choose and its cognates are always 
a good example:
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inF. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

Old English cēosan cēas curon coren

Modern English choose chose chose chosen

Old Frisian kiāsa kās keren keren

Modern Frisian kieze keas keazen keazen

As we can see, both in English and in Frisian the /s, z/ sounds were 
levelled, replacing older /r/ < /z/. In some cases, the levelling went in 
the other direction, such as the Dutch S2 verb vriezen ‘freeze’:

inF. prEt.Sg. prEt.pl. prEt.ptc.

Old Dutch frieson frōs fruron gifroran

Modern Dutch vriezen vroor vroren gevroren

Here, the /r/ from the prEt.pl. and prEt.ptc. spread to the prEt.Sg. in-
stead of the other way around, although the infinitive remained unaf-
fected.9 This contrasts with the development of Dutch kiezen ‘choose’, 
where the consonant was not levelled out. It’s clear, therefore, that this 
type of levelling does not operate across the board, nor does it spread 
easily to other verbs.

Finally, there is the phenomenon of glide levelling, which has re-
ceived little attention in the literature, to my knowledge. The reason 
for this might be that it is a very rare phenomenon, occurring only 
in the relatively less studied Germanic languages and/or periods of 
linguistic history. Fertig (2013: 73) offers two examples from the his-
tory of English, involving the verbs swear and swell. Due to the regular 
phonological loss of /w/ between a consonant and a back vowel, the 
preterite and past participle forms of these verbs did not have a /w/ 
in Middle English, e.g. sore instead of swore. This /w/ was later levelled 
back. Here an original glide that had disappeared for phonological 
reasons was restored. The same phenomenon is found in Old/Middle 
Swedish, among others verbs in swælla ‘swell’, which could have the 
prEt.ptc. sullin. Here, too, the /w/ was later analogically restored (No-
reen  1904: §530).

Glide levelling can also have different origin, however, and this is 

9· In the dialect of my hometown in the south of the Netherlands, however, the 
change had gone in the ‘English’ direction, resulting in vroos, gevrozen. This is a feature 
of more Southern Dutch dialects: see e.g. Ooms and Van Keymeulen (2005: 68).
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the main type we see in Swedish and Frisian. Due to phonological pro-
cesses, glides appeared in verb stems in some parts of the paradigm, 
but not in others. Here a non-original glide is levelled, and the levelling 
spreads an innovative form, rather than restoring an older form. An 
example is found in oSw bjūða < pgMc +beud-a- ‘offer’. This /j/ origi-
nally appears only in the present and infinitive, but it later levelled to 
the preterite and supine parts of the paradigm. Evidently, the glide is 
re-analysed as part of the consonantal part of the stem that remains 
stable for purposes of vowel alternation. All instances of glide levelling 
that I could find are listed for Swedish in section 4.3.1.b (p. 56), and 
individual verbs are discussed in Appendix A. Three verbs in Frisian 
have glide levelling at some point in their history: FjocHtSjE ‘FigHt’ 
(pAgE 251), SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275), and HwĀoFriS ‘HAng’ (pAgE 256). 
Arguably, this type and the previous one are just specific subtypes of 
an overarching category of stem consonant levelling.

6.3.4 Analogy and rules
The question to be approached in what follows is not so much whether 
inflection class shifts can be described as analogical, which is the theo-
retical point of departure in my research, but whether describing them 
in that way actually explains something about what happened to a verb. 
In other words: can we operationalise analogy in such a way that it 
gains explanatory and predictive power, rather than merely being a 
descriptive tool? This is the rationale behind explicit computational 
models of analogy, and I have applied two of them to the data on in-
flection class shifts gathered from the history of Swedish and Frisian 
verbs. Before we can take a look at the results of that application — 
in the next two chapters — I will briefly discuss the relation between 
analogy and rules, which is important for appreciating the differences 
between analogical models. After that, I will conclude this chapter by 
describing the models used and possible alternatives.

In my analysis, any rules are always based on analogy. Both involve a 
comparison of two or more concepts (words) on different levels. Rules 
in linguistics are usually generative rules: we use them to create lin-
guistic utterances. In the case of inflectional rules, we ideally want to 
create a specific form that is related to a given base form, with a cor-
responding relation in meaning: similar, but different. Just like walked 
means ‘walk in the past’, so the form walked is similar to the form walk. 
An exception to this is complete suppletion (or “strong suppletion”, 
following Nübling  2000: 229), e.g. go – went, where there is no rela-
tion between the two forms other than the fact that they are both con-
strained by the phonology of English.

It is certainly possible that speakers (or language learners) abstract 
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rules from the language they perceive, generalising over any patterns 
they are able to discern. However, whether such rules are actually ac-
curate representations of what goes on in the mind is a matter of in-
tense debate in linguistics. The generative linguistic tradition holds 
that abstract rules (whether learned or even innate) are good models 
of grammar. The primary reason for this is that abstract rules that are 
concise can generate a potentially infinite number of (combinations 
of) linguistic forms in an efficient/economical way. The main alter-
native, which has been explored more extensively in recent years, is 
formed by usage-based models that seek to ground grammar in ana-
logical sets of stored forms. The broad differences are summarised by 
Fischer (2008: 348–352), who argues that economy may not be a par-
ticularly good argument for a rule-based model. Fertig (2013: 129–130) 
offers a similar analysis. The assumption that a grammar would have 
to be maximally economical appears to be motivated by aesthetic con-
cerns:

It [the abstract, rule-based approach to grammar] became familiar to 
Europeans with the growing knowledge of Sanskrit starting in the late 
eighteenth century, and has long been popular among linguists more 
concerned with the conciseness and elegance of the grammars they 
write than with realistic models of the representations and processes 
inside speakers’ heads.

The Chomskyan generative paradigm that became dominant in the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century proposed that maximally concise, re-
dundancy-free, abstract grammars are not just masterpieces of schol-
arly ingenuity, but are in fact good models of speakers unconscious 
grammatical knowledge.
(Fertig  2013: 129–130)

Additionally, the pervasive analogy between the human brain and a 
computer may play a role as well:10 Baayen (2003: 230) suggests that 
the need for economy arose more out of the limitation of computer 
storage in the 1960s than out of any supposed limitation of the stor-
age capacity of the human mind. I am inclined to agree, and see no a 
priori reason why the brain would be unable to store a large number 
of linguistic forms. Finally, there are those models that seek to com-
bine rule- and usage-based approaches, the so called dual-mechanism 
models. These seek to combine the economy of rule-based approaches 
with the explanatory power of usage-based approaches for some 

10· At the risk of superfluousness, in this analogy a computer is a calculating machine, 
not a person who computes as an occupation, which was the original meaning of the 
word.
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phenomena of language — see Fertig (2013: 131–132) and section 2.6 
(p. 25).

I would like to add a brief note on the nature of rules, partly echoing 
what I wrote in section 2.3.1 (p. 13) about regularity. The chief prob-
lem of rules as they are commonly understood is that they are ideally 
universal, that is to say, broad in scope and without exception. Indeed, 
this results in the highest economy of storage. However, if we let go of 
this ideal of efficiency and deductive certainty and allow for rules with 
a narrower scope and or variability in their application, then suddenly 
rules may play a role in ‘irregular’ language phenomena as well, since 
rules with a smaller scope can potentially make very accurate predic-
tions about a group of linguistic forms. This is the principle behind the 
Minimal Generalization model, as explained in the next section.

An important question, then, is whether analogical changes are 
best explained by direct analogy over a dataset, or through the use of 
(non-universal) rules. In the next section, I will introduce the two ana-
logical models used in this book, including their approach to the rela-
tion between analogy and rules.

6.4 Modelling analogy
Analogy, in language or otherwise, can be operationalised and mod-
elled in different ways. The goals of these models, however, can be 
considered universal: to approach the way the (human) mind makes 
analogies and uses them to generalise over unknown aspects and con-
cepts.

Although there are appealing theoretical reasons for using analogy 
as an explanatory principle in linguistics, as explained above, testing 
such theories more thoroughly requires the application of analogical 
models on data. In the two chapters that follow, I investigate to what 
degree analogy can be used to predict inflection class shifts that have 
taken place in the history of Swedish and Frisian. If the assumption 
is correct that analogy ‘repairs’ parts of a morphological system, ei-
ther compensating for phonological changes that distort one-to-one 
form–meaning relationships (Anttila  2003), or further optimising the 
predictability of particular past tense forms, then these innovations 
should be predictable by analogical models. One of the main advan-
tages of using computer models rather than manual analysis of indi-
vidual changes is that the models are able to take into account much 
larger sets of data at once, and apply the same principles to all of this 
data in a way that would be extremely difficult to do consistently by a 
human researcher. The method ensures that the analogical analysis is 
applied in the same way to all verbs and changes and not just ad hoc to 
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individual cases.

6.4.1 Analogical Modeling (Skousen)
The first model used is the Analogical Modeling (AM) program originally 
developed by Royal Skousen (Skousen 1989, Skousen et al. 2002, Ed-
dington & Lonsdale  2007).11 The core of this program is an algorithm 
that compares data items and calculates a measure of similarity be-
tween them. The similarity between items (or “given contexts”, as they 
are called in AM) in a dataset is calculated on the basis of a series of 
single character variables (linguistic features) determined by the re-
searcher using the AM program. The program only compares the val-
ues entered. The more variable values two forms have in common (i.e. 
the respective values are the same), the more similar they are consid-
ered to be, in principle. The model uses a more elaborate statistical 
method to select the group of source analogues (called the “analogical 
set”), based on the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the supracon-
texts of the variables. Each analogue item has an outcome (also spec-
ified by the researcher) and the outcome for the given context is pre-
dicted by looking at the outcomes of the analogical set. The result is a 
range of possible outcomes, ordered by analogical likelihood. In the 
present research, I have used the following set of fourteen variables to 
describe the verb forms under investigation:

variable outcome , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

entry oW2 , = 0 f ø Ø ø Ø

variable 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 , lemma

entry ø Ø Ø l X 0 = , følghia

The first three variables describe the onset of the verb stem.12 Four and 
five describe the nucleus of the stem, the first a general length-neutral 
phoneme, the second being lower-case for long vowels, upper-case for 
short vowels. These values are repeated in variables six through ten, to 
put extra weight on the nucleus vowel for analogical purposes. Finally, 
variables eleven through fourteen describe the consonant structure 
of the coda. This variable selection is based on a series of preliminary 
tests using various constellations of different variables or descriptions 
of the verb stem. The current selection strikes a balance between op-
timal prediction results and comparability to the input of the second 
model used in this book. Summarising, the input forms used describe 

11· The version used is am2.3, downloaded from http://humanities.byu.edu/am/
amdownloads.html.
12· In the few cases where a verb has a polysyllabic stem, the final syllable of the stem 
is described by the variables.

http://humanities.byu.edu/am/amdownloads.html
http://humanities.byu.edu/am/amdownloads.html
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the phonological form of the (present/infinitive) verb stem. The extra 
weight on the nucleus vowel may be justified by the fact that the sec-
ond model automatically pays attention to this vowel in cases where 
it alternates to create a past tense, while AM does not directly observe 
such linguistic operations in a word and treats every variable equally.

6.4.2 Minimal Generalization (Albright & Hayes)
This second model is the Minimal Generalization Learner (MGL), devel-
oped by Bruce Hayes and Adam Albright (Albright & Hayes 2002).13 
Unlike AM, it is geared solely towards language, and to the discovery 
and application of morphological rules in particular. The input for this 
model consists of pairs of linguistic forms, written out using regular 
alphabet characters, but phonetic features can be specified for each 
character, so that phonemes that are not represented by one character 
in spelling can be used. For example, 〈N〉 can be made to stand for /ŋ/ 
if the features are specified as such. In the case of this thesis, the form 
pairs are present and past stems. The following is an input example 
for the MGL:

(4) bjuuD  b@@D 
bland  blandaD

These pairs are phonological representations of the Swedish S2 pair 
bjūð- – bøð̄ ‘offer’ and the W1 pair bland- – blandað- ‘blend’.

The model then abstracts a multitude of rules from these pairs 
that specify phonological replacement or affixation of the first form 
to generate the second. For each pair, many different possible gener-
alisation based on the phonological form of the base form are made, 
each of which becomes a possible rule in the system. Finally, the use-
fulness of all of these rules is ascertained in a process that makes use 
of analogy: each rule is applicable to n verbs that correspond to the 
phonological structure described by the rule. All of these n verbs form 
a contiguous series of forms that are analogous in terms of phonology. 
Subsequently, the model counts how many times the form predicted 
by the rule corresponds to the actual form specified in the input. This 
proportion of correct predictions is used to derive a measure of reli-
ability for each rule (Albright & Hayes  2003: 126–128). The outcomes 
generated by MGL are concrete phonological forms rather than the 
broader outcome groups of Analogical Modeling, and these can be di-
rectly compared to the actual forms.

13· The program was downloaded from http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/
hayes/learning/#Software.

http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/learning/#Software
http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/learning/#Software
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6.4.3 Some limitations of the analogical models AM and MGL
Before embarking on the modelling of the Swedish and Frisian verb 
data, I wish to call attention to a few aspects of the analogical models 
used in this research. Whereas AM uses analogical similarity to im-
mediately predict outcomes, MGL relies on the intermediate step of 
abstracting patterns or rules from analogical structure, which are ap-
plied to the new structures afterwards. Therefore, with AM the relia-
bility of a pattern depends on the target analogue in question, whereas 
with MGL the reliability of each abstracted rule is fixed regardless of 
the target analogue. For example, Figure 6.2 shows a (modified) sam-
ple output for one verb, taken from an AM modelling. Each verb in this 

Given Context: 0 b l i i i i i i i v 0 = =, BLIVA
Number of active variables: 12
Statistical Summary
.aDE  28  0.490%
.aST  28  0.490%
.iW1  14  0.245%
.øDE  24  0.420%
e:ST  5568  97.513%
e:W1  12  0.210%
o:DE  12  0.210%
o:W1  12  0.210%
u:W1  12  0.210%
 —-
 5710
Expected outcome: e:ST
Correct outcome predicted.
 
Analogical Set
Total Frequency = 5710
e:ST  DRIVA     1002  17.548%
e:ST  LIDHA > LIDA    360  6.305%
e:ST  SKRIVA    508  8.897%
e:ST  SLITA     840  14.711%
.aST  BRINNA    28  0.490%
e:W1  MEUBLERA > MÖBLERA  12  0.210%
.iW1  BLINKA    14  0.245%
o:W1  BLÄSA > BLÅSA   12  0.210%
o:DE  BLÄSA > BLÅSA   12  0.210%
.øDE  BLÖDA    12  0.210%
.aDE  BRINGA    28  0.490%
e:ST  KLIVA     2350  41.156%
e:ST  RIVA     508  8.897%
u:W1  blota*     12  0.210%
.øDE  BLÖTA     12  0.210%

Figure 6.2 : Sample outcome from the AM modelling for the EModSw verb 
bliva ‘become’.
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model has its own unique analogical set, based on the verb’s similarity 
to other verbs, and because of that a unique spectrum of possible out-
comes, each with its own probability. MGL rules, on the other hand, 
are independent of the verbs to which they apply. Take a look at the 
sample rule below for Swedish brinna ‘burn’:

(5) rule number:  383 
change:    i->a 
left context:  X [b, p] r 
right context:  [D, N, T, X, h, n, s, x, z] Y 
left values:   [+cons, -syl, [0-0]sonor, -nasal, -liq, -gli, +LAB,    
 -COR, -DORS, -sib, -lat] 
right values:  [+cons, -syl, [1-2]sonor, -liq, -gli, -LAB, -lat] 
scope:   4 
hits:     3 
reliability:  0.75 
confidence:   0.526 
examples:   brinn, brist, spriN 
exceptions:   briN

The rule always has a reliability of 0.75 and a confidence value of 0.526, 
whether it applies to brinna, brista ‘burst’, or springa run’ (where it pre-
dicts the actual outcome) — or to bringa ‘bring’ (where it predicts a 
false outcome).

That said, there are a few other differences between the models as 
well, all of which have consequences for their use. First of all, MGL 
makes use of rules or changes, whereas AM only gives outcomes. This 
means that an MGL rule of the kind “X > Xpast = /iː/ > /eː/” can only 
apply to verbs that actually have /iː/ in their stem. An AM outcome like 
“past = /eː/ + strong” can theoretically apply to all verbs. This will be a 
technicality in the majority of cases, but it could pose a problem if we 
want to use MGL to explain forms like English sneak – snuck, as there 
exists no analogue pattern in English that also has the exact sound 
pair /i – ʌ/ (see Hogg 1988). Relying on strict identity of the verb with 
the pattern of a given rule, MGL can not apply similarity-based pat-
terns like /ɪ – ʌ/ (e.g. fling – flung) as analogues in this case, whereas 
AM can. This is a problem if we want the model to be able to analyse 
product-oriented schemas — see section 3.9.3 (p. 41).

On the other hand, MGL does directly take into account the range 
of phonological features of the phonemes that surround the element 
that is changed in inflection. Take a look at a rule for this nonce verb, 
for example:

(6) Output    Rule 
gleed – gled   i > ɛ / [X {l, r} _ d]+past
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This rule can apply to any verb where /i/ is preceded by /l, r/ and suc-
ceeded by /d/, such as read, lead, or bleed. Phonological features like 
voicedness or nasality can also theoretically be part of such rules. In 
the case of AM, this would be possible only in a roundabout way by 
including a hand-picked range of possible feature variables in the de-
scription of verbs, whereas MGL discovers them automatically in a 
way that is more elegant and less prone to researcher bias.

A problem for MGL, as Albright and Hayes (2002: 10) themselves 
acknowledge, is that it can only apply a single transformation at once 
in a rule, i.e. one affixation or suppletion. This becomes an issue when 
modelling inflectional processes where two distinct changes take 
place at the same time, such as the creation of Dutch and German par-
ticiples (e.g. Dutch /bak-/ – /gə-bak-ən/ ‘bake’),14 but also weak verbs 
where there is both a dental suffix and a vowel alternation: Old Swed-
ish /væl-/ ‘choose’ – /valde/. MGL can only deduce a rule from this in 
which /æl/ is replaced in its entirety by /alde/, which restricts the rule 
to stems ending in /æl/, whereas we would like to have a double rule: 
/æ/ > /a/ plus the dental suffix appended to the verb stem. Without 
such a double rule, we would need separate rules for each different 
final consonant of the stem, while it seems more sensible to consider 
the whole thing as one operation. A related problem would be noun 
plurals in German that combine umlaut and suffixation, such as Gast – 
Gäste ‘guest’. In short, the inflection classes sometimes demand more 
from the model than it can currently provide.

As Albright and Hayes (2002, 2003) point out, MGL has the advan-
tage that it satisfies several criteria of a model that mimics the way 
speakers generate forms:

[1] First, a model should be fully explicit, to the point of being machine 
implemented. [...] [2] a model must fully specify its intended outputs. 
[...] [3] models should generate multiple outputs for any given input, 
and they should rate each output on a wellformedness scale. [...] [4] 
models should be able to discover the crucial phonological generaliza-
tions on their own, without human assistance.
(Albright & Hayes  2003: 122–123)

In my view, AM only satisfies criteria 1 and 3, and is in that respect less 
ideal than MGL.

A last potential issue for both models is that neither of them has 
the ability to learn or set up one or more strictly default outcomes. If 
a particular outcome in the input is very prevalent (i.e. it has a large 

14· Or worse still, German and Dutch strong past participles with vowel alternation, 
which involve three operations.
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scope), this is surely taken into account by the models, yet outcomes 
are always assigned on the basis of similarity to other items or eligi-
bility for a rule. This means that the models only work with de facto 
defaults, namely the outcomes or rules that have the broadest scope as 
compared to others. There is however, no essential difference between 
these outcomes/rules and others; they have no special status within 
the models. This is not necessarily a problem, but it might be if there 
are indeed default classes with a special status in a grammar.

6.4.4 Other approaches to modelling analogy
Apart from AM and MGL, there have been other approaches to model-
ling (linguistic) analogy. While it is outside the scope of this research 
to implement additional models to study inflection class change, they 
may at a later point shed additional light on the matter, particularly if 
they yield results that are significantly different from those generated 
by the two models used here.

The prime candidate for a third model to use would be a Memo-
ry-Based Learning model (MBL), of which TiMBL (Tilburg Memory-Based 
Learner) is a quite widely used implementation. MBL is described ex-
tensively in Daelemans & Van den Bosch (2005). Compared to the two 
models used in this thesis, MBL is most similar to the Analogical Mod-
eling program, because it extracts solutions to problems directly from 
the data stored in memory, without intervening rules or abstractions 
(Daelemans & Van den Bosch  2005: 5). MBL works by storing features 
of items (feature vectors) for all items in the learning set. A problem is 
solved by comparing the features of a problem item to those already 
stored. The outcome class associated with the most similar feature 
vector (the nearest neighbour) is then transferred to the problem item 
as the solution (Daelemans & Van den Bosch  2005: 7). The main dif-
ferences with AM are that MBL applications do not make use of su-
pracontexts to analyse groups of variables, and that MBL does not look 
at the influence of non-neighbouring items. The reader is referred to 
Daelemans (2002) for a more elaborate discussion of the differences 
between these approaches.

6.4.5 Methodology for chapter 7 and 8
Finally, before I move on the results of the modelling of the Swedish 
and Frisian data, a few words on the methodology used in those two 
chapters. The methodology used in these modellings is similar to that 
used in Strik (2014a). I constructed two diachronic corpora of verb 
forms, one for Swedish and one for Frisian, based on the sources de-
scribed in section 4.1.1 (p. 49) and section 5.1.1 (p. 76). The data-
sets used in the modellings were derived from these corpora. For each 
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modelled period and each model, a learning or input dataset was ex-
tracted, as well as a test or output set. The test/output set consists of 
the descriptions of the verbs in the learning/input set, but with the 
inflections of the following period as the target outcomes, in order to 
see if the models can predict the inflection class shifts. 

The modelling splits the language into three periods: Old, Early 
Modern, and Modern, with three different ‘steps’ between them. In the 
two-step modelling, items are first modelled between the Old and the 
Early Modern period, and then between the Early Modern and Mod-
ern period. In the one-step modelling, the Old and Modern periods 
are compared directly, yielding a slightly different set of test items. In 
total, then, there are six sets of results for each language. One for the 
AM program and one for MGL, for each step in the two-step modelling 
plus one for the one-step modelling.

The basic hypothesis for the results in the next two chapters is that 
analogy can explain inflection class change and stability in the history 
of Swedish and Frisian. However, I do not expect that the models will 
be able to do this completely. This is a complicated matter because 
the results will not just tell us something about the functioning of the 
models, but simultaneously about the make-up of the verb systems 
under investigation. Both concepts orbit around an abstract concept 
of analogy that lies somewhere in between. The models formalise this 
analogy in their own (limited) way, while the verb systems are influ-
enced by more factors than just analogy. For these reasons, it is not 
to be expected that any model of analogy would be able to perfectly 
predict all changes and non-changes in inflection by itself. However, 
the models may help us to pinpoint types or groups of changes that are 
readily explicable by analogy, and in which other factors then appar-
ently play a much more modest role. The next two chapters will show 
when and where this is actually the case.
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Chapter  7:  
Modelling of Swedish inflection class shifts

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Methodology
The methodology used in this chapter and the next is described in sec-
tion 6.4.5 (p. 126).

7.1.2 About the data and results
In this chapter, I describe the results of the analogical modelling of in-
flection class shifts in the history of Swedish. First, I present an over-
view of the overall results of the modellings, where all the verbs in the 
dataset are modelled for each step. These overall results are then con-
trasted with the results for verbs that had undergone historical class 
shift. Finally, this chapter will take a look at the modelling results of 
specific verb classes and shift types, and see what conclusions can be 
drawn about the history of the Swedish inflection classes.

7.1.2.a. Nature of the dataset
The dataset used for the modelling of the Swedish verbs was based on 
the sources described in section 4.1.1 (p. 49). I have constructed a 
diachronic spreadsheet that records, for each attested verb, the prin-
cipal inflectional forms and/or their classification, ordered by lemma, 
source, and period. The constitution of the datasets in terms of classes 
is summarised in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, and Figure 7.3. The classifica-
tion has been simplified somewhat for clarity of presentation. Keep 
in mind that Noreen’s W3 in Old Swedish corresponds to W2 in Early 
Modern and Modern Swedish. 

The main trends, as described in section 4.3 (p. 55), are a radical 
increase of the importance of W1, and a decline of the strong classes 
in terms of type frequency, particularly classes S4 through S7. Also re-
markable is the decline in variation among weak inflection classes. It 
should be noted that while the first two charts represent all the verbs 
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Figure 7.1 : Distribution of classes in the Old Swedish dataset.
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Figure 7.2 : Distribution of classes in the Early Modern Swedish dataset.
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attested in the texts studied from those periods, the Modern Swedish 
chart is based on only the most frequent verbs, plus those surviving 
from older periods. This selection contains all of the strong and irreg-
ular verbs from the language, but far from all the weak verbs.

7.1.2.b. How results are described
In the analysis of the modelling results, there are two main distinc-
tions. In the strict reading, I distinguish between correct predictions 
of forms and incorrect ones. Only those results count as correct where 
the predicted form is phonetically equivalent to the actual form (in 
MGL), or where the predicted outcome class is equivalent to the ac-
tual outcome class (in AM). All other predictions are considered to be 
incorrect.

In the lenient reading, I distinguish between correct predictions (as 
defined above), and alternative predictions, which are cases where the 
actual form is not predicted as the most likely outcome, but as an al-
ternative; in the case of AM I count a prediction as alternative when it is 
predicted as second most likely, or when it is percentually close to the 
most likely prediction. For example, when the outcome distribution is 
40%–31%–29%, both the second and third outcome can be considered 

Figure 7.3 : Distribution of classes in the Modern Swedish dataset.
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alternatives.1 In the case of MGL, the second most reliable outcome is 
treated as the alternative. All other results are, again, considered in-
correct.

Some verbs have two (or occasionally more) variants in a particular 
period. In these cases, the models’ predictions are considered correct 
when the actual forms are predicted as the two most likely outcomes. 
In cases where only one of the variant outcomes was predicted by the 
models, the prediction is considered incorrect in the strict reading, and 
as alternative in the lenient reading.

7.2 Overall results
In Figure 7.4 the overall results are presented. The darkest bars in the 
chart indicate the number of correct predictions per modelling step, 
while the lighter bars indicate the alternative and incorrect predic-
tions. Using the strict reading, then, we can say that the proportion 
of correct predictions for AM is 61,4% and 67,8% for the two-step mod-
ellings — The Old to Early Modern Period and the Early Modern to 
Modern period — and 57,8% for the one-step modelling — The Old to 
Modern period. MGL performs slightly but consistently better, with 
74,8% and 79,8% on the two-step modellings and 68% on the one-step 
modelling.2

If we use the lenient reading, we see that with the alternative results 

1· I have approached the selection of what counts as an alternative somewhat intui-
tively, rather than systematically, which is one of the reasons why I almost exclusively 
use the strict reading of the outcomes in the final analyses of the results.
2· The differences between the models are statistically significant overall. Using a 
T-test, for the two-step modellings, t(1551,1) = -5,79, two-sided p < 0,00001 and t(1295,9) 
= -5,04, two-sided p < 0,00001. For the one-step modelling, t(1578,4) = -4,231, two-sided 
p = 0,00005. These analyses and all following significance tests were performed in 
SISA (http://www.quantitativeskills.com/sisa/statistics/).
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Figure 7.4 : Number of predictions per investigated modelling step.

http://www.quantitativeskills.com/sisa/statistics/
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taken into account, the models show an improvement of around 15–
20%: AM now scores 61,4 + 23% and 67,8 + 17% for the two-step modell-
ings, and 57,8 + 22,3% for the one-step modelling. MGL again performs 
better, with 74,8 + 16,8% and 79,8 + 13% for the two-step modellings, and 
68 + 21,2% for the one-step modelling. In the more detailed discussion 
of the Swedish results that follows, I will refer only to the strict read-
ing. The reasons for this is that it eliminates potential mistakes I have 
made in the evaluation of alternatives from the overall results. Overall, 
then, the strict results will be fairly conservative, but we should keep in 
mind that in most cases there will be a proportion of ‘incorrect’ results 
that were actually predicted as alternative.

Based on the overall results, then, we conclude that MGL consist-
ently performs better than AM, for both the two-step and one-step 
modellings, and that the two-step modellings consistently show better 
results than the one-step modellings, for both models.3

7.2.1 Overall results compared to baselines
To put the results in perspective, it will be useful to compare them to 
a number of simple baselines. We want to know if these relatively so-
phisticated models of analogy perform better than other models we 
could come up with, or indeed better than chance. The baseline mod-
els discussed here were introduced in Strik (2014a: 230–231).

7.2.1.a. The no-change model
A crude but effective model would be simply to predict that every in-
flection stays the same, since verbs are more likely to be stable than to 
shift inflection class, overall. The results of the analogical models as 

3· The overall difference between the two types of modelling (one-step versus two-
step) is also statistically significant: t(3096,5) = -5,303, two-sided p < 0,00001.
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model.
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compared to the no-change model are summarised in Figure 7.5. In 
the two-step analysis, 114 out of 787 verbs changed between Old and 
Early Modern Swedish, or 14,5%. A no-change model would then have 
a score of 85,5%. For the period between Early Modern and Modern 
Swedish, only 54 out of 664 verbs changed, or 8,1%, leading to a score of 
91,9% for the no-change model.

In the one-step analysis, we encounter a different situation. A large 
number of weak verbs have changed class (or lost/gained variants) 
when directly comparing Old to Modern Swedish, leading to 247 out of 
793 verbs showing a change, or 31,1%. In this case, a no-change model 
only reaches a score of 68,9%.4

In all cases, even the one-step modelling, the no-change model per-
forms better than the analogical models. This indicates that in the pe-
riods investigated here, there is an inertia in the verb system of Swed-
ish, a resistance to change. It also indicates that the analogical models, 
when modelling the verb system as a whole, are not sufficiently able to 
model this inertia: the models predict change in cases where it did not 
actually occur historically. The implications of this will be investigated 
in more detail in chapter 9.

7.2.1.b. A regularisation model
A simple but ‘smart’ unidirectional set of regularisation models for the 
whole dataset is the following: all weak verbs are stable, and all strong 
forms have a certain chance (e.g. 95 or 90%) to be ‘forgotten’, after 
which the verb becomes regular. These regularisation models, as pre-
sented in Strik (2014a), scored higher there than they actually should 
have, because they ignored changes between weak classes, counting 
them automatically as correct results, where the no-change model 
does not. Since dozens of verbs shifted between the various weak 
classes over the history of Swedish — see section 4.6 (p. 71) — the 
scores for the regularisation models should have been lower. In gen-
eral, the lower the memorisation rate, the lower the number of correct 
outcomes, since more strong verbs have remained stable than have 
weakened, and the model has no way of knowing which of these have 
remained stable and which have weakened. In addition, this model is 
entirely unable to predict changes between different strong classes, 
changes within weak inflection (as mentioned), or changes from weak 
to strong inflection. It had a high success rate in Strik (2014a) because 
it does not overgeneralise strong inflection and because the actual 

4· This is still significantly better than the AM results, but not significantly better 
than the MGL results. For the difference between AM and the no-change model, 
t(1577) = -4,612, p < 0,00001. For the difference between MGL and the no-change 
model, t(1583,4) = -0,377, p = 0,7062.
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system is relatively stable as a whole, as seen above in the no-change 
model. In short, I have decided not to use the regularisation model in 
this form as a baseline in the current analysis because it has no practi-
cal advantages over the simpler no-change model.

7.3 Results for historical shifts
Figure 7.6 shows the percentage of correct predictions, both as a frac-
tion of all the verbs in the system, and as a fraction of the verbs that 
historically underwent inflection class shift. The results show that 
when modelling only the verbs that shifted, the proportion of correct 
results is lower than when all verbs are modelled.5 In other words, the 
models make, on average, more mistakes when modelling verbs that 
changed in a given period, than when they model the verbs that have 
remained stable. Comparing the results for the modelled changes to 
the overall results, we see that most of the initial conclusions hold for 
both sets of verbs: The two-step modelling is more successful than 
the one-step modelling, particularly in the step from Early Modern to 
Modern Swedish. Similarly, MGL is more successful than AM, except 
in the two-step modelling between Early Modern to Modern Swedish, 
where AM performs slightly better.

7.3.1 Results for historical shifts compared to baselines
To contextualise the results of the modelled historical shifts, we can 
again compare them to a selection of baseline models, similar to those 
posited in Strik (2014a). First I will place the analogical modelling 

5· To be clear: a predicted outcome is only counted as correct if it is the exact class the 
verb has shifted to historically; merely predicting that the verb has changed rather than 
remained stable is not enough. This means that the incorrect results are a mix of cases 
where historically shifting verbs were predicted as stable, and cases where the pre-
dicted shift was in the wrong direction.
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results next to a model based on a random selection of shifts, and then 
compared to a new regularisation model.

7.3.1.a. Random selection, according to type frequency
A simple baseline for the prediction of the changes is to see how high 
the success rate would be when for each form we just randomly pick an 
outcome based on its relative type frequency in the dataset. For exam-
ple, between Old and Early Modern Swedish, there were 9 verbs that 
changed towards weak inflection (second class) with stem vowel /æ/ 
in the past tense. The total relative frequency of this outcome in the 
Old Swedish dataset is 12,22%. Therefore, selecting an outcome at ran-
dom, we would expect roughly one (12,22% of 9 is approx. 1,1) of these 
changes to be predicted correctly. For the whole set of changes, the 
score is a mere 3,8%. In other words, out of the 114 verbs that changed, 
we would expect only around four verbs to be predicted correctly by 
selecting an outcome at random. It is clear that the analogical models 
perform much better than a random selection of outcomes, weighted 
by type frequency.6

7.3.1.b. Regularisation models
As mentioned above, the regularisation models presented in Strik 
(2014a) had some flaws, and for that reason I will not reuse them in 
the form presented there. A new regularisation model is as follows: all 
the verbs (in the subset of historically changing verbs) become regular, 
either W1 or W2, randomly selected based on the relative type frequen-
cies of both classes in the input. As will be clear, this model has no 
way of predicting changes from weak to strong inflection, or changes 
within strong inflection.

We first test the model on the modelling step between Old and Early 
Modern Swedish. Using this method, given the relative proportion of 
W1 and W2 inflection in the verb system, we expect around 37,4% of 
results to be predicted correctly, which is of course much higher than 
a random selection between all possible outcomes. As we have seen, 
the analogical models performed slightly better than this model, with 
AM scoring 38,9% and MGL scoring 43,4% on this modelling step. To 
check to consistency of these results, I’ve run the same regularisation 
model on the EModSw > ModSw modelling step; in this case, the result 
was 32,8%, as compared to the 48,1% of MGL and the 50% of AM. In 
this case, then, the advantage of the analogical models is considerably 
larger.

An alternative is to assume that all changed verbs change towards 

6· The result of a random selection for the EModSw > ModSw modelling step was 
3,7%, so there appears to be no real difference between periods in this respect.
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the most frequent weak class. For the oSw > EModSw modelling step, 
this is the second weak class, and this results in only a slightly lower 
correct prediction rate, namely 36%, because 36% of changes were in-
deed in the direction of W2. For the EModSw > ModSw modelling step, 
the preferred weak class was W1, which had become the most frequent 
class at this point. Here, the score was 25,9%; Almost three quarters of 
changes were actually in the direction of W2/W3 or the strong classes.

7.4 Results by shift type
Different types of inflection class shift are gathered under the ban-
ner of the “changes” modelled here, and we can distinguish more de-
tailed patterns by separating out the four types of shift as described 
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Figure 7.7 : Proportion of correct predictions, per type of inflection class 
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in section 3.9 (p. 38). In addition, situations where one of multiple 
variants disappeared in a particular period are treated separately: e.g. 
a change from an S1/W1 variation to S1 is marked as “wd” for ‘weak 
(variant) disappeared’. The results ordered by type of change are sum-
marised in Figure 7.7. In Figure 7.8 these results are averaged out over 
the different period modellings in order to give a clearer picture of the 
accuracy rate per change type and model. The differences between the 
change types aren’t enormous, particularly compared to the results 
from the more limited one-step modelling of changes between Old 
and Modern Swedish presented in Strik (2014a). In that modelling, 
changes from weak to strong inflection were predicted accurately in 
83% of the cases, compared to between 38–58% for other types of in-
flection class shift.

Looking at Figure 7.7, a few results stand out. First of all, the best 
predictions were made for changes within strong inflection in the 
modelling of the Early Modern to Modern Swedish step, with both 
models scoring 100%. However, this result is based on the modelling 
of a single change: that of the verb gitta ‘get’. Both models were able 
to predict the rather varied inflectional forms of the verb in Modern 
Swedish.7 Another specific category that stands out is the changes 
within weak inflection, again in the Early Modern to Modern Swed-
ish step, where both models scored 65,5%, in contrast with the other 
two steps for the same change type, where the models scored roughly 
between 20 and 30%. While both models had the same number of cor-
rect predictions here, interestingly enough MGL only had correct pre-
dictions for the verbs shifting away from W2 inflection, all of which 
the model predicted correctly. The correct AM results were distributed 

7· See gittA ‘gEt, BE ABlE to’ (pAgE 201).
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more evenly across the various shifts between the weak classes.
Disregarding the differences between modelling steps and periods, 

Figure 7.8 shows the overall results by change type. Here, we see that 
changes within weak inflection were predicted worst overall, even tak-
ing into account the relatively successful modelling of the weak–weak 
changes between Early Modern and Modern Swedish discussed above. 
In both this figure and the previous one, it appears that AM performs 
much better than MGL in predicting the forms of the verbs where a 
strong variant had disappeared; however, this difference is not signif-
icant, since we are dealing with a small number of originally strong 
verbs.8 The fact that AM does not perform better than MGL on direct 
changes from strong to weak — as opposed to the “sd” cases, where 
there is an intermediate stage of weak/strong variation — strength-
ens the idea that the better performance of AM in this case is merely 
apparent.

8· t(29,5) = 1.461, two-sided p = 0,1546.
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Figure 7.9 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes between weak in-
flection types.
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7.4.1 Shifts between weak inflection types
In order to further examine the results for weak-to-weak shifts, I take 
a look at the results sorted by which weak class the verbs changed to. 
These results are summarised in Figure 7.9. First of all, the 100% score 
for MGL in changes towards W3 in the Early Modern to Modern Swed-
ish step — as compared to the 0% for AM — is based on a single verb, 
so this is not enough to indicate an significant difference between the 
models.

Looking at the overall averages, we see that the results for changes 
towards W2 are better than for those towards W1.9 This can be ex-
plained in part by the composition of the datasets. As could be seen 
in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, and Figure 7.3, the proportion of W1 verbs in 
Swedish sharply rises throughout the history of the language. This also 
means that the Old Swedish dataset inclines towards Noreen’s W3 in-
flection (called W2 in later periods) in terms of type frequency. Based 
on this Old Swedish dataset, then, changes towards W1 are to be less 
expected. In Early Modern Swedish, however, where there is already 
been a large growth in the proportion of W1 verbs, we expect changes 
towards W1 to be more likely, based on type frequency. Looking at Fig-
ure 7.9, we see that it is indeed in the modelling step between Early 
Modern and Modern Swedish that changes towards W1 are predicted 
best, with MGL even predicting all of these changes correctly.

Changes towards W3 are a complicated matter in terms of analogi-
cal modelling: as explained in section 4.3.3 (p. 60), the rise of the new 
third weak class was partly a phonological phenomenon, and partly a 
morphological one. Despite this, it is theoretically possible that the an-
alogical models would pick up on a subclass of verbs in which the long 
vowel of the present is shortened in the past, particularly in the case of 
verbs where the stem ends in that long vowel. Looking at the results, 
however, we see that both models had problems predicting the rise 
of the W3 class. The overall averages show that AM never predicted 
such shifts correctly, while MGL only does so 20% of the time. The one 
stand-out result is the MGL prediction for the Early Modern to Mod-
ern Swedish modelling step. This is however, a result based on a single 
verb (klä ‘clothe’ < kläda), for which MGL predicted the Modern Swed-
ish form correctly, but AM did not.

It is interesting to note here that MGL was able to generate a set of 
rules from the data (both the Old and Early Modern Swedish learn-
ing data) that specifically model the change of stem containing a long 
vowel and ending in a /ð/ or /d/ to a past tense with a short vowel 

9· However, this difference is only significant for MGL, where t(65,5)= -3,1, two-sided 
p = 0,0028.
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ending in /dːe/. Due to the nature of MGL, all of these rules are very 
narrow in scope, because they have to model the change as the long 
stem vowel plus the final consonant being replaced by the suffix, 
rather than treating the vowel shortening and suffixation as separate 
operations. For example, in a verb like the above-mentioned kläda, the 
change is modelled as follows:10

(1) stem   past form 

klææd  klæddE 
 
Rule = [æd] > [ddE]

This means that for each different vowel and stem-final consonant, 
there has to be a separate set of ‘W3 rules’, rather than a broader set 
that is able to cover all such cases. In other words, MGL is not able 
to model the overall generalisation that is thought to lie behind the 
rise of the class, merely a set of sub-regularities. As for AM, while the 
model does pick up on the similarities between the members of the 
‘vowel shortening’ subgroup of weak verbs, the analogical pressure 
from other weak verbs that retain their long vowel in the past is al-
ways stronger. For this reason, AM never predicted changes towards 
W3 correctly.

7.4.2 Shifts towards strong inflection
Figure 7.11 summarises how changes from weak to strong inflection 
were predicted. Figure 7.12 presents the same, but averaged across all 
modelling steps for a more general overview per destination class. We 
need only discuss shifts towards the first three strong classes, because 
shifts towards the other strong classes did not occur in the history of 
Swedish, as described in section 4.3.1 (p. 55).

The first difference that stands out is that changes towards S1 were 
predicted more correctly than those towards S2, for which in turn the 
results were better than for changes towards S3. Within this hierarchy, 
we see another interesting difference, which is that MGL performed 
better than AM when predicting changes towards S1, whereas AM 
performed better than MGL on changes towards S2, even outdoing its 
own performance for changes towards S1 slightly.11 Looking in more 
detail at the results reveals that the advantage of MGL in predicting 
changes to S1 is based on one verb in the step between Early Modern 

10· Note that this is a simplified depiction of the actual set of rules generated by the 
model, which takes into account various phonological contexts of the group of pho-
nemes to be modified.
11· However, none of these differences are statistically significant at the p= 0,05 level.
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and Modern Swedish, sprida ‘spread’, which MGL predicted correctly 
where AM did not. In the case of changes towards S2, AM performs 
better in both the oSw > ModSw step and the oSw > EModSw step, 
the total difference being four verbs that AM predicted correctly where 
MGL did not. These verbs — knyta ‘tie’ (2×), dyka ‘dive’, and smyga 
‘creep’ — all belong to the subgroup of S2 with long /yː/ in the stem. 
This indicates that AM had relatively little trouble making the right 
associations between stem vowel /yː/ and S2 inflection, whereas MGL 
more often preferred a weak form. Some changes towards S2 were 
predicted wrongly by both models, however, e.g. mysa ‘snuggle’, where 
the strong past is marginal anyway.

Regarding the changes towards class 3, the Early Modern to Mod-
ern Swedish step stands out, because the two verbs that changed to 
S3 were predicted incorrectly by both models. This can be explained 
when we look at the individual verbs. The first, växa ‘grow’ — origi-
nally an S6 verb, but W2 in Early Modern Swedish — was included 
because of its past participle vuxit; A strong preterite form *vax is not 
attested in my data, however. Its status as a S3 verb has therefore al-
ways been marginal. The other verb is rycka ‘pull, yank’, which is only 
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> S2

> S3

OSw > EModSw AM OSw > EModSw MGL EModSw > ModSw AM

EModSw > ModSw MGL OSw > ModSw AM OSw > ModSw MGL

Figure 7.11 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes from weak to 
strong inflection.
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Figure 7.12 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes from weak to 
strong inflection, averaged across all modelling steps.
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Figure 7.13 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes from strong to 
weak inflection.
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Figure 7.14 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes from strong to 
weak inflection, averaged across all modelling steps.
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attested with an unexpected preterite röck in my Strindberg corpus. 
Such forms are sometimes analysed as S2 on the basis of the preterite 
vowel /ø/, although S2 verbs never have stems ending in a short vowel 
and/or a consonant cluster, in their preterite vowel is normally long.

7.4.3 Shifts away from strong inflection
Figure 7.13 summarises how changes from strong to weak inflection 
were predicted; again, these results are averaged across all the model-
ling steps in Figure 7.14.

The best results were obtained for S7 verbs weakening, where both 
models obtain an average score of 71,4%. A look at Figure 7.13 reveals 
that the models scored 0% on the EModSw > ModSw step, but this score 
is based only on the verb löpa ‘run’. AM predicted the new W2 correctly, 
but failed to account for the original preterite form lopp, which hasn’t 
disappeared from the language. MGL got the verb completely wrong, 
predicting a W1 past *löpade.

The score for changes from S4 and S6 were the lowest, on average, 
with both models even scoring 0% on the changes from S4. The changes 
from the latter class only comprise three verbs: simma ‘swim’, sova 
‘sleep’, and tråda ‘tread’. For all these verbs, the original strong forms 
and/or the wrong weak forms were predicted. The changes from S6 
were more numerous: 12 across all modelling steps. These verbs ended 
up sometimes in W1, sometimes in W2 (or even W3), and the models 
had problems either predicting the correct direction of change, and in 
a few cases, they preferred the original strong preterite form.

Shifts to weak inflection originating in the other strong classes 
were relatively close to each other in terms of how the models per-
formed on average, though some differences appear when we look at 
the results of each individual modelling step. In the EModSw > ModSw 
modelling step, for example, both models scores 0% on changes from 
S3, but 100% on changes from S5. In both cases, however, the changes 
consisted of a single verb. In the changes from S1, both models are on 
average reasonably close to each other, but in the individual modelling 
steps the differences are great: in the oSw > EModSw step AM scores 
100% and MGL scores 0%, while in the EModSw > ModSw step, the sit-
uation is reversed. In the first case, MGL wrongly predicted the verbs 
would retain their original strong inflection. In the latter case, AM did 
the same.

7.5 Conclusion
From the overall results, it is clear that the analogical models are 
able to predict on average between 60–80% of the historically correct 
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forms, both stable and changed, across three different time periods in 
the history of Swedish. Compared to the simple no-change baseline 
model, the performance of the models is not immediately impressive. 
In numerous cases, the models fail to predict change where it histor-
ically occurs, and vice versa. In some other cases, the models predict 
change, but in the wrong direction. These results should be put in 
perspective, however, as the analogical models only look at factors of 
phonological analogy and type frequency, while ignoring all other fac-
tors that could be of influence on language change. In chapter 9, the 
influence of token frequency on analogical change is investigated in 
more detail.

Zooming in on the results of the models when modelling historical 
shifts, we see that the models, while only scoring roughly between 35 
and 50%, perform much better than if we would have picked outcomes 
by chance, and also better than the proposed simple regularisation 
models. This indicates that phonological analogy is a factor in attract-
ing verbs to different inflection classes. The results of different types 
of inflection class change do not show huge differences, particularly 
compared to the results of the earlier modelling presented in Strik 
(2014a), where the models performed better on changes from weak to 
strong inflection than on other types of change. Nevertheless, in the 
current modellings, changes from weak to strong inflection were pre-
dicted better than changes from strong to weak inflection, or between 
weak classes.12 

12· The differences are only statistically significant for AM. For MGL, the results are 
too close together.
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Chapter  8:  
Modelling of Frisian Inflection Class Shifts

8.1 Introduction
As the previous chapter did for Swedish, the current one will describe 
the results of the analogical modelling of inflection class shifts in the 
history of Frisian. First of all, I will present an overview of the mod-
elling results on a large scale, taking into account the global results 
for all the verbs in the dataset, and relating these to different factors. 
After that, I will zoom in on the modelling of inflection class shifts, 
and relate these results to the different models and modelling strate-
gies. Finally, I will take a look at the modelling results of specific verb 
classes and shift types, and see what conclusions can be drawn about 
the history of the Frisian verb system from an analogical modelling 
perspective.

8.1.1 Methodology
The methodology used in the analogical modelling of the Frisian data 
is identical to that used for Swedish, as described in section 6.4.5 (p. 
126).

8.1.2 Nature of the dataset
The dataset used for the modelling of the Frisian verbs was based on 
the sources described in section 5.1.1 (p. 76). I have constructed a 
diachronic spreadsheet that records, for each attested verb, the prin-
cipal inflectional forms and/or their classification, ordered by lemma, 
source, and period. The constitution of the datasets in terms of classes 
is summarised in Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2, and Figure 8.3. The classifi-
cation has been simplified somewhat for clarity of presentation. The 
main trends, as also described in section 5.3 (p. 81), are increasing 
variation in weak inflection, with a movement towards W2 overall, a 
maintenance or proliferation of a few strong classes, and the gradual 
decline of the remaining strong classes.
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Figure 8.1 : Classes in the Old Frisian dataset.
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Figure 8.2 : Classes in the Early Modern Frisian dataset. “irr” = irregular; “pp” 
= preterite–present.
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8.1.3 How results are described
The results of the modelling of the Frisian verbs are described in the 
same way as those in the Swedish chapter; see section 7.1.2 (p. 129).

8.2 Overall results
In this section, we take a look at the overall modelling results for all 
modelling steps. These results are summarised in Figure 8.4. The dark-
est bars in the chart represent the number of correct predictions for 
each modelling step, while the lighter bars represent the alternative 
and incorrect predictions. In the strict reading, we see that the pro-
portion of overall correct predictions for AM is 61,5% and 67,5% for the 
two-step modellings, and 60% for the one-step modelling. MGL scores 
77,4% and 75,8% on the two-step modellings, and 72,2% on the one-step 
modelling.

Using the lenient reading, we see that the alternative predictions 
make up around 15–20% of the predictions. AM had a result of 61,5 + 
19,2% and 67,5 + 19,1% for the two-step modellings, and 60 + 19% for the 
one-step modelling. MGL scores 77,4 + 15,5% and 75,8 + 17,3% on the 
two-step modellings and 72,2 + 18% on the one-step modelling. In the 
more detailed discussion of the Frisian results that follows, I will refer 
only to the strict reading. 

Figure 8.3 : Classes in the Modern Frisian dataset. “assib” = the ‘assibilation 
class’; “IRR” = irregular.
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Although at first blush the differences are not extreme, it is clear 
from the overall results that both models consistently performed bet-
ter in the two-step modelling than in the one-step modelling.1 Looking 
at the models, we see that MGL shows better results than AM for all 
modelling steps.2

8.2.1 Overall results compared to baselines
As in the previous chapter for Swedish, I will now put the results in 
perspective by discussing them in relation to a number of simple 
baselines. We want to know if these relatively sophisticated models of 
analogy perform better than other models we could come up with, or 
indeed better than chance. The baseline models discussed here were 
introduced in Strik (2014a: 230–231).

8.2.1.a. The no-change model
A crude but effective model is the no-change model: we simply predict 
that every verb is stable in terms of inflection. The results of this no-
change model is presented side by side with the analogical models in 
Figure 8.5. In the two-step modellings, 170 out of 983 verbs changed 
between Old and Early Modern Frisian, or 17,3%, leading to a score of 
82,7% For the period between Early Modern and Modern Frisian, 197 
out of 1090 verbs changed, or 18,1%, leading to a score of 81,9%. Finally, 
in the one-step modelling between Old and Modern Frisian, 193 out of 
1006 verbs changed, or 19,2%, leading to a score of 80,8%. 

For all the modelling steps, the no-change model has a higher score 
than both of the analogical models. These results are comparable to 

1· The overall difference between the two types of modelling (one-step versus two-
step) is statistically significant: t(3846,9) = 3,557, two-sided p = 0,0004.
2· In the EModFriS > ModFriS modelling step, where the difference is the smallest, it 
is still significant: t(2160,5) = -4,291, two-sided p < 0,00001.
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the situation in Swedish as described in section 7.2.1 (p. 133), and 
again indicate that there is a certain level of conservativeness in the 
Frisian verb system that resists change. The analogical models are not 
sufficiently equipped to model this inertia, as they sometimes predict 
that verbs will shift to another inflection class when this did not actu-
ally happen. The implications of this will be investigated in chapter 9.

8.2.1.b. A regularisation model
As explained in the previous chapter for Swedish — see section 7.2.1 
(p. 133) — the regularisation model presented in Strik (2014a), as ap-
plied to all verbs in each modelling step, had a few particular flaws, 
and in the end it had no advantage over the no-change model, which is 
why it will be disregarded in the analysis of the modelling of the verb 
systems as a whole.

8.3 Results for historical shifts
In Figure 8.6 the overall results are compared to the results when only 
historical shifts are modelled. We see that, just as in the Swedish re-
sults, the scores of the models when looking only at verbs that changed 
historically is lower than the overall scores. Again, we may conclude 
that the models are better at modelling stability than at modelling the 
correct direction of inflection class shift.3 Comparing these results 
with part of the analysis presented in the next chapter, it’s interest-
ing to note that of the incorrect predictions for verbs that shifted in the 

3· Remember that a predicted outcome is only counted as correct if it is the exact 
class the verb has shifted to historically; merely predicting that the verb has changed 
rather than remained stable is not enough. This means that the incorrect results are 
a mix of cases where historically shifting verbs were predicted as stable, and cases 
where the predicted shift was in the wrong direction.
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EModFriS > ModFriS period, 78 (or 28,47% of all shifting verbs) were 
incorrectly predicted as stable, while 49 (or 17,88% of all shifting verbs) 
received an outcome where a shift was predicted, but in the wrong di-
rection. The remainder, 147 verbs (or 53,65% of all shifting verbs), was 
predicted correctly, as can be seen in Figure 8.6.

In other respects, the conclusions from the analysis of the overall 
results hold: MGL still consistently performs better than AM, and the 
two-step modellings have better results for both models than the one-
step modelling. The results of the two models are relative close to each 
other in the oFriS > ModFriS step, while they are relatively far apart in 
the oFriS > EModFriS step.

8.3.1 Results for historical shifts compared to baselines
As I did for the overall results, I will compare the results of the mod-
elled shifts to a selection of baseline models, the same as used in sec-
tion 7.3.1 (p. 135), and similar to those originally presented in Strik 
(2014a). First I will compare the results of the analogical models to a 
baseline model that randomly selects outcomes weighted by type fre-
quency, and then to a new set of regularisation models.

8.3.1.a. Random selection, according to type frequency
A simple baseline for the prediction of the shifts is to see how high the 
success rate would be when for each form we just pick an outcome 
at random, based on its type frequency in the dataset. The method is 
identical to that used for the Swedish changes in the previous chapter.

For the oFriS > EModFriS modelling step, random selection yields a 
correct rate of predictions of 4,9%. For the EModFriS > ModFriS step, 
the score is slightly lower — and more in line with the results for the 
Swedish random selection model — namely 3,5%. Here, too, the ana-
logical models perform much better than a random selection model.
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Figure 8.6 : Proportion of correct predictions; all verbs versus only changes.
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8.3.1.b. Regularisation models
As mentioned above, the regularisation models used in Strik (2014a) 
had some flaws, and for that reason I use a different set of regularisa-
tion models here, identical to those presented in section 7.3.1 (p. 135). 
The first model works as follows: all verbs that changed historically 
are assumed to regularise; either a W1 or W2 destination is selected 
at random, based on their relative type frequency in the dataset. This 
model has no way of predicting changes from weak to strong inflec-
tion, or changes within strong inflection: it assumes that regularisa-
tion is the default change. On the other hand, this model does allow for 
shifts between the weak classes.

Tested on the oFriS > EModFriS modelling step, this model has a 
score of 30,1% correct predictions. This is to be expected, since there 
are only two outcomes to choose from rather than a few dozen in the 
random selection between all outcomes. The analogical models still 
perform better than the regularisation model: MGL scores 57,9% on 
this modelling step, and AM has a score of 42,7%. On the EModFriS 
> ModFriS modelling step, this regularisation model scores 36,9%, as 
compared to 58% for MGL and 53,7% for AM. Here too, the analogical 
models perform better than the regularisation model.

I also tested the alternative regularisation model presented in sec-
tion 7.3.1 (p. 135) for Swedish, where we predict that all verbs regu-
larise to the most frequent weak class. In both the oFriS > EModFriS 
and the EModFriS > ModFriS modelling step, this was W2. For the for-
mer step, this simple regularisation model attains a score of 27,7%; for 
the latter it was 34,6%. In other words, despite the high type frequency 
of the second weak class, the lion’s share of inflection class shifts went 
in the direction of W1 or one of the strong outcomes. The analogical 
models both perform better than this simple regularisation model in 
predicting the direction of inflection class shifts.

8.4 Results by shift type
Now that we’ve seen some of the overall patterns in the modelling of 
Frisian inflection class shifts, I will take a closer look at the results 
taken apart along the lines of the four types of shift described in sec-
tion 3.9 (p. 38). In addition, situations where one of multiple var-
iants disappeared in a particular period are treated separately: e.g. a 
change from an S1/W1 variation to S1 is marked as “wd” for ‘weak (var-
iant) disappeared’. The results, ordered by type of change, are summa-
rised in Figure 8.7. In Figure 8.8 these results are averaged out over 
the different period modellings in order to give a clearer picture of the 
accuracy rate per change type and model. 
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Analysing the separated results presented in Figure 8.7 we do not 
see a huge amount of stand-out results. It is worth mentioning that 
MGL performs consistently better than AM on the weak to weak 
changes, particularly in the oFriS > EModFriS modelling step. This 
advantage is not restricted to any particular subtype of internal weak 
inflection class shift: MGL performs better for both W1 > W2 and W2 
> W1 changes. Averaged out over all modelling steps, we see in Fig-
ure 8.8 that changes between weak inflection classes were predicted 
best. This appears to indicate that the models, and in particular MGL, 
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Figure 8.7 : Proportion of correct predictions, per type of inflection class 
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were able to detect associations between particular phonological stem 
forms and their respective type of weak inflection.

Further remarkable results from the separated results in Figure 8.7 
should be briefly mentioned. The rather sizeable difference between 
AM (66,7%) and MGL (33,3%) in the score for the disappearance of weak 
variants in the oFriS > EModFriS modelling step is based on a differ-
ence of merely two verbs. The same applies to the seemingly extreme 
difference between the performance of MGL (50%) and AM (0%) on 
predicting the disappearance of strong variants in the oFriS > ModFriS 
modelling step, where the difference is a single verb.

Turning to the averaged results, we can now say something about 
the differences in general between the prediction of different kinds 
of inflection class shift. As mentioned, changes between weak classes 
clearly stand out as the best predicted, followed by the disappearance 
of weak variants. In practice, the vast majority of these are changes 
from W1/W2 to either W1 or W2, which indicates that we are really 
dealing with changes internal to weak inflection here as well. Changes 
from weak to strong inflection and vice versa were predicted correctly 
less often. AM does better on W > S changes, scoring an average of 
40% as opposed to the 34,5% of MGL, while on the S > W changes, MGL 
(39,2%) does better than AM (32,4%).

Changes between strong inflection classes were predicted worst 
by far, with AM scoring 16,1% and MGL a mere 9,7%. This can be ex-
plained in part by the nature of these changes: quite often they are not 
straightforward shifts from one class to another, but changes that only 
affect part of the paradigm, or that cannot be classified according to 
any of the normal strong patterns. An example is what happened to 
the verb stean ‘stand’ between Early Modern and Modern Frisian: In 
Early Modern Frisian the preterite of the verb (usually) had the form 

33, 32.35%

5, 16.13%

58, 40.00%

6, 31.58%

142, 54.62%

50, 56.18%

40, 39.22%

3, 9.68%

50, 34.48%

5, 26.32%

189, 72.69%

45, 50.56%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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SD

WW

WD

All periods AM All periods MGL

Figure 8.8 : Proportion of correct predictions, per type of inflection class 
shift, averaged out over all periods. wd = weak variant disappeared; ww = 

weak to weak; ws = weak to strong, and so forth.
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stoe, which can be analysed as a form originating in S6, while the par-
ticiple alternated between stoen and stien, both of which are innovative 
forms. In Modern Frisian, the past participle has settled on stien, and 
the preterite has also shifted in that direction: stie.4 This stem vowel 
is something of a recurring phenomenon in the history of the Frisian 
strong verbs — section 5.3.1.i (p. 86) — but it is erratic and not easily 
expressed in straightforward system-based analogies.

8.4.1 Shifts between weak inflection types
To further examine the results for weak-to-weak changes, I have bro-
ken down the results according to the nature of each verb’s inflection: 
W1, W2 or a combination of variants. These results are given in Figure 
8.9. In addition, Figure 8.10 shows the results averaged out across all 
modelling steps.

As the breakdown shows, both models were much better at predict-
ing shifts towards W2 — including the addition of a W2 variant or the 
disappearance of a W1 variant — than shifts towards W1. The main 
difference between the two models is that MGL’s predictions tend to 
be more extreme: changes in the direction of W2 are predicted better 
by MGL than by AM, while changes towards W1 are sometimes pre-
dicted rather badly by MGL. AM, too, generally predicts changes to-
wards W2 better than those towards W1, but the differences are less 
extreme. In all cases, the results appear to reflect the influence of W2’s 
greater type frequency.

In the case of MGL, the rules learned by the model that had a com-
bination of a large scope and a high reliability (i.e. the highest confi-
dence rating) tended to be W2 rules, rather than W1. For example, in 
the modelling of the oFriS > EModFriS step the best 156 rules are all W2 
rules, and the best non-W2 rule is an S1 rule of /iː/ > /eː/ at number 
157. The highest ranking W1 rule comes in at number 202. This indi-
cates that even in their own domain, W1 rules are less reliable than W2 
rules are in their own domain.

The sometimes extreme differences between MGL and AM predic-
tions for the same change type and modelling step — as displayed in 
Figure 8.9 — are, in some cases, an artefact of the small number of 
verbs in such a change category, a phenomenon we have observed 
earlier. In other cases, however, the differences are well-founded. For 
example, in the EModFriS > ModFriS modelling step, AM has a score 
of 47,6% for the change type W1/W2 > W1, based on a total of 21 verbs, 
while MGL scores only 14,3%. Similarly, the difference between MGL 
(100%) and AM (35,7%) on the change type W2 > W1/W2 is based on 

4· See StEAn ‘StAnd’ (pAgE 283).
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Figure 8.9 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes between weak in-
flection types.
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Figure 8.10 : Proportion of correct predictions for changes between weak in-
flection types, averaged out over all periods.
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Figure 8.11 : Proportion of correct predictions for shifts towards strong in-
flection.
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Figure 8.12 : Proportion of correct predictions for shifts towards strong in-
flection, averaged across all modelling steps.
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a reasonably large group of 14 verbs. The reason for this is that MGL 
overall has stronger preference for W2 inflection over W1 inflection 
than AM does. This helps the model when predicting shifts in the di-
rection of W2, but hinders it when verbs to not conform to this direc-
tion of shift.

8.4.2 Shifts towards strong inflection
Figure 8.11 summarises how changes from weak to strong inflection 
were predicted in each modelling step, while Figure 8.12 shows the 
average results per destination class. There are no big differences be-
tween the two analogical models in the predictions of weak to strong 
changes; for the changes towards S1 they are even in perfect agree-
ment in terms of the proportion of correct predictions.

The differences between the classes are highly noticeable. It is not 
terribly surprising that shifts to S1 were most easily predictable. The 
class is one of the most stable ones cross-linguistically, and it has a 
very specific and reliable scope. In the case of Frisian, verbs with a 
stem form /-i(ː)C/ (and for the subclass S1b: /-iːv/, /-iuw/) are highly 
likely to be strong. Verbs that had or acquired such a stem form were 
under pressure to shift to S1, and the models picked up on this ten-
dency. Cases where the models failed to predict such a shift tended 
to involve verbs with stem forms that deviated from this standard 
pattern, such as snije ‘cut’ and kleauwe ‘cleave’.5 Changes to S2 were 
predicted less well, overall. Most predictable were changes involving 
/-uːC/ stem forms, but even these were sometimes given a weak result. 
The same goes for changes to S3. While the main S3 patterns of /-iNC/ 
and /-eLC/ are recognisable, there are also numerous weak verbs that 
have this stem form, making it difficult in some cases for the models 
to decide whether a verb should be strong or weak. As might be ex-
pected, there are verbs like krinke ‘hurt’ and kerve ‘carve’ that actually 
show a combination of weak and S3 variant forms, and the models had 
no problems predicting this in general.

Shifts towards the other strong classes were either non-existent 
or very low in number, depending on the class — see section 5.3.1 (p. 
81) — so these will not be further discussed here.

8.4.3 Shifts away from strong inflection
Figure 8.13 summarises how changes from strong to weak inflection 
were predicted, separated by original class and modelling step. Fig-
ure 8.14 presents the results averaged out across all modelling steps. 
There are some conspicuous differences between the models and the 

5· As expected, the models did not have problems predicting the strong past for the 
variant verb form kliuwe.
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Figure 8.13 : Proportion of correct predictions for shifts away from strong 
inflection.
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Figure 8.14 : Proportion of correct predictions for shifts away from strong 
inflection, averaged across all modelling steps.
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different classes that I will address below. 
The most conspicuous difference between the two analogical mod-

els might be found in changes from S4 to weak inflection, where MGL 
has an average score of 50% while AM did not predict a single change 
correctly. In total, however, we are dealing with a mere four verbs, 
which slightly exaggerates the differences when expressed in per-
centages. More substantial is the difference in verbs originating in S6, 
where AM scores an average of 52,9% to MGL’s 23,5%, based on a total 
of 17 verbs. The difference is mainly located in the one-step modelling 
between Old and Modern Frisian, where AM has the clearest advan-
tage. AM was able to correctly predict the new weak inflection class 
for many of these verbs, while MGL often preferred the wrong weak 
class, or didn’t manage to predict the strong variant in cases where 
the verb shifted to a situation of strong/weak variation. For changes 
originating in S1, S3, and S7, MGL has the advantage over AM, though 
the differences aren’t as extreme.

Looking at the differences between the classes, S3 stands out with 
the best average overall prediction rate. It would be tempting to relate 
this to the fact that changes in the other direction — from weak to 
S3 — were predicted rather badly, as discussed above. When we look 
at changes to and from S2, however, we see that these are predicted 
badly in both directions by both models, which indicates that there is 
no straightforward correlation between the models’ performance per 
class on weak to strong changes and strong to weak changes.

8.5 Conclusion
Looking at the overall results of the Frisian modellings, we see that the 
models are able, on average, to predict roughly 60–80% of the inflec-
tion classes correctly, which is quite similar to the results presented in 
the previous chapter for Swedish. Again, these results are worse than 
the performance of a no-change baseline model, but the same caveats 
apply here: the models look only at phonological analogy and the type 
frequency, and not at possible other factors that might be of influence, 
such as token frequency, sociolinguistic factors, and semantics. In the 
next chapter, I will present an analysis of the possible influence of to-
ken frequency on these modelling results, using Early Modern Frisian 
data.

When looking only at the modelling results for verbs that un-
derwent inflection class shift in the history of Frisian, the scores of 
the models lie between 37–58%, which is on average slightly higher 
than the results for Swedish, and much better than baseline models 
based on random selection or regularisation. These results show that 
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phonological analogy definitely plays a role in determining the direc-
tion of inflection class shifts. For Frisian, the models were better at 
predicting changes between weak inflection classes than other types 
of change, with particularly MGL being successful in predicting such 
changes. This contrasts with the situation in Swedish, where weak to 
strong changes were predicted better than other kinds.







Chapter  9:  
Frequency and analogy in Early Modern 
Frisian verb inflection

This chapter is based on collaborative research between Arjen Versloot 
and Oscar Strik.

9.1 Introduction
The results in the previous two chapters have shown that there are in-
teresting analogical patterns to be found in the history of inflection 
class change — and stability — in Swedish and Frisian. It has also 
become clear that the analogical models were better, overall, at pre-
dicting the stability of verbs than at predicting the correct direction of 
inflection class shift: in all cases, the proportion of correct predictions 
was higher for the verb systems as a whole than for the subgroup of 
verbs that had historically undergone shift.

This leads us to conclude that analogy by itself — as modelled by 
the Analogical Modeling program (AM) and the Minimal Generalization 
Learner (MGL) — does not possess the full conservative force needed 
to explain historical patterns of stability. Analogy can account for the 
majority of cases where verbs remained stable, but still predicted that 
a minority would change, when this was not the case. In other words, 
it was a bit too eager to reorganise the system. As mentioned earlier 
— section 2.4.2 (p. 22) — another candidate for explaining dia-
chronic stability is token frequency, particularly in that a higher token 
frequency is thought to make forms more resistant to morphological 
change, and therefore to inflection class shift. In this chapter, we pres-
ent a pilot study that relates the results of analogical modelling to the 
token frequency of the verbs involved.

9.1.1 Methodology
To investigate the role of token frequency in inflection class stability 
and change, we have gathered the frequencies of all Early Modern Fri-
sian verbs in the dataset, based on their frequencies in the Taaldatabank 
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Frysk (Drukker et al.  2009). These are the actual frequencies of the verbs 
in their sources, and are not based on a backwards extrapolation of the 
frequencies of the verbs in Modern Frisian.

For all of the verbs in the modelling step between Early Modern 
and Modern Frisian (see chapter 8), the outcomes predicted by the AM 
model were analysed, noting the outcome predicted as most likely, 
and seeing how this outcome compared to the actual outcome (inflec-
tion class) of the verb in Modern Frisian.1 This resulted in a four-way 
categorisation: 

stable verbs, predicted as stable stable verbs, predicted as unstable

unstable verbs, predicted as stable unstable verbs, predicted as unstable

The top left category contains only correct predictions, while the top 
right and bottom left category only contain incorrect predictions. The 
bottom right category contains a mix of correct and incorrect predic-
tions, depending on whether the model predicted the direction of the 
shift correctly. For the sake of simplicity, we call these combinations 
of prediction outcome and historical stability/change change categories. 
For each category, we calculated the average token frequency, both 
overall, and by looking at differences between inflection class group-
ings. All frequencies are expressed as log2.

9.2 Frequency per change category

9.2.1 Overall results
First, we take a look at the overall frequency distribution, which is pre-
sented in Table 9.1. We see that on average the category of “stable pre-
dicted as change” — verbs that have historically remained stable, but 
for which AM predicted a change — has the highest average frequency. 
This indicates that if it had been able to take into account the verbs’ ac-
tual token frequency, the model might have predicted more stability 
for these verbs, and have overall better results. Looking at the overall 
results, however, we also see that verbs that have changed historically 
have, on average, a slightly higher token frequency (3,38) than verbs 
that have historically remained stable (3,30). This shows that simply 
having a high token frequency is on average not a stabilising factor. 

1· Note that verbs that disappeared from the language in this period are disregarded 
in the analysis where the analogical results are compared with frequency. They are 
incorporated, however, in the analysis of the frequency hierarchy in section 9.4 (p. 
173).
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Why this may be the case will be explained in what follows. 
To see if there are more subtle interactions between frequency 

and stability/change, we looked at the frequency distributions of each 
change category. The frequency distributions for the verbs overall per 
change category are shown in Figure 9.1. The low frequency verbs are 
mostly located in the “stable predicted as stable” category: these are 
predominantly weak verbs that were correctly predicted by the model. 
In addition, we see a noticeable bump in the higher frequency range in 
the “stable predicted as change category”. It is in part this bump that is 
responsible for the higher average frequency of this change category 
in the overall results.2

2· The tail end of this bump is formed by a small number (12) of irregular verbs; these 
are actually relatively stable and have a very high frequency, but the model predicted 

All verBs predicted as

stable n= changed n= average total n=

historical 
outcome

stable 2,80 450 4,45 193 3,30 643

changed 2,97 78 3,55 196 3,38 274

average 2,83 4,00

total n= 528 389

table 9.1 : Average log2 frequency per outcome category, all verbs.
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Figure 9.1 : Histogram of log2 frequencies per change category, all verbs.
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9.2.2 Results for strong verbs only
We get a more nuanced idea of how the frequencies are distributed 
among the various groups of verbs by separating them out. Table 9.2 
shows the average frequency (log2) per change category for the strong 
verbs only, while in Figure 9.2, we see the distribution of frequencies 
for these verbs.3 We see here that — as is universally the case in the 
Germanic languages — the average token frequency of strong verbs is 

that 10 of these would change.
3· In this analysis, as well as the analyses for W1 and W2 verbs below, we only looked 
at ‘pure’ verbs: that is, we excluded verbs with a hybrid strong/weak paradigm, W1/2 
hybrids, and verbs with other irregularities.

strong 
verBs

predicted as

stable n= changed n= average total n=

historical 
outcome

stable 6,55 18 5,42 52 5,71 70

changed 5,84 2 5,12 21 5,19 23

average 6,48 5,33

total n= 20 73

table 9.2 : Average log2 frequency per outcome category, strong verbs only.
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Figure 9.2 : Histogram of log2 frequencies per change category, strong verbs 
only.
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much higher than that of verbs overall. The “stable predicted as stable” 
group is small, but here we see that the average token frequency is the 
highest. This is not a problem for the hypothesis that high frequency 
verbs would be more stable: even if the model were to have been more 
conservative for these verbs, the prediction would still have been cor-
rect.

The two largest groups are those for which the model predicted 
change, and in 52 cases this was not justified (the “stable predicted 
as change” group). We see that among the strong verbs, this is by far 
the largest group, and that indicates that the model would have per-
formed better in the prediction of stability and change if it had been 

W1 verBs predicted as

stable n= changed n= average total n=

historical 
outcome

stable 3,84 55 4,20 53 4,02 108

changed 2,13 7 2,86 52 2,77 59

average 3,64 3,54

total n= 62 105

table 9.3 : Average log2 frequency per outcome category, W1 verbs only.
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Figure 9.3 : Histogram of log2 frequencies per change category, W1 verbs 
only.
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more conservative with regard to verbs with a high token frequency.
On average, the verbs that changed historically have a lower token 

frequency, which supports the basic hypothesis that higher token fre-
quency is a conservative force, at least for the strong verbs.

9.2.3 Results for W1 only 
Table 9.3 lists the average frequency values (log2) per change category 
for W1 verbs, while in Figure 9.3, we see the distribution of frequencies 
for these verbs. In several ways, the W1 verbs behave like the strong 
verbs, although the overall average frequency is lower (3,58). The high-
est frequencies are found in the historically stable categories, and 
those predicted (wrongly) as having changed have the highest aver-
age frequency (4,2). In this sense, W1 verbs behave like strong verbs in 
the sense that a higher token frequency means a resistance to change. 
Again, the model would have performed better had a higher token fre-
quency been tied to a resistance to change.

9.2.4 Results for W2 only
Table 9.4 shows the average frequency (log2) per change category for 
W2 verbs, and in Figure 9.4 we see the distribution of frequencies 
for these verbs. From the average frequencies, it becomes clear that 
— regardless of the model’s predictions — the stable W2 verbs have 
a slightly lower average token frequency (2,33) than the verbs that 
changed, historically (2,4). This shows that for W2 verbs, a higher to-
ken frequency is actually conducive to change. W2 verbs below a certain 
level of frequency seem to be less likely to shift to a different class than 
those with higher frequencies. This is in direct contrast to the results 
for strong and W1 verbs.

This shows that a simple positive correlation between token fre-
quency and stability must be rejected. Instead, we see that one class 
(W2) is more stable when its verbs have a low token frequency, while 
the others (W1, strong, and irregular verbs) have a higher average fre-
quency among stable verbs. To further explore these findings, we will 
first look more closely at the interaction between analogical pressure 
(as predicted by the model), frequency, and change. Afterwards, we 
will take a more fine-grained look at the frequency distribution of the 
historical patterns of stability and change in the Frisian inflection 
classes.

9.3 The interaction of token frequency and analogy
We will now re-examine the modelling results in relation to fre-
quency in the following way: in the cases where AM predicted that a 
verb would change, we are dealing with an analogical pressure towards 
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change. The verb in question is sufficiently similar to verbs in another 
inflection class that the model predicts that the verb would fit there 
better. As explained in chapter 6, this pressure is a measure of phono-
logical similarity between verbs, combined with the type frequency of 
inflection patterns. We can compare the presence or absence of such 
an analogical pressure towards change with the average frequency 
of a group of verbs, and with the actual historical status of the verb: 
was it stable or did it change? We have summarised the relationship 
between these factors for each verb group analysed above — strong, 
W1, and W2 verbs — in Table 9.5. The table should be read as follows: 
the second and third column indicate whether there is an analogical 

W2 verBs predicted as

stable n= changed n= average total n=

historical 
outcome

stable 2,30 350 2,52 53 2,33 403

changed 2,14 41 2,64 45 2,40 86

average 2,29 2,57

total n= 391 98

table 9.4 : Average log2 frequency per outcome category, W2 verbs only.
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Change predicted as stable Stable predicted as stable

Figure 9.4 : Histogram of log2 frequencies per change category, W2 verbs 
only.
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pressure towards change, and/or a higher frequency in comparison 
to other verbs in the class. Keep in mind that the analogical pressure 
is a prediction made by the analogical model, while the frequency is a 
post hoc analysis of a comparison of these predictions and the histori-
cal outcomes. In the case of strong and W1 verbs, a high frequency is 
conducive to stability, while in the case of W2 verbs, it is conducive to 
change. The fourth column lists the results of the interaction of these 
two factors: analogy and token frequency. The fifth column indicates 
the proportion of verbs that has historically remained stable for each 
analogical pressure category. 

For the groups in question, all this means the following. When the 
analogical pressure is low (–), very few verbs change, regardless of 
class. For strong and W2 verbs only 10% of these verbs change, and 
for W1 verbs this is 11%. However, as mentioned above, in the case of 
strong and W1, the verbs that shift are relatively infrequent, whereas in 
the case of W2 verbs, the shifting verbs are on average more frequent.

When the analogical pressure is high (+), more verbs change across 
the board. Among strong verbs with high analogical pressure to 
change, 29% has changed historically; this score is 46% for W2 and 50% 

analogical 
pressure

relative 
frequency

result: 
Δ = change 
= = stability

% of 
historically 
stable verbs

Strong

+ + =
71%

+ – Δ

– + =
90%

– – Δ

Weak 1

+ + =
50%

+ – Δ

– + =
89%

– – Δ

Weak 2

+ – =
54%

+ + Δ

– – =
90%

– + Δ

table 9.5 : Interaction between analogical pressure, frequency, and histori-
cal stability, per inflection class. The symbol “+” stands for high analogical 
pressure or frequency, while “–” indicates low analogical pressure or fre-

quency.
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for W1. Again, for strong verbs and W1 verbs, the verbs that change 
have a lower than average token frequency, while the W2 verbs that 
change have a higher than average token frequency.

This leads us to conclude that analogical pressure is an important 
trigger for change. Where a phonology-based analogical pressure was 
absent, only 10–11% of verbs shifted historically. When there was ana-
logical pressure, the rates of historical shift are much higher. In both 
cases, token frequency influences the stability of the verb, but the na-
ture of this influence depends on the class of the verb in question.

9.4 A frequency-based hierarchy of Frisian inflection 
classes
Now that the relation between analogy and token frequency has been 
established, we want to take a closer look at the precise way in which 
token frequency influences stability for each inflection class. In this 
analysis, we treat hybrid verbs — strong/weak hybrids and hybrids of 
W1 and W2 — as classes unto themselves.

We’ve grouped the verbs in our dataset according to their origin 
class in Early Modern Frisian on the one hand, and their destination 
class in Modern Frisian on the other. For each of these groups, we list 
the average token frequency of the verbs in the group (log2). These av-
erages are given in Table 9.6, and visualised on a surface in Figure 9.5. 
As we can see, there is a clear hierarchy among the classes. Looking at 
the verbs that remained stable — the greyed-out cells in the table — we 
see a gradual decline of average token frequency along the following 
cline: S > S/W > W1 > W1/2 > W2.

This cline is mostly confirmed by the average frequencies of all the 
verbs per destination class — the bottom row of the table — with the 
exception of W1/W2, which has a slightly higher average frequency 
than W1. The cline is also reflected in the average frequencies of the 
verbs that are not stable. In general, the farther down the cline a verb 
moves, the lower its frequency, and the farther up the cline it moves, 
the higher its frequency. For example, strong verbs gaining a weak 
variant form (S > S/W’) have an average frequency of 5,30, while strong 
verbs changing to W2 (S > W2’) have an average frequency of 2,17. At 
the other end of the spectrum, W2 verbs changing to W1 (W2 > W1’) 
have an average frequency of 2,11, while those changing to S (W2 > S’) 
have an average frequency of 3,40.

The surface also illustrates the multidimensionality of this inflection 
class cline. The highest point may be found at the stable strong verbs, 
and on average, the surface inclines downwards towards the stable 
W2 verbs. All other interactions tend to produce results in between, 
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with the exception of several combinations of origin and destination 
class where only a handful number of verbs are attested: these groups 
are less reliable. A special case that fits the general pattern, however, is 
the group of disappearing verbs, which have, unsurprisingly, the low-
est frequencies of all.

In Table 9.7 we show how many verbs shifted from one class to an-
other, also in relation to the total number of verbs in that class. The 
hybrid classes S/W and W1/2 are much more unstable than their ‘pure’ 

S

S/W

W1

W1/2

W2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

S'

S/W'

W1'

W1/2'

W2'

0Early Modern Frisian Class

A
v

e
ra

g
e
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re

q
u

e
n

cy

Modern Frisian class

Figure 9.5 : Average token frequency (log2) of verbs, grouped by original and 
new inflection class.

                 from
   to S S/W W1 W1/2 W2

S 19 70% 2 3% 2 3% 5 2%

S/W 11 52% 2 3% 1 2% 4 2%

W1 4 19% 6 22% 21 36% 24 12%

W1/2 2 10% 0 0% 25 34% 51 25%

W2 3 14% 1 4% 29 40% 30 51%

0 1 5% 1 4% 15 21% 5 8% 120 59%

% shifts 23% 71% 41% 72% 34%

table 9.7 : Proportion of every inflection class that shifted to other classes 
(final row), along with the proportional direction of shift. In this table, the 

stable cases are left out: only shifts are shown.
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counterparts. In addition, we see that most verbs that shift do so in the 
direction of a class that is adjacent in the cline presented above, either 
one step up or down.

9.5 Conclusion
A number of conclusions may be drawn from this analysis. First of all,
for both strong and W1 verbs, a higher frequency promotes stability, 
while for W2 verbs, on the other hand, higher frequency is conducive 
to change. We have also shown that when analogical pressure towards 
change is low, approximately 90% of verbs are stable. When analog-
ical pressure towards change is high, however, the rate of historical 
change increases to between 27 and 50%, depending on the verb class. 
In short, analogical pressure is always conducive to change, while the 
influence of frequency depends on which class a verb is part of. If the 
verb is high on the cline, a lower frequency is conducive to change, 
while the inverse applies to a verb in a class that is low on the cline. 
As for classes in between, they tend to change when their frequency 
diverges from the average frequency of the verbs in their class.

When a verb changes, the frequency is also a factor in determining 
the direction of the shift. Verbs tend to change towards classes that 
are adjacent on the cline, except when the frequency is much higher 
or lower than the class average. This indicates that there is no default 
class in Frisian that all verbs revert to when destabilised. Instead there 
is merely an ordered range of classes with particular profiles in terms 
of phonological structure (hence analogical pressure) and average fre-
quency.

We’ve now gathered enough information to draw a conclusion 
about what influences the actuation and direction of inflection class 
shift. Analogical pressure towards change — which is also another way 
of saying there is not enough analogical pressure to remain stable — 
is a prerequisite for change in the majority of cases. Whether a verb 
actually changes, and in what direction (on the cline) is influenced by 
the verb’s token frequency.

Analogy itself also influences the direction of change, of course. For 
strong verbs becoming weak, this is relatively trivial, since both Frisian 
weak classes have a wide phonological scope and therefore have no 
trouble incorporating (previously) strong verb stems. Even so, strong 
verbs tend to shift to W1 relatively often in Frisian, perhaps because 
their phonological stem form is a better fit for W1, which tends to 
contain simple, monosyllabic stems — see Haverkamp et al. (MS). For 
weak verbs becoming strong, the matter is slightly different. Where 
there is analogical pressure to shift, it will be towards a class that has 
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the same stem vowel as the weak verb in question, along with other 
phonological aspects of the stem form.4 Even then, the weak verb must 
be sufficiently more frequent than the ‘gravity’ of its class to escape 
upwards along the cline towards the strong verbs.

We should emphasise that some aspects of these conclusions are 
less robust than others. Particularly the idea that a higher than average 
frequency pushes verbs to move up the cline is difficult to confirm be-
cause the number of verbs that actually do so is quite small. Research 
on different Germanic verb systems and periods may provide us with 
more information, the better to judge the merit of this idea.

It is also worth investigating whether the cline we suggest here is 
compatible with a formal analysis such as that presented by Dammel 
(2011: 187), where the Frisian verbs are analysed according to their in-
flectional strategies and placed on a scale with “additive” strategies on 
one end, and “suppletive” strategies the another, with “modulatory” 
strategies in between. These are all matters for future research.

To summarise: analogy and frequency together give shape to a cline 
of inflection classes in Frisian. In most cases, the analogical coher-
ence of a class is sufficient to keep verbs in their place. However, when 
verbs diverge from their peers both in terms of analogy and frequency, 
they may shift and find a new home in another class.

4· Recall that analogical pressure, as modelled by AM in this book, looks at all the 
phonemes of the verb stem, but with particular emphasis on the vowel.
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Conclusion

10.1 Inflection class stability and change
In the first chapters of this book, I outlined a theoretical approach to 
how inflection classes change over time. We have seen that inflection 
classes represent competing ways of marking grammatical functions 
on words, but that this competition does not necessarily lead to a deci-
sive ‘victory’ of one of these classes. Classes may change over time, and 
may lose and gain members, but in the case of verbs in the Germanic 
languages, the end result has only rarely been a complete reduction of 
the inflectional system to one main class (such as in Afrikaans).

Instead, we see that most Germanic languages have maintained a 
system consisting of a range of inflection classes and micro-classes 
over the centuries. Individual (micro-)classes may disappear — or 
sometimes new ones are born — and the way they divide the totality 
of verbs amongst each other may change over time, but the overall pic-
ture is that this inflectional ‘redundancy’ is kept in place, as it has been 
for more than two millennia. For an explanation of that maintenance, 
we will have to turn to the later chapters of the book, that deal with 
analogy and frequency, though it has become clear that the interaction 
between those two factors has given shape to the stability and change 
in the verb systems of Swedish and Frisian.

But before we turn to the explanatory part, it will be good to sum-
marise the empirical side of the history of inflection classes in Swedish 
and Frisian. As explained in chapter 3, we may distinguish between 
four main types of change between inflection class: shifts from strong 
to weak, weak to strong, and shifts between different strong classes 
and different weak classes. In addition, there are always instances 
of class hybridity: verbs that show a mixture of forms from different 
classes in their paradigm.

The tables below, repeated here from chapter 4 and 5, summarise 
the stability and change of (groupings) of inflection classes in the pe-
riods studied. 
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Old Swedish

      from 
  to S S/W W2 

[Noreen]
W3/4 

[Noreen] W Hybrid W1

Early 
Modern 
Swedish

S 111 3 0 0 1 1

S/W 9 10 0 2 0 1

W3 
[new] 1 0 0 2 1 1

W2X 7 2 22 0 3 0

W2 1 0 1 170 17 0

W 
Hybrid 1 2 0 3 21 1

W1 4 3 1 12 23 106

0 19 0 28 177 25 74

table 10.1 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Old and Early Mod-
ern Swedish.

Early Modern Swedish

      from 
  to S S/W W3 [new] W2X W2 W Hybrid W1

Modern 
Swedish

S 80 5 0 0 3 0 0

S/W 19 11 0 0 6 0 0

W3 [new] 1 0 10 0 5 0 1

W2X 0 0 0 11 0 3 0

W2 11 2 0 11 135 7 4

W Hybrid 3 0 0 3 6 5 0

W1 8 4 0 2 53 18 297

0 2 0 0 0 10 1 54

table 10.2 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Early Modern and 
Modern Swedish.
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10.1.1 Stability and change in the history of Swedish verbs
In Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 we see the stability and shifts in the his-
tory of Swedish. The most important points are as follows. First of all, 
‘pure’ verbs tend to be more stable than those that display inflection 
class hybridity. In the period between Old and Early Modern Swedish, 
quite a few verbs disappeared from the language, from various classes. 
In the following period, less verbs were lost, and those that did disap-
pear are mostly W1 verbs. In both periods, we see more verbs changing 
from strong to weak inflection than the other way around.

10.1.2 Stability and change in the history of Frisian verbs
Table 10.3 and Table 10.4 summarise the inflection class stability and 
shifts in the history of the Frisian verbs. Here, the most important 
things to keep in mind are that the Frisian system was relatively un-
stable between Old and Early Modern Frisian, as compared to the 
same period in Swedish, with more verbs shifting to different classes. 
Looking at disappearing verbs, the Swedish pattern is repeated: more 
verbs disappear from the language in the first period than in the sec-
ond. Compared to Swedish, Frisian has a relatively strong tendency 
towards innovative strong inflectional forms, which confirms the 
remark by Dammel (2011: 181) that Frisian is the Germanic language 
with most innovative strong forms.

10.1.3 Summary
In the histories of verbal inflection classes of Swedish and Frisian, 
we’ve seen that while stability is more common than change, inflec-
tion class shifts are a common phenomenon. In addition, changes 
can happen in various directions. The hypothesis that inflection class 
shifts in the direction of weak inflection are more common than the 
other way around is borne out by the history of Swedish, but not by 
the history of Frisian, which shows reversal of that pattern in period 
between Early Modern and Modern Frisian, as well as a sizable influx 
of new strong verbs in both periods. Regardless, in both languages 
strong inflection has overall been maintained to an important degree. 
Granted, there are fewer strong verbs today than there were thought 
to be in Proto-Germanic. However, if the gradual shrinking of strong 
inflection continues at its current leisurely pace, they will not disap-
pear before at least two more millennia have passed.

That said, we do see a change in the nature of the organisation of 
strong inflection. In both Swedish and Frisian, strong inflection ap-
pears to gather itself in a smaller number of inflection classes than 
before. In both languages it is mainly the first three strong classes 
(S1, S2, S3) that have best maintained themselves over the centuries. 
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Old Frisian

      from 
  to S S/W W1 W1/2 W2

Early 
Modern 
Frisian

S 70 1 0 0 2

S/W 30 2 6 1 4

W1 11 0 54 0 10

W1/2 5 0 16 5 18

W2 6 0 19 5 191

0 30 0 162 6 291

table 10.3 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Old and Early Mod-
ern Frisian.

table 10.4 : Inflection class stability and shifts between Early Modern and 
Modern Frisian.

Early Modern Frisian

      from 
  to S S/W W1 W1/2 W2

Modern 
Frisian

S 72 19 2 2 5

S/W 11 11 2 1 4

W1 4 6 107 21 24

W1/2 2 0 25 23 51

W2 3 1 29 30 403

0 1 1 15 5 120
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In addition, it is almost exclusively these three classes that have been 
able to attract new members.

10.2 Analogy and analogical modelling

10.2.1 Modelling results
In chapter 7 and 8 I presented the results of the Swedish and Frisian 
analogical modellings. Several important conclusions can be drawn 
from these results. First of all, for both languages, both models, and 
all modelling steps,1 the analogical models performed worse than the 
simple “no-change” baseline model, wherein it was assumed that all 
verbs in the system remained stable. On the modelling level, this in-
dicates that the analogical models are too eager to predict that verbs 
will change, and have insufficient inertia or conservatism built in. On 
the theoretical level, this suggests that analogy in itself, while able to 
explain a degree of stability (see below), is not enough to explain the 
historical patterns of stability and change in the verbal inflection of 
Swedish and Frisian.

When it comes to the modelling results for the verbs that changed 
historically, the models performed much better than random selection 
of an outcome, and also better than the proposed regularisation mod-
els, though in the latter case the differences were smaller. Still, this 
indicates that in many cases, something more than random drift or 
an assumed ‘natural’ regularisation is needed to explain historical pat-
terns of inflection class shift. However, analogy by itself — although it 
is preferable to the previously mentioned alternatives — is not suffi-
cient to explain these patterns either, with rates of correct prediction 
among changed verbs ranging from 35,9–58%.

10.2.2 Differences between the models
Interestingly, the results for both models were quite similar, both 
in terms of overall correct predictions, as well as per type of change, 
though of course the models differ on occasion with respect to individ-
ual changes modelled. Considering the difference in theoretical setup 
of each model, this may come as a surprise. However, in my research, 
both models took roughly the same (phonological) variables as input, 
and both models use systematic structural comparison (i.e. analogy) 
to predict forms, so in this sense the ‘philosophy’ of both models is 
quite similar. The key difference lies in what happens after analogy, 
since AM derives outcomes directly from the analogical set, while MGL 

1· Recall that “two-step” modelling modelled the periods between the Old and Early 
Modern, and the Early Modern and Modern stages of the language in question. The 
“one-step” modelling went straight from the Old to the Modern stage.
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derives outcomes from a large set of rules based on the input data.
Overall, MGL performed slightly better than AM. In the vast major-

ity of cases, differences in language, period, modelling step, or change 
type do not challenge this picture. In other words, it is not the case 
that MGL shows overwhelmingly better performance in particular sit-
uations; rather, MGL is consistently slightly better in most situations.

10.2.3 The interaction of token frequency and analogy
The research presented in this book suggests ways in which the ana-
logical modelling of language change and stability may be improved. 
In chapter 9 — based on the AM results from the Early Modern to 
Modern Frisian modelling in chapter 8 — we saw that token frequency 
interacts with analogy in multiple ways. This suggests that contrary to 
the basic hypothesis, it is not enough to treat token frequency solely as a 
conservative force. Instead, our analysis suggests that a very low token 
frequency is also a conservative force when verbs are members of the 
class with the overall lowest average frequency, and that verbs need to 
have reached a certain threshold before they are eligible for ‘conscrip-
tion’ into another inflection class. High token frequency must still be 
taken into account as a conservative force, because AM was inclined 
to predict changes in cases where verbs were historically stable par-
ticularly for verbs with relatively high frequency values. These find-
ings confirm those put forward by Fertig (2013: 131–132), discussed in 
section 2.4.3 (p. 24).

All this points to an improvement to analogical models where to-
ken frequency is taken into account, but in a complex way. It should 
be possible, in other words, to allow for a dynamic influence of token 
frequency on the stability of verbs. The closer a verb’s frequency is to 
the average token frequency of its current class, the more likely that 
an analogical pressure towards change is overridden by the conserv-
ative influence of that frequency. This tends to hold for all classes, be-
cause our preliminary results suggest that verbs with a higher than 
average token frequency appear to be pressured to move up the cline, 
while those with a lower than average frequency tend to move down 
the cline. Of course, verbs with an extremely low token frequency may 
be in the process of disappearing from the language entirely, so they 
would have to be treated differently. As explained, this frequency itself 
is not enough either to explain historical patterns of stability and shift, 
because without any notion of analogy (or alternatively, phonological 
rules), a model would be unable to explain why a verb would move to 
one strong class and not another, for example.

Of course, we base this conclusion on one period in the history of 
Frisian, and while we believe the results are robust in several aspects, 
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it will be crucial to see if similar results would be obtained using the re-
sults of the MGL modelling of shifts between Early Modern and Mod-
ern Frisian, as well as those from other models, periods and languages. 
This is something we plan to investigate in the future.

10.3 Future perspectives

10.3.1 Socio- and geographical linguistics
While the results presented in this book are very promising with re-
gard to explaining historical patterns of stability and change in Ger-
manic verbal inflection, there is one other (composite) factor that 
could be taken account from an overarching theoretical perspective, 
and that is socio-geography.

The analogical effects modelled in this research basically represent 
what goes on in the head a single language user: an evaluation of the 
analogical relationships between all verbs in a single idiolect. In real-
ity, of course, every idiolect is different; particular verbs may have a 
different inflection for different people, even though the verb system 
on a population level will be relatively homogeneous. Those differ-
ences may be amplified by sociolinguistic factors, or by demographic 
movement.

In a very crude way, the practice of two-step versus one-step mod-
elling catches a bit of the influence of these extralinguistic factors, 
by allowing a one-time influx of historical pattern changes, which are 
of course not only influenced by analogy, but also by frequency and 
changes in the verb system on a community level. The fact that the 
results for the two-step modellings were consistently better for both 
models and both languages indicates that an iterative modelling yields 
better results by allowing the periodic influence of non-analogical fac-
tors.

Perhaps in the future, it will be possible to combine analogy- and 
frequency-based models with agent-based social network models that 
attempt to replicate the spread of forms (both stable and innovative) 
throughout language communities. As I envision it, such an approach 
would combine insights from evolutionary and ecological approaches 
to language variation and change (e.g. Croft  2000, Mufwene  2001, 
Mufwene  2008, Landsbergen et al.  2010) with geographical and net-
work-based models (e.g. Johansson  1997b, Britain  2013). In such a 
model, different ‘layers’ of influence on the verb system are combined: 
analogy influences which inflectional forms are possible, and how 
coherent existing inflection classes are; token frequency influences 
how wide or narrow a scope an inflection class is able to maintain, 
and whether individual verbs still fit that profile; in turn, the token 
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frequency of individual forms in a particular language community is 
influenced by demographic and social factors (which in turn may be 
influenced by geographical factors). Using this tiered model, factors 
traditionally described as intra- and extralinguistic may be combined.

In particular, such an approach might be able to model the influ-
ence of language contact on the development of verbal inflection sys-
tems, such as the influence of Middle Low German on Swedish and the 
influence of Dutch on Frisian.2

10.4 Final words
While this book has not completely lifted the veil from the process of 
the historically shifting patterns of inflection classes in Swedish and 
Frisian — nor could it — it is my hope that the results and analysis 
here will convince you that analogy is a crucial factor in explaining 
morphological language change. Yes, in order to be useful as anything 
more than an explanation of individual developments, analogy must 
be operationalised using computational models, as a proxy of system-
atic human reasoning and language processing. In addition, the re-
sults of analogical models must be combined with the token frequency 
patterns of the words we are studying. If we do these things, a clear 
pattern is revealed where verbs arrange themselves along a cline where 
on the one end we find small strong and irregular classes with specific 
phonological patterns and a high average token frequency, and on the 
other a very large weak class with a broad scope and low average token 
frequency. In between, we find hybrid verbs and other weak classes.

2· Such influences on individual verbs are described in Appendix A and B.
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appendix a:  
Historical dictionary of Swedish strong and 
irregular verbs

a.1 Introduction
In this appendix, I present a kind of mini-dictionary of Swedish verbs 
that have had strong and/or irregular inflection at some point in their 
history. It will be of interest to readers who are curious about particu-
lar developments mentioned earlier in this book, and/or those who are 
interested in the history of particular verbs. Verbs that show variation 
between the various weak inflection classes are not mentioned here, 
unless they also exhibit other interesting features.

The list is ordered alphabetically by the Modern Swedish lemma 
of the verb, where one exists. Otherwise, an Old or Early Modern 
Swedish lemma is used. As much as possible, I have tried to list a Pro-
to-Germanic ancestral form of the verb in question, for comparative 
purposes; for practically all strong and preterite-present verbs, I have 
used the reconstruction given by Seebold (1970). Unless stated other-
wise, the Old Swedish forms cited are from Noreen (1904).

The entries for the verbs are formatted as follows:

LEMMA ‘translation’  < pgMc. reconstructed form

Old Swedish inf. Class(es) pres. pret.sg. pret.pl. pret.ptc.

Modern Swedish inf. Class(es) pres. pret. – sup.

“Description and history of the verb.”

For every entry, a classification and a selection of paradigm forms is 
provided to illustrate the main inflectional forms of the verb and its 
development in terms of classes.1 A slash between inflection classes 

1· Note that for the Old Swedish period, Noreen’s classification is used, while for the 
later periods, my own classification is used. The most important thing to keep in mind 
here is that Noreen’s W3 class corresponds to (Early) Modern W2.
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indicates that the verb has a hybrid paradigm, while a comma be-
tween classes indicates inflectional variants. When an inflection class 
is followed by an asterisk, this indicates that the paradigm deviates 
from what is usual for that class. What this entails is specified in the 
description. Finally, in each lemma, I touch upon some of the main 
points of interest in the verb’s history, including inflection class shifts 
and variation, irregularities, typical phonological developments, and a 
variety of other aspects that may be relevant.
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a.2 Historical dictionary of Swedish strong and 
irregular verbs

BE ‘pray, bid, request’   < pgMc +bid-ja- 

oSw biðia S5 – bað bāðo biðin

ModSw be S5/W3 ber bad – bett

In Old Swedish, this verb was still inflected according to its original S5 in-
flection. The change in the verb’s stem vowel came about as follows: /i/ in 
open syllable changed to /e/ and lengthened (Noreen  1904: 107–109). Over the 
course of the Early Modern Swedish period, the verb acquired a W3 supine. 
AHorn still has the original strong form bidit, but we already find Sup. bedt in 
ArguS. For more about the development of the W3 supines, section 4.3.3 (p. 
60).

BIDA ‘abide’  < pgMc +beid-a-  

oSw bīða S1, W1 – bēð, bīðaðe biðu biðin

ModSw bida W1 bidar bidade – bidat

This verb already had W1 variants in Old Swedish (Noreen  1904: 427). By the 
Modern Swedish period, only the W1 inflection was left.

BINDA ‘bind’   < pgMc +bend-a- 

oSw binda S3 – band bundo bundin

ModSw binda S3 binder band – bundit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

BITA ‘bite’   < pgMc +beit-a- 

oSw bīta S1 – bēt bitu bitin

ModSw bita S1 biter bet – bitit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

BJUDA ‘offer’   < pgMc +beud-a- 

oSw bjuða S2 – bøð̄ buðo buðin

ModSw bjuda S2* bjuder bjöd – bjudit

Glide levelling of the /j/ in the paradigm of bjuda can be found sporadically 
in Old Swedish, but it didn’t become predominant in written Swedish until 
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the 19th century (Lundberg  1921: 118–121). In other respects, the verb shows no 
unexpected developments.

BLIVA ‘stay, remain / become’   < pgMc +bleib-a- 

oSw blīva S1 – blēv blivu blivin

ModSw bliva, bli S1 (W3) bliver, blir blev – blivit

The verb was borrowed from Middle Low German, according to Noreen 
(1904: 426) and Hellquist (1922: s.v. bliva). Despite this, only strong forms are 
attested for this verb in Old/Middle Swedish, indicating that the verb was 
borrowed along with its Middle Low German S1 inflection, and immediately 
integrated into the Swedish S1. In Modern Swedish, the standard inflection 
of the verb is S1, although a W3 supine blitt is occasionally found, such as in 
my StrindBErg corpus.

BLÅSA ‘blow’  < pgMc +blǣs-a- 

oSw blāsa S2/W3 blǣs, 
blǣsir

blǣste, 
blāste – –

ModSw blåsa W2 blåser blåste – blåst

In Old Swedish, this verb is only attested as strong in the prES.Sg. form blǣs, 
categorised as S7. Apart from that form, it has weak inflections (Noreen  1904: 
449). After Old Swedish, the verb shifted to W2 inflection.2

BO ‘dwell’   < pgMc +bōww-a-

oSw bōa S7 – – – bōin

ModSw bo W3 bor bodde – bott

The only strong past form attested for this verb is the oSw S7 participle bōin. 
After Old Swedish, only W2 past forms are attested, and on account of its 
monosyllabic infinitive, the verb can be classed as W3 in Modern Swedish.

BRĀÐAOSw ‘melt’  < pgMc +brǣd-a-

oSw +brāða S7 – – – brādhin

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only attested in the prEt.ptc. in Old Swedish as brādhin, which is 
compatible with the S7 inflection we would expect the verb to have, based on 
comparative grounds (Seebold  1970: s.v. BRǢD-A-). The verb is not attested 
after Old Swedish.

2· AHorn has a possible W1 preterite form blåsa.
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BRINGA ‘bring’   < pgMc +brang-ja-, +breng-a- 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw bringa W*, W1 bringar bragte, 
bringade – bragt, 

bringat

This verb was borrowed from Middle Low German, along with its uncommon 
weak past, which combines a W2 suffix -te and a vowel alternation. In recent 
times, the verb has also acquired a W1 variant inflection, and both types of 
inflection are accepted in Modern Swedish.

BRINNA ‘burn [intransitive]’  < pgMc +brenn-a-

oSw brinna S3 – brann brunno brunnin

ModSw brinna S3 brinner brann – brunnit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

BRISTA ‘burst’  < pgMc +brest-a-

oSw
brista, 
bræsta

S3 – brast brusto brustin

ModSw brista S3 brister brast – brustit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

BRYGGA ‘brew’  < pgMc +breww-a-

oSw bryggia S3* – brag bruggo bruggin

ModSw brygga W2 brygger brygde – brygt

Between Proto-Germanic and Old Swedish, the phonology of this verb un-
derwent some changes. The double labial glide of the pgMc stem sharpened 
to /ggw/ in Proto-Nordic, and the vowel underwent u-mutation, giving us an 
approximate path like this: +brewwa > + briuwa > +briggwa > +bryggwa (Noreen  
1904: 176, 66). Despite this, the verb had regular S3 inflection in Old Swedish. 
The verb is not found in my Early Modern Swedish corpus, and has weakened 
to W2 in Modern Swedish.

BRYTA ‘break’   < pgMc +breut-a- 

oSw brȳta S2 – brøt̄ brutu brutin

ModSw bryta S2 bryter bröt – brutit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.
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BÄRA ‘bear’   < pgMc. +ber-a-

oSw bæra S4 – bar bāro borin, 
burin

ModSw bära S3/4 bär bar – burit

This verb shows few unexpected developments. Birgit has a prEt.Sg. form boor, 
which may be interpreted as a S6 form. In other respects, this verb is stable, 
and part of the merged S3/4 pattern in Modern Swedish.

BÄRGA ‘recover, hide’  < pgMc +berg-a-

oSw biærgha S3 – barg burgho burghin

ModSw bärga W1 bärgar bärgade – bärgat

I have not attested this verb in my Early Modern Swedish material, but by the 
Modern Swedish period, the verb had lost its strong inflection and shifted to 
W1.

BÖRA ‘should, ought to’    

oSw børa W2, W3 byr, bør burðe, borðe, 
børðe – burt, bort

ModSw böra W2x bör borde – bort

Böra is a borrowed infinitive (from Middle Low German) that went along with 
the oSw preterite forms burþe, bordhe, børdhe in the meaning ‘should, ought 
to’ (Hellquist  1922: s.v. böra).3

DIMPA ‘plummet’  

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw dimpa S3 dimper damp – dumpit

The origin of this verb is unclear. According to Hellquist (1922: s.v. dimpa) it 
is related to the dialectal forms dampa and dumpa, which can also be found 
in Danish and Norwegian varieties. Another connection is the English verb 
dump, which is of Scandinavian origin. It is not clear from my sources if the 
verb was ever inflected weakly. In Modern Swedish, it has S3 inflection. In 
Elfdalian, the verb is also inflected according to S3 (Åkerberg 2012: 274).

3· These forms also belong to the oSw verb byria ‘stand up, begin’. This verb, in turn, 
was most likely a derivation related to the pgMc strong verb +ber-a- — see BÄrA ‘BEAr’ 
(pAgE 194) — though the precise nature of the relationship is unclear (Seebold  1970: 
s.v. BER-A-).
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DRA ‘drag’   < pgMc +drag-a-

oSw
dragha, 
drægha

S6 – drō(gh) drōgho draghin, 
dræghin

ModSw dra S6 drar drog – dragit

This verb is stable in terms of inflection class. The development of a contracted 
monosyllabic infinitive has not triggered the innovation of a W3 supine in 
this verb, unlike in e.g. gE ‘giVE’ (pAgE 201) and StÅ ‘StAnd’ (pAgE 226).

DRICKA ‘drink’  < pgMc +drenk-a- 

oSw drikka S3 – drak drukko drukkin

ModSw dricka S3 dricker drack – druckin

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

DRIŪGAOSw ‘execute, complete’  < pgMc +dreug-a- 

oSw driūga S2 – draug – –

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only attested once, in Runic Swedish in the form trauh, which 
may be read as 3.prEt.Sg. draug. This form unambiguously indicates S2 inflec-
tion (Peterson  2006: s.v. driūga).

DRIVA ‘float, drive’  < pgMc +dreib-a- 

oSw drīva S1 – drēv drivu drivin

ModSw driva S1 driver drev – drivit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

DRYPA ‘drip’  < pgMc +dreup-a- 

oSw drȳpa S2 – drøp̄ drupu drupin

ModSw drypa S2, W2 dryper dröp, drypt – drupit, 
drypt

Like some other S2 verbs, drypa has developed W2 variant forms in Modern 
Swedish. Karlsson & Sahlquist (1974: 51) list W2 variants for both the preterite 
and the supine.
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DRÄPA ‘kill’  < pgMc +drep-a-

oSw dræpa S5 – drap drāpo dræpin

ModSw dräpa W2 dräper dräpte – dräpt

Starting in (Early) Modern Swedish, dräpa has shifted to W2 inflection.

DŪKAOSw ‘dive’  < pgMc +dūk-a-

oSw dūka S2 – døk̄ duku dukin

ModSw – – – – – –

According to Noreen (1904: 428), the verb had a long stem vowel ū in Middle 
Swedish (listed in the table above under Old Swedish). This verb should most 
likely be treated as distinct from dyka, which is treated below.

DYKA ‘dive’  <? pgMc +dūk-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw dyka W2, S2 dyker dök, dykte – dykt

This verb is a loan from Low German (Hellquist  1922: s.v. dyka). This verb is al-
most certainly related to pgMc +dūka, although no weak derivations are listed 
by Seebold (1970: s.v. DŪK-A-).

Although absent from my data samples, W1 forms have been recorded for 
this verb in Early Modern Swedish (Hellquist  1922: ibid.). The Modern Swed-
ish pattern with only W2 dykt allowed in the supine suggests that the verb 
was at first inflected entirely weakly, and that ModSw prEt. dök is an innova-
tive form — see section 4.3.1.d (p. 57). That, combined with the different 
stem vowel, leads me to believe that we are dealing with a verb separate from 
the abovementioned duka, which disappeared from the language after Mid-
dle Swedish. Modern Swedish dyka, then, is an originally weak verb that later 
acquired a strong preterite, comparable to English dive.

DÖ ‘die’   < pgMc +dau-ja-

oSw døīa S6* – dō dōo ntr. dø(̄i)t

ModSw dö S6*/W3 dör dog – dött

On the basis of the reconstructed pgMc form +dau-ja- (Seebold  1970: s.v. 
DAU-JA-), it is not immediately clear how the verb came to be inflected ac-
cording to S6, since these verbs exclusively have /a/ as a present stem vowel, 
rather than /au/; verbs with /au/ (e.g. +hlaup-a- ‘leap’) ended up in S7. The 
preterite forms dō, dōo are the main basis for classifying the oSw verb as S6. 
The participle forms are restricted to the neuter dø(̄i)t, which suggests that 
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maintaining an ABBA inflection pattern was more salient than conforming 
to the S6 participles with /a/ as a a stem vowel.

In the Middle Swedish period I find evidence for W2 inflection in the pret-
erite, e.g didriK Tha döde osid . konung i frisland [then died Osid, king of Frisia].4 
These W2 forms are predominant in AHorn. From the 18th century (ArguS) 
onward, the preterite form is once more S6, but with a /g/ appended to it: dog, 
dogo. Since /g/ was never part of the verb’s stem, it must have been extended 
to dö analogically. The most likely analogues are dra – drog ‘draw’ and slå – slog 
‘hit’, as both verbs have reduced stems ending in a long vowel. Speakers must 
have reanalysed the /g/ as a kind of suffix that is added in the preterite of 
particular monosyllabic infinitives. Colloquially, this /g/-preterite can also be 
used with StÅ ‘StAnd’ (pAgE 226).5

Finally, like many monosyllabic infinitives, dö has acquired a W3 supine 
form dött in Modern Swedish, resulting in a mixed paradigm combining an 
idiosyncratic strong preterite and a weak supine.

FALLA ‘fall’   < pgMc +fall-a- 

oSw falla S7 – fiol, fiøl fiollo, fiøllo fallin

ModSw falla S7 faller föll – fallit

The oSw prEt. shows a broad variety of vowels.6 Most often, these are bro-
ken forms like prEt.Sg. fiol and prEt.pl. fiollum, where the breaking is original. 
The broken forms of the singular must have spread from the plural. Due to 
progressive i-mutation, we also find forms like prEt.Sg. fiøl. Eventually, the 
broken forms show a tendency to lose the glide in their diphthongs, explained 
by Noreen (1904: 448) as a levelling of the stem towards the present and past 
participle, a sort of mirror-image of the glide levelling that occurred in verbs 
like BjudA ‘oFFEr’ (pAgE 191) — see also section 4.3.1.b (p. 56). It’s these 
glideless preterite forms that continue on as the standard forms in Modern 
Swedish.

BE-FALLA ‘command’  < pgMc. +bi-felh-a-

oSw befæl(l)a S4/S6/W2 – befal, befōl, 
befælaðe

befālo, 
befōlo

befolin, 
befalin 

ModSw befalla W2 befaller befallde – befallt

According to Noreen (1904: 436) and Hellquist (1922: s.v. befalla), this verb was 
borrowed from Middle Low German bevalen. In Proto-Germanic, the verb 
(+bi-felh-a-) was strong, and was inflected according to S3. Once borrowed 

4· See also Hellquist (1922: s.v. dö).
5· Similar phenomena can be found in other Germanic languages. For example, 
Dutch staan ‘stand’ can dialectally have prEt.Sg. stoeg (analogous with slaan ‘hit’) or sting 
(analogous with gaan ‘go’).
6· In addition to those listed in the table, Noreen (1904: 447) gives prEt.Sg. fæl, fal, fiull, 
fial, ful, føl, and fiæl.
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into Middle Swedish as befæl(l)a, -fal(l)a, -fol(l)a, the inflection of the verb var-
ied to a great degree, showing both W1 and W2 forms, as well as S4 and S6.7 
The S6 forms are based on analogy between the inF./prES. forms with -al(l)- 
and S6 verbs with -a-, which is most of them.8 The verb underwent a similar 
development (S3 to S4 to S6) in Old Frisian — see BE-FEllE ‘coMMAnd, ordEr’ 
(pAgE 250) in Appendix B. After the Middle Swedish period, the W2 forms of 
this verb became dominant, and it is the only standard way of inflecting the 
verb in Modern Swedish.9

FARA ‘go, travel’  < pgMc +far-a-

oSw fara S6 – fōr fōro farin

ModSw falla S6 far for – farit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

FINNA ‘find’  < pgMc +fenþ-a-

oSw finna S3 – fan funno funnin

ModSw finna S3 finner fann – funnit

This verb has been relatively stable throughout the history of Swedish. Of 
note is the variant Old Swedish preterite form fant. This is explained by No-
reen (1904: 434) as an analogical form based on the parallel between binder 
– bant ‘bind’ and finder – x.

FIÆLAOSw ‘hide’  < pgMc +felh-a- 

oSw fiæla S4 (S3?) – fal – fulghin

ModSw – – – – – –

In Old Swedish, this verb is only attested in the prEt.Sg. and prEt.ptc. Noreen 
classifies the verb as S3, possibly based on the consonantal form of the Pro-
to-Germanic infinitive, but since the prEt.pl. is not attested, there is no way 
to be sure if the vowel alternation pattern was S4 rather than the original S3. 
The prEt.ptc. is also attested in Runic Swedish: fulkin. Although the verb is not 
used in standard Modern Swedish, it survives dialectally as fjäla, according to 
Wiktionary.10

7· S4, rather than S3, because the stem-final consonant cluster had simplified from lh 
to l(l).
8· An analogy with S7 falla ‘fall’ would also have been possible, resulting in a prEt.Sg.
form *bef(j)øl. No traces of such a form have been found, though.
9· A possible W1 form befalete is found in AHorn.
10· http://sv.wiktionary.org/wiki/fjäla, accessed 13 March 2015.

http://sv.wiktionary.org/wiki/fjäla
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FLYGA ‘fly’  < pgMc +fleug-a- 

oSw fliūgha S2 – fløḡh flughu flughin

ModSw flyga S2 flyger flög – flugit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

FLYTA ‘flow’  < pgMc +fleut-a-

oSw fliūta S2 – fløt̄ flutu flutin

ModSw flyta S2 flyter flöt – flutit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

FLÅ ‘flay’  < pgMc +flah-a- 

oSw flā S6* – flōgh flōgho flaghin

ModSw flå W3 flår flådde – flått

Still S6 in Old Swedish, flå had shifted to W3 inflection in Early Modern Swed-
ish.

FRYSA ‘freeze’  < pgMc +freus-a-

oSw frȳsa S2 – frøs̄ frusu frusin

ModSw frysa S2 fryser frös – frusit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

FRÆGNAOSw ‘ask’  < pgMc +freg-na-

oSw frægna, frā S5* – frā frāgho –

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only attested in Old Swedish, where the verb lacks the nasal el-
ement in the preterite. Noreen (1904: 440) also lists an occasional Middle 
Swedish infinitive frā, formed after the preterite. The verb is not attested in 
later stages of the language.

FÅ ‘get, receive, get permission’   < pgMc +fang-a-

oSw fā, fanga S7 – fik, fæk fingo fangin

ModSw få S7/W3 får fick – fått

According to Noreen (1904: 447) the infinitive form fanga was created ana-
logically on the basis of the stem in other parts of the paradigm, and the verb 
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ganga — see FrÆgnAoSw ‘ASK’ (pAgE 199). The Old Swedish prEt.Sg. usually 
has /i/ rather than expected /æ/ (cf. Old Icelandic fekk); the /i/ must have 
spread here from the prEt.pl. (Noreen  1903: 122, 1904: 447).11 Already in Middle 
Swedish, weak monosyllabic participle forms are found, e.g. fāt (Noreen  1904: 
447). During the Early Modern Swedish period, such forms become predomi-
nant, eventually settling on a W3 supine where the vowel is shortened.

FÅLLA ‘hem, fold’  < pgMc +falþ-a-

oSw falda W1 falda(r) fallaðe – fallaðer

ModSw fålla W1 fållar fållade – fållat

While originally a strong verb, and strong in Old Icelandic (S7: falda – felt – 
feldom – faldenn), this verb is only inflected according to W1 in the history of 
Swedish.

FÖLJA ‘follow’  < pgMc +fulg-eja-

oSw
fylghia, 
følghia

W4 fylghi(r), 
følghi(r)

fylg(h)ðe, 
følg(h)ðe, 
fulg(h)ðe, 
folg(h)ðe

–

fylg(h)ðer, 
følg(h)ðer, 
fulg(h)ðer, 
folg(h)ðer

ModSw följa W2 följer följde – följt

The Old Swedish verb had quite some variation in the preterite/past partici-
ple vowels. First of all, there is the regular alternation between /y/ and /ø/ 
before /l/ (Noreen  1904: 109). In addition, the preterite/past participle has 
forms with and without i-mutation, adding /u/ and /o/ to the mix. From 
Early Modern Swedish onward, the vowel has levelled toward /ø/ throughout 
the paradigm. Finally, in Modern Swedish, the /g/ of the stem has assimi-
lated to the /j/ of the infinitive suffix, and this /j/ has subsequently levelled 
to the rest of the paradigm, now also appearing in the preterite and supine.

GALA ‘crow’  <pgMc +gal-a- 

oSw gala S6 – gōl gōlo galin

ModSw gala S6, W2 gal gol, galde – galit, galt

In Old Swedish, this verb was inflected according to S6. It is not very fre-
quent, and it’s not attested in my corpus. In Modern Swedish, the verb has 
acquired variant W2 inflection in the preterite and supine.

11· According to this account, the assimilation of prEt.Sg. /-nk/ > /-kk/ must have 
taken place before the /e/ could raise, like it did in e.g. oSw prEt.pl. fingo.
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GE ‘give’  < pgMc +geb-a-

oSw giva S5 – gaf gāvo givin

ModSw ge S5, W3 ger gav – gett, givit

In Old Swedish, giva had the expected S5 inflection, with some variation (also 
/æ, iæ/) in the present/infinitive stem vowel. In Early Modern Swedish, we 
find the first traces of the monosyllabic inF. ge (e.g. in AHorn, next to older 
gifwa, gefwa).12 Based on this infinitive, Modern Swedish developed a W3 
monosyllabic Sup. gett, which currently exists in competition with the more 
original S5 form givit. The latter form is today seen as more formal, and it is 
less frequent.13 In ArguS, we find the unexpected prEt.pl. form gufwo, which 
may be analysed as an S3 form.

GITTA ‘get, be able to’ , FÖR-GÄTA ‘forget’  < pgMc +get-a-

oSw
gita, gæta, 
giæta

S5 – gat gāto gitin, gætin, 
giætin

ModSw gitta W1/W2/S5 gitter gitte, gat – gittat

ModSw förgäta S5 förgäter förgat förgätit

The Old Swedish verb gita had a few variant vowels (/æ, iæ/) in the infinitive 
and, by extension, the past participle, which shares the vocalism of the infin-
itive. By the Early Modern Swedish period /æ/ had become the usual vowel 
for the infinitive/present and supine of the frequent prefixed form förgäta 
‘forget’. Looking at the Modern Swedish forms, the paradigms of the two 
originally related verbs have diverged significantly. Gitta has acquired a W2 
variant gitte in the preterite next to the original S5 form gat, but the supine 
has been replaced by the innovative W1 form gittat.14 Förgäta, however, has 
held on to its original S5 inflection.

GJUTA ‘pour’  < pgMc +geut-a- 

oSw giūta S2 – gøt̄ gutu gutin

ModSw gjuta S2 gjuter göt – gjutit

This verb has a stable S2 inflection throughout the history of Swedish. Like in 
many other S2 verbs, however, glide levelling has taken place, albeit only in 
the prEt.ptc. The earliest of the glide-levelled forms are already attested in Old 
Swedish (Lundberg  1921: 113–114).

12· The /eː/ is the expected form, with /i/ lengthening and lowering in an open sylla-
ble; see also the verb BE ‘prAy, Bid, rEquESt’ (pAgE 191) (Noreen  1904: 107–109).
13· See http://www.spraknamnden.se/fragor/arkiv_sprakrad_03.htm.
14· The long /-tt-/ of the infinitive has been extended from the present, where /t/ has 
geminated before /r/ (Noreen  1904: 229).

http://www.spraknamnden.se/fragor/arkiv_sprakrad_03.htm
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GLIDA ‘glide’  S1 < pgMc +gleid-a-

oSw glīdha S1 – – – –

ModSw glida S1 glider gled – glidit

This verb was borrowed into Middle Swedish from Middle Low German, and 
shows no traces of ever having had weak inflection in Swedish (Noreen  1904: 
427, Hellquist  1922: s.v. glida).

GNIDA ‘rub’  < pgMc +gneid-a- 

oSw gnīdha S1 – gnēdh – gnidhin

ModSw gnida S1 gnider gned – gnidit

This verb was borrowed into Middle Swedish from Middle Low German, 
and only strong forms of the verb have been attested (Noreen  1904: 426–427, 
Hellquist  1922: s.v. gnida).

GNÄLLA ‘whine’  < pgMc +gnell-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw gnälla W2 gnäller gnällde – gnällt

This verb is not attested in Old Swedish. However, the presence of the strong 
(S3) verb gnella in Icelandic and occasional S3 forms15 of the verb in Swedish 
suggest that gnälla derives from an Old Swedish form +gnælla.

GRAVA ‘dig’  < pgMc +grab-a- 

oSw
grava, 
græva

S6* – grōf grōvo gravin, 
grævin

ModSw gräva W2 gräver grävde – grävt

The Old Swedish verb had variant forms in the prES. and prEt.ptc. with /æ/ 
instead of original /a/. According to Noreen (1904: 442), the /æ/ of the in-
finitive was influenced by that of the present,16 while the past participle is, in 
turn, based on the vowel of the infinitive. The /æ/-form of the infinitive even-
tually became the standard form. By the Modern Swedish period, the verb 
had shifted to W2 inflection. This process may have been quicker for the bare 
verb than for the prefixed from begrava ‘bury’, for which we still find S6 par-
ticipial and adjectival forms in Early Modern Swedish: e.g. AHorn begrafven, 
ArguS begrafwit, and which still has S6 as a variant inflection begraver – begrov 
– begravit in Modern Swedish, next to the W2 we also find in gräva.

15· In my corpus in ArguS: prEt.Sg. utgnall.
16· While i-mutation in the 2.3.Sg.prES. of the strong verbs was generally levelled out in 
Old Swedish, some traces were left (Noreen  1904: 472).
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GRIPA ‘grasp, grip’  < pgMc +greip-a- 

oSw grīpa S1 – grēp gripu gripin

ModSw gripa S1 griper grep – gripit

This verb shows no unexpected developments.

GRO ‘grow’  < pgMc +grō-a- 

oSw grōa S7 – – – grōin

ModSw gro W3 gror grodde – grott

The only strong form attested for this verb in Old Swedish is prEt.ptc. grōin. 
The earliest attested preterite forms already use a dental suffix. In Modern 
Swedish, the verb conforms to W3 inflection.

GRÅTA ‘weep’  < pgMc +grǣt-a-

oSw grāta S7/S1 – grǣt, grēt grǣto, grēto, 
gritu grātin

ModSw gråta S7 gråter grät – gråtit

Some S1 forms can be found in the Old Swedish prEt.Sg. and prEt.pl. This verb 
shows no unexpected developments in later periods of Swedish.

BE-GYNNA ‘begin’   < pgMc +-genn-a-

oSw begynna W1/W3 – begynti(s), 
beginnada – –

ModSw begynna W2 begynner begynte – begynt

Although it is originally a strong verb (S3),17 it was inflected weakly in Old 
Swedish. Noreen (1904) classes it as W3, and I have also found these forms in 
my sources. The only divergent form in my data is the W1 past tense beginnada 
in didriK.

GÅ ‘go, walk’  < pgMc +gǣ-, +gang-a-

oSw ganga, gā S7 – gik, gæk gingo gangin

ModSw gå S7/W3 går gick – gått

This verb has undergone a development similar to that of dÖ ‘diE’ (pAgE 196). 
The Old Swedish prEt.Sg. usually has /i/ rather than expected /æ/ (cf. Old 
Icelandic gekk); the /i/ must have spread here from the prEt.pl. (Noreen  1903: 

17· Compare e.g. English begin – began – begun.
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122, 1904: 447).18 Unlike oSw fā, the infinitive form gā was a separately exisit-
ing verb, deriving from pgMc +gǣ-, which had its own present tense forms as 
well. The admixture of this separate paradigm into that of ganga increased 
during the Old Swedish period, and eventually became the sole source of the 
present and infinitive forms. Based on this monosyllabic infinitive, a short 
supine form is found since Middle Swedish, becoming dominant over bisyl-
labic forms (e.g. AHorn gången) in (Early) Modern Swedish.

GÖRA ‘do, make’  < pgMc +garw-eja-

oSw

gøra, giora, 
giøra, gyra, 
gæra

W4 gør, gior, 
giør, gær

giorðe, gørðe, 
gærðe – gør, gior, 

giør, giorðer

ModSw göra W2x* gör gjorde – gjort

On account of the workings of the /w/ and /j/ of the Proto-Germanic form 
of the verb, there is quite some variation in the stem vowel (Noreen  1904: 
463–464). The most common Old Swedish forms are listed above; the most 
important variants involve use of /iø/ or /ø/ in the preterite. In Early Modern 
Swedish, gjort becomes the dominant supine form, bringing the paradigm in 
line with verbs that show i-mutation in the present/infinitive, but not in the 
past forms (i.e. class W2x).19

HA ‘have’  < pgMc +hab-ja- 

oSw hava W4 haver, 
havir

hafðe, 
hadhe – havaðer, 

hafðer

ModSw ha W* har hade – haft

As in all Germanic languages, the verb meaning ‘have’ is highly frequent and 
idiosyncratic. In Old Swedish, original /v/ was sometimes lost in the preter-
ite, though not in the prEt.ptc. In Modern Swedish, the infinitive and present 
have lost the second syllable, but the stem vowel is lengthened. In the pret-
erite, this vowel is shortened before the dental suffix, which is essentially a 
W3 inflection, although the spelling does not reflect this: we would expect 
〈hadde〉 for /hadːə/. The ModSw Sup. has retained the original fricative in the 
form of an /f/, making the overall inflection of the verb unique.

18· The assimilation of prEt.Sg. /-nk/ > /-kk/ must have taken place before the /e/ 
could raise, like it did in e.g. oSw prEt.pl. gingo.
19· Levelled W2 forms of the verb are sometimes found, such as AHorn Sup. gørt.
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HETA ‘be named’  < pgMc +hǣt-a-

oSw hēta S7 – hǣt hǣto hētin

ModSw heta W2/W1 heter hette – hetat

In Old Swedish, the verb had the original S7 inflection. From Early Modern 
Swedish onward, the verb has weak inflection instead, but in the form of a 
mixed W1/W2 paradigm. The preterite is invariably W2 hette, while the su-
pine is always W1 hetat. It is not immediately clear why this mixture arose, 
but it is possible that the supine was influenced by other innovative W1 su-
pines such as vetat for VĪtAoSw ‘AccuSE, proVE’ (pAgE 233).

HJÄLPA ‘help’  < pgMc +help-a- 

oSw hiælpa S3 – halp hulpo hulpin

ModSw hjälpa W2 hjälper hjälpte – hjälpt

This verb had its original S3 inflection in Old Swedish, with breaking of orig-
inal +e in the infinitive. In Early Modern Swedish, the inflection of the verb is 
in flux: AHorn has S3 prEt.Sg. halp and Sup. hulpit next to W2 prEt.Sg. hiälpte, 
while ArguS only has the original S3 forms. In Modern Swedish, however, the 
W2 inflection has won out, and the strong inflection is considered archaic, if 
it is used at all. Unlike its Danish and Bokmål cognates (e.g. Bokmål Sup. hjul-
pet), the Swedish verb has never shown signs of glide levelling.

HINNA ‘reach, have time’  < pgMc +henþ-a-

oSw hinna W3 hinni(r) hinte – hinter

ModSw hinna W2 hinner hann – hunnit

The early history of hinna is a bit obscure. The verb is not attested in other Old 
Nordic languages; the only connection is the Gothic strong verb -hinþan, and 
Seebold (1970: s.v. (-)HENÞ-A-) reconstructs a Proto- Germanic verb based on 
the Gothic and Old Swedish forms. In Old Swedish, the verb is weak, inflect-
ing according to Noreen’s third weak class.20 It was still inflected this way in 
Early Modern Swedish, but in ArguS we also find the S3/4 supine form hunnit. 
From the 18th century onward, then, these strong forms (also prEt. hann) be-
come dominant, and they are the only accepted forms in Modern Swedish.

20· Although Seebold (1970: s.v. (-)HENÞ-A-) says it is strong, I have found no evidence 
for this classification.
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HUGGA ‘hew’  < pgMc +haww-a-

oSw
hugga, 
hogga

S7 – hiog, hiøg, 
hug

hioggo, 
huggo

huggin, 
hoggin

ModSw hugga S7 hugger högg – huggit

In Proto-Nordic, pgMc +-ww- sharpened to -ggw-, and hugga was one of the 
verbs affected by this process. The Old Icelandic form of the verb, hǫggua, 
shows the u-mutation of pgMc +a, which corresponds to /u/ in Old Swedish 
(Noreen  1904: 102). The verb has remained strong throughout the history of 
the language.

HÅLLA ‘hold’  < pgMc +hald-a- 

oSw
halda, 
halla

S7 – hiolt, hiølt, 
hælt

hioldo, 
hiøldo

haldin, 
halin

ModSw hålla S7 håller höll – hållit

In the Old Swedish verb, there is some variation in both the stem conso-
nantism and the vowels. For a discussion of the alternation -ld-/-ll-, see No-
reen (1904: 268). The broken preterite forms (with and without i-mutation) 
arise from older /hælt-/. The glide in this broken diphthong was levelled out, 
starting in Middle Swedish, while the vowel eventually settled on /ø/.21 In this 
respect, the development of halda is similar to that of dÖ ‘diE’ (pAgE 196). Old 
Swedish /a/ backed to /ɔ/ before a cluster starting with /l/ in Early Modern 
Swedish. The verb has a stable strong inflection in Modern Swedish.22

KLIVA ‘step’   < pgMc +kleib-a-

oSw klīva S1 – klēv klivu klivin

ModSw kliva S1 kliver klev – klivit

This verb has remained stable throughout the investigated periods.

21· AHorn has both hölt and the idiosyncratic form hålt, although the latter appears 
only once.
22· Colloquially, prEt. höllt and Sup. hållt can be found. These forms are discouraged 
in written Swedish; see http://www.evernote.com/l/ATpHH_HlwtJHer_
EJaa2t9_R7SKN1GI5jKI/, which archives the original page at http://www.
spraknamnden.se/sprakladan/ShowSearch.aspx?id=id=45304;objekt-
typ=lan, which is currently unavailable.

http://www.evernote.com/l/ATpHH_HlwtJHer_EJaa2t9_R7SKN1GI5jKI/
http://www.evernote.com/l/ATpHH_HlwtJHer_EJaa2t9_R7SKN1GI5jKI/
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KLYVA ‘cleave’  < pgMc +kleub-a-

oSw +kliūva, klȳva S2 – kløv̄ kluvu kluvin

ModSw klyva S2, W2 klyver klöv, klyvde – kluvit, klyvt

The development of this verb is mostly stable, but in Modern Swedish, the 
original S2 inflection has gained competition from a W2 variant inflection.23

KNYTA ‘tie’  

oSw knȳta W3 knȳti(r) knȳtte – knȳtter

ModSw knyta S2 knyter knöt – knutit

Up until Early Modern Swedish, and still in AHorn (Sup. tilknÿt ‘connected’), 
knyta was a weak verb. From ArguS onwards (prEt. knöt), the verb has shifted 
to S2 inflection.

KNÅDA ‘knead’  < pgMc +knud-a-

oSw knoða S4 – – – –

ModSw knåda W1 knådar knådade – knådat

In Old Swedish, this verb is classified as S4 by Noreen (1904: 438), but no pret-
erite or past participle forms are attested. In Modern Swedish, the verb in-
flects according to W1.

KOMMA ‘come’  < pgMc +kwem-a- 

oSw koma, kuma S4* – kom kōmo kumin, komin

ModSw komma S4* kommer kom – kommit

Already in the Old Swedish period, pgMc +w has disappeared from the con-
sonantal part of the stem, although it is still found in the Runic Swedish and 
Old Gutnish prEt.24 Apart from this phonological simplification of the stem, 
the verb has undergone little change in the history of Swedish, maintaining 
an idiosyncratic S4 inflection.

23· In didriK, we find the unexpected prEt.ptc. form hielm kleffuen ‘cloven helm’, which 
must be an S1 form. Such an analogy was possible because some S1 verbs had ȳ as a 
variant stem vowel in Old and Middle Swedish, the most relevant of which is of course 
HÅllA ‘Hold’ (pAgE 206) (Noreen  1904: 427).
24· Forms include Runic Swedish kuam and Old Gutnish quam in the prEt.Sg. and Old 
Gutnisch quāmu in the prEt.pl. (Noreen  1904: 437).
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KRYPA ‘creep’  < pgMc +kreup-a-

oSw krȳpa S2 – krøp̄ krupu krupin

ModSw krypa S2 kryper kröp – krupit

This verb has remained stable throughout the investigated periods.

KUNNA ‘can’ 

oSw kunna PP kan kunne, kunde – kunnit

ModSw kunna PP/W1 kan kunde – kunnat

This preterite–present verb hasn't undergone a great deal of change in the 
history of Swedish. The main development is the innovative W1 Sup. kunnat, 
which is found since Middle Swedish (didriK).

KVIDA ‘whimper’ 

oSw kvīða W3 kvīði(r) kvidde – kvidder

ModSw kvida S1 kvider kved – kvidit

In Old Swedish, this verb was inflected according to the third weak class, 
but in Modern Swedish, it has shifted to S1 inflection. Seebold (1970: s.v. 
KWEIÞ-*A-) discusses an Old Icelandic form o-kviðenn ‘unafraid’, which ap-
pears to be cognate to Swedish kvida, but does not deem this form enough to 
assume a strong origin for the verb.

LE ‘laugh’  < pgMc +hlah-ja-

oSw lē(a), lēia S6* – lō, lōgh lōgho lēt

ModSw le S6*/W3 ler log – lett

Various phonological changes had distorted the original Proto-Germanic 
form of the verb from +hlahja- to oSw lē(i)a. Most important are the simpli-
fication of the inital consonant cluster, and the monophthongisation of Pro-
to-Nordic æi to ē (Noreen  1904: 117), although the glide is sometimes re-in-
serted in some Old Swedish dialects (Noreen  1904: 258). In the oSw prEt.Sg. 
the final gh is borrowed from the prEt.pl. (Noreen  1904: 443). The prEt.ptc. is 
only attested from MSw onward, and is a new formation based on the infin-
itive, according to Noreen (1904: 443). In Modern Swedish, the verb is still 
rather unique. The preterite has maintained the final velar, and the verb has 
served as something of an analogue for the verb dÖ ‘diE’ (pAgE 196) — see 
also drA ‘drAg’ (pAgE 195) and section 4.3.1.h (p. 58). The ModSw Sup. can 
be analysed as a W3 form.
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LIDA ‘suffer, endure’  < pgMc +leiþ-a-

oSw līða S1 – lēð liðu liðin

ModSw lida S1 lider led – lidit

This verb has stable S1 inflection throughout the history of Swedish.

LIGGA ‘lie [be in prone position]’ < pgMc +leg-ja-

oSw liggia S5/W1 – lā, lāgh lāgho lighat

ModSw ligga S5/W1 ligger låg – legat

Old Swedish liggia shows the expected S5 inflection, except for the prEt.ptc., 
which can be classed as a W1 form. According to Noreen (1904: 439), this form 
was based on analogy with þiggia – þighat ‘beg’ and siggia – sighat ‘say’. This 
form is preserved throughout the history of Swedish and has resulted in the 
ModSw Sup. form legat.

LITA ‘trust’  

oSw līta W3 līti(r) lītte – lītter

ModSw lita W1 litar litade – litat

In Old Swedish, this verb inflected according to the third weak class, but from 
the 18th century onward, W1 became the dominant inflection class, and it is 
the only remaining type of inflection for the verb in Modern Swedish. In the 
18th century, the verb was also occasionally inflected strongly according to S1: 
prEt. let, Sup. litit (Hellquist  1922: s.v. lita; De Backer  2013: 61).

LJUDA ‘sound’ 

oSw liūþa W3 liūþir liudde – liudder

ModSw ljuda S2* ljuder ljöd – ljudit

This verb was borrowed from Low German and inflected weakly in Old/Mid-
dle Swedish (Hellquist  1922: s.v. ljud). Strong forms, with glide levelling, are 
attested since the early 19th century, and these forms are now standard. It is 
unclear whether the verb has ever had strong forms without glide levelling in 
the preterite and past participle (Lundberg  1921: 16–18).
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LJUGA ‘lie [tell untruth]’ < pgMc +leug-a-

oSw liūgha S2 – løḡh lughu lughin

ModSw ljuga S2* ljuger ljög – ljugit

This verb has a stable S2 inflection in all investigated periods, although it 
has developed glide levelling in the preterite and past participle. These lev-
elled forms, which are now standard, developed in the 18th and 19th century 
(Lundberg  1921: 121–122). Although no such forms are attested in my corpus, 
weak variants of the verb (e.g. prEt. ljugde) can be found in various dialects 
and periods of Swedish (Lundberg  1921: 5).

LYDA ‘obey’  

oSw lȳþa W3 lȳþir lydde – lydder

ModSw lyda W2, S2 lyder lydde, löd – lytt, ludit

This was originally a weak verb. Since Modern Swedish, the verb can also be 
inflected according to S2.

LÖPA ‘run, go’  < pgMc +hlaup-a-

oSw løp̄a S7 – lop, løp lupu, lopu, 
løpo

løpin, lupin, 
lopin

ModSw löpa S7, W2 löper lopp, löpte – lupit, löpt

For most of the history of Swedish, löpa has strong inflection exclusively. W2 
forms show up in my corpus only since the 19th century. In Modern Swedish, 
there is a semantic split between the weak and strong inflection forms of the 
verb. The strong inflection is limited to the literal use of the verb for the ac-
tivity of running, while the weak inflection can also be used for metaphorical 
uses of the verb, e.g. vägen löper genom skoglandskap ‘the road traverses wood-
lands’.

LÅTA ‘let’  < pgMc +lǣt-a-

oSw lāta, lǣta S7 – læt, lōt, lēt læto, lōto lātin

ModSw låta S7 låter lät – låtit

This verb has remained strong throughout the history of Swedish. Until Early 
Modern Swedish, there was variation between a version of the stem with /ɑː/ 
and one with /æː/; AHorn has prEt.ptc. lätit, for example, which corresponds 
to an infinitive with the same stem vowel. Later in Early Modern Swedish, the 
stem vowel /ɔː/ < /ɑː/ became standard, along with long /æː/ as the preterite 
vowel. As is usual for S7, the prEt.ptc. vowel always corresponds to that of the 
present stem.
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LÄGGA ‘lay’  < pgMc +lag-eja-

oSw læggia W4 lægger lag(h)ðe, laðe – lag(h)ðer, laghaðer

ModSw lägga W2x* lägger lade, la – lagt

Lägga is a quite idiosyncratic weak verb. The Old Swedish verb showed a mix-
ture of W2 prEt. forms with a possible W1 variant in the prEt.ptc. The g(h) in 
the prEt. could be dropped. W1 variants can be found in various Old and Early 
Modern Swedish texts in my corpus, also in the prEt. In Modern Swedish, the 
W1 variant in the Sup. has disappeared. In the ModSw prEt. a further reduced 
form la may be used.

LÄSA ‘read’  < pgMc +les-a-

oSw læsa S5 – las lāso læsin

ModSw läsa W2 läser läste – läst

This verb is originally of S5 inflection, but W2 variants of this verb have been 
attested since Early Modern Swedish. In Modern Swedish, only the weak in-
flection is standard.

MYSA ‘snuggle’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw mysa W2, S2 myser myste, mös – myst

The origin of this verb is unclear, though see Hellquist (1922: s.v. mysa) for 
some possible Indo-European connections. Strong forms for mysa are mar-
ginal in Modern Swedish and appear only in the prEt.

MÅ ‘may’  < pgMc +mag

oSw
magha, 
mogha

PP mā(gh) māt(t)e – māt

ModSw må W3 mår måtte – mått

Originally a preterite present verb meaning ‘have the power / be able to’, må 
developed into a modal verb over time. In terms of inflection class, it behaves 
as a regular W3 verb in Modern Swedish. A more detailed account of the de-
velopment of må and its Mainland Scandinavian cognates is found in Beije-
ring (2012: 87–91).
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NIGA ‘curtsey, dip’  < pgMc +hneigw-a-

oSw nīgha S1 – nēgh nighu nighin

ModSw niga S1 niger neg – nigit

This verb appears very rarely in my corpus, but has consistent S1 inflection.

NIMAOSw ‘take’   < pgMc +nem-a-

oSw nima S4 – nam nāmo, nōmo numin, nomin

The unprefixed form of this verb disappeared from the language before the 
Early Modern Swedish period. The meaning ‘take’ has been taken over by 
taga. However, nimma survives in prefixed form as:

FÖR-NIMMA ‘perceive, learn’  < pgMc +-nem-a-

ModSw förnimma S3/4 förnimmer förnam – förnummit

Unlike the main form *nimma, which has not survived into Modern Swed-
ish, förnimma is still used, with its original S4 inflection, which has, however, 
merged with S3 in Modern Swedish.

NJUTA ‘enjoy’  < pgMc +neut-a-

oSw niūta S2 – nøt̄ nutu nutin

ModSw njuta S2* njuter njöt – njutit

This verb has a stable inflection, except for the introduction of glide level-
ling in the preterite and supine, which already began in the late 16th century 
(Lundberg  1921: 114).

NYPA ‘pinch’  < ? pgMc +hneup-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw nypa W2, S2 nyper nypte, nöp – nypt, nupit

This verb is not attested before Early Modern Swedish, but its form is compat-
ible with an etymological connection to Proto-Germanic +hneupa-. In Modern 
Swedish, both W2 and S2 inflection is allowed.
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PIPA ‘beep, whistle’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw pipa S1 piper pep – pipit

This verb is a loan from Middle Low German. In Middle and Early Modern 
Swedish, it was inflected according to W1, but it has shifted to S1 inflection in 
Modern Swedish (Hellquist  1922: s.v. pipa).

RINNA ‘run’  < pgMc +renn-a-

oSw rinna S3 – ran runno runnin

ModSw rinna S3 rinner rann – runnit

 This verb has a stable S3 inflection in all investigated periods.

RĪSTAOSw ‘carve’  < pgMc +reist-a-

oSw rīsta S1 – rēst ristu ristin

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only found in Runic Swedish, but there it is quite frequent. Not 
very surprising, given its meaning. The verb was superseded by weak rista 
and rita:

RITA ‘carve’  < pgMc +wreit-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw rita W1 ritar ritade – ritat

This verb was first attested in Swedish in the 17th century (Hellquist  1922: 
s.v. rita). The verb was most likely borrowed from Low German or another 
Scandinavian language, because of the late attestation and the use of the verb 
rīsta in the same domain in Old Swedish. Ultimately, the verb descends from 
a Proto-Germanic S1 verb +wreita-.

RIVA ‘tear’  < pgMc +reib-a-

oSw rīva S1 – rēv rivu rivin

ModSw riva S1 river rev – rivit

This verb has a stable S1 inflection in all investigated periods.
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RYCKA ‘pull, tug’ 

oSw rykkia W3 rykki(r) rykte – rykter

ModSw rycka W2 rycker ryckte – ryckt

This verb has W2 inflection in Modern Swedish, but the strong prEt. forms 
röck may be found dialectally, such as in my Strind corpus (Lundberg  1921: 
144).25

RYKA ‘smoke’  < pgMc +reuk-a-

oSw riūka S2 – røk̄ ruku +rukin

ModSw ryka S2, W2 ryker rykte, rök – rykt, rukit

The verb ryka is not very widely attested in older periods, but is was originally 
strong. In Modern Swedish, the verb can either be inflected according to the 
original S2 inflection, or an innovative W2 variant.

RYTA ‘scream’  < pgMc +hrūt-a-

oSw rȳta S2 – røt̄ rutu rutin

ModSw ryta S2 ryter röt – rutit

This verb shows stable inflection in all investigated periods.

RÅ(DA) ‘advise’  < pgMc +rǣd-a-

oSw rāþa S7 – rǣþ, rēþ rǣþo, rēdho rāþin

ModSw rå(da) W2/W3 rår, råder rådde – rått

This verb lost its original strong inflection before the Early Modern Swedish 
period. In Modern Swedish, the inflection can be classified as either W2 or 
W3, depending on the form of the infintive and present.

SE ‘see’  < pgMc +sehw-a-

oSw sēa, sē S5 – sā, sāgh sāgho [ntr.] sēt

ModSw se S5/W3 ser såg – sett

Already in Old Swedish, the neutral form of the prEt.ptc. was the only one 
used. This form persists to the present day, but it is now indistinguishable 
from a W3 prEt.ptc. that matches the monosyllabic infinitive. The inflection 
of the verb has remained stable in other respects.

25· Such -öCC preterites are usually analysed as S2 forms, but see the discussion in 
section 4.5.3 (p. 70).
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SIMMA ‘swim’  < pgMc +swemm-a-

oSw sima S4 – sā, sāgh sāgho [ntr.] sēt

ModSw simma S3/4, W1 simmer, 
simmar

sam, 
simmage – summit, 

simmat

On comparative grounds, this verb’s original inflection class must have been 
S3 (Seebold  1970: s.v. SWEMM-A-). However, in Old Swedish, the verb could 
also have S4 inflection, analogous to niMAoSw ‘tAKE’ (pAgE 212). Of course, 
this difference disappeared when the prEt. vocalism of the strong verbs was 
levelled out in Early Modern Swedish. In Modern Swedish, the verb has 
mostly shifted to W1 inflection, with the older S3/4 inflection being less usual 
in today’s Swedish.26

SITTA ‘sit’  < pgMc +set-ja-

oSw sitia S5 – sat sāto sitin

ModSw sitta S3 sitter sat – suttit

By the Early Modern Swedish period, sitta had shifted from S5 to S3, probably 
by way of its present stem vowel being more common among S3 verbs than 
S5 verbs, although the dwindling size of class S5 may also have played a role.

SJUDA ‘seethe, simmer’  < pgMc +seuþ-a-

oSw siūþa S2 – søþ̄ suþu suþin

ModSw sjuda S2 sjuder sjöd – sjudit

Like many S2 verbs, sjuda has undergone glide levelling in Early Modern 
Swedish. In other respects, the verb’s inflection is stable.

SJUNGA ‘sing’   < pgMc +sengw-a-

oSw siunga S3 – sang sungo sungin

ModSw sjunga S3* (S2?) sjunger sjöng – sjungit

Sjunga is a member of a small group of S3 verbs where the stem vowel is bro-
ken. It is likely this that has caused the verb to drift away from the standard 
S3 inflection. While the prEt.ptc./Sup. vowel has remained constant, In Early 
Modern Swedish, we start to find instances where there is doubt about the 
proper prEt. vowel. We find ö instead of a from Early Modern Swedish on-
ward,27 and AHorn has the dialectal form sångh. These attestations show that 

26· See http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frage 
ladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok% 
3Dsimma%26svar%3D45261&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea.
27· This new vowel is sometimes analysed as a shift to S2, although the vowel quantity 

http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dsimma%26svar%3D45261&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dsimma%26svar%3D45261&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dsimma%26svar%3D45261&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
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the variation in the vowel is a development separate from the phenomenon 
of glide levelling, which also took place in some dialects. In Modern Swedish 
ö with glide levelling is the standard form, and the j has levelled to the Sup. as 
well.

SJUNKA ‘sink’  < pgMc +senkw-a-

oSw siunka S3 – sank sunko sunkin

ModSw sjunka S3* (S2?) sjunker sjönk – sjunkit

Most of the facts presented for SjungA ‘Sing’ (pAgE 215) also hold here. The 
original prEt. vowel was replaced by ö in Early Modern Swedish, and the verb 
eventually underwent glide levelling in Central Swedish dialects, and from 
there entered into standard Swedish (Lundberg  1921: 147–149).

SKAPA ‘create’  < pgMc +skap-ja-

oSw skapa S6 – skōp skōpo skapin

ModSw skapa W1 skapar skapade – skapat

In Old Swedish, skapa was inflected according to its original S6 inflection, 
though an occasional weak form may be found, such prEt.ptc. skapt in didriK. 
From Early Modern Swedish onward, the inflection is W1.

SKAVA ‘chafe’  < pgMc +skab-a-

oSw skava S6 – skōf skōvo skavin

ModSw skava W2 skaver skavde – skavt

In both Old and Early Modern Swedish, this verb is inflected according to its 
original S6 inflection. In Modern Swedish, however, it has weakened to W2.

SKE ‘happen’  < pgMc +skeh-a-

oSw skē W3 skē(r) skēþe – skēt

ModSw ske W3 sker skedde – skett

Though historically a strong verb of S5 inflection, ske has never been strong 
in Swedish. It was loaned from Middle Low German (Hellquist  1922: s.v. ske), 
and only appears as W3 in Old Swedish. Eventually, the verb joined the new 
(Early) Modern W3 class, with shortened stem vowel in the prEt. and Sup.

isn’t the same — see section 4.5.3 (p. 70) for a discussion.
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SKINA ‘shine’  < pgMc +skein-a-

oSw skīna S1 – skēn skinu skinin

ModSw skina S1 skiner sken – skinit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SKITA ‘shit’  < pgMc +skeit-a-

oSw skīta S1 – +skēt +skitu skitin

ModSw skina S1 skiter sket – skitit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SKJUTA ‘shoot’   < pgMc +skeut-a-

oSw skiūta S2 – skøt̄ skutu skutin

ModSw skjuta S2* skjuter sköt – skjutit

The inflection of skjuta has remained stable, except for the introduction of 
glide levelling, starting already in Middle Swedish in the prEt.ptc. (Lundberg  
1921: 115).

SKRIA ‘shriek’  < pgMc +skrei-a-

oSw skrīa S1, W1 – skrē, skrīaþe – –

ModSw skria W1 skriar skriade – skriat

This verb was originally borrowed from Middle Low German schrīen (Noreen  
1904: 427). In Old Swedish, it could be inflected strongly according to S1, al-
though only the prEt.Sg. is attested, or weakly according to W1. The verb can 
still be used Modern Swedish, but is mostly superseded by SKriKA ‘ScrEAM’ 
(pAgE 218).

SKRIDA ‘pace’  < pgMc +skreiþ-a-

oSw skrīþa S1 – skrēþ skriþu +skriþin

ModSw skrida S1 skrider skred – skridit

The inflection of this verb is a stable S1 .
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SKRIKA ‘scream’   < pgMc +skreik-a-

oSw skrīa S1, W1 – skrē, skrīaþe – –

ModSw skria W1 skriar skriade – skriat

This verb has been attested from the 17th century onward, first in Finlandic 
Swedish. In the early stages of its existence, the verb had various inflectional 
patterns, e.g. S1 prEt. skreek, W2 prEt. skrikte, W1 Sup. skrickatt (all forms from 
Hellquist  1922, s.v. skrika). In Modern Swedish, the strong S1 inflection has 
become the standard. The Proto-Germanic reconstructed ancestor form 
is tentative; Seebold (1970: s.v. SKREI-A-) lists it, but based only on Modern 
forms in Mainland Scandinavian. It is not unthinkable that the verb is simply 
onomatopoeic; cf. English shriek and screech.

SKRIUNKAOSw ‘shrink’  < pgMc +skrenk(w)-a-

oSw +skriunka S3 – +skrank +skrunko +skrunkin

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only attested in an Old Swedish adjectival form skrunken (Seebold  
1970: s.v. SKRENK(W)-A-).

SKRIVA ‘write’   < pgMc +skreib-a-

oSw skrīva W1, S1 – skrēv, 
skrīvaþe skrivu skrivin, 

skrīvaþer

ModSw skriver S1 skriver skrev – skrivit

The etymology of skrīva and its Germanic cognates is not entirely clear. There 
might have been pgMc +skreiba-, but Seebold argues that the meaning sug-
gests that the verb is a loan from Latin scrībere (Seebold  1970: s.v. SKREIB-A-) 
If so, the verb soon became S1 in most Old Germanic languages, with the ex-
ception of Old Norse, where it remained weak, before eventually shifting to S1 
in later attested Scandinavian languages, including Swedish. In Old Swedish, 
some W1 forms are still found, alongside the innovative S1 inflection. From 
Early Modern Swedish onward, only strong forms are used.

SKRYTA ‘boast’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw skryta S2 skryter skröt – skrutit

This verb is a loan from Middle Low German skrûten. In my corpus, it is only 
attested with S2 forms, but in Early Modern Swedish, the verb could have W2 
or, more rarely, W1 forms (Hellquist  1922: s.v. skryta). In Modern Swedish, 
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only S2 is standard. The verb is also connected with Old Icelandic skraut ‘jew-
ellery’, skreyta ‘adorn’ (Torp 1919: s.v. skrøyta).

SKRÄLLA ‘yell’  < pgMc +skrell-a-

oSw +skrælla S3 – +skrall skrullo +skrullin

ModSw skrälla W2 skräller skrällde – skrällt

This verb is only sparsely attested before Modern Swedish, but it’s clear the 
verb was originally inflected according to S3. In Modern Swedish, the verb 
has weakened to W2.

SKÄLVA ‘quake’  < pgMc +skelb-a-

oSw skiælva S3 – skalv skulvo skulvin

ModSw skälva S3, W2 skälver skalv, skälvde – skälvt

This verb had its original S3 inflection in Old Swedish, but weakened consid-
erably afterwards. The verb is not attested in Early Modern Swedish part of 
my corpus, so it is unclear exactly when weak variants started to appear. In 
Modern Swedish, the only remaining strong part of the paradigm is the prEt. 
variant skalv.

SKÄRA ‘cut’  < pgMc +sker-a-

oSw skiæra S4 – skar skāro skorin, skurin

ModSw skära S3/4 skär skar – skurit

This verb has a relatively stable inflection, with the original S4 inflection be-
ing preserved in Old Swedish. In Modern Swedish, the two classes are in-
distinguishable, but we can tell from the period when the prEt.pl. still had a 
unique vowel that the verb had shifted to S3 before the two classes merged, as 
evidenced by the prEt.pl. form skuro in ArguS, whereas an S4 form at the time 
would have been *skaro.

SKÄRSKÅDA ‘study in detail’ 

oSw skīrskuta W1, S2 skīrskuta(r) skīrskutaþe – skīrskutaþer, 
skīrskutin 

ModSw skärskåda W1 skärskådar skärskådade – skärskådat

The Modern Swedish form is a modified form based on a folk etymologi-
cal analogy with the verb skåda ‘study, see’ (Hellquist  1922: s.v. skärskåda), 
and is inflected accordingly. Originally, however, the verb derives from Old 
Swedish skīrskuta, skǣrskota, which usually also had W1 inflection, but also 
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an analogical S2 prEt.ptc. -skutin, skotin, based on the verb’s similarity with 
SKjutA ‘SHoot’ (pAgE 217) — see Noreen (1904: 428).

SLINKA ‘slip, sneak’  < pgMc +slenk-a-

oSw +slinka S3 – slank – –

ModSw slinka S3 slinker slank – slunkit

Slinka was borrowed from Middle Low German slinken ‘shrink’ and is not at-
tested earlier than Middle Swedish. However, all attested forms are strong, 
which indicates that the verb might have been borrowed along with its strong 
inflection.

SLINTA ‘slide’  < pgMc +slent-a-

oSw slinta S3 – slant slunto sluntin

ModSw slinta S3 slinter slant – sluntit

The etymology of this verb is not particularly clear. In Old Germanic, the Old 
Swedish attestations seem to be the only ones, so the reconstructed ancestor 
form is perhaps a bit tentative (Seebold  1970: s.v. SLENT-A-). Regardless, the 
verb has a consistent S3 inflection in all investigated periods.

SLIPPA ‘escape, evade’   < pgMc +slemp-a-

oSw slippa S3 – slap sluppo sluppin

ModSw slippa S3 slipper slapp – sluppit

This verb has stable S3 inflection in all investigated periods. It is not cognate 
with e.g. English slip or Dutch slippen (De Vries  1962: s.v. slippen).

SLITA ‘yank, wear down, work hard’  < pgMc +sleit-a-

oSw slīta S1 – slēt slitu slitin

ModSw slita S1 sliter slet – slitit

This verb shows stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SLIUNGAOSw ‘fling’  < pgMc +slengw-a-

oSw sliunga S3, W3 – +slang, sliungde slungo slungin

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is not attested after Old Swedish, where it varied between its origi-
nal S3 inflection and W3.
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SLUKA ‘swallow, wolf down’  < pgMc +slūk-a- / +sluk-a-

oSw +sluka/+slūka S4 (W1, W3) (slukar) – – slukin, 
(slukt)

ModSw sluka W1, S2 slukar, 
sluker

slukade, 
slök – slukat, 

slukit

In Old Swedish, this verb is only attested strongly in the prEt.ptc. form slukin, 
which is ambiguous between S2, S3, and S4. Noreen (1904: 438) lists the verb 
as S4 — besides the W3 form slukt — but Seebold (1970: s.v. slūka) seems to as-
sume an S2 ancestor form with a long stem vowel in the prES. Hellquist (1922: 
s.v. sluka), in turn, suggests a W1 origin for the verb. Since the verb does not 
appear in my corpus, I am unable to bring clarity to the matter. In Modern 
Swedish, the verb can either be inflected according to S2, which might give 
credence to Seebold’s reconstruction, or according to W1.

SLUTA ‘end, close’  < pgMc +slūt-a-

oSw slūta S2 – sløt̄ slutu slutin

ModSw sluta S2, W1 sluter, 
slutar

slöt, 
slutade – slutit, 

slutat

This verb is a loan from Middle Low German slūten. In Modern Swedish, the 
inflection is split along semantic lines. The meanings involving time or pe-
riods coming to an end are inflected using W1, whereas sluta used in a more 
spatial sense and metaphorical extensions of it (e.g. closing a door, a circuit, 
or a deal) are inflected according to S2.

SLÅ ‘strike’  < pgMc +slah-a-

oSw slā S6 – slō, slōgh slōgho slaghin, slæghin

ModSw slå S6 slår slog – slagit

This verb has stable S6 inflection in all investigated periods. Middle Swedish 
prEt.Sg. slōgh is an analogical form based on the prEt.pl. (Noreen  1904: 442).

SMIDA ‘forge’  < pgMc +smiþ-ō-

oSw smīþa W3, S1 smīþi(r) smidde – smidder, 
smidhit

ModSw smida S1, W2 smider smed, 
smidde – smidit, 

smitt

Originally, smida was a weak verb (Old Swedish W3). However, strong forms 
are found in the paradigm, starting in the prEt.ptc., since Middle Swedish. In 
Modern Swedish, the verb shows variation between S1 and W2.
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SMITA ‘flee, evade’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw smita S1 smiter smet – smitit

The origin of this verb is unclear (see Hellquist  1922: s.v. smita and De Backer  
2013: 62). There is a Proto-Germanic S1 verb +smeita- (cf. English smite, Dutch 
smijten ‘throw’, German schmeißen ‘throw’), but semantically this Swedish 
verb is divergent. In addition, there are no traces of the verb in the Old Scan-
dinavian languages.

SMYGA ‘creep’  < pgMc +smeug-a-

oSw smȳgha S2 – +smøgh +smughu +smughin

ModSw smyga S2 smyger smög – smugit

This verb is sparsely attested in Old Swedish, but it appears to have a stable S2 
inflection throughout the history of the language.

SMÄLTA ‘melt [intr.]’ < pgMc +smelt-a-

oSw smælta S3 – smalt smulto smultin

ModSw smälta S3 smälter smalt – smultit

There are two version of the verb: one with transitive and and one with in-
transitive meaning ‘melt’. Already in Old Swedish, the inflection was split 
along these semantic lines, with the intransitive verb having S3 inflection, 
and the transitive verb W3 (Modern Swedish W2). Only the strong forms are 
given above.

SNIDA ‘carve’  < pgMc +sneiþ-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw snida W1 snidar snidade – snidat

This verb is not listed by Noreen (1904), and it is unclear whether the verb 
existed in Old Swedish. In later stages of Swedish, it was present with weak 
inflection, and sometimes dialectally with its original strong inflection, as-
suming the verb derives from pgMc +sneiþa- (Hellquist  1922: s.v. snida).
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SNYTA ‘blow one’ s nose, deceive’ 

oSw snȳta W3 snȳti(r) snȳtte – snȳtter

ModSw snyta S2 snyter snöt – snutit

This verb was weak in Old Swedish, but shifted to S2 inflection in Early Mod-
ern Swedish (Hellquist  1922: s.v. snyta).

SNÆRKAOSw ‘wrinkle’  < pgMc +snerk-*a-

oSw +snærka S3 – +snark +snurko snorkin

ModSw – – – – – –

This verb is only attested in its adjectival prEt.ptc. snorkin ‘wrinkly’. It is not 
attested after Old Swedish.

SOVA ‘sleep’   < pgMc +swef-a-

oSw sova S4* – sof sōvo sovin

ModSw sova S4* sover sov – sovit

This verb was a divergent member of S4 already in Old Swedish, where its 
back stem vowel in the present set it apart, together with a small number of 
other verbs. Its inflection has remained stable for the most part. The sole ex-
ception in my corpus is the prEt.pl. form sufwo in ArguS, which indicates a 
confusion with S3.

SPINNA ‘spin, tell a yarn’  < pgMc +spenn-a- 

oSw spinna S3 – span spunno spunnin

ModSw spinna S3 spinner spann – spunnit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SPRICKA ‘burst’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw spricka S3 spricker sprack – spruckit

This verb is a new formation, based on the prEt.Sg. of SpringA ‘run, Hop, Ex-
plodE’ (pAgE 224) (Hellquist  1922: s.v. spricka). It is first attested in Early Mod-
ern Swedish, e.g. AHorn prEt.ptc. sprukit,28 which indicates that the verb has 
had strong inflection since its inception.

28· Compare the similar verb pair SticKA ‘Sting’ (pAgE 225) and StingA ‘Sting’ (pAgE 
225).
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SPRIDA ‘spread’  < pgMc +spreid-a-, +spraid-eja-

oSw
sprēdha 
(sprīdha)

W3 sprēdhi(r) spredde – spredder

ModSw sprida S1, W2 sprider spred, 
spridde – spridit, 

spritt

Two verbs interact here. A strong verb with intransitive meaning of strong 
origin, which may have ended up in Swedish via German (see Hellquist  1922: 
s.v. sprida and Seebold  1970: s.v. SPREID-A-) and a weak verb with causative 
meaning. In Old Swedish, only W3 inflections are found for both sprēdha and 
the rarer variant sprīdha (Noreen  1904: 457). In Modern Swedish, the verb 
sprida has incorporated both meanings, and may be inflected as S1 or W2.

SPRINGA ‘run, hop, explode’   < pgMc +spreng-a-

oSw springa S3 – sprang sprungo sprungin

ModSw springa S3 springer sprang – sprungit

This verb shows stable S3 inflection in all periods.

SPRITTA ‘quiver’  < pgMc +sprent-a-

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw spritta S3 spritter spratt – spruttit

This verb might be derived from dialectal Swedish sprinta (Hellquist  1922: 
s.v. spritta), which in turn derives from pgMc +sprenta- (Seebold  1970: s.v. 
SPRENT-A-).

SPÖRJA ‘ask’  

oSw
spyria, 
spøria

W2 spyr, spør spurþe, 
sporþe – spurþer, 

sporþer

ModSw spörja W2x spörjer sporde – sport

Spörja is one of the few verbs that has preserved vowel alternation in its Mod-
ern Swedish paradigm. In Old Swedish there was still variation among two 
different stem vowels in the present (and thus also the preterite), but this 
conflict has been decided in favour of the ö/o alternation.
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STICKA ‘sting’ 

oSw – – – – – –

ModSw sticka S3 (W1) sticker stack – stuckit

This verb is based on the prEt.Sg. of StingA ‘Sting’ (pAgE 225): stack < stang 
(Hellquist  1922: s.v. sticka). In its basic meaning — as well as several meta-
phorical extensions e.g. ‘be off, leave’ — the verb is inflected according to S3 
in Modern Swedish. There is also a meaning ‘knit’, but here only W1 inflection 
is used.

STIGA ‘rise, step’  < pgMc +steig-a-

oSw stigha S1 – stēgh stighu stighin

ModSw stiga S1 stiger steg – stigit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

STINGA ‘sting’   < pgMc +steng-a-

oSw stinga S3 – stang stungo stungin

ModSw stinga S3* stinger – – stungit

This verb has stable S3 inflection; however, in Modern Swedish it has mostly 
been superseded by SticKA ‘Sting’ (pAgE 225), which is derived from this 
verb. The preterite is missing from the Modern Swedish paradigm.

STINKA ‘stink’   < pgMc +stenkw-a-

oSw stiunka S3 – stank +stunko +stunkin

ModSw stinka S3 stinker stank – stunkit

Modern Swedish stinka was borrowed from Midde Low German; if the verb 
had been inherited from Old Swedish, its modern form would have been +st-
junka. Regardless, the verb has preserved its original S3 inflection since Pro-
to-Germanic times.29

29· Compare Frisian SinKE ‘SinK’ (pAgE 273).
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STJÄLA ‘steal’  < pgMc +stel-a-

oSw stiæla S4 – stal stālo stulin, stolin

ModSw stjäla S3/4 stjäler stal – stulit

This verb’s inflection has remained stable, and is part of the merged S3/4 class 
in Modern Swedish. Unlike in Bokmål (e.g. Sup. stjålet) and Danish, this verb 
does not have glide levelling in Swedish.

STJÄLPA ‘fall over’  < pgMc +stelp-a-

oSw stiælpa S3, W3 – stalp, 
stiælpte stulpo stulpin, 

stiælpter

ModSw stjälpa W2 stjälper stjälpte – stjälpt

In Old Swedish this verb could be inflected according to its original S3 inflec-
tion or according to W3. In Modern Swedish only the weak inflection sur-
vives. 

STRIDA ‘fight’  < pgMc +streid-a-

oSw strīþa S1, W3 strīþi(r) stridde – stridder, 
stridhit

ModSw strida S1 strider stred – stridit

This verb was weak in Old Swedish, though it can be traced back to a Pro-
to-Germanic strong verb. Strong prEt.ptc. forms have been attested since 
Middle Swedish (Noreen  1904: 427). In Modern Swedish only S1 inflection is 
used.

STRYKA ‘stroke, iron, cross out’  < pgMc +streuk-a-

oSw strȳka S2 – strøk̄ struku strukin

ModSw stryka S2 stryker strök – strukit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

STÅ ‘stand’  < pgMc +sta-n-d-a-, +stǣ-

oSw standa, stā S6* – stōþ stōþo standin

ModSw stå S6/W3 står stod – stått

The Old Swedish verb was a confluence of two originally separate para-
digms: pgMc +standa and +stǣ-. The former is found in the infinitive, pres-
ent, and preterite (where the nasal has disappeared, cf. English stood), and 
also through new formation in the prEt.ptc. (Noreen  1904: 443). The latter has 
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survived in the Old Swedish infinitive, and has gained ground in later periods 
of Swedish. In Standard Modern Swedish, only the prEt. bears any trace of the 
standa paradigm. In varieties of Swedish, however, the Sup. ståndit is some-
times used. Finally, an innovative prEt. form stog is noteworthy, as it is based 
on a specific analogy with slå – slog ‘hit’ — see section 4.3.1.h (p. 58). This 
form may be found in Swedish varieties, and appears in my corpus in AHorn.

SUPA ‘drink heavily’  < pgMc +sūp-a-

oSw sūpa S2 – søp̄ supu supin

ModSw supa S2 super söp – supit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SVIDA ‘burn, hurt’  < pgMc +SWEIÞ-A-

oSw swīþa S1 – swēþ swiþu swiþin

ModSw svida S1 svider sved – svidit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

SVIKA ‘betray, disappoint’  < pgMc +sweik-a-

oSw swīka S1 – swēk swiku swikin

ModSw svika S1 sviker svek – svikit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

FÖR-SVINNA ‘disappear’  < pgMc +-swend-a-

oSw forswinna S3 – forswan forswunno forswunnin

ModSw försvinna S3 försvinner försvann – försvunnit

This verb was borrowed from Middle Low German vorswinden (Noreen  1904: 
431). It is first attested in Middle Swedish, and never without S3 inflection.

SVÄLJA ‘swallow’  < pgMc +swelgj-a-

oSw swælghia S3 – swalgh swulgho swulghin

ModSw svälja W2x sväljer svalde – svalt

In Old Swedish the w was sometimes lost before u, leading to prEt.pl. and prEt.
ptc. forms like sulghin (Noreen  1904: 431). Before the Modern Swedish period 
the verb had shifted to weak inflection with vowel alternation (W2x), most 
likely based on an analogy with verbs like välja ‘choose’.
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SVÄLTA ‘starve’  < pgMc +swelt-a-

oSw swælta S3 – swalt swulto swultin

ModSw svälta S3, W2 svälter svalt, 
svälte – svultit, 

svält

In Old Swedish the strong inflection was reserved for the intransitive use of 
the verb. The strong inflection in Modern Swedish belongs mainly to the in-
transitive meaning of the verb as well, although the strong prEt. svalt can also 
be used transitively, next to W2 svälte.

SVÄR(J)A ‘swear’  < pgMc +svar-ja-

oSw swæria S6/S4* – s(w)ōr s(w)ōro s(w)urin

ModSw svär(j)a S6/S3* svär(j)er svor – svurit

De Backer (2013: 80) lists the verb svärja as having changed from S6 to S3, 
presumably based on its Modern Swedish supine form svurit. The Old Swed-
ish ancestor of this form is analysed by Noreen (1904: 443) as an intrusion 
from S4, and this is presumably also De Backer’s position, S3 coinciding with 
S4 in Modern Swedish. Seebold, however, analyses this participle form as an 
anomalous Schwundstufe, presumably since it appears in a number of Old Ger-
manic languages (Seebold  1970: s.v. SWAR-JA-). While there is something to be 
said for this position, I am inclined to agree with Noreen and De Backer. An 
early analogical shift to S4 seems preferable as an analysis than a zero grade 
that is not further explained.

There are two variants of this verb in Modern Swedish, one with and one 
without /j/. There is no semantic difference between the two variants.

SÅ ‘sow’  < pgMc +sǣ-a-

oSw sā S7, W3 – sāþe – sāin

ModSw så W3 sår sådde – sått

While it was originally a strong verb, så already showed signs of weakening 
in Old Swedish, where only the past participle sāin is strong. In (Early) Mod-
ern Swedish, the verb can be classified as W3 on account of the monosyllabic 
infinitive.
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SÄGA ‘say’  < pgMc +sag-eja-

oSw
sighia, 
sæghia

W4 sigher, sægher, 
sighir

sag(h)þe, 
sāghe, sadhe sāgho saghaþer, 

sag(h)þer, sagher

ModSw säga W* säger sa, sade – sagt

As in most Germanic languages (see Nübling  2000: 157–175), säga is an idio-
syncratic weak verb in Swedish. It is classed as W4 by Noreen (1904: 465–466), 
who gives an overview the large amount of phonological variation the verb 
showed in Old and Middle Swedish. In Modern Swedish, it is relatively point-
less to attempt to classify this verb. While the 〈g〉 recurs in spelling every-
where except the prEt., it is realised in different ways: /j/ in the inF. and prES. 
as opposed to /k/ in the Sup.

TA ‘take’  < pgMc +tak-a-

oSw taka S6 – tōk tōko takin

ModSw ta S6 tar tog – tagit

Through regular phonological change /k/ >/ɣ/ (later /g/), the verb went 
through an intermediate stage taga. Shortened forms in the infinitive (ta) and 
present (tar) start showing up in Early Modern Swedish. Unlike in Bokmål, a 
(shortened) W3 Sup. tatt is not standard in Swedish, though it is used colloqui-
ally and regionally.30

TIGA ‘be silent’  < pgMc +þag-ja-

oSw þighia W4 þigher þig(h)de, thagdhe – thighat, thakt

ModSw tiga S1 tiger teg – tigit

In Old Swedish, þighia was a weak verb with a rather idiosyncratic inflection.
The past forms with /a/ are more original, and belong to an older infintive 
form +þeghia; these forms persisted into Middle Swedish (e.g. prEt. tagde in 
didriK). The past forms with /i/ were formed on the model of the new in-
finitive. Note that þig(h)de and thighat represent different weak inflections: 
oSw W3 and W1, respectively. From Early Modern Swedish onward the verb 
shifted to S1 inflection, analogically made more likely by the lengthening of 
the infinitive/present vowel in an open syllable. In the supine, a W1 variant 
form tegat has also had some currency, for example in my Strind corpus, but 
it is not standard in Modern Swedish.

30· See e.g. Östman (1992: 155).
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TIGGA ‘beg’  < pgMc +þeg-ja-

oSw þiggia S5 – þā þāgho þighat

ModSw tigga W2 tigger tiggde – tiggt

Old Swedish þiggia was inflected according to its original S5 inflection. From 
Early Modern Swedish onward, this verb is inflected according to W2.

TJUTA ‘shriek’  < pgMc +þeut-a-

oSw þiūta S2 – þøt̄ þuto þutin

ModSw tjuta S2* tjuter tjöt – tjutit

This verb shows stable S2 inflection, apart from the occurrence of glide level-
ling, which starts to appear in writing during in the 17th century (Lundberg  
1921: 117–118).

TRIVAS ‘thrive’  < pgMc +þreib-a-

oSw þrīvas S1 – þrēfs þrivus þrivins

ModSw trivas W2, S1 trivs trivdes – trivts, trivits

In Old Swedish, this verb still had its original S1 inflection. In Modern Swed-
ish, however, W2 is the dominant class, with Sup. trivits being only a marginal 
S1 variant form.

TRYTA ‘run out’  < pgMc +þreut-a-

oSw þrȳta S2 – þrøt̄ þrutu þrutin

ModSw tryta S2 tryter tröt – trutit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

TRÅDA ‘tread’  < pgMc +trud-a-

oSw
troþa, 
trudha

S4* – troþ, trudh trōdho, 
trudhu

trudhin, 
trodhin

ModSw tråda W2 tråder trådde – trått

In Old Swedish, this verb had a slightly idiosyncratic S4 inflection compara-
ble to that of SnÆrKAoSw ‘wrinKlE’ (pAgE 223). In Modern Swedish, the verb 
is quite marginal, surviving only dialectically and in fixed expressions.
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TVINGA ‘force’  < pgMc +þweng-a-

oSw þwinga
S3, W1, 
W2 –

þwang, 
þwingaþ-, 
þwingd-

þwungo, 
þwingaþ-, 
þwingd-

þwungin, 
þwingaþer, 
þwingder 

ModSw tvinga W1, S3 tvingar, 
tvinger

tvingade, 
tvang – tvingat, 

tvungit

Throughout the history of Swedish, the inflectional class of this verb has been 
in flux. In Old Swedish, þwinga could inflect according to the original S3 in-
flection, as well as two kinds of weak inflection. In Modern Swedish, only S3 
and W1 are left as alternatives, with the strong forms generally considered to 
be more old fashioned.

TVÅ ‘wash’  < pgMc +þwah-a-

oSw þwā S6 – þwō, thwōgh thwōgho þwaghin 

ModSw två W3, S6 tvår tvådde, tvog – tvått, tvagit

In Old Swedish, this verb had its original S6 inflection. In Modern Swedish, 
the verb has mostly been superseded by tvätta ‘wash’, but it can still be used, 
both with strong inflection and an innovative W3 paradigm.

FÖR-TÄRA ‘eat, drink’  < pgMc +-tar-eja- 

oSw – W1, W2, S4(?) – – – –

ModSw förtära W2 förtärer förtärde – förtärt

The origin of the verb is uncommented on in the grammars. It might have 
been borrowed from Low German, but the form does not necessarily exclude 
an inheritance via Proto-Nordic. The first attestation for this verb is didriK, 
where it has both W1 and W2 preterite forms (fortärede, fortärde), and W1, W2, 
and strong forms in the past participle/supine (fortärede waro, haffuer fortärt, 
fortärit haffde). The strong supine suggests a connection to an Old Swedish 
strong verb +tæra <pgMc +ter-a-, which would be cognate with English tear. 
However, no such verb is attested.

VADA ‘wade’  < pgMc +wad-a-

oSw vaþa S6 – vōdh vōdho vaþin

ModSw vada W1 vadar vadade – vadat

In Old and Middle Swedish, the verb still had its original S6 inflection. In 
(Early) Modern Swedish, however, it had shifted to W1 inflection.
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VARDA ‘become’  < pgMc +werþ-a-

oSw varþa S3* – varþ, vart (v)urþo (v)urþin

ModSw varda S3* varder vart – –

On the divergent stem vowel in the Old Swedish present/infinitive, see No-
reen (1904: 110–111). In Modern Swedish, varda is only used in formal regis-
ters, and then solely the prEt. form. The verb has mostly been superseded by 
BliVA ‘StAy, rEMAin / BEcoME’ (pAgE 192).

VARA ‘be’  < pgMc +wes-a-

oSw vara, væra S5* – var, vas vāro varin, værin

ModSw vara S5* är var – varit

This verb has a relatively straightforward history in Swedish compared to 
some other Germanic languages, since the verb does not have forms from the 
Indo-European +bhū paradigm (Nübling  2000: 314–315). In Old Swedish, the 
verb was inflected according to its original S5 inflection, which only the stem 
vowel of the inF./prES. and prEt.ptc. having a as a variant. In Modern Swedish, 
the modified S5 inflection is still used for the verb’s main senses. There is also 
a variant of the verb meaning ‘last’, which has W1 inflection.

VETA ‘know’   < pgMc +wait-

oSw vita PP vēt viste, visse – vitin, vister, 
vitadher

ModSw veta W* vet visste – vetat

Like its cognates Dutch, German, and Frisian, Swedish veta is quite an irreg-
ular verb. In Old Swedish, the preterite–present verb showed an innovative 
strong prEt.ptc. vitin, as well as a W1 form vitadher, an inflection type not at-
tested anywhere else in the verb’s paradigm. In Modern Swedish, the verb has 
held on to a W1 Sup. form, but now with the new stem vowel of the present. 
The prEt. has retained a form with s(s), as well as the original stem vowel i.

VIKA ‘fold; yield; reserve’  < pgMc +weik-a-

oSw vīka S1 – vēk viku vikin

ModSw vika S1, W2 viker vek, vikte – vikit, vikt

In Old Swedish, this verb had retained its original S1 inflection. In Modern 
Swedish, W2 variants are allowed for all meanings of the verb, next to the 
original S1 inflection.
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VILJA ‘want, will’  < pgMc +wel-

oSw vilia W4 vil vilde, ville – vilit, villit

ModSw vilja W* vil ville – velat

The Proto-Germanic background of this verb is quite complicated, as it de-
rives from the optative of an athematic verb (Seebold  1970: s.v. WEL-?-), and 
large parts of its paradigm have to have been recreated using various inflec-
tion strategies. In Old Swedish, this resulted in an idiosyncratic (mostly) 
weak verb, classed by Noreen (1904: 466) as W4. In Modern Swedish, the verb 
has retained the divergent W2-ish prEt. ville, while it also has a W1 Sup. velat, 
which has a different stem vowel.

VINDAOSw ‘wind’  < pgMc +wend-a- 

oSw vinda S3 – vant vundo vundin

ModSw – – – – – –

In Old Swedish, this verb had its original S3 inflection. It is unrelated to 
ModSw vinda ‘be cross-eyed’.

VINNA ‘win’  < pgMc +wenn-a-

oSw vinna S3 – van vunno vunnin

ModSw vinna S3 vinner vann – vunnit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.

VĪTAOSw ‘accuse, prove’  < pgMc +weit-a- (3)

oSw vīta S1, W1 – vēt, vītaþe vitu, vītaþ- vitin, 
vītaþer

ModSw – – – – – –

In Old Swedish, this verb had both its original S1 inflection and W1 inflection. 
It is not attested in later periods.

VRIDA ‘turn’  < pgMc +wreiþ-a-

oSw vrīþa S1 – vrēþ vriþu vriþin

ModSw vrida S1 vrider vred – vridit

This verb has stable inflection in all investigated periods.
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VRÄKA ‘evict’  < pgMc +wrek-a-

oSw
vræka, 
vraka

S5, S6 – vrak, vrōk vrāko, 
vrōko

vrækin, 
vrakin

ModSw vräka W2 vräker vräkte – vräkt

There were two variants of this verb in Old Swedish: the original with S5 in-
flection, and a verb vraka with S6 inflection, an analogy based on the phono-
logically changed present/infinitive form of the verb. In Modern Swedish, the 
verb is inflected according to W2.

VÅLLA ‘cause’  < pgMc +wald-a-

oSw
valda 
(valla)

S7* – (v)ulte, valt, 
volte vulto, volto valdit, vallit 

(vullit)

ModSw vålla W1 vållar vållade – vållat

This verb — cognate with English wield, though since shifted in meaning — 
had partially preserved its original S7 inflection in Old Swedish. In the prEt. 
however, weak forms (with vowel alternation) like (v)ulte, vulto were used, as 
noted, but not explained, by Noreen (1904: 447–448). In Modern Swedish, the 
verb is weak, having only W1 inflection.

VÆGHAOSw ‘kill’  < pgMc +weg-a- (2), +wig-a- 

oSw vægha, vigha S5 – +vāgh +vāgho væghin, vighin

ModSw – – – – – –

The preterite of this verb is only attested in Runic Swedish ua uā(h). Two var-
iants existed in Old Swedish, one with e in the stem and one with i. This var-
iation appears to be related to existing variation in Proto-Germanic (Seebold  
1970: s.v. WIG-A-). The verb is not attested after Old Swedish, and is not an 
ancestor form of Modern Swedish viga ‘dedicate’ < oSw vighia (Hellquist  1922: 
s.v. viga).

VÄGA ‘weigh’   < pgMc +weg-a- (1)

oSw vægha S5* – vōgh vōgho væghin

ModSw väga W2 väger vägde – vägt

The first item of interest surrounding oSw vægha is its prEt. vowel, which is 
not normal for S5, and looks at first blush like an influence from S6. However, 
it is most likely an instance of u-umlaut in the prEt.pl., where original +wā be-
comes ō (via �) with the w being analogically reinserted later (Noreen  1904: 
62). That said, Noreen (ibid.) leaves the option open that the vowel might be a 
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Middle Low German influence.31 From Early Modern Swedish onwards, this 
verb is only used with an innovative W2 inflection.

VÄLLA ‘well’  < pgMc +WELL-A- (1, 2)

oSw vælla S3 – vall vullo vullin

ModSw välla W2 väller vällde – vällt

Most likely, we are dealing with two verbs here. In Old Swedish, there were 
two senses of vælla, one meaning ‘roll’, and one meaning ‘to well [forth]’, both 
deriving from possibly separate strong verbs (Seebold  1970: s.v. (-)WELL-A- 1, 
WELL-A- 2).32 In Modern Swedish, the latter meaning survives, though the 
original S3 inflection was lost.

VÄRPA ‘cast, lay eggs’  < pgMc +werp-a-

oSw +værpa S3 – varp +(v)urpo +(v)urþin

ModSw värpa S3, W2 värper varp, värpte – vurpit, värpt

In Old Swedish, this verb is only attested in the prEt.Sg. varp (also Runic Swed-
ish uarb). In Modern Swedish, the verb can be inflected both according to its 
original S3 inflection, and according to W2.

VÄRVA ‘recruit’  < pgMc +hwerb-a-

oSw hwærva S3 – hwarf hwurvo hwurvin

ModSw värva W1 värvar värvade – värvat

oSw hwærva ‘turn’ is the original Nordic verb with its expected S3 inflection. 
Forværva, though also S3, was borrowed from Middle Low German (Noreen  
1904: 431). The Modern Swedish verb värva derives from the latter, and has 
weakened to W1, although W2 forms have also been attested in the 18th and 
19th century (Hellquist  1922: s.v. värva).

VÄVA ‘weave’  < pgMc +web-a-

oSw væva S5 – +vaf, +(v)ōf vāvo vævin

ModSw väva W2 väver vävde – vävt

The Old Swedish prEt.Sg. of this verb is not attested and therefore slightly un-
certain. It could have had the more original +vaf, but might also have had the 
form +(v)ōf — see Noreen (1904: 438), and compare VArA ‘BE’ (pAgE 232). In 
Modern Swedish, the verb is inflected weakly according to W2.

31· Potential support for this explanation could be that the idiosyncratic past vowel is 
indeed also found in Dutch and German (e.g. Dutch woog ‘weighed’).
32· This vælla and English well are not, however, cognate (Seebold  1970: s.v. WALL-A-).
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VÄXA ‘grow’  < pgMc +wahs-(j)a-

oSw vaxa, væxa S6, W2 – vaxte, væxte – vaxin, væxin

ModSw växa W2/S3/4 växer växte – vuxit, växt

In Old Swedish, it appears two versions of this verb were in competition with 
each other, vaxa < pgMc +wahsa- and væxa <pgMc +wahsja-, according to No-
reen (1904: 444). Both variants are only attested with strong inflection in the 
prES. and prEt.ptc. Over time, the verb shifted to different inflection classes.  
In my Early Modern Swedish corpus, I have only found W2 forms of the verb, 
while in Modern Swedish, we can also find the Sup. form vuxit, which is only 
used to describe the growth of animals, however.

ÄGA ‘own’   < pgMc. +aih-

oSw ægha PP ā āt(t)e – (Adj. ēghin)

ModSw äga W2 äger ägde – ägt

This verb was originally a preterite–present verb. By the Early Modern Swed-
ish period, the verb had regularised to W2.

ÄTA ‘eat’   < pgMc. +et-a-

oSw æta S5* – āt āto ætin

ModSw äta S5 äter åt – ätit

The oSw verb had an idiosyncratic long /aː/ in the prEt.Sg.: āt, like in all other 
Old Germanic languages (Seebold  1970 s.v. ET-A-). This long /aː/ has under-
gone regular phonological change to /ɔː/ in Modern Swedish.
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appendix b:  
Historical dictionary of Frisian strong and 
irregular verbs

b.1 Introduction
Similar to the previous appendix, this one presents a mini-diction-
ary of Frisian verbs that have had strong and/or irregular inflection 
at some point in their history. It will be of interest to readers who are 
curious about particular developments mentioned earlier in this book, 
and/or those who are interested in the history of particular verbs. 
Verbs that show variation between the various weak inflection classes 
are not mentioned here, unless they also exhibit other interesting fea-
tures.

The list is ordered alphabetically by the Modern Frisian lemma of 
the verb, where one exists. Otherwise, an Old or Early Modern Frisian 
lemma is used. As much as possible, I have tried to list a Proto-Ger-
manic ancestral form of the verb in question, for comparative pur-
poses; for practically all strong and preterite-present verbs, I have 
used the reconstruction given by Seebold (1970). Unless stated other-
wise, the Old Frisian forms cited are from Bremmer (2009).

The entries for the verbs are formatted as follows:

LEMMA ‘translation’ < pgMc. reconstructed form

Old Frisian inf. Class(es) pres. pret.sg. pret.pl. pret.ptc.

Modern Frisian inf. Class(es) pres. pret. – sup.

“Description and history of the verb.”

Dialectal differences in the infinitival forms are indicated in super-
script after the lemma. “WL” and “EL” indicate the distinction between 
Old West Frisian and Old East Frisian forms; in all cases I follow the 
classification put forth by Hofmann et al. (2008).

For every entry, a classification and a selection of paradigm forms 
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is provided to illustrate the main inflectional forms of the verb and its 
development in terms of classes. When an inflection class is followed 
by an asterisk (*), this indicates that the paradigm deviates from what 
is usual for that class. What this entails is specified in the description. 
Finally, in each lemma, I touch upon some of the main points of in-
terest in the verb’s history, including inflection class shifts and varia-
tion, irregularities, typical phonological developments, and a variety 
of other aspects that may be relevant.
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b.2 Historical dictionary of Frisian strong and irregular 
verbs

ĀKAOFris ‘increase’  < pgMc +auk-a-

oFriS ākaOL, -ākiaWL S7? (W2) – – – āken, āket

ModFriS – – – – – –

Āka is not attested after the Old Frisian period. The inflection class is uncer-
tain, for only two past participle forms are attested: strong āken and W2 āket, 
suggesting the verb was strong in Old East Frisian, and had become weak in 
Old West Frisian.

BAKKE ‘bake’  < pgMc +bak-a-

oFriS bakaWL S6* – – – bātsen

ModFriS bakke W1 bak bakte – bakt

This verb appears to have a stable S6 inflection before Modern Frisian, al-
though no preterite forms are attested. Seebold does not list an Old Frisian 
form, but baka definitely belongs with the cognates listed by him (Seebold  
1970: s.v. BAK-A-). Assibilation is found in both MFriS and EModFriS prEt.ptc. 
baetzen, baetsen. In Modern Frisian, the verb has weakened to W1.

BANNE ‘ban, summon’  < pgMc +bann-a-

oFriS bonna, banna S7, W1, W2 – bēn, bande – bonnen, bonned

ModFriS banne W1 ban bande – band

oFriS bonna retains the original S7 inflection (e.g. prEt.Sg. bēn, prEt.ptc. bon-
nen). However, weak forms begin to surface in the Old Frisian period (e.g. W1 
prEt.Sg. bande, W2 prEt.ptc. bonned). EModFriS banje is W2. The verb seems to 
have shifted from S7 to W1, and then to W2. Modern Frisian has banne (W1); 
it is unclear whether the verb has shifted back once more or whether the W1 
inflection survived in dialects other than that of Japicx.

BARSTE ‘burst’  < pgMc +berst-a-

oFriS bersta S3 – barst bursten bursten

ModFriS barste, boarste W1 boarst boarstte – boarst

The ancestor for this verb is originally pgMc +bresta-, via Anglo-Frisian +ber-
sta- with metathesis. It seems likely that oFriS +borsta also existed as a vari-
ant, from which EModFriS borstje developed (Brandsma  1936: 51–52). The verb 
has shifted to W2 inflection by the Early Modern Frisian period. In addition, 
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the verb has a W1 inF. borste in the Burmania Proverbs. In Modern Frisian, 
the verb is only inflected according to W1, and there is a variant form barste, 
which might be a Dutchism.

BERAOFris ‘bear’  < pgMc +ber-a-

oFriS bera, baraWL S4* – ber beren beren, baren, boren

ModFriS – – – – – –

Bera retained its original S4 inflection in Old Frisian, although with additional 
past participle forms baren and boren — the latter influenced by Middle Dutch 
or Middle Low German1 — beside regular beren. The verb is not attested after 
Old Frisian.

BIDDA ‘bid, pray’  < pgMc +bed-ja-

oFriS bidda S5 – bed, bad bēden beden

ModFriS bidde S2* bid bea – bean

Since Old Frisian, the forms of bidda and BiEdE ‘Bid, oFFEr’ (pAgE 242) have 
overlapped to a large degree. Originally, bidda had prEt.Sg. bed, bad, which 
contrasts with the long /aː/ in the prEt.Sg. of oFriS biāda). but bad may have 
lengthened to /baːd/at some point, which form then developed phonologi-
cally to EModFriS bea (Hoekstra  2001: 726, 729), which could be reanalysed 
as an S2 form. Alternatively or additionally, prEt.ptc. beden, common to both 
verbs, may have served as an analogue for a shift to S2. The (Early) Modern 
Frisian preterite and participle forms of bidde are bea and bean, identical to 
those of biede < biāda.

BIEDE ‘bid, offer’   < pgMc +beud-a- 

oFriS biāda S2 – bād beden beden

ModFriS biede S2* bied bea – bean

This verb is stable throughout the investigated periods. (E)ModFriS prEt.Sg. 
bea and prEt.ptc. bean have developed from oFriS bād and beden through regu-
lar phonological change. This change does set the verb slightly apart from the 
rest of the original S2 verbs — a class which has fallen apart quite seriously 
anyway — of which only SiEdE ‘SEEtHE’ (pAgE 273) still has parallel forms.

1· See drAgE ‘BEAr’ (pAgE 247) for a discussion.
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BINE ‘bind’   < pgMc +bend-a-’

oFriS binda, binaWL S3 – band bunden bunden

ModFriS bine S3* byn bûn – bûn

The inflection class of EModFriS bijn(n)e is unchanged, but there is regular 
loss of /d/ after /n/ and vowel lengthening in the infinitive and past partici-
ple, e.g. forbuwn, /-unden/ > /uːn/ (Hoekstra  2001: 729). The Modern Frisian 
forms are essentially unchanged from the Early Modern ones.

BITE ‘bite’  < pgMc +beit-a-

oFriS bīta S1 – bēt biten bitin

ModFriS bite S1 bite biet – biten

This verb shows no unexpected changes and is stable throughout the investi-
gated periods, e.g. oFriS prEt.ptc. bitin, EModFriS prEt. biet.

BLAZE ‘blow’  < pgMc +BLǢ-A- (+BLǢS-A-)

oFriS bliā(n)WL S7 – blē – blēn

ModFriS blaze W1, S7 blaas blaasde, blies – blaasd, blazen

blieze W1, S* blies bliesde, bloes bliesd

oFriS bliā is only attested in prEt.Sg. blē and prEt.ptc. blēn. In Early Modern 
Frisian, we find the infinitive form bliesen in the Burmania Proverbs, and the 
adjectival prEt.ptc. op-bliesene in Japicx’ works, the latter belonging to the verb 
+op-blieze. Originally, the past participle must have had /-aː-/ (Seebold  1970: 
s.v. BLǢ-A-), which means the -ē- and its expected reflex -ie- must be a later in-
novation, possibly through analogy with S7 verbs that originally had -ē-, such 
as HjittE ‘BE nAMEd’ (pAgE 256). A question remains about the origin of the 
-s- in Early Modern Frisian and later forms. Variants with -s- are also known 
from other Germanic languages, and Seebold considers the Frisian s-forms to 
be loans (Seebold  1970: s.v. BLǢS-A-). If Early Modern Frisian had had blaze, as 
in Modern Frisian, we might consider it a loan from Dutch or (Low) German, 
but this is unlikely, as borrowing cannot explain (Early) Modern Frisian ie. 
Alternatively, we could assume an unattested Old Frisian verb +blēsa, which 
would be compatible with those forms. The Modern Frisian prEt. bloes for the 
varient verb blieze is highly idiosyncratic, and there are no other verbs who 
share that combination of present and preterite stem vowel. This form would 
fit as an S6 preterite for the infinitive blaze, however. Both Modern Frisian 
variants allow W1 inflection next to strong forms.
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BLIKE ‘appear’  < pgMc +bleik-a-

oFriS blīka S1 – blēk bliken bliken

ModFriS blike S1, W1 blike bliek, 
blykte – bliken, 

blykt

In oFriS and MFriS, blike has the regular S1 forms (e.g. MFriS prEt.ptc. bliken), 
but Japicx has only W2 forms (inF. blijckje). Elsewhere in EModFriS we do find 
strong inflections (S1 prEt. bliek and even a possible S2 prEt. form bleak), so we 
can also reconstruct a strong infinitive +blijcke. Modern Frisian allows both an 
S1 and W1 inflection.

BLINKE ‘shine, flicker’  

oFriS blenkiaWL W2 – blenkade – blenkad

ModFriS blinke S3 blink blonk – blonken

Though weak in Old Frisian, the Early Modern Frisian verb has prEt.Sg. blonck, 
which indicates a shift to S3. Dutch blinken shows a similar history, becoming 
strong between Middle and Early Modern Dutch. EModFriS blinck(j)e also has 
both W1 (prES.Sg. blinkct) and W2 forms (inF. blinckje). In Modern Frisian, the 
innovative S3 is the only standard inflection.

BLIUWE ‘stay, remain’  < pgMc +b-leib-a-

oFriS
bliuwa, 
bilīva

S1 – blēf, bliou bliouwen bliouwen

ModFriS bliuwe S1b bliuw bleau – bleaun

Starting in Middle Frisian, bliuwa/bilīva shows regular phonological change 
from S1 to S1b, due to the influence of Jorwert Breaking on many vowels in 
paradigm.2 The Old Frisian forms with monophthongs represent the original 
S1 forms. The charters evidence preterite forms such as bliaw, bliou. EModFriS 
blieuwe has prEt. bleau and prEt.ptc. bleau(w)n. In the light of the Middle Frisian 
forms, this 〈eau〉 probably represents /jo:w/. In Modern Frisian, the verb is 
still inflected stably according to S1b.

BREIDZJE ‘pull; braid’  < pgMc +bregd-a-

oFriS breidaOL, brīdaOL S3 – +bragd +brugden brūden

ModFriS breidzje W2 breidzje breide – breide

The semantics of the Proto-Germanic verb is complicated, as Seebold shows 
(Seebold  1970: s.v. BREGD-A-). oFriS breida could mean ‘draw [one’s sword]’ as 

2· See section 5.2.1.a (p. 77).
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well as ‘blink [one’s eye]’. EModFriS breydje, shifted to W2, means ‘knit’. This 
is parallel to the development in Dutch, where the cognate breien also means 
‘knit’. In Modern Frisian, the verb still has regular W2 inflection.

BREKKE ‘break’   < pgMc +brek-a-

oFriS breka S5* – brek, brēk brēken breken

ModFriS brekke S5* brek briek, bruts – brutsen

Brekke has mostly retained its original S5 inflection (e.g. oFriS lengthened 
prEt.Sg. breeck, EModFriS prEt.Sg. brijck). Since Middle Frisian, we find palatal-
ised past participle forms: breken > bretsen, britsen (Loopstra  1935: 49). In Mod-
ern Frisian, the original prEt. form competes with the form bruts, a levelling of 
the palatalisation from the prEt.ptc.

BROUWE ‘brew’  < pgMc +breww-a-

oFriS
briouwaWL, 
brouwaWL

S2? – – – brouwen

ModFriS brouwe W1 brouw brouwde – brouwd

The status of this verb in Old Frisian is unclear. It might have retained some 
of its original S2 inflection; the specific class cannot be deduced from the 
attestations, though the prEt.ptc. is unambiguously strong. In the infinitive 
and present, the original -e- has become -(j)o(u)-. The inF. briouwa shows Jor-
wert Breaking. The same goes for the prEt.ptc. brouwen, from regular +bre-
wen, but with loss of i after r (Jacobs  1899: 131–132). Bremmer suggests that 
the vowel might be influenced by the umlauted forms (-iu-) of the 2.3.Sg.prES. 
(Bremmer  2009 : 72–73). The verb is attested in Early Modern Frisian in the 
Burmania Proverbs, but only in the infinitive (brouwe) and the present, so 
its inflection class cannot be determined. In Modern Frisian, the verb is in-
flected solely according to W1.

DEKKE ‘cover, thatch’  < pgMc +þak-ja-

oFriS

thekkaWL, 
tekkaWL, 
dekkaWL

W1* –
tachte, 
thachte, 
dekte

– tacht, 
thacht

ModFriS dekke S5* (W1) dek diek, duts – dutsen, 
dekt

Thekka was weak in Old Frisian, with the original prEt.Sg. (bi)t(h)acht along-
side the more recent innovation (bi)dekte. By the Early Modern Frisian period, 
the verb had become partially strong, with an assibilated S5 past participle 
(e.g. beditsen), on the analogy of verbs like BrEKKE ‘BrEAK’ (pAgE 245). In the 
present tense, the verb only has W2 forms. The initial /d/ in EModFriS inF. 
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decke, deckje might be a Dutch or Low German influence, as initial /th/ nor-
mally has the reflex /t/ in Early Modern Frisian. In Modern Frisian the verb is 
mostly strong, except for a W1 variant dekt in the past participle.

BE-DJERRE, FER-DJERRE ‘spoil, (be) ruin(ed)’  < pgMc +-derb-a-

oFriS ur-dervaWL S3* – +-darf, -dērf +-durven +-durven

ModFriS
be-djerre, for-
djerre

S3* -djer -doar – -doarn

This verb is only attested with prefixed forms. For the most part, it has re-
tained its original S3 inflection.3 oFriS urderva ‘destroy’ has a reflex in EMod-
FriS fordearre, with prEt.ptc. fordoarn in Japicx and verdoorn in the Burmania 
Proverbs. Starting in Old Frisian, /v/ was regularly lost after /l/ and /r/ 
when followed by a vowel (Bremmer  2009: 49), and the Early Modern Frisian 
forms reflect this, including lengthening of the vowel before the newly arisen 
consonant cluster /rn/. Brandsma does not list an Old Frisian ancestor for 
bedearre ‘go bad’, and none is attested (Brandsma  1936: 35). Nevertheless, it 
is likely that an oFriS verb +biderva existed, given the presence of urderva. No 
Early Modern Frisian preterite or participle forms for bedearre are attested, 
so Brandsma’s S3 classification is probably based on the status of fordearre. In 
Modern Frisian, both verbs still exist, inflected according to the same slightly 
idiosyncratic S3 pattern.

DOLLE ‘delve’  < pgMc +delb-a-

oFriS
delva, dela, 
dolwaWL S3 – – – –

ModFriS dolle W1 dol dolde – dold

This verb has regular S3 inflection in Old Frisian and Middle Frisian (e.g. 
oFriS prEt.ptc. doluen). The v was sometimes lost after l, resulting in forms 
with only -l(l)- as a consonant, e.g. oFriS prEt.ptc. dollen. Only v-less forms 
survive in Early Modern Frisian, and the verb has become weak. Japicx has 
only W1 forms in the preterite, but also a few W2 infinitives, such as dollje. In 
Modern Frisian, only W1 dolle is used.

3· But note divergent forms such as prEt.Sg. urdērf, with a different, lengthened vowel 
(see Jacobs  1899: 89 for a discussion).
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DRAGE ‘bear’  < pgMc +drag-a-

oFriS
drega, dragaWL, 
drāgaWL, dreigaOL

S6* – drōch drōgen dregin, 
drein

ModFriS drage S6* draach droech – droegen

Bremmer explains the infinitive forms with e as analogous with the umlauted 
forms of the 2.3.Sg.prES. (Bremmer  2009: 76). Since Old Frisian we find past 
participle forms ending in -ein < +-agin. The preterite forms are mostly stable 
(e.g. oFriS prEt.Sg. drōch, EModFriS droeg), although we also find forms with 
long ē, e.g. oFriS prEt.Sg. drēg, which can be explained as influenced by the 
subjunctive (Jacobs  1899: 112–113). In addition to the stable S6 verb, Japicx has 
W2 dreagje (< +drāgia?). In Modern Frisian, the verb is still strong, the only 
divergent form being the prEt.ptc. droegen, where the vowel has been levelled 
from the prEt. and which has replaced the expected palatalised form +drein —
cf. SlAAn ‘Hit’ (pAgE 278) – slein.

BE-DRAGE ‘betray’   < pgMc +-dreug-a-

oFriS
bi-dregaWL, 
-dragaWL

S2* (S6?) – – – bedrein, bedrogen

ModFriS be-drage S2*, S6* bedraach bedreach, 
bedroech – bedragen, bedreagen, 

bedroegen

The original Old Frisian infinitive must have been +bidriāga, the form listed by 
Seebold (1970: s.v. DREUG-A-), but the attested forms are bidrega and bidraga. 
Perhaps these are influenced by the S6 verb drAgE ‘BEAr’ (pAgE 247). The oF-
riS prEt.ptc. forms include -drein < -dregen, as well as -drogen, the last two un-
der influence of Dutch or Low German.4 As Brandsma argues, both drega and 
+driāga could have the palatalised -ein participle, which may have linked the 
two originally distinct verbs (Brandsma  1936: 36). Further evidence for oFriS 
+bidriāga is provided by the EModFriS inF. bedriege, since ie is the regular reflex 
of the oFriS S2 stem diphthong iā < pgMc +eu. In both Old and Early Modern 
Frisian, the preterite forms are the regular S2 forms, such as EModFriS prEt.
Sg. bedræg. EModFriS bedriege also has W2 present forms, suggesting a possi-
ble inF. +bedriegje < oFriS +bidriāga. In Modern Frisian, this verb is homopho-
nous with bedrage ‘amount to’, a prefixed form of S6 drAgE ‘BEAr’ (pAgE 247). 
Both verbs can have an S6 prEt. bedroech, though only this verb can also have 
the (original) S2 prEt. bedreach. In the prEt.ptc. of the current verb three forms 
are allowed: bedragen, bedreagen, and bedroegen, all of which are idiosyncratic.

4· In Old Frisian, Old English, and Old Norse, past participles were generally formed 
with the suffix +-ina, which caused i-mutation in the participles where applicable, such 
as in +drugin > +drygin > unrounded dregen (Bremmer  2009: 111). However, a competing 
suffix +-ana- occurred in other Germanic languages, such as Old Saxon and Old Dutch, 
which did not cause i-mutation but a-mutation, resulting in drogen (see Nielsen 1998: 
549–550).
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DRINKE ‘drink’  < pgMc +drenk-a-

oFriS

drinkaWL, 
drinkiaWL, 
drintiaWL

S3* – – – drunken

ModFriS drinke S3 drink dronk – dronken

In the preterite, the verb mostly shows stable S3 inflection (e.g. oFriS prEt.ptc. 
drunken, EModFriS prEt.ptc. droncken), but since Old and Middle Frisian the 
verb has had palatalised forms in various parts of the paradigm. As Loopstra 
(1935: 23–33) shows, forms from both the strong (drinka) and the weak version 
(drenkia/drenza) of the verb became confused. Japicx also has a W2 variant 
verb drinckje. In Modern Frisian, only regular S3 inflection is used.

DRIPPE ‘drip’  < pgMc +dreup-a-, +drūp-a-

oFriS driāpaOL S2? – – – –

ModFriS drippe, druppe W1 drip, drup dripte, drupte – dript, drupt

This verb was probably S2 in Old Frisian, although no preterite or past parti-
ciple forms have been attested. Brandsma links EModFriS drippe to this form 
(Brandsma  1936: 10, 64), though this presupposes a simplification of the vo-
calism and gemination, as the regular form would have been +driepe. In ad-
dition, Japicx has the verb druwppe, which seems to indicate oFriS +drūpa. 
Although this form is not attested, an /uː/ form besides pgMc +eu is attested 
in other Old Germanic languages, and therefore plausible (Seebold  1970: s.v. 
DREUP-A-). Both of these Early Modern Frisian verbs have shifted to W1, and 
they survive in Modern Frisian.

DRIUWE ‘drive’  < pgMc +dreib-a-

oFriS
drīvaOL, 
driūwaWL

S1(b) –
+drēf, 
+driou driouwen

driven, 
drēven, 
driouw(e)n

ModFriS driuwe S1b driuw dreau – dreaun

This verb shows an expected development towards the new subclass S1b. The 
earliest of the new forms are attested in Middle Frisian, such as prEt.ptc. dry-
oun. 
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DWAAN ‘do’  < pgMc +dō-

oFriS dwâ(n) IRR – dēde dēden -dēn, dīen

ModFriS dwaan IRR doch die – dien

Dwaan is a highly irregular verb, also in the Old Frisian period. The infinitive 
is based on a change from a long falling diphthong to a rising one: /doːan/ > 
/dwaːn/. Some Old Frisian and Middle Frisian preterite forms show a rem-
nant of the verb’s original reduplication, e.g. dēde, dēd. In Early Modern Fri-
sian, due to loss of intervocalic d, the only form remaining is die, with regular 
raising of ē to ie. The past participle forms in Old Frisian are -dān and -dēn; the 
latter survived into Early Modern Frisian as dien. In Modern Frisian, forms 
with ie are used in both the prEt. and the prEt.ptc. Regarding the development 
of the divergent present tense forms with /x/ (since Early Modern Frisian), 
the most likely explanation is an analogy with SjEn ‘SEE’ (pAgE 274), which 
has a phonologically regular 3.prES.Sg. form sjocht < oFriS siucht. 

FÂLDZJE ‘fold’  < pgMc +falþ-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS fâldzje W2 fâldzje fâlde – fâlde

This verb is not attested in Old Frisian but appears in Early Modern Frisian 
with prEt.ptc. fâden, which is the regular reflex of oFriS prEt.ptc.+falden. The 
infinitive form with j suggests the verb was shifting to W2, a process which 
was completed by the Modern Frisian period, where only W2 is used in the 
entire paradigm.

FALLE ‘fall’  < pgMc +fall-a-

oFriS falla, fâlaWL S7/S6 
(W1) – fōl fōlen, -felle fallen

ModFriS falle S7/S6 fal foel – fallen

For the most part, falle is a stable S7 verb. In Old Frisian there are preterites 
with /oː/ (e.g. foel), which indicate a shift to S6, alongside a regular prEt.pl. 
fori-felle. This shift can be motivated by the overlap between the /a/ infinitive 
and past participle forms of this verb and S6 verbs. The /oː/ preterite forms 
dominate in Middle Frisian, and in addition we find a lone W1 prEt.ptc. form 
faeld. In Japicx’ works, the preterite form fiel is used, a regular development 
from the original S7 /eː/ preterite, and there is no sign of the S6 forms. How-
ever, the Burmania Proverbs and Modern Frisian have foel, indicating a sur-
vival of S6 forms in Frisian dialects other than Japicx’.
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FANGE ‘catch’  < pgMc +fanh-a-

oFriS fā(n), fēnWL S7* – fēng, fing – fangen, fengen, 
fenzen

ModFriS fange S7* fang fong – fongen

Old Frisian only has a contracted infinitive, but by the Early Modern Frisian 
period, a form with /ŋ/ appears, derived from the past participle, according 
to Brandsma (1936: 70–71). However, infinitives with /ŋ/ could also have been 
occasioned by Dutch or Low German, where non-contracted forms survived 
alongside contracted ones. inF. fean in Japicx’ works is a regular development 
of fān and inF. fęn in the Burmania Proverbs probably represents the same 
form. Starting in Old Frisian we find assibilated past participles like finsen, 
fensen (Loopstra  1935: 52–53). These persist into Early Modern Frisian, so the 
verb appears to be a stable S7 verb between Old Frisian and Early Modern 
Frisian, although no preterite forms are attested in Japicx’ works to confirm 
stability for this tense. In Modern Frisian, the verb has a divergent ablaut pat-
tern that is only shared with wASKjE ‘wASH’ (pAgE 291).

FARRE ‘sail’  < pgMc +far-a-

oFriS fara, fāra, feraWL S6* – fōr fōren faren, 
ferin

ModFriS farre S6* far foer – fearn

This verb is mostly stable (e.g. oFriS prEt.Sg. fōr), although there is variation 
in the Early Modern infinitive forms, including fearje, which points to a (par-
tial) W2 variant. EModFriS weerfearne is the only prEt.ptc. form attested, with 
long -ea- from Old Frisian past participles such as -faeren. The Modern Frisian 
forms are a continuation of those.

BE-FELLE ‘command, order’  < pgMc +-felh-a-

oFriS bi-fela, bi-falaWL S4 (S6) – -fel -fēlen, 
-foelen –felen

ModFriS befelle S4/S6* befel befoel – befellen

This verb changed from its original S3 inflection to S4 before Old Frisian, as 
a consequence of the loss of h in +felha. By the Middle Frisian period, we find 
several preterite forms with /oː/ (e.g. prEt.pl. befoelen), indicating a (partial) 
shift towards S6. The status of the verb in Early Modern Frisian is not entirely 
clear, but the attested prEt.ptc. befeln is consistent with a continuing S4 in-
flection. In Modern Frisian, the divergent prEt. vowel is maintained, as is the 
original prEt.ptc. vowel. The verb stands relatively alone, with only KEnnE 
‘Know’ (pAgE 259) having the same ablaut pattern.
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FINE ‘find’   < pgMc +fenþ-a-

oFriS finda S3 – fand funden funden

ModFriS fine S3* fyn fûn – fûn

This verb is morphologically stable (e.g. Old Frisian prEt.ptc. funden). The only 
significant development is the lengthening of the vowel and the regular loss 
of /d/ after /n/ in the verb stem. This is not only reflected in the infinitive, 
but also in Early Modern Frisian preterite and past participle forms like fuwn 
— see also e.g. BinE ‘Bind’ (pAgE 243). Such forms are standard in Modern 
Frisian.

FJOCHTSJE ‘fight’   < pgMc +feht-a-

oFriS fiuchta, fiochta S3* – focht, fucht

fuchten, 
fochten, 
fiochten, 
fiuchten

fuchten, 
fochten, 
fiochten, 
fiuchten

ModFriS fjochtsje S3/W2 fjochtsje focht – fochten

Old Frisian fiuchta illustrates the breaking of /e/ before /xt/ (Bremmer  2009:  
33–34). This new vowel in the infinitive may have caused some uncertainty or 
variation in the preterite forms, which include focht, fucht, rather than the ex-
pected but unattested +facht. Particularly interesting is the occurrence of prEt.
pl. and prEt.ptc. forms like fiochten and fiuchten, which show analogical spread 
of /j/ from the infinitive stem to tense forms where it did not originally occur 
(the expected forms are fochten, fuchten).5 This suggests that the /j/ was rean-
alysed by speakers as part of the consonantal part of the stem, which then re-
mained unchanged regardless of vowel alternations in the preterite and past 
participle.6 In Early Modern Frisian, the verb had acquired weak variants: 
Japicx has only W1 and W2 inflections, while strong forms (e.g. prEt.Sg. fogt, 
prEt.ptc. fochten) appear in other texts. In Modern Swedish, only strong forms 
are allowed in the prEt. and prEt.ptc., while the present and infinitive are W2. 
There is no trace left of the forms with glide levelling.

5· I owe these attestations to thanks to Arjen Versloot (see also Jacobs  1899: 90).
6· Though not the result of breaking, as in fiuchta, we find a similar spread of /j/ in 
e.g. Swedish bjuda ‘bid’ – bjöd < böd. See section 4.3.1.b (p. 56) for the Swedish phe-
nomenon, and also SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275) and HwĀoFriS ‘HAng’ (pAgE 256). This is 
a relatively rare type of levelling, but occurs in several Germanic languages.
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FLEANE ‘fly’  < pgMc +fleuh-a-, +fleug-a-

oFriS fliā, fliāga S2* – flāch– flegen flegen

ModFriS fleane S2* flean fleach – flein

In Old Frisian, the two verbs fliā ‘flee’ and fliāga ‘fly’ had begun to fuse, eventu-
ally leaving fliā(n) as the infinitive, as indicated by EModFriS inF. flean. Starting 
in Middle Frisian, we find palatalised prEt.ptc. forms, such as flein < +flegen. It 
is unclear why the Modern Frisian infinitive ends in e, since monosyllabic 
infinitives also occur in the language. The verb is stable in other respects.

FLOKKE ‘curse’  < pgMc +flōk-a-

oFriS ur-flôkaOL S7 – – – -flōkin

ModFriS flokke W1 flok flokte – flokt

This verb is only attested in the prefixed form ur-flōka in Old Frisian, which 
still shows the original strong inflection in the prEt.ptc. ur-flōkin. The verb sur-
vived into Early Modern Frisian but shifted to a weak inflection, wavering 
between W1 and W2. In Modern Frisian, only the W1 inflection is standard.

FRIEZE ‘freeze’  < pgMc +freus-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS frieze S2* friest frear – ferzen

This verb is first attested in Early Modern Frisian and most likely developed 
from oFriS +friāsa. The Early Modern Frisian verb is probably a stable S2 verb, 
but prEt.ptc. beferzen shows r-metathesis and levelling of /z/ to the prEt.ptc., 
instead of expected +(be)freren, as a result of the operation of Verner’s Law. 
The Modern Frisian verb also shows this slightly idiosyncratic S2 inflection. 
In the ModFriS prEt. we have the form frear, which shows the opposite change 
of the prEt.ptc.; here we would expect +freas < oFriS +frās, but the /r/ that was 
historically used in the prEt.pl. and prEt.ptc. must have levelled here. This form 
could also have been influenced by the Dutch prEt.Sg. vroor, which shows the 
same development.

GEAN ‘go’   < pgMc +gǣ-, +gang-a-

oFriS
gān, gunga, ungaOL, 
gēnWL, -gangaWL

S7* – ging, geng – gangen, gān, gēn, 
ginzen

ModFriS gean S7* gean gong – gongen

The verbs gān and gunga became intermingled in Old West Frisian. The pret-
erite forms in Old Frisian are based solely on the gunga paradigm, e.g. ging, 
geng. In the past participle, we find forms both with /ŋ/ (e.g. gangen), /n/ (e.g. 
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gān, gēn), and assibilated forms such as ginzen (Loopstra  1935: 50–51). In Early 
Modern Frisian the preterite is still ging, while the past participle shows both 
gien < gēn and ginzen. In Modern Frisian, these forms are replaced by idiosyn-
cratic strong forms with o.7

BE-GJINNE ‘begin’  < pgMc +-genn-a-

oFriS

bi-jennaOL, bi-
genna, bi-ginna, 
bi-gonnaWL

S3 (W1*) – -gan, 
-gonde -gonnen

-gunnen, 
-gonnen, 
-gond

ModFriS begjinne S3* begjin begûn – begûn

oFriS bijenna has a number of variant infinitive forms, some of which have 
/g/ in the stem rather than palatalised /j/.8 The preterite forms mostly have 
/o/ or /u/ as vowel, but some of them have an irregular weak suffix: oFriS 
bigonde is a regular (weak) preterite for bigonna, but forms like bigonst and 
bigost have an /s/ of unclear origin.9 EModFriS prEt. begoe may have developed 
from bigon(d), with the dental and nasal consonants being assimilated into 
a lengthened, nasalised vowel — compare e.g. FinE ‘Find’ (pAgE 251). Early 
Modern Frisian has a weak prEt.ptc. begoast, again with /s/, and a strong form 
that is only preserved in adjectival wolbegonne. Modern Frisian begjinnne is in 
line with the slightly idiosyncratic inflection of e.g. BinE ‘Bind’ (pAgE 243) 
and FinE ‘Find’ (pAgE 251).

GLIDE ‘glide’  < pgMc +gleid-a-

oFriS glīda S1 – glēd gliden gliden, glīden, 
glēden

ModFriS glide S1 glyd glied – gliden

This verb shows regular S1 inflection throughout the investigated periods, 
except for oFriS prEt.ptc. forms with lengthened ī or ē, such as glīden, glēden 
rather than the expected form gliden. These forms may be influenced by the 
vowels of the infinitive and prEt.Sg., respectively, or it may be a case of length-
ening in open syllables.

7· See section 5.3.1.i (p. 86) on prEt. o in Modern Frisian.
8· The forms with /g/ in the infinitive may actually be innovative and younger than 
the forms with /j/. The /g/ would have spread from the preterite and past participle, 
where it had not been subject to palatalisation (Stephen Laker, personal communica-
tion).
9· In Middle Dutch the verb has the same prevalence of /s/ in unexpected parts of the 
paradigm, e.g. prEt.ptc. begonst. De Vries (1962: 38) explains these forms as analogous 
with the preterites of Middle Dutch gunnen ‘to grant’ and kunnen ‘can, be able’. Very 
likely the Frisian forms with /s/ were ultimately borrowed from their Middle Dutch 
counterparts.
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GRAVE ‘dig’  < pgMc +grab-a-

oFriS

grava, grevaWL, 
grēvaWL, griôwaWL, 
grouwaWL

S6* – +grōf grōven -grōwen

ModFriS grave S6* graaf groef – groeven

Bremmer explains the Old Frisian infinitive forms with e as analogous with 
the umlauted forms of the 2.3.prES.Sg. (Bremmer  2009: 76). The /-ev-/ combi-
nation has led to Jorwert Breaking in forms like griōwa from which grouwa is 
a later development. The verb is sparsely attested in Middle Frisian with prEt.
ptc. bygroun, and in Early Modern Frisian with prEt.ptc. groewen. The Modern 
Frisian forms are as expected based on these ancestors.

GRIPE ‘grasp’  < pgMc +greip-a-

oFriS grīpa S1 – grēp gripen gripen, grīpen

ModFriS gripe S1, W1 gryp griep, grypte – gripen, grypt

The development of gripe is as expected (e.g. oFriS prEt.Sg. grēp, prEt.ptc. 
gripin), except for some lengthened forms, such as prEt.pl. grīpen. There are 
some W2 variant forms in Early Modern Frisian, e.g. prEt.ptc. gryppe. In Mod-
ern Frisian, the verb has a W1 variant next to its original S1 inflection.

HÂLDE ‘hold’  < pgMc +hald-a-

oFriS
halda, hālda, 
hādaWL, hau(l)daWL S7* – hēld, hīld – halden

ModFriS hâlde S7* hâld hold – holden

Old Frisian halda has a regular S7 preterite with /e(ː)/ or /i(ː)/. In Middle Fri-
sian, the past participle sometimes shows vocalisation of the /l/ in hauden < 
halden, and occasionally a further reduction to haun. The EModFriS verb hâdde 
shows regular reflexes of the Old Frisian forms, but with a few weak variants 
in prefixed forms of the verb, e.g. prEt. onderhâdde ‘maintained’. In Modern 
Frisian, the prEt. and prEt.ptc. forms have o.10

10· See section 5.3.1.i (p. 86) on prEt. o in Modern Frisian.
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HEBBA ‘have’  < pgMc +hab-ja-

oFriS
hebba, habba, 
havaWL, hābaWL IRR – hēd(e), 

hāde hadden hawn

ModFriS hawwe IRR haw hie – hân

Although originally a weak verb (see Marti Heinzle  2014), hebba already shows 
many irregularities in Old Frisian. The preterite shows forms with /had-/ 
next to those with /heː(d)-/. The first may be a result of assimilation of the 
original labial to /d/: /haβd-/ > /had-/. The latter may have evolved as follows: 
first a spread of the i-mutated present vowel to the preterite (/heβd-/), with 
subsequent assimilation of the labial consonant, and lengthening to /heːd/. 
The forms without /d/, then, are instances of apocope. In the past participle, 
we find regular weak forms ending in /d/, beside strong formations based 
on forms like +hadden, resulting in forms like hawn, haun.11 By the Early Mod-
ern Frisian period, the verb seems to have reached some degree of (irregular) 
stability. The preterite forms are based on hie < /heː/, whereas the participle 
is hân or hând. The latter form has a hypercorrect (weak) /d/, a phenomenon 
that occurs in various Frisian dialects (Van der Veen 2001: 110–111). This latter 
form is not standard anymore in Modern Frisian, but in other respects the 
forms are essentially the same as in Early Modern Frisian.

HELPE ‘help’  < pgMc +help-a-

oFriS helpa S3 – halp hulpen hulpen

ModFriS helpe S3 help holp – holpen

In Old Frisian and Middle Frisian, helpa is a regular S3 verb. From at least Mid-
dle Frisian onwards infinitive forms with /o/ occur, which are southwestern 
Frisian dialectal forms. In Early Modern Frisian W2 forms are found besides 
the surviving S3 inflection, but in Modern Frisian, only the S3 is standard.

HINGJE ‘hang’  < pgMc +hang-eja-

oFriS

hengiaWL, hongiaOL, 
hangiaWL, heingiaWL, 
hingiaWL

W2 hengie hengade – hengad

ModFriS hingje S3*/W2 hingje hong – hongen

Since Early Modern Frisian this is the verb used for both the transitive and 
the intransitive meaning of ‘hang’, thereby making HwĀoFriS ‘HAng’ (pAgE 
256) obsolete. In Modern Frisian the verb has acquired strong forms in the 
preterite, which may be analysed as S3 forms, but see section 5.3.1.i (p. 86).

11· These forms were influenced by the preterite plural (see Jacobs  1899: 239).
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HJITTE ‘be named’   < pgMc +hait-a-

oFriS hēta, hiettaWL S7 – hēt, hīt – hēten

ModFriS hjitte S7* (S1?) hjit hiet – hiten

This verb shows the expected forms in Old Frisian, with prEt. /eː/ or /iː/ (e.g. 
heet, hiet) and prEt.ptc. /eː/ (e.g. -hēten). By the Early Modern Frisian period, 
the verb had become mixed: only W1 forms are attested in the preterite, but 
the past participle remained strong with regular ie < /eː/. In Modern Frisian, 
the verb is only inflected strongly with stem vowels mostly derived from the 
original S7 ones, although the pattern could synchronically be analysed as 
something approaching the standard S1 pattern.

HOUWE ‘hew’  < pgMc +haww-a-

oFriS hāwa S7 (W1) – – houden hauwen

ModFriS houwe W1 houw houde – houd

The verb hāwa has regular S7 inflection in Old Frisian, though only past par-
ticiple forms (e.g. hauwen) are attested to indicate this. We also find the W1 
prEt.pl. houden. After Middle Frisian (strong prEt.ptc. toehouwen) the verb is 
only attested with W1 inflection.

HWĀOFris ‘hang’   < pgMc +hanh-a-

oFriS hwāOL, hwān S7 (W2) – heng, hing, 
hweng –

-hinzen, 
-hwēn, 
-hwengen, 
-hwenzen, 
-hwinzen

ModFriS – – – – – –

The Old Frisian infinitive is the result of rounding of /a/ to /o/ before a nasal, 
with subsequent loss of the nasal before a voiceless fricative and compensa-
tory lengthening of the vowel: +hanhan > +honhan > +hōhan > hwā(n) (Bremmer  
2009: 26.). The final step involves the development of a diphthong that is the 
result of a simplification of /oːha/ > /oːa/, and with shift of accent /oːa/ > 
/waː/. This /w/ subsequently spread through the paradigm — similar to the 
spread of /j/ in FjocHtSjE ‘FigHt’ (pAgE 251) and SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275) 
— resulting in Old Frisian participle forms such as huensen, besides regular 
forms without /w/. The verb is also found with the prEt.ptc. henged, which is 
an intrusion of W2 hengia. The verb did not survive into Early Modern Frisian, 
where we find hingje instead, a W2 verb deriving from oFriS hengia (transi-
tive). This verb is also used in Modern Frisian; see HingjE ‘HAng’ (pAgE 255).
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HWERVAOFris ‘turn’  < pgMc +hwerb-a-

oFriS hwervaOL S3? – hwarf – –

ModFriS – – – – – –

This verb had a stable S3 inflection as far as the attestations show,12 but it 
disappeared after the Middle Frisian period.

ITE ‘eat’  < pgMc +et-a-

oFriS ita S1 (S5) – ēt iten iten 
(etten?)

ModFriS ite S1 yt iet – iten

This verb was originally S5 but may already have become S1 in Old Frisian. All 
descendants of pgMc +eta- have a long vowel in the preterite singular, rather 
than the expected short one (Seebold  1970: s.v. ET-A-). In Old Frisian, the form 
is written et, which may also represent a long vowel /eː/, thus overlapping 
with the S1 prEt.Sg. vowel. Both Seebold and Jacobs list an unambiguous S5 
participle form etten, but Hofmann and Popkema do not have this form, only 
S1 iten (Seebold  1970: s.v. ET-A-; Jacobs  1899: 102; Hofmann et al.  2008: 251). 
The infinitive with /i/ is not identical with the S1 /iː/, but the latter shortened 
to /i/ before Early Modern Frisian, resulting in identity in that part of the 
paradigm as well. As such, the verb has shown stable S1 inflection since Early 
Modern Frisian.

JAAN ‘give’   < pgMc +geb-a-

oFriS
jeva, jewa, 
jo(u)waWL, (h)jâ(n)WL S5* (S6) – ief, iō, iōg, 

iōde
iēven, 
iōwen

ieven, iouwen, 
iond

ModFriS jaan IRR jou joech – jûn

The Old Frisian infinitive forms with o(u) are readily explained through Jorw-
ert Breaking. The origin of the /aː/ infinitives is less clear, but they might be 
due to a present tense-based analogy with contracted verbs such as HwĀoFriS 
‘HAng’ (pAgE 256) and StEAn ‘StAnd’ (pAgE 283).13 Broken forms are also 
found in the Old West Frisian preterite and participle: /jow-/ < /jew-/. Par-
ticularly remarkable are the incursions of what seem to be weak-like elements 
in the Old and Middle Frisian preterite, such as (h)jōd, ending in a dental. 
These are, however, best analysed as S6 forms, based on analogy between the 
jān infinitive and another contracted verb like stān14 with its prEt. stōd. The 

12· prEt.Sg. hwarf (Hofmann et al.  2008: 240).
13·Jacobs (1899: 104) proposes an analogy based on 2.3.prES.Sg. forms. Meijering (1990: 
338) discusses the verb, but cannot conclusively explain the relationship between inF. 
iā(n) and jeva, jova.
14·STEAN ‘stand’ (page 283).
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preterite forms ending in /-x/ (e.g. jōch) might then be based on an analogy 
with slān15 ‘hit’ – slōch. However, the past participle forms ending in a dental, 
e.g. jōnd, cannot be explained in this way. Instead, these are hypercorrect dia-
lectal forms that combine weak and strong morphology in the past participle 
(Van der Veen 2001: 110–11). In Early Modern Frisian, some of this variation 
remains, with both prEt. joe and joeg, and prEt.ptc. juwn. Jaen is the only re-
maining infinitival form in Early Modern Frisian. The Modern Frisian forms 
are essentially the same as their Early Modern ancestors, although the prEt. 
has settled on a form with a final velar.

JILDE ‘apply, cost’  < pgMc +geld-a-

oFriS jelda, jildaWL S3 – gald, gold, 
goud

golden, 
gulden

gulden, 
golden, goun

ModFriS jilde S3*, W2 jild gou, jilde – gouwen, jilden

In Old Frisian as well as Middle Frisian, the verb had a stable S3 inflection 
with /g-/ forms in the preterite and past participle, e.g. gald, golden. In Early 
Modern Frisian, the inflection is unclear, since no past tense forms are at-
tested. Present and infinitive forms with /j/ after the stem suggest a W2 in-
flection, but variants without /j/ in the infinitival suffix can be either W1 or 
strong. In Modern Frisian, the verb has inherited the phonologically conserv-
ative prEt. forms beginning in /g/, but allows W2 preterites as variant forms.

JITTE ‘pour’  < pgMc +geut-a-

oFriS
bi-jātaOL, 
ūt-jātaWL

S2* – +-gāt +-geten +-geten

ModFriS jitte S2* jit geat – getten

This verb is only attested in prefixed form in Old Frisian. The /g/ of pgMc 
+geuta- had palatalised in Proto-Frisan, resulting in /j/ (Bremmer  2009: 30–
31). This is also reflected in the EModFriS inF. jiette, but the palatalised onset 
did not spread to the other tenses (prEt. geat, prEt.ptc. getten), so the verb has 
stable S2 inflection in other respects. The Modern Frisian forms are contin-
uations of these.

15·SLAAN ‘hit’ (page 278).
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KENNE ‘know’  < pgMc +kann-eja-

oFriS
kennaWL, 
kannaWL

W1 – kande – -kand

ModFriS kenne IRR ken koe – kennen, 
kend

This verb is the causative counterpart to KinnE ‘cAn’ (pAgE 260). It had reg-
ular W1 inflection in Old Frisian. In Early Modern Frisian the verb had be-
come confused with the aforementioned kinne. In Modern Frisian the verb 
is distinguished again by the stem vowel in the present, infinitive, and past 
participle. The two verbs still share the irregular preterite koe, however.

KERVE ‘carve, cut’  < pgMc +kerb-a-

oFriS kerva S3/W1 – – –

-koren, 
-korven, 
-korwen, 
-kurven

ModFriS kerve S3* kerf kurf – kurven

This verb shows signs of weak inflection in Old East Frisian (R1), featuring 
both kerfd and curuin (S3) as past participles. Brandsma classifies EModFriS 
kerve as S3, but there are no preterite or participle attestations to support this 
classification (Brandsma  1936: 110). In Modern Frisian the verb is unambigu-
ously strong, however.

KIEZE ‘choose’  < pgMc +keus-a-

oFriS
kiāsa, 
tziāsa

S2* (W1) – kās keren keren

ModFriS kieze S2* kies keas – keazen

In Old Frisian, the verb shows regular palatalisation of /k/ before a front 
vowel in the infinitive, but not in the preterite and past participle forms, 
where we find forms with initial /k/. Similarly, /r/ instead of /s/ appears 
in the preterite plural and past participle, due to the operation of Verner’s 
Law, e.g. prEt.ptc. keren. In Middle Frisian, this starts to change, with pala-
talised initial consonants turning up in non-present tenses, sometimes to-
gether with W1 inflection, such as in prEt.ptc. tziesd.16 In Early Modern Frisian, 
the palatalised forms are only attested in the infinitive (e.g. tsiezje), while the 
preterite has keaz, a regular development from oFriS kās. The past participle 
is only attested in the prefixed adjectival form forkoorne. This form with /oː/ 

16· See Loopstra (1935: 18–19) for an overview.
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and the Modern Frisian forms — which lack palatalisation entirely — point 
towards a growing Dutch influence on the verb.17

KINNE ‘can’  < pgMc +kann-

oFriS

kunna, 
konnaWL, 
kennaWL, 
kannaWL

PP kan, ken, 
kon kūde, kōde – konden, 

kōnen

ModFriS kinne IRR kin koe – kinnen, 
kind

There is quite some variation in the stem vowels of this verb in Old Frisian. 
The preterite forms with long ū and ō are due to loss of nasal before a voiceless 
fricative and compensatory lengthening of the vowel (kūde < +kunþa; Brem-
mer  2009: 26). In Early Modern Frisian the original strong present tense kan 
had been replaced by a form matching the infinitive kinne: kin. In the preterite 
the form koe was used, which is a shortened form deriving from oFriS kōde. In 
the past participle regular kind was used. In Modern Frisian the present and 
preterite forms are the same, and prEt.ptc. kind is still used as well, next to an 
innovative strong prEt.ptc. kinnen.

KLINKE ‘sound’  < pgMc +kleng-a- / +klenk-a-

oFriS
+klingaWL, 
+klinkaWL

S3 – klang, 
klank – –

ModFriS klinke S3 klink klonk – klonken

The Old Frisian verb is only attested in the preterite: klang, klank (Hofmann et 
al.  2008: 275). Seebold and Brandsma do not list the Old Frisian forms (See-
bold  1970: s.v. KLENG-A-; Brandsma  1936: 115). The verb shows S3 inflection 
in Early Modern Frisian (prEt. uwt-klonck), though there is also a W2 variant 
klingje. In Modern Frisian only the S3 inflection is used.

KLIUWE ‘climb’  < pgMc +kleib-a-

oFriS klīwaWL S1 – +klēf – kliwen

ModFriS kliuwe S1b kliuw kleau – kleaun

This verb shows the expected development from S1 in Old Frisian to S1b in 
(Early) Modern Frisian, with Jorwert Breaking in the prEt. and prEt.ptc.: kleau, 
kleaun. Brandsma classifies the Early Modern verb as S2 (“st. ww. II”), but this 
is surely an error (Brandsma  1936: 114).

17·Loopstra (1935: 18–19); forkoorne ‘chosen, elect(ed)’ as a religious term was borrowed 
from Dutch, the language of the church by then.
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KNIPE ‘pinch’  < pgMc +kneip-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS knipe S1, W1 knyp kniep, 
knypte – knipen, knypt

This verb is not found in any Old Germanic language, but later attestations 
suggest the presence of a strong verb +kneipa- in Proto-Germanic (Seebold  
1970: s.v. KNEIP-A-). It does not appear in Frisian until the Early Modern pe-
riod, where it shows a mixture of S1, W1, and W2 forms. This suggests that 
there might have been an oFriS +knīpa, with S1 inflection, which must have 
subsequently developed weak variant forms. In Modern Frisian only S1 and 
W1 forms are used.

KOMME ‘come’  < pgMc +kwem-a-

oFriS
kuma, 
koma

S4* – -kōm, 
-quam –

-kemen, 
-kimin, 
-komen

ModFriS komme S4* (W1) kom kaam – kommen, 
komd

As Seebold argues, /u/ in the Old Frisian infinitive (and that of some other 
Old Germanic languages) can be explained either as a phonological devel-
opment /kwem-/ > /kum/, or as a form that goes back to a variant pgMc 
+kuma (Seebold  1970: s.v. KWEM-A-). Preterite forms with /kw-/ (e.g. quām) 
prove that there must at least have been a Proto-Frisian inF. +kwema. Apart 
from these forms, Old Frisian also had preterite forms without /w/: e.g. kōm. 
Middle Frisian also has preterite forms with and without /w/, but in Early 
Modern Frisian, only those without /w/ remain. In addition, a W1 past parti-
ciple is occasionally found in Japicx’ works: e.g. komd. In Modern Frisian the 
forms are essentially the same.

KRIJE ‘get’  < ? pgMc +kreig-a-

oFriS
krīgiaWL, 
krīgaWL

W2 (S1) – krīgade – krīgad, -krigen

ModFriS krije W2* krij krige – krige

It is unclear whether this verb was originally strong. Seebold lists a tentative 
reconstruction based on Middle Dutch and Middle High German forms with 
no reference to the Old Frisian ones (Seebold  1970: s.v. KREIG-A-). However, 
it is certainly possible that an originally weak verb with pgMc /ei/ or /iː/ in 
the stem could have shifted to S1 in all three languages. Whether it is orig-
inal or not, Old Frisian has one S1 form: prEt.ptc. -krigen. Early Modern Fri-
sian has W2 inflection with some peculiarities. The /g/ in the infinitive has 
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palatalised, but not so in the prEt. and prEt.ptc. krigge, resulting in a slightly 
irregular W2 paradigm. The Modern Frisian forms are essentially the same.

KRIMPE ‘shrink’  < pgMc +kremp-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS krimpe S3 krimp kromp – krompen

The verb is not attested before Early Modern Frisian. It derives from the Pro-
to-Germanic S3 verb +kremp-a- but seems to have become W2 in Early Modern 
Frisian. Brandsma lists it as S3, presumably on account of its etymology and 
because Dutch krimpen is also S3, but there are no attested forms to confirm 
this classification. In fact, only the W2 infinitive krimpje is attested (Brandsma  
1936: 120). In Modern Frisian the verb does show the expected S3 inflection. 
Whether this continues an unattested Early Modern inflection or is a newer 
Dutch influence is unclear.

KRITE ‘scream’  < pgMc +kreit-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS krite S1 kryt kriet – kriten

This verb is not attested for Old Frisian. The Early Modern Frisian S1 verb 
krijtte and several cognates suggest a pgMc strong verb +kreita- (Seebold  1970: 
s.v. KREIT-A-). In Modern Frisian the verb is still inflected according to S1.

KRÛPE ‘creep’  < pgMc +kreup-a-, +krûp-a-

oFriS
kriāpaOL, 
krūpaWL

S2 – – – krepen

ModFriS krûpe S2*, W1 krûp kroep, 
krûpte – krûpen, 

krûpt

Both the pgMc +eu and +ū variants are marginally attested in Old Frisian, 
though it is certain the verb was strong, in view of prEt.ptc. krepen. The verb is 
not attested in Middle Frisian. EModFriS krippe probably derives from kriāpa, 
but differs from the expected development +kriepe. The inflection class of 
krippe is unclear, since there are no preterite or past participle attestations. In 
Modern Frisian it is instead a variant with /u/ that survives. This verb has an 
idiosyncratic S2 inflection, alongside a W1 variant.
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KWELLE ‘torture’  < pgMc +kwal-eja-

oFriS quellaWL W1 – quelde – queld

ModFriS kwelle W1 kwel kwelde – kweld

This verb is a transitive variant of the strong pgMc +kwel-a- ‘suffer’. In Old and 
Middle Frisian it has only the expected W1 inflection, which changed dur-
ing the Early Modern Frisian period, however. The Burmania Proverbs have 
an original W1 form (prEt.ptc. queld), but Jacpicx has preterites following W2 
(quelle) and S3 (quol). The latter is based on the analogy of many strong verbs 
with /e/ in the infinitive. In Modern Frisian the verb has reverted to its orig-
inal W1 inflection.

LADE ‘load’  < pgMc +hlad-a-

oFriS hledaWL S6* – – – hleden, hlēn

ModFriS lade W1/ S6 laad lade – laden

The earliest attested form is MFriS hleden (prEt.ptc.), which is consistent 
with the expected S6 inflection with i-mutation. The Early Modern vocalism 
in the inF. laede suggests the existence of oFriS +hlada, as reconstructed by 
Brandsma. He further categorises laede as an S6 verb, although no preter-
ite forms are attested to confirm this classification (Brandsma  1936: 122). In 
Modern Frisian, the verb has mostly weakend to W1, although a strong prEt.
ptc. laden is used according to the WFT.

LÊZE ‘read’   < pgMc +les-a-

oFriS lesa, lasaWL S5 – les – -lesen

ModFriS lêze S5 lês lies – lêzen

This verb shows a stable inflection throughout the investigated periods, e.g. 
oFriS prEt.Sg. les, EModFriS prEt.ptc. lezzen.

LIEDE ‘sound’  < Pgmc +hlūd-ja-

oFriS hlēdaWL W1, S? – – – -hlet, 
-hletten

ModFriS liede W1* lied lette – let

This verb is derived from hlūd ‘loud’ (De Vries  1962: s.v. luiden.). Next to the 
expected weak inflection, it also shows strong past participle forms in Old 
and Middle Frisian (e.g. hleten, -hletten), but such forms have not survived 
into modern times. EModFriS liede has a weak past participle (be)let, which 
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corresponds to oFriS hlet.18 Modern Frisian has the same idiosyncratic weak 
forms.

FER-LIEZE ‘lose’  < pgMc +-leus-a-

oFriS
urliāsa, 
forliāsa

S2* – -lār, -lās, 
-lōr, -lōs -lāren

-leren, 
-lēren, 
-lōren

ModFriS ferlieze S2 ferlies ferlear – ferlern

Like ligE ‘liE’ (pAgE 264), oFriS urliāsa has some past participle forms with 
/o/, e.g. forloren, which must be due to foreign influence; the /r/ on the other 
hand is the expected result of Verner’s Law. The native form has i-mutation, 
e.g. forlern. These forms do not persist into Early Modern Frisian. The verb 
has regular S2 forms in Japicx’ works, as well as a few W2 variants, e.g. 3.prES.
pl. forliezje. In Modern Frisian only the strong forms remain.

LIGE ‘lie’   < pgMc +leug-a-

oFriS liāgaWL S2* – lāch – -logen

ModFriS lige S2*, W1 liich leach, 
liigde – leagen, 

liigd

Occasionally, Old Frisian has an unexpected past participle form with /o/ 
(logen), i.e. without i-mutation, which is probably due to Dutch or Low Ger-
man influence.19 This form with /o/ does not appear in Early Modern Frisian, 
where we find the regular prEt.ptc. (be)leagen. In Modern Frisian the verb has 
W1 variants next to the original strong forms.

LIJE ‘undergo, suffer’  < pgMc +leiþ-a-

oFriS

lītha, 
līdaWL, 
lēthaWL

S1, W1 – lēth, litte – -liden, -lit

ModFriS lije W1* lij litte – lit

The W1 prEt.ptc. form lit is found already in Old Frisian. Early Modern Frisian 
also has this weak form alongside the strong form lynne. In Modern Frisian 
this verb only has idiosyncratic W1 inflection.

18· Long stem vowels were often shortened in the past participle (Bremmer  2009: 80).
19· As suggested by Jacobs (1899: 73–74). See BE-drAgE ‘BEtrAy’ (pAgE 247).
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LITTE ‘let’  < pgMc +lǣt-a-

oFriS
lēta, letaWL, 
litaWL, lātaWL

S7/W1 – lēt, līt – -leiten, -leten, 
-lēten, -liten, let

ModFriS litte S7 lit liet – litten

This verb shows some W1 forms in Old Frisian, e.g. prEt. lette, prEt.ptc. let. 
EModFriS litte has only strong forms, e.g. prEt. liet and prEt.ptc. litten, as does 
Modern Frisian.

LIZZE ‘lie, lay’   < pgMc +lag-ja-, +leg-ja-

oFriS
ledza, ledziaOL, 
lidza, lidzia

W1* – leide -laiden, -laien, 
-leiden -leid

lidza, lizaWL, 
ledza, lezaWL

S5* lei, lēg lāijen, lēgen lidzen, lein

ModFriS lizze S5* lis lei – lein, lei, leid

The Modern Frisian verb lizze is a fusion of two older verbs: one originally 
strong (oFriS lidza < pgMc +leg-ja-) and one originally weak (oFriS ledza < 
pgMc +lag-ja-). For both verbs only palatalised and assibilated infinitives are 
attested in Old Frisian. 

For the weak verb the preterite and past participle forms in Old and Mid-
dle Frisian are palatalised W1 forms with /ei/, e.g. the MFriS prEt.ptc. leyd. In 
Early Modern Frisian, the preterite form is laey, which is either an intrusion 
of the strong counterpart of the verb or a shortened form of the regular past 
tense +leide, with loss of intervocalic /d/ (Hoekstra  2001: 729). Early Modern 
Frisian still has the regular weak prEt.ptc. leyd.

The Old Frisian strong verb has preterite forms with a palatalised velar 
(e.g. lai, the regular form) as well as forms ending in /x/ (e.g. lach). The Old 
and Middle Frisian past participle forms show palatalisation: lidzen. In Early 
Modern Frisian, only the preterite without /x/ remains is found as laey, the 
same form used for transitive (weak) lizze. EModFriS prEt.ptc. gelegen is surely 
a Dutch form, both on account of the prefix ge- and medial -g- (Brandsma  
1936: 131).

In Modern Frisian the two verbs have completely merged and only idio-
syncratic strong forms are used in the past tense, with the exception of the 
variant W1 prEt.ptc. leid. The confusion between strong and weak lizze is ob-
vious, and comparable to the confusion in English lay/lie, and dialectal Dutch 
liggen/leggen.
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LJEPPE ‘jump’  < pgMc +hlaup-a-

oFriS hlāpa S7 – hlēp, hliōp – (h)lēpen, 
hlāpen

ModFriS ljeppe W1 ljep ljepte – ljept

The Old Frisian verb shows regular S7 inflection (e.g. prEt.Sg. hlioep, past ptc. 
hlaepen). By the Early Modern Frisian period, this verb has become weak; 
Japicx has both W1 and W2 variants. The stem vowel developed from /aː/ 
to /ɛː/. Moreover, the vowel was possibly diphthongised and had undergone 
breaking, as indicated by the Early Modern Frisian spelling with j (e.g. inF. 
ljeappe, ljeapje) (Hoekstra  2001: 726). The Burmania Proverbs have liept (3.prES.
Sg.), which may or may not be a broken form.20 In Modern Frisian only the W1 
inflection remains.

LÛKE ‘close, pull’  < pgMc +lūk-a-

oFriS lūka S2* – – –
leken, 
letzen, 
litzen

ModFriS lûke S2* lûk loek, luts – lutsen

From the Old Frisian period on, we find an assibilated prEt.ptc. letzen, litzen. In 
Old Frisian we also find the original prEt.ptc. leken, but this has disappeared 
before Early Modern Frisian. In Japicx’ works, there is also W2 luwckje ‘desire, 
beg’. This verb is probably related to S2 luwcke, based on a connection with the 
meaning ‘pull’.21

MEANE ‘mow’  < pgMc +mǣ-a-

oFriS
miāOL, 
miānWL

S7? – – – –

ModFriS meane W1 mean meande – meand

This verb is only marginally attested in Old Frisian and Early Modern Frisian, 
but appears to have retained its strong reflection, in view of EModFriS prEt.
ptc. æf-mjean. In Modern Frisian the verb has weakened to W1.

20· For the loss of /h/ in verbs like hlāpa and liEdE ‘Sound’ (pAgE 263), roppE ‘cAll’ 
(pAgE 271), see Nijdam (1999).
21· See Brandsma (1936: 136); compare Dutch lokken ‘entice, lure’.
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MELKE ‘milk’  < pgMc +melk-a-

oFriS melkaWL S3? – – – –

ModFriS melke S3 melk molk – molken

The Old Frisian verb is only attested in the present. Attestations in Early Mod-
ern Frisian are likewise limited, appearing only in prefixed verbs, but they 
point towards a stable S3 development, e.g. prEt.ptc. oer-molckne, prEt. uwt-
molck. In Modern Frisian the verb shows the expected S3 inflection.

MJITTE ‘measure’   < pgMc +met-a-

oFriS
meta, mētaWL, 
mietaWL, mataWL

S5 – – meten -meten

ModFriS mjitte
S5* 
(S2?) mjit meat – metten

Meta in Old Frisian has the expected S5 inflection (e.g. prEt.ptc. metten), but 
with a few variant infinitive forms. EModFriS inF. miette derives from mēta 
through regular phonological change, with mieta representing an intermedi-
ate stage (Hoekstra  2001: 725). Brandsma states that miette has moved (par-
tially?) to S2, but gives no arguments (Brandsma  1936: 10). Perhaps he bases 
this classification on the new infinitive form with /ie/, which matches that of 
S2 verbs. The past participle vowel for both classes is the same (e), so this can 
hardly be an indicator of class shift. However one chooses to interpret this 
ambiguity, the same applies to the Modern Frisian forms.22

GE-NÊZE ‘heal’   < pgMc +ga-nes-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS genêze S5 genês genies – genêzen

This verb is not attested in Old Frisian, but can be traced back to pgMc 
+ga-nes-a-. The prefix ge- indicates that the early modern form is not native 
but borrowed, most likely from Dutch. EModFriS prEt.Sg./pl. genezze implies 
an unattested W2 infinitive +genezzje. Inclusion of new verbs in W2 is typi-
cally a Frisian development. The past participle is strong, however (genezzen), 
which is the expected historical S5 form, if with a non-Frisian prefix ge-. In 
Modern Frisian the verb only has S5 inflection.

22· Compare for example the inflection of SjittE ‘SHoot’ (pAgE 274).
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GE-NIETE ‘enjoy, make use of’  < pgMc +neut-a-

oFriS niāta, niēta S2 – – – -neten

ModFriS geniete S2* geniet genoat – genoaten

This verb might have been stable S2 in Old and Early Modern Frisian, as 
Brandsma suggests (Brandsma  1936: 88), but there are no preterite or parti-
ciple attestations in Early Modern Frisian to confirm its inflection class, and 
the infinitive suggests a W2 verb. In addition, the prefix ge- points towards 
influence from Dutch or Low German. The Modern Frisian verb is certainly a 
Dutchism, with a slightly Frisianised preterite vowel oa < Dutch o(o). 

NIMME ‘take’  < pgMc +nem-a-

oFriS
nima, nema, 
namaWL,nomaWL S4* – nam, nām, nom, 

nōm, num – -nemen, -nimen, 
-nomen

ModFriS nimme S4* (W1) nim naam – nommen

The Old Frisian preterite singular sometimes has /oː/ instead of the usual /a/ 
or /o/, probably due to levelling of the preterite plural vowel /oː/. EModFriS 
nimme has similar forms as well (naem, noam). Early Modern Frisian has a W1 
prEt.ptc. nimd, alongside strong fornomn. In Modern Frisian only naam is used 
in the preterite, whereas in the prEt.ptc. both strong nommen and W1 nomd 
can be used.

PRIUWE ‘investigate, prove’  < Latin +probāre23

oFriS
prōviaWL, 
prōwiaWL

W2 – – – –

ModFriS priuwe S1b, W1 priuw preau, 
priuwde – preaun, 

priuwd

In Old and Middle Frisian, prōvia shows the expected W2 inflection, but in 
Early Modern Frisian, we find innovative S1b forms: inF. prieuwe and prEt.ptc. 
preau(w)ne. The participle is clearly a secondary formation, as there is no rela-
tion to the original participle form +prōvad. Thus, we are left with an infiniti-
val stem /priuːw-/ that must have developed from /proːwi-/. As Dyk argues, 
there is evidence for an intermediate stage +prēva, presumably caused by 
i-mutation and unrounding of the original ō (Dyk  2007: 108–109). This form 
in turn was susceptible to Jorwert Breaking, though to get to the infinitival 
form prieuwe, raising of ē to ī must precede breaking, otherwise the result 
would have been +priowe. If we accept this account, the new stem with -ieuw- 
offers sufficient grounds for a shift to S1b inflection. The EModFriS W1 prEt. 

23·Brandsma (1936: 8).
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prieude must have been formed after the new infinitive. In Modern Frisian, 
the verb still shows variation between S1b and W1.

QUETHAOFris ‘say’   < pgMc +kweþ-a-

oFriS
quetha, queda, 
quathaWL, quā(n)WL S5 – quath quēthen –

ModFriS – – – – – –

In Old Frisian, the verb has the original S5 inflection (e.g. prEt.Sg. quath, 
prEt.pl. quēthen). The verb is attested once in Early Modern Frisian: prEt. qua, 
the expected form belonging to a verb +quean. In Modern Frisian the verb has 
disappeared.24

REKAOFris ‘rake’   < pgMc +rek-a-

oFriS +reka S5* – – – -ritsen

ModFriS – – – – – –

The only attestations for this verb are past participle forms in combination 
with references to fire: EModFriS hâd it fjoer beritsen ‘keep the fire covered/
raked’. This combination is also attested in Jus Municipale Frisonum and in the 
charters, e.g.: Hwae soe nachtis giet tho enis sikers mannis huyse by slettende do-
eren, ende by ritzene fioere ‘Whoever goes at night to a certain man’s house, 
when the doors are shut and the fire covered’. The verb behaves like an S5 
verb with assibilation in the past participle, like BrEKKE ‘BrEAK’ (pAgE 245), 
but no present or preterite tenses are recorded. This verb does not exist in 
Modern Frisian.

REKKE ‘stretch’   < pgMc +rak-ja-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS rekke S5* rek rik, ruts – rutsen

This verb is not attested before Modern Frisian, and it might be a loan from 
Dutch. However, it does have a typically Frisian S5 inflection with assibilation 
in the past participle, and as a variant in the preterite. This might be due to 
analogy with originally Frisian S5 verbs such as BrEKKE ‘BrEAK’ (pAgE 245).

24· Quoth the Frisian nevermore.
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RIĀKAOFris ‘smoke’   < pgMc +reuk-a-

oFriS rīaka S2* – – – –

ModFriS – – – – – –

There are no preterite or past participle attestations of this verb in Old Fri-
sian, and it seems to have disappeared from Middle Frisian onwards. How-
ever, see rÛKE ‘SMEll’ (pAgE 271).

RIDE ‘ride’  < pgMc +reid-a-

oFriS rīda S1 – +rēd rēden -riden

ModFriS ride S1 ryd ried – riden

The verb rīda shows mostly stable S1 inflection in all investigated periods, e.g. 
oFriS prEt.ptc. ridin,25 EModFriS prEt.ptc. uwt-rydden.

RIEDE ‘counsel’  < pgMc +rǣd-a-

oFriS rēda S7, W1 – ret reten -rāden, -rāt, -reden, 
-rēden, -ret

ModFriS riede W1* ried rette – ret

The Old Frisian verb mostly displays the regular S7 inflection, but with some 
W1 participle forms, e.g. ret, rāt. The Early Modern Frisian reflex is riede, 
which shows a regular development /eː/ > /iə/ in the infinitive. The regular 
W1 prEt.ptc. form in Early Modern Frisian would have been +ried, but instead 
the Old Frisian variant -ret is retained. The forms in Modern Frisian likewise 
retain the irregular W1 inflection from earlier periods.

RINNE ‘run’  < pgMc +renn-a-

oFriS
renna, rinnaWL, 
ronnaWL

S3* – ran, rān, 
ren, rōn ronnen -ron, -ronnen, 

-roun, -runnen

ModFriS rinne S3* rin rûn – rûn

The verb shows the expected S3 inflection in Old Frisian, e.g. prEt.Sg. ran and 
prEt.ptc. ronnen. Starting with the charters, we find contracted forms in the 
past participle: e.g. ron beside original ronnen. These contracted forms are the 
only ones left in Early Modern and Modern Frisian.

25· prEt.pl. rēden may have been influenced by the long vowel of the prEt.Sg., according 
to Jacobs (1899: 63).
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RIUWE ‘rip’  < pgMc +reib-a-

oFriS +rīva W2 (S1?) – – – rīwat

ModFriS riuwe S1b, W1 riuw reau, riuwde – reaun, riuwd

This verb is only attested for Old Frisian with the W2 prEt.ptc. rīwat. Recon-
structed oFriS +rīva and EModFriS rieuwe can be derived from pgMc +reib-a-.
We expected Jorwert Breaking in the preterite based on the infinitive, and 
the Early Modern Frisian verb could be classified as as S1b (as is done by 
Brandsma  1936: 159). However, there are no attestations of the preterite to 
confirm this, and the only past participle attested is the W1 form -rieuwd. In 
Modern Frisian, however, we do find the expected S1b inflection, alongside 
W1 variants.

RIZE ‘rise’  < pgMc +reis-a-

oFriS rīsa S1 – rēs – risen

ModFriS rize, riizje W1, W2 rys, riizje riizde, riize – riizd, riize

This is a stable S1 verb in Old and Middle Frisian, e.g. oFriS prEt.ptc. risen. The 
verb has become weak in Early Modern Frisian. Based on the attested present 
forms, the verb had both W1 and W2 variants. The same goes for Modern 
Frisian.

ROPPE ‘call’  < pgMc +hrōp-a-

oFriS
hrōpaOL, 
ropaWL

S7 (W1) – (h)rōp – hrēpen, 
hrōpen

ModFriS roppe S7* rop rôp – roppen

Originally a reduplicating verb and S7 in Old Frisian (e.g. prEt.ptc. bihrōpen). 
W1 preterite forms appear in Middle Frisian, e.g. roepte, and are also found 
in Early Modern Frisian. The Early Modern Frisian past participle remains 
strong, e.g. beroppne. In Modern Frisian only the strong inflection is used.

RÛKE ‘smell’   < pgMc +rūk-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS rûke W1, S2* rûk rûkte, roek – rûkt

There is no attested Old Frisian form of this verb, but if it existed, +rūka 
would have been a natural stage between pgMc +rūka- and EModFriS ruwcke. 
Brandsma classifies EModFriS ruwcke as irregular, though he does not make 
clear why. There are no preterite or past participle forms to confirm whether 
the verb had maintained its expected S2 inflection. In Modern Frisian, the 
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verb is mainly W1, but has a strong variant in the prEt. See also riĀKAoFriS 
‘SMoKE’ (pAgE 270).

SEKAOFris ‘plead, argue’  < pgMc +sak-a-

oFriS sekaWL, sakaWL S5? – sēk, -sōk – –

ModFriS – – – – – –

Saka is the expected infinitival form, but there is also seka, in which /e/ is ana-
logical with the i-mutated 2.3.prES.Sg. forms (Bremmer  2009: 76). The original 
inflection class of this verb is S6, with prEt.Sg. sōk, but we also find prEt.Sg. sēk, 
which may indicate a shift to S5 based on an analogy between inF. seka and 
verbs like oFriS breka; see BrEKKE ‘BrEAK’ (pAgE 245). The verb is not attested 
after Old Frisian.

SENDAOFris ‘send’  < pgMc +sand-eja-

oFriS senda, seindaWL W1* – – sante -sant

ModFriS – – – – – –

The verb is weak in Old Frisian, occasionally with regular /a/ in the preterite 
and past participle, but sometimes with analogically levelled /e/. There is one 
attestation of this /a/ form in Middle Frisian (prEt.ptc. sant), but it has since 
disappeared, giving way to the levelled forms (e.g. prEt.ptc. -seynt). In Early 
Modern Frisian, the verb is more irregular. The infinitive with -ein- is the re-
sult of lengthening of /e/ before /nd/, which afterwards diphthongised, and 
loss of /d/ after /n/ (Hoekstra  2001: 727, 729). There are no preterite forms 
attested in Japicx’ works, but the past participle shows many variants. First, 
there is a W1 form seynt/seynd. There is also a S3 prEt.ptc. suwn. This form was 
based on analogy with other /-nd-/ verbs — e.g. BinE ‘Bind’ (pAgE 243) — ei-
ther already in Old/Middle Frisian or in Early Modern Frisian. Finally, there 
are some present tense forms which show W2 inflection (e.g. seyn’t). It ap-
pears the verb has disappeared after Early Modern Frisian; nowadays stjoere 
is used with the meaning ‘send’.26

SĪAOFris ‘seep’  < pgMc +seihw-a-

oFriS sīaOL S1 – – – sīn

ModFriS – – – – – –

Only the past participle form sīn is attested to confirm the S1 inflection of this 
verb. It disappeared after the Old Frisian period. For the various forms of this 
verb, see Stiles (2007).

26· There is a Modern Frisian verb seine, but it means ‘to signal’, which seems to me 
unrelated to this verb.
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SIEDE ‘seethe’  < pgMc +seuþ-a-

oFriS siāthaOL S2 – – – -seden, sēden

ModFriS siede S2* sied sea – sean

The verb shows a mostly stable morphological development, e.g. oFriS prEt.
ptc. sēden (with lengthened ē; see Hoekstra  2001: 724) and EModFriS prEt. for-
sea.

SINKE ‘sink’   < pgMc +senkw-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS sinke S3 sink sonk – sonken

Since there is no attested oFriS +sinka, the origin of EModFriS sincke is not 
immediately clear. If it is inherited via Old Frisian, we would expect a de-
velopment from pgMc +senkw-a- > oFriS +siunka > EModFriS +sjonke; compare 
SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275). However, the verb shows no evidence of labio-ve-
lar mutation (Bremmer  2009: 35–36), so it must be a loan from Dutch or 
Saxon. Consequently, the verb was either borrowed as a strong verb or be-
came strong on the analogy of similar S3 verbs in Early Modern Frisian. In 
Modern Frisian sinke is a regular S3 verb.

SITTE ‘sit’  < pgMc +set-ja-

oFriS sitta S5* – set, sēt – -seiten, -setten, -sitten

ModFriS sitte S5 sit siet – sitten

Beside regular prEt.Sg. set, starting in Old Frisian, we find in Old West Frisian 
a lengthened /eː/ in (bi)seet, probably influenced by the preterite plural. This 
lengthened preterite developed to EModFriS siet-. The forms in Modern Fri-
sian are essentially the same.

SIZZE ‘say’  < pgMc +sag-eja-

oFriS sedza, sidza, segiaWL W1* – seide – seid

ModFriS sizze IRR sis sei – sein, seid

Like most of its counterparts in the other Germanic languages, sizze is quite 
irregular. In Old Frisian, the verb had acquired an assibilated infinitive 
(Loopstra  1935: 60–61), while the preterite and past participle mostly show 
palatalised forms where original g has disappeared. In Early Modern Frisian, 
the infinitive is a simplified sizze, while he preterite form had been further re-
duced to sey, giving it the appearance of a strong inflection, though the form 
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is a phonological reduction of an originally weak form. The past particple has 
remained the same: seyd. The Modern Frisian forms are essentially the same.

SJEN ‘see’  < pgMc +sehw-a-

oFriS
siāOL, 
siānWL

S5* – sach, sāch, 
siōde sēgon sēn, siōn

ModFriS sjen IRR sjoch seach – sjoen

The /h/ of the original verb stem was lost intervocalically in Proto-Frisian, 
but is preserved as /x/ finally (prEt.Sg. saegh) and as a voiced Verner variant 
/ɣ/ in the prEt.pl.: sēghen. In the past participle, pgMc /ɣw/ had become /w/ 
(but /ɣ/ before /u/ in the prEt.pl. +sēgu-); it subsequently disappeared and left 
a lengthened /eː/ in Old Frisian, e.g. sēn. However, the earlier past participle 
form +sewen was eligible for Jorwert Breaking and led to OWFris syoen. The 
Old Frisian preterite has the original form with /a/ (sometimes lengthened 
to /aː/), e.g. prEt.Sg. saegh, but there are also forms like OWFris prEt.Sg. siōde. 
As Jacobs argues (Jacobs  1899: 102, 105-106), these must be S6 forms based on 
the analogy of other contracted infinitives like StEAn ‘StAnd’ (pAgE 283), and 
later iān — see jAAn ‘giVE’ (pAgE 257). In Early Modern Frisian, the infini-
tive sjean is regular, based on oFriS siān. In the preterite singular, we see at 
least two variant forms. First, the expected reflex seag < oFriS saegh (EMod-
FriS sæg is a variant spelling). Second, the form sjoe, a simplification of the 
oFriS /sioːd-/ forms. The preterite plural has two variants: seagen, based on 
the preterite singular vocalism, and sjoene, from the vocalism of the EModFriS 
prEt.ptc. sjoen with Jorwert Breaking. In Modern Frisian the expected preter-
ite seach is used, while in the past participle the Jorwert Breaking form sjoen 
is still used.

SJITTE ‘shoot’  < pgMc +skeut-a-

oFriS skiāta S2 – skāt – -sketen, -skoten

ModFriS sjitte S2* sjit skeat – sketten

The Old Frisian verb mostly shows regular S2 forms, except for prEt.ptc. 
-skoten, with /o/ instead of /e/. As in the case of BE-drAgE ‘BEtrAy’ (pAgE 
247) and ligE ‘liE’ (pAgE 264), this must be attributed to Dutch or Low Ger-
man influence. This form with /o/ is not found in Early Modern and Modern 
Frisian, where the verb shows the expected S2 inflection. Note that the /sk/ of 
the stem has been palataslised in the present and infinitive under influence 
of the stem vowel, but not in the past tense forms, where the stem vowel is 
different.
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SJONGE ‘sing’   < pgMc +sengw-a-

oFriS
siungaOL, 
siongaWL

S3* – sang, song, 
sung

sangen, songen, 
sungen

-siongen, 
-songen

ModFriS sjonge S3 sjong song – songen

Contrary to SinKE ‘SinK’ (pAgE 273) above, sjonge has a continuous path of 
development. The phonological process of labio-velar mutation is confined 
to the infinitive, and we find expected forms such as prEt.Sg. sang in Old Fri-
sian. However, in Middle Frisian /j/ sometimes spread to the past participle: 
syonghen. This further evidences that the originally vocalic /j/ is sometimes 
reanalysed as a part of the consonantal structure of the stem that remains 
stable for purposes of ablaut, a phenomenon I call glide levelling.27 There is no 
evidence of such /j/-levelling in Early Modern Frisian, where the verb shows 
the expected forms, except for a W2 infinitive variant sjongje. In Modern Fri-
sian only the strong inflection is used.

SKARJE ‘cut, shear’  < pgMc +sker-a-

oFriS skera, skaraWL S4 – – – -skeren

ModFriS skarje W2 skarje skarre – skarre

The verb shows stable inflection from Old to Early Modern Frisian. The only 
attested Early Modern form is prEt.ptc. schern from the Burmania Proverbs. 
The situation in Modern Frisian is a bit obscure. There is the W2 verb skarje 
(with variants skaarje, skerje, and W1 skarre) which seems to me the most likely 
descendant. There is also the W1 verb skeare ‘to shave’, but this looks like a 
Dutchism.

SKELLE ‘scold’  < pgMc +skeld-a-

oFriS skelda S3* – -skald –
-skielden, -skolden, 
-skouden, -skoulden, 
-skulden

ModFriS skelle W1, S3 skel skelde, 
skold – skeld, skolden

Old Frisian skelda mostly shows the expected S3 inflection (e.g. prEt.ptc. bis-
cōlden). Its development in Early Modern Frisian is unclear. Brandsma clas-
sifies scheldje as strong, but it has a W2 infinitive and no preterite or past 
participle forms for further classification (Brandsma  1936: 164). In Modern 
Frisian the original S3 inflection is used alongside a W1 inflection.

27· See FjocHtSjE ‘FigHt’ (pAgE 251), HwĀoFriS ‘HAng’ (pAgE 256) for other verbs in 
Frisian with glide levelling. See section 4.3.1.b (p. 56) for the same phenomenon in 
Swedish.
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SKIĀOFris ‘occur, happen’  < pgMc +-skeh-a-

oFriS
skiā, skānWL, 
skēnWL

S5 (W1) – skē, skēde skēn, skīn
-skān, -skēden, 
-skēn, -skīden, 
-skīn

ModFriS – – – – – –

Though regular strong forms dominate, e.g. prEt.Sg. skē, we already find some 
W1 forms in the Old Frisian preterite and the Middle Frisian past partici-
ple, e.g. schied. In Early Modern Frisian, it became a weak verb; according 
to Brandsma (1936: 15–16), this was partly due to Dutch influence. This verb 
disappeared after Early Modern Frisian.

SKIEDE ‘separate’  < pgMc +skaiþ-a-

oFriS
skētha, 
skēdaWL W1* (S7) – skāte, skāt – -skat, -skāt, -skēden, 

-skēn, -skēth

ModFriS skiede W1* skied skate – skaat

Originally a strong verb, skētha was already mostly weak in Old Frisian, though 
there are a few attestations of strong past participle forms: skēden, skēn. The 
Old Frisian preterite and past participle forms /skaːt-/ (e.g. schāt) are unex-
pected, and may be analogous to other verbs, such as oFriS lēda, rēda.28 These 
/aː/ forms persist into Early Modern Frisian (e.g. prEt./prEt.ptc. schaet), which 
makes the verb difficult to categorise, as the forms are neither regularly weak 
nor strong. prEt.ptc. schaet cannot be strong because it lacks a nasal suffix, but 
it is not a regular weak form either. Finally, there are some W2 forms attested 
in Japicx’ works, such as inF. æf-schiedje. The Modern Frisian forms retain the 
irregular W1 inflection, but not the W2 variants.

SKINE ‘shine’  < pgMc +skein-a-

oFriS skīna S1 (W1) – skēn- – -skinen

ModFriS skine W1 skyn skynde – skynd

In Old Frisian, this verb shows stable S1 inflection (e.g. prEt.Sg. schēne), but it 
has become weak in Early Modern Frisian. In Middle Frisian, both strong and 
weak forms are attested for the prefixed verb forskīne. Brandsma classifies 
the Early Modern Frisian verb as W1, which is justifiable based on the infini-
tive and some present tense forms (Brandsma  1936: 166). However, there are 
other 3Sg.prES. forms ending in 〈-’t〉 which might also suggest W2 inflection, 
as do prEt. schynne and forschyne. Brandsma sees these forms as instances of 
assimilated /n/ < /nd/, but they could just as well be W2 preterite forms. In 
Modern Frisian, only W1 inflection is used.

28· See riEdE ‘counSEl’ (pAgE 270).
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SKITE ‘shit’  < pgMc +skeit-a-

oFriS skītaWL S1 – skēt – –

ModFriS skite S1 skyt skiet – skiten

Although not attested in Old Frisian, skīta has the expected S1 inflection in 
Middle Frisian as shown by prEt.Sg. scheet. In Early Modern Frisian the verb 
is attested in the Burmania Proverbs, but only in the infinitive. In Modern 
Frisian, the verb still has the expected S1 inflection.

SKOWE ‘shove’  < pgMc +skūb-a-

oFriS
skūvaOL, skūwaWL, 
skouwaWL, skouwiaWL

S2* – – – -skouwen

ModFriS skowe W1 skow skode – skood

This verb was still strong in Old Frisian, as shown by prEt.ptc. -skouwen, which 
developed through Jorwert Breaking from +skewen. This form in turn influ-
enced the Old West Frisian infinitival forms with /ou/. The verb appears to 
have become weak in Early Modern Frisian; Brandsma classifies it as W1, 
though there are no attested preterite or past participle forms to support this 
(Brandsma  1936: 170). In Modern Frisian, the W1 inflection is standard.

SKRIUWE ‘write’  <?pgMc +skreib-a-, Latin scrībere

oFriS
skrīvaOL, skrīwaOL, 
skriūwaWL

S1, S1b – skrēf, 
skriou – skriven, skreven, 

skriouwen

ModFriS skriuwe S1b skriuw skreau – skreaun

The etymology of skrīva and its Germanic cognates is not entirely clear. There 
might have been a pgMc verb +skreib-a-, but Seebold argues that the mean-
ing suggests that the verb is a loan from Latin scrībere (Seebold  1970: s.v. 
SKREIB-A-). If so, the verb soon became S1 in most Old Germanic languages, 
with the exception of Old Norse, where it remained weak, before eventually 
shifting to S1 in later attested Scandinavian languages.29 In Old West Frisian, 
the verb starts to show signs of Jorwert Breaking and, as such, a shift towards 
the new subclass S1b. In the charters, a large variety of vowels appear in the 
preterite, both with original /eː/ as in screeff and with broken (i.e. diphthong-
ised) forms such as schriaw, scryow. The form scryew may be an indication 
of the sound change /eː/ > /iə/ in progress. In the past participle, there is 
similar variation between original monophthongs and later broken forms. In 
Early Modern Frisian, the broken S1b forms are the only ones attested for the 
preterite and past participle; this indicates that it became fully established as 
an S1b verb by this period. The situation in Modern Frisian is the same.

29· See Swedish SKriVA ‘writE’ (pAgE 218).
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SLAAN ‘hit’  < pgMc +slah-a-

oFriS
slāOL, 
slānWL

S6* – slōg –
-slāgen, 
-slain, 
-slein

ModFriS slaan S6* slaan sloech – slein

Intervocalic /h/ was dropped in Proto-Frisian, leading to the contracted inF. 
slā(n). The fricative is preserved in the preterite: slōg. prEt.ptc. slayn, sleyn are 
the expected forms in Old and Middle Frisian. In Early Modern Frisian, the 
fricative is still preserved in prEt.Sg. sloeg, sluwg, but the past participle has 
regular /ei/, e.g. forsleyn. The Modern Frisian forms are essentially the same.

SLIEPE ‘sleep’  < pgMc +slǣp-a-

oFriS
slēpa, 
slāpaWL S7 – slēp – -slēpen

ModFriS sliepe W1, W1* sliep sliepte, 
slepte – sliept, slept

There are few attestations of this verb, but it is clear that it was strong in 
Old and Middle Frisian (e.g. prEt. slēp, prEt.ptc. slēpen). It has become weak in 
Early Modern Frisian: most forms in Japicx’ works are W2 (e.g. inF. sliepje), 
but there is one W1 nominalised infinitive form sliepe. In Modern Frisian only 
W1 inflection is used, either the regular variety, or one with e as the past tense 
vowel.

FER-SLINE ‘devour’  < pgMc +-slend-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS fer-sline W1 fer-slyn fer-slynde – fer-slynd

EModFriS -slijne is most likely a reflex of unattested oFriS +-slinda or otherwise 
a loan from Dutch. Both scenarios are possible since the verb would have the 
same form /-slind-/ in either language. The verb has retained its S3 inflec-
tion in Early Modern Frisian, as shown by its participle forsluwn. This form, as 
well as the infinitive, shows lengthening of the vowel and reduction of /nd/ 
> /n/ — compare BinE ‘Bind’ (pAgE 243), FinE ‘Find’ (pAgE 251). While we 
could expect Modern Frisian fersline to also have such strong inflection, it has 
weakened to W1.
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SLITE ‘wear, decay’  < pgMc +sleit-a-

oFriS slīta S1 – – – sleten

ModFriS slite S1 slyt sliet – sliten

This verb shows S1 inflection throughout the investigated periods, e.g. the 
oFriS prEt.ptc. sleten, with unexpected /e/ instead of /i/ (Jacobs  1899: 63). The 
Early Modern Frisian verb has the expected S1 forms, e.g. prEt. forsliet, except 
for a W2 infinitive form forslytje. In Modern Frisian, only the original S1 in-
flection is used.

SLÛPE ‘sneak’  < pgMc +slūp-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS slûpe W1, S2* slûp slûpte, sloep – slûpt

Originally, this was a S2 verb, but it is not attested in Old Frisian, so the origin 
of the Early Modern Frisian verb sluwppe/sluwpje is not certain. In any case, it 
does not have the S2 inflection the verb would probably have had in Old Fri-
sian, which it did have in Old High German, and which it still has in Dutch.30 
In Early Modern Frisian, the verb shows variance between W1 and W2 in the 
present tense and infinitive. In Modern Frisian, the verb has W1 inflection, 
though an (innovative) form sloep is allowed in the preterite.

SLUTE ‘close, lock’  < pgMc +slūt-a-

oFriS slūta S2* – – – -sleten, -sloten

ModFriS slute S2* slút sleat, sluet – sletten

There are divergent Old Frisian past participle forms (e.g. bislōten), due to 
Dutch or Low German influence — see BE-drAgE ‘BEtrAy’ (pAgE 247), ligE 
‘liE’ (pAgE 264), etc. An Early Modern Frisian reflex of these forms is attested 
once in prEt.ptc. besluwttene, although this might also show levelling of the 
present vowel to the past participle. In other respects, the verb is stable, and 
regular forms (e.g. EModFriS prEt.ptc. besletten) are attested in all periods. In 
Modern Frisian, the verb has the idiosyncratic prEt. form sluet next to the ex-
pected S2 form sleat.

30· A cursory search yielded no reflexes of the verb in East and North Frisian that 
might indicate the presence of the verb in Old Frisian. The verb may have been bor-
rowed from Dutch or German. 
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SLYPJE ‘sharpen, grind’  < pgMc +sleip-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS slypje W2 slypje slipe – slipe

This verb is probably a reflex of oFriS +slīpa (though no forms are attested), 
given the presence of the verb in East and North Frisian languages (e.g. Fer-
ing slip, Saterland sliepe). The Early Modern Frisian verb has S1 inflection in 
the (adjectival) prEt.ptc. slijpp’ne, but W2 in 1.prES.pl. slijpje. In Modern Frisian, 
only the W2 inflection is used.

SMELTE ‘melt’  < pgMc +smelt-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS smelte, smeltsje S3 smelt, smeltsje smolt – smolten

Originally, this verb had S3 inflection. It most likely descends from unat-
tested oFriS +smelta. In Early Modern Frisian, the verb is W2, showing both 
original /e/ and South-western /o/ as a vowel. In Modern Frisian the verb 
has the expected S3 inflection with a W2 variant in the present and infinitive.

SMITE ‘throw’  < pgMc +smeit-a-

oFriS smītaWL S1 – smēt – smiten

ModFriS smite S1 smyt smiet – smiten

This verb shows no inflection class changes, with regular forms in both Old 
Frisian (e.g. prEt.ptc. smyten) and Early Modern Frisian (e.g. prEt. smiet, prEt.
ptc. smytten), as well as Modern Frisian.

SNIJE ‘cut’   < pgMc +sneiþ-a-

oFriS
snītha, snīdaWL, 
snīaWL, sneiaWL

S1* – – – -snithen, -sneden, 
-sneien, -snein

ModFriS snije S1* snije snie – snien

Next to expected forms such as prEt.ptc. esnithin, the Old Frisian verb forms 
show varying degrees of loss of intervocalic /th/. By Early Modern Frisian, 
these reduced forms have spread throughout the paradigm (e.g. prEt. sney). In 
terms of inflection class, the verb is stable. The variant form prEt.ptc. sneyn, a 
reduced form of snēthin with loss of the intervocalic dental, is attested in both 
Old and Early Modern Frisian. The Modern Frisian forms are a continuation 
of these earlier ones without a dental. In other resepects, the verb is still a 
(slightly idiosyncratic) S1 verb.
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SPIJE ‘spit, vomit’  < pgMc +speiw-a-

oFriS spīa S1* – – – -spīen

ModFriS spije S*, W1 spij spei, spijde – spein, spijd

This was originally an S1 verb, and still appears to be so in Old Frisian. Brem-
mer classifies it as S7, possibly on the basis of the past participle form espīen, 
because S1 normally has short /i/ (Bremmer  2009: 78). However, Jacobs clas-
sified it as S1, explaining the ī as a result of lengthening of the vowel when 
a subsequent consonant (in this case /w/) is syncopated: espīen < +espiwen 
(Jacobs  1899: 83–84). The syncopation of /w/ in +spīwa also explains why the 
verb did not undergo Jorwert Breaking in Old West Frisian, as /w/ had dis-
appeared before it could trigger the breaking. Otherwise we would expect the 
verb to have become +spiuwa, and to have shifted to S1b. EModFriS prEt.ptc. 
speyn is best explained as a reduced form of an Old Frisian variant past ptc. 
+spēwin — cf. SnijE ‘cut’ (pAgE 280). Unlike the latter verb, Modern Frisian 
spije has divergent vowels in the preterite, spreading /ɛi/ throughout the par-
adigm, resulting in a pattern shared with no other verb. In addition, a regular 
W1 inflection is also allowed.

SPINNE ‘spin’  < pgMc +spenn-a-

oFriS spinnaWL S3? – – – –

ModFriS spinne S3*, W1 spin spûn, 
spinde – spûn, spind

Although there are no attested Old Frisian preterite or past participle forms 
to confirm the classification, the verb shows expected S3 inflection in Early 
Modern Frisian (e.g. prEt.ptc. spon in the Burmania Proverbs), so we may as-
sume this is the inherited inflection. In Modern Frisian we see the expected 
S3 inflection (with modified stem vowel) and a W1 variant.

SPLITE ‘split’  < pgMc +spleit-a-

oFriS -splīta S1 – – – -spliten

ModFriS splite S1 splyt spliet – spliten

The verb has retained its original S1 inflection in all investigated periods (e.g. 
oFriS prEt.ptc. -spliten and Early Modern Frisian prEt. spliet).
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SPREKKE ‘speak’  < pgMc +sprek-a-

oFriS
spreka, 
sprekaWL S5* – sprēk – -spretzen, 

-spritzen

ModFriS sprekke S5* sprek spriek, 
spruts – sprutsen

Like BrEKKE ‘BrEAK’ (pAgE 245), this verb shows assibilated forms spretsen, 
spritsen in the past participle from Middle Frisian onwards (Loopstra  1935: 48-
49). The verb kept its strong S5 inflection with assibilated forms in Early Mod-
ern Frisian, e.g. prEt.Sg. sprijck, past ptc. spritsen. These forms are also used in 
Modern Frisian and the assibilated form is in the process of spreading to the 
preterite.

SPRINGE ‘jump’  < pgMc +spreng-a-

oFriS
springa, 
-sprengaWL S3 – sprang, 

sprong – –

ModFriS springe S3 spring sprong – sprongen

This verb has a stable S3 inflection in all investigated periods, e.g. oFriS prEt.
Sg. ontsprang, Early Modern Frisian prEt.pl. sprongen.

SPRUTE ‘sprout’  < pgMc +sprūt-a-

oFriS sprūta S2* – – – –sprēten, 
-sprūten

ModFriS sprute W1/S2* sprút sprute – spruten

The Old Frisian verb shows the expected S2 inflection (e.g. prEt.ptc. wtsprēten), 
except for a past participle form wtsprûten. This might be a case of internal 
levelling in which the vowel of the present tense spreads to the past participle 
(Jacobs  1899: 72).31 In Early Modern Frisian, the verb has become weak and 
shows regular W2 inflection, e.g. prEt.ptc. uwt-spruwtte. However, it is likely 
that the strong prEt.ptc. survived as well, since it resurfaces in Modern Fri-
sian, hybridised with W1 inflection in the preterite.

31· But this too could be an instance of influence from Dutch or Low German; the 
expected form would be /sproten/ and not /spruːten/, however, so this scenario seems 
less likely for this verb than for the other cases such as ligE ‘liE’ (pAgE 264).
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STAPPE ‘step’  < pgMc +stap-ja-, +stap-a-

oFriS
steppaOL, 
stapaWL

S6 – -stōp – -stapen

ModFriS stappe W1/S6 stap stapte, 
stoep – stapt

This verb shows stable S6 inflection from Old Frisian to Early Modern Frisian, 
e.g. oFriS prEt.Sg. ūrstōp and EModFriS prEt.Sg. stoep. In Modern Frisian the 
verb is mostly W1, but preserves the original S6 inflection as a variant in the 
preterite.

STEAN ‘stand’  < pgMc +stǣ-, +sta-n-d-a-

oFriS

stān, stēnWL, stonda, 
standa, stōndaOL, 
-staunaWL

S6* –
stō, stōd, 
stond, 
stund

–
-stenden, 
-stenzen, 
-stinzen

ModFriS stean S6* stean stie – stien

Like gEAn ‘go’ (pAgE 252), this is a complex verb where two paradigms 
had become mixed already in Proto-Germanic (Seebold  1970, s.v. STA-N-D-A, 
STǢ-). In Old Frisian, this resulted in a verb with two major infinitive vari-
ants, each with its own sub-variants with different vowels.32 The Old Frisian 
preterite has forms of the stonda paradigm, both the original type stōd which 
lacks the present nasal, and a type where this /n/ has been generalised across 
the paradigm, e.g. stond. prEt.Sg. /stoː/ without /d/ might be an S6 formation 
after inF. stān. The past participle exclusively has forms based on stonda, e.g. 
standen, stenden. This participle also developed assibilated variants, e.g. sten-
zen, stinsen, which cannot be regular phonological developments of standen. 
Instead, we are dealing with an analogy on the basis of e.g. gān – ginzen 
(Loopstra  1935: 51-52; Jacobs  1899: 114).33 This picture also accurately reflects 
the Middle Frisian situation. EModFriS stean is the only remaining infinitive 
form. In the preterite, we find stoe, a descendant of the stān-based Old Fri-
sian /stoː-/ forms. The past participle shows variation between /stuːn/ and 
/stiən/: stoen and stien. Neither form seems to directly go back to Old Frisian; 
stien might be an analogy with gān – gien, while stoen might show spread of the 
preterite vowel to the past participle. What is clear, at least, is that /-nd-/ has 
disappeared from the entire paradigm. In Modern Frisian the past participle 
form is the same, and its vowel has spread to the preterite, bringing it in line 
with a number of other strong verbs that are difficult to classify; see section 
5.3.1.i (p. 86).

32· However, gān and stān do not occur in Old East Frisian; for dialectal and chrono-
logical aspects of the distribution of the two paradigms, see Meijering (1990: 340-342). 
33· See gEAn ‘go’ (pAgE 252).
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STEKKE ‘stab’  < pgMc +stek-a-

oFriS steka S5* – stēk – -steken, -stetzen, 
-stitzen

ModFriS stekke S5* stek stiek, stuts – stutsen

Steka shows assibilation in the past participle,e.g. stetzen, from the Middle 
Frisian period onwards (Loopstra  1935: 49). This form persists in Early Mod-
ern Frisian, where stitsen is the only remaining form. The verb has stable S5 
inflection in other respects. These forms are also used in Modern Frisian and 
the assibilated form is in the process of spreading to the preterite.

STELLE ‘steal’  < pgMc +stel-a-

oFriS
stela, 
stalaWL S4 (W1) – – – -stelen

ModFriS stelle S4 stel stiel – stellen

This verb shows stable S4 inflection (e.g. oFriS prEt.ptc. stellen, EModFriS prEt.
ptc. stelne), except for the W1 participle form aef steld in the Middle Frisian 
charters.

STJERRE ‘die’  < pgMc +sterb-a-

oFriS

sterva, 
starvaWL, 
stera, 
storaWL

S3* – star, +starf storven, 
sturven

-stēren, 
-stōren, 
-storven, 
-sturven

ModFriS stjerre S3* stjer stoar – stoarn

Even in Old Frisian, some infinitive forms show loss of /v/ between /r/ and a 
vowel (Bremmer  2009: 49). In the preterite plural and past participle, we find 
forms with original /v/ still present (e.g. prEt.pl. stōruen), but also without 
(e.g. prEt.ptc. stoeren). In Middle Frisian, it appears the preterite prefers short 
/o/ or /u/ (e.g. storf), while short /ɔ/ or long /ɔː/ has become dominant in 
the prEt.ptc. (e.g. stoern). By Early Modern Frisian, /v/ has disappeared from 
the paradigm, and the preterite is stoar, a lengthened form which appears to 
have spread from prEt.ptc. stoarn. The Modern Frisian forms are essentially 
the same.
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STJITTE ‘thrust, stab’   < pgMc +staut-eja-

oFriS stēta W1* (S?) – – –
-stanzen, 
-stāt, -stēn, 
-stēt

ModFriS stjitte
W1*, 
W1/S* stjit state, 

stjitte – staat, 
stjitten

Seebold lists stēta under the descendants of Proto-Germanic strong +staut-a- 
(Seebold  1970: s.v. STAUT-A-), but this is incorrect, as this would have led to 
Old Frisian +stāta (Brandsma  1936: 19). Instead, stēta derives from the weak 
Proto-Germanic variant +staut-eja-, probably via intermediate +stātja. The Old 
Frisian preterite and past participle forms with /a/ and /aː/ without i-muta-
tion are original (Brandsma  1936: 19). Later on, forms with /e(ː)/ developed, 
e.g. past participle stet. Hofmann and Popkema list strong past participle 
forms stanzen and stēn in their dictionary (Hofmann et al.  2008: s.v. stēta), but 
their origin is unclear. The verb is still somewhat irregular in Early Modern 
Frisian, with the /aː/ past participle form staet surviving. There is no preterite 
form attested to aid further classification. In Modern Frisian these irregular 
weak forms with /aː/ are still used, alongside a regular W1 preterite stjitte and 
an innovative strong prEt.ptc. stjitten.

STJONKE ‘stink’  < pgMc +stenkw-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS stjonke S3 stjonk stonk – stonken

Although unattested, +stiunka < +stinkwa must have existed in Old Frisian on 
account of the effect of labio-velar mutation of /i/.34 According to Brandsma, 
the original S3 inflection has been preserved in Early Modern Frisian, except 
for a W2 present tense form stjonckje (Brandsma  1936: 189). However, he lists 
no preterite or past participle forms to confirm his classification. In Modern 
Frisian the verb has the expected S3 inflection.

STOWE ‘dust’  < ? pgMc +stūb-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS stowe W1, S2* sto stode, stau – stood, stowen, stauwen

The origin of stowe is not entirely clear. There is no attested Old Frisian et-
ymon, but it is possible that one existed: +stūva < pgMc +stūb-a-, rather than 
+steub-a- (see Seebold  1970: s.v. STEUB-A- for the two variants). EModFriS prEt.
ptc. forsto(a)uwne could then be the result of Jorwert Breaking of prEt.ptc. +ste-
ven. In Modern Frisian, the verb varies between W1 inflection and a few idio-
syncratic strong forms.

34· Compare SjongE ‘Sing’ (pAgE 275) versus SinKE ‘SinK’ (pAgE 273).
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STRIDE ‘fight’  < pgMc +streid-a-

oFriS strīda S1, W1, W2 – stritte – -striden, strit, 
strīdad

ModFriS stride S1 striid stried – striden

Strīda already shows variation between weak (e.g. W1 prEt.Sg. stritte, W2 prEt.
ptc. strideth) and strong inflection (e.g. prEt.pl. witherstrīde) in Old Frisian. In 
Early Modern Frisian, the verb cannot be classified with any certainty, be-
cause only the infinitive strijdje is attested. In Modern Frisian, the verb has 
reverted to its original S1 inflection.

STRIKE ‘iron, stroke’  < pgMc +streik-a-

oFriS strīkaWL S1* – strēk – -stritzen

ModFriS strike S1* stryk striek – strutsen

From Old Frisian onwards, we find palatalisation in the prEt.ptc. form: stritzen. 
This form persists in Early Modern and Modern Frisian. From a diachronic 
point of view, the verb’s inflection class has therefore remained stable, but 
synchronically the verb is barely distinguishable from originally S5 verbs with 
assibilation in the prEt.ptc. — see section 5.3.1.f (p. 85).

SÛGE ‘suck’  < ? pgMc +sūg-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS sûge, sûgje W1, W2 sûg, sûgje sûgde, sûge – sûgd, sûge

This verb is probably inherited from an unattested oFriS +sūga (S2). The Early 
Modern Frisian verb has only W2 forms, e.g. prES.pl. suwgje. In Modern Fri-
sian both W1 and W2 inflection is allowed.

SWARRE ‘swear, vow’  < pgMc +swar-ja-, +swar-a-

oFriS

swera, 
swaraWL, 
sworaWL

S6* – swōr swōren
-swaren, 
-sweren, 
-swōren

ModFriS swarre W1 swar swarde – sward

The verb shows some variation in Old Frisian. The infinitive reflects two dif-
ferent Proto-Germanic forms, one with the suffix -ja, the other with -a. The 
past participle shows variation as well, with the original /o(ː)/ form (e.g. 
swōrne)35 competing with the vowels e (e.g. sweren) and a, which appear in the 

35· This /o(ː)/ can either be analysed as a unique zero grade ablaut, though I prefer 
to analyse it as an analogical S4 form. See Swedish SVÄr(j)A ‘SwEAr’ (pAgE 228) for a 
discussion.
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past participle forms of other S6 verbs. Competition between /o/ and /e/ is 
also found in Middle Frisian. In Early Modern Frisian, the /e/ form survives 
(swern), alongside a W1 form sward. In Modern Frisian the verb has weakened 
entirely to W1.

SWERVE ‘roam’  < pgMc +swerb-a-

oFriS swervaWL, sworvaWL – – – – –

ModFriS swerve S3 swerf swurf – swurven

For Old Frisian, we only have the attested infinitival form, so it is not certain 
if the verb had the expected S3 inflection. The verb is not attested in Early 
Modern Frisian.36 In Modern Frisian the verb does have strong inflection.

SWIMME ‘swim’   < pgMc +swemm-a-

oFriS +swommaWL S3? – – – –

ModFriS swimme, swemme S3 swim, swem swom – swommen

The only form attested for Old Frisian is swomt (prES.Sg.), which suggests 
+swomma rather than +swimma or +swemma.37 The verb might be S3, but there 
are no preterite or past participle forms to confirm this, neither in Old Frisian 
nor in Early Modern Frisian; the latter period also features some W2 present 
tense forms, e.g. swomje. In Modern Frisian the inflection is the expected S3 
and variants with both /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ as present stem vowel are used.

SWOLGJE ‘devour’  < pgMc +swelg-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS swolgje W2 swolgje swolge – swolge

This verb is not attested in Old Frisian, but the vowel in EModFriS swolgje in-
dicates derivation from +swolga, a variant of oFriS +swelga, probably with S3 
inflection, which had become W2 before the Early Modern Frisian period.

36· In Brandsma (1936: 192), “zwerven” [‘to roam’] is listed as the translation for swarre, 
swerre, but this is a mistake. The entry is for the verb meaning ‘to swear’ (Dutch zw-
eren); EModFriS swerre/swarre ‘to roam’ has not been recorded.
37· There are a number of S3 verbs with /o/ or /u/ in the infinitive and present tense 
(Bremmer  2009: 73; Jacobs  1899: 80).
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SWOLLE ‘swell’  < pgMc +swell-a-

oFriS swellaWL, swillaOL S3? – – – –

ModFriS swolle W1 swol swolde – swold

Despite the absence of Old Frisian preterite or past participle forms, swolle 
appears to be stable in terms of inflection class until the Modern Frisian 
period (e.g. EModFriS prEt.ptc. op-swoln). The /o/ in the Early Modern prES./
inF. is probably due to backing and rounding of /e/, typical of Japicx’ dialect 
(Brandsma  1936: 193). In Modern Frisian the verb has weakened to W1.

SYPJE ‘drip’  < pgMc +seip-a-

oFriS +sīpa S1? – – – -sepen

ModFriS sypje W2 sypje sipe – sipe

There is no direct evidence for the inflection class of pgMc +seip-a- but, based 
on the vowel, S1 seems likely. The only attested form in Old Frisian is prEt.ptc. 
bisepen, which could point towards multiple strong classes, including variant 
forms of S1 (Jacobs  1899: 63), but this is not enough to base a classification on. 
The verb survives in Early Modern and Modern Frisian, but has become weak 
(W2).

TREDA ‘tread’  < pgMc +tred-a-

oFriS treda S5 – trēd -trāden -treden

ModFriS trêdzje W2 trêdzje trêde – trêde

This verb shows stable S5 inflection in Old Frisian (e.g. prEt.ptc. treden), and 
Early Modern Frisian (prEt.ptc. oer-tredden ‘trespassed’). In Modern Frisian 
the verb has become weak.

TRIUWE ‘push’  < pgMc +þreib-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS triuwe S1b, W1 triuw treau, triuwde – treaun

Brandsma connects this verb to oFriS +thrūwa (Brandsma  1936: 203), for 
which I could find no attestation, and which would have meant ‘threaten’; re-
lated verbs are Middle Dutch druwen and Danish/Norwegian true. However, 
this form cannot lead to EModFriS inF. trieuwe through regular phonological 
development; the semantic relation seems tentative as well. I am inclined in-
stead to posit oFriS +thrīva < pgMc +þreib-a- ‘grasp (someone)’ (Seebold  1970: 
s.v. ÞREIB-A-). Not only is the meaning closer to EModFriS ‘push’, it would also 
form a regular phonological chain /-eiβ-/ > /iːv/ > /iuw/, with an expected 
class development from S1 to S1b in the process. This reconstruction was first 
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suggested by Miedema, who connects the verb to Old Norse thrífa, and sug-
gests that it might be a loan from that language, though it might also be na-
tive Frisian (Miedema 1979). In Modern Frisian the verb still has S1b inflection 
alongside a W1 past variant.

FER-TROUWE ‘trust’  <?pgMc +triww-, +trū-38

oFriS
bi-trōwaWL, 
-trouwaWL

W1 (S?) – – – -trouwen

ModFriS
fer-trouwe, 
fer-trouje

W1, W2 -trou, 
-trouje

-troude, 
-trouwe – -troud, 

-trouwe

This originally weak verb has a strong adjectival past participle in the char-
ters: bytrouwen. In Early Modern Frisian it has largely shifted to W2, but the 
prefixed verb for-trouw(j)e has both a W1 and W2 variant. In Modern Frisian 
both weak classes are allowed.

TSJEN ‘pull’  < pgMc +teuh-a-

oFriS tīaOL, tīan S2* – tāch tāgen, 
tegen tegen, tein

ModFriS tsjen S2* tsjoch teach – tein

The Old Frisian infinitive resulted from contraction of Proto-Frisian +tiāha. 
The original consonant remains as /x/, /p/ in forms like prEt.Sg. tāch, prEt.pl. 
tēghen (with operation of Verner’s Law), but is lost through palatalisation in 
prEt.ptc. teyn. In Early Modern and Modern Frisian, we find regular descend-
ants of these forms: e.g. EModFriS inF. tjean, prEt.Sg. teag and prEt.ptc. teyn. 
The verb is stable in terms of inflection class.

TWINGE ‘force’  < pgMc +þweng-a-

oFriS
thwinga, 
twingaWL S3* – twang, 

twāng – -thwongen, -tungen, 
-twongen

ModFriS twinge S3 twing twong – twongen

In Old Frisian, we find both /a/ and /o/ in the preterite, including lengthened 
ones, e.g. prEt.Sg. twāng, tuōng (Jacobs  1899: 82). The verb has the expected S3 
inflection in Middle Frisian, e.g. prEt.ptc. twonghen. In Early Modern Frisian, 
both W1 (e.g. prEt.ptc. twingd) and W2 (e.g. prEt.ptc. betwingge) forms start to 
appear alongside the original S3 forms (e.g. prEt. twong). These weak variants 
have disappeared in Modern Frisian.

38·De Vries (1962: s.v. trouw).
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WAAIE ‘blow [of wind]’ < pgMc +wǣ-ja-

oFriS waia S7 (W1, W2) – wē – –

ModFriS waaie W1 waai waaide – waaid

This verb was still strong in Old Frisian, e.g. prEt.Sg. wē. Its status in Middle 
Frisian is unclear, as only present forms are attested, as part of the formu-
laic expression for eternity: e.g. alzo langh als wijnt wayet ende kynt scrayet gres 
groyet ende bloem bloyet ‘as long as the wind blows and the child weeps, the 
grass grows and the flower blooms’.39 The form wayet with prES.Sg. in -et shows 
W2 inflection, but the formula also has attestations with -t (wayt), which could 
indicate either W1 or strong inflection. Based on the present tense forms, the 
verb has shifted to W1 in Early Modern Frisian (Brandsma  1936: 207). This 
classification can be confirmed by prEt.ptc. waeyd in the Burmania Proverbs. 
In Modern Frisian, too, the verb has a regular W1 inflection.

WAAKSE ‘wax, grow’  < pgMc +wahs-a-

oFriS waxa, wāxaWL, wexaWL S6 – wōx – -waxen

ModFriS waakse S6* waaks woeks – woeksen

This verb has the regular S6 inflection in Old Frisian, e.g. prEt.Sg. wōx, but 
Early Modern Frisian has prEt.ptc. wuwgsen with stemvowel /u(ː)/ rather than 
the expected /a(ː)/. This vowel must have spread there from the preterite. 
In addition, there are a few W2 variants in Early Modern Frisian, e.g. prES.
pl. waegssje. In Modern Frisian only the strong forms are used, including the 
innovative vowel in prEt.ptc. woeksen.

WÂLDZJE ‘rule, wield, protect’  < pgMc +wald-a-

oFriS
walda, wālda, 
wauldaWL, waudaWL S7 – – welden, 

wīldon –

ModFriS wâldzje W2 wâldzje wâlde – wâlde

This verb still had S7 inflection in Old Frisian, e.g. prEt.pl. wīldon. The verb 
has become weak (W1) by the Early Modern Frisian period (Brandsma  1936: 
207), though no preterite or past participle forms are attested to confirm this 
classification. In Modern Frisian only W2 inflection is used.

39· Charter OOR10260 in Drukker et al. (2009).
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WÂLJE ‘boil, well’  < pgMc +wall-a-

oFriS walla S7? – – – –

ModFriS wâlje, wâle W2, W1 wâlje, wâl wâle, wâlde – wâle, wâld

In Old Frisian, this verb is only attested in the present tense and infinitive, so 
its inflection class is uncertain. It might still have the expected S7, or it may 
have shifted to S6 (Bremmer  2009: 76). In Early Modern Frisian, the verb is 
W1 in the preterite (wâlde), and both W1 (e.g. wâlt) and W2 (wâllet) in the pres-
ent tense and infinitive. In Modern Frisian both weak classes may be used for 
this verb.

WASKJE ‘wash’  < pgMc +wask-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS waskje S*/W2 waskje wosk – wosken

While this verb can be traced back to a Proto-Germanic ancestor, it is not 
attested before Modern Frisian, where it has a hybrid inflection showing W2 
in the present and infinitive and the vowel o in the past tense. This vowel is 
usually a sign of S3, but the verb doesn’t really fit into that class based on its 
stem phonology; see section 5.3.1.i (p. 86).

WEAGE ‘weigh’  < pgMc +weg-a-

oFriS wega, wagaWL S5, S6 – wōch wōgen -wegen

ModFriS
weage, wage, 
weagje

S6* (W2) weach, waach, 
weagje woech – woegen

The inflection status of this verb in Old Frisian is not entirely clear. Origi-
nally, it must have been S5. However, we find /-oː-/ forms (S6) in the pret-
erite. These came into existence in later Old or Middle Frisian, based on the 
infinitive form waga, which is similar to S6 verbs with /a/ followed by a sin-
gle consonant, e.g. drAgE ‘BEAr’ (pAgE 247). In Early Modern Frisian, most 
forms of the verb are W2 (e.g. prES.Sg. wæget), but S6 preterite forms are oc-
casionally found, such as oer-woeg ‘considered’. In Modern Frisian there are 
three variant infinitives including one with W2 in the present tense (weagje). 
However all variants have the same S6 past tense forms, with oe having lev-
elled to the prEt.ptc.
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WĒPAOFris ‘weep’  < pgMc +wōp-ja-

oFriS wēpa S7 – – – wēpen

ModFriS – – – – – –

The prEt.ptc. wēpen confirms that this verb was strong in Old Frisian. It is not 
attested in later periods.

WERPE ‘throw’  < pgMc +werp-a-

oFriS
werpa, warpa, 
worpaWL S3* – warp – -urpen, -werpen, 

-worpen

ModFriS werpe S3 werp wurp – wurpen

Werpa shows the expected S3 inflection in Old Frisian, except the prEt.ptc. wer-
pen. In the charters, we find a past participle form ontwerpen. In Early Modern 
Frisian, the verb only survives in prefixed form, albeit still with S3 inflection, 
e.g. the adjectival prEt.ptc. onderworpne. In Modern Frisian the verb has the 
expected S3 inflection, with u instead of o before r.

WÊZE ‘be’  < pgMc +wes-a-

oFriS
wesa, 
wasaWL IRR – was, wēr wēren -wesen

ModFriS wêze IRR bin wie – west

Like its equivalents in other West Germanic languages, this verb is mixed 
with forms of both pgMc +beww- and +es-. The part of the paradigm belong-
ing to pgMc +wesa- mostly shows the expected S5 inflection in Old Frisian, 
with prEt.Sg./pl. was/wēren and prEt.ptc. wesen. In Early Modern Frisian, the 
preterite has become wier, probably because the preterite plural stem vowel 
generalised to the singular. The verb shows competition between the strong 
prEt.ptc. wezzen and the W1 formation west. In Modern Frisian the preterite is 
wie without final /r/, while in the past participle only the weak form survives.

WIKE ‘yield’  <pgMc +weik-a-, (+wīkw-a-)

oFriS
wīka, wiāka, 
wiēkaWL S1? / S2? – – – –

ModFriS wike, wykje
S1, W1, 
W2 wyk, wykje wiek, wykte, 

wyke – wykt, wyke

oFriS wīka was originally S1, but it developed an S2 variant wiāka on the anal-
ogy of the present (Jacobs  1899: 62). This variation is only visible in the infini-
tive, as no prEt. or prEt.ptc. forms are attested. Except for an S1 remnant in the 
prEt. (wijck’), the verb has W2 inflection in EModFriS (e.g. prEt.ptc. ontwycke) 
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(Brandsma  1936: 212).40 In Modern Frisian the verb can be afflected according 
to both weak classes and also has a S1 variant in the preterite.

WINE ‘wind’  < pgMc +wend-a-

oFriS under-winda S3 – – – –

ModFriS wine S3* wyn wûn – wûn

Both Seebold and Brandsma list oFriS +winda, but Jacobs and Hofmann & 
Popkema only have the prefixed form underwinda (Seebold  1970: s.v. WEND-A-; 
Brandsma  1936: 213; Jacobs  1899: 78; Hofmann et al.  2008: s.v. underwinda). 
The verb underwent the same phonological development as e.g. BinE ‘Bind’ 
(pAgE 243), e.g. EModFriS prEt. wuwn’ and prEt.ptc. bewuwn’. The Modern Fri-
sian forms are similar.

WINNE ‘win’  < pgMc +wenn-a-

oFriS

winna, 
wennaWL, 
wonnaWL

S3* – wan, won unnen, 
wonnen

-unnen, -wennen, 
-winnen, -won, 
-wonnen, -wunnen

ModFriS winne S3* win wûn – wûn

The Old Frisian verb has a regular S3 inflection (e.g. prEt.Sg. wan), but also 
innovative past participle forms wennen, winnen, which show a spread of the 
present-tense vowel (Jacobs  1899: 80–81).Early Modern Frisian only has the 
expected S3 forms (e.g. prEt.Sg. won). In Modern Frisian the verb has the same 
reduced but regular past tense forms as e.g. FinE ‘Find’ (pAgE 251).

WITE ‘blame’  < pgMc +weit-a-

oFriS for-wītaWL S1? – – – –

ModFriS wite S1 wyt wiet – witen

The Old Frisian verb, which must originally have had S1 inflection, is only at-
tested in the prefixed infinitive forwīta. In Early Modern Frisian, the verb has 
become weak, with the attested forms indicating W2 inflection (e.g. 3.prES.Sg. 
wijt’t). In Modern Frisian the original strong inflection is used once more.

40· Possibly, wijck’ is a metrically shortened form of wijcke, which could be a W2 pret-
erite form.
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WOLLE ‘WILL, WANT’  < pgMc +wel-?- [+wil-ja-]

oFriS
willa, wella, 
wallaWL, wollaWL IRR – welde, wilde, 

wolde, wō – -willen, -wold

ModFriS wolle IRR wol woe – wollen

In Old Frisian, willa originally lacked a past participle form, as in all Germanic 
languages. Later on new participles were formed either using W1 inflection 
or a strong form ending in a nasal suffix (willen). The preterite was formed 
according to W1, but with vowel variations reflecting that of the present and 
infinitive (e.g. prEt.Sg. welde, wolde, wilda). In addition a shortened preterite 
wō is attested, a development from wold- with vocalisation of /l/ to /w/ and 
loss of /d/. In Early Modern Frisian, the surviving preterite form is woe-. A 
strong past participle form, wollen, is used, this time using the stem vowel of 
the infinitive wolle, which had become the standard in Early Modern Frisian. 
As such, the verb resembled a strong verb in Early Modern Frisian, having 
a preterite without dental suffix and a newly formed strong participle. The 
forms in Modern Frisian are the same.

WREKA ‘avenge’  < pgMc +wrek-a-

oFriS
wreka, wrēkaWL, 
wrakaWL

S5? – – – –

ModFriS
wreke, wreekje, 
wrekje, wrekke

S5*, W1, 
W2

wreek, 
wreekje

wriek, wreekte, 
wrekke –

wrutsen, 
wreekt, 
wrekke

Lacking attested preterite and past participle forms, the class of Old Frisian 
wreka is unclear, although the expected class would be S5. In Early Modern 
Frisian, the verb has W2 present forms (e.g. wreck’t) and a W1 nominalised 
inF. wrecken. In Modern Frisian the verb has numerous variants including 
wreke, wreekje, wrekje and wrekke. All these variant may be used with either the 
strong past tense forms (including the assibilated prEt.ptc. wrutsen) or their 
respective weak alternatives.

WRITE ‘rip, tear’  < pgMc +wreit-a-

oFriS wrītaWL S1 – – – -writen

ModFriS write S1, W1 wryt write, wriet – writen

In Old Frisian this verb meant ‘carve’ (cf. English write). It shows the regular 
S1 inflection in both Old (prEt.ptc. wrwrīten) and Middle Frisian (e.g. prEt.ptc. 
wryten). This verb is not attested in Early Modern Frisian. In Modern Frisian 
the verb still has its original S1 inflection, alongside a W1 variant in the pret-
erite.
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WRIUWE ‘rub’  < pgMc +wreib-a-

oFriS – – – – – –

ModFriS wriuwe S1b wriuw wreau, 
wriuwde – wreaun

This verb is not attested in Old Frisian, but given the Early Modern form, 
it must have developed from +wrīva, eventually fitting into the new strong 
class S1b, like other /-iːv-/ verbs. Whether wrieuwe completely belongs to this 
class in Early Modern Frisian is unclear, since there are no attested prEt. and 
prEt.ptc. forms from the period, but since in Modern Frisian it is an S1b verb, 
it is likely to have been so in Early Modern Frisian.

WURDE ‘become’  < pgMc +werþ-a-

oFriS

wertha, werda, 
wirtha, wirda, 
wordaWL

S3* –
warth, 
wārde, 
werd

wrden, worden, 
wārden, 
wērden

wrden, werden, 
wirden, worden

ModFriS wurde S3* wurd waard – wurden

There is quite some variation in the vowels of this verb in Old Frisian. Possibly 
the zero-grade prEt.pl. or prEt.ptc. stem +wrd- led to different anaptyctic vow-
els (besides the usual /u/) between /w/ and /r/, which subsequently spread 
to other parts of the paradigm. The Early Modern Frisian verb has become 
quite irregular, with W1 forms in the prEt., e.g. wirde, but strong forms with 
/i/ in the past participle, e.g. wirden. In Modern Frisian the forms are differ-
ent once more, though they can all be traced back to Old Frisian ancestors.
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Summary

In this dissertation, I study the way verbs are inflected for past tense 
in Swedish and Frisian, how this has changed over time, and the role 
analogy plays in the development of strategies for past tense inflec-
tion.

After introducing the subject of the dissertation in general terms 
in the first chapter, I examine the concept of inflection class in chapter 
2. For the purposes of this dissertation, I argue for a flexible working 
definition of inflection class that places an emphasis on describing 
linguistic forms over attempting to come up with powerful generalisa-
tions, since this approach fits best with the subjects treated later in the 
dissertation. I then briefly discuss the way in which inflection classes 
may come into existence, change, and disappear, and the way in which 
the concept of inflection class interplays with concepts of regularity, 
defaultness, and productivity. I argue that the concept of regularity 
isn’t particularly valuable for describing the historical inflection class 
changes and shifts that are the subject of this dissertation, and that 
there is no clear overlap between weak inflection and regularity on the 
one hand, and strong inflection and irregularity on the other. As re-
gards productivity, here too I argue for a broad definition. Near the 
end of the chapter, I survey some of the ways in which frequency is 
thought to interact with inflection class, and I give a brief distinction 
between inflection class change and inflection class shift. Finally, I dis-
cuss some of the previous research in the direction of discovering dif-
ferences between regular and irregular inflection.

In chapter 3, the history of strong and weak verbal inflection in the 
Germanic languages is discussed. I start with an overview of the sit-
uation in Proto-Germanic, and whence weak and strong inflection 
originate. A central building block for the classification of strong verbs 
in later periods is the original classification into seven classes. I then 
argue that a synchronic definition of weak and strong inflection types 
should be dynamic; where once the main characteristics were suffix-
ation versus vowel alternation, respectively, this distinction does not 
always suffice in modern Germanic languages. The rest of the chapter 
is dedicated to a broad overview of the further development of strong 
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and weak inflection in the Germanic languages, and an examination 
of how verbs may shift between classes.

Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated to the histories of verbal inflection 
in Swedish and Frisian, respectively. Starting in the Middle Ages with 
Old Swedish and Old Frisian, I work my towards the languages as they 
are spoken nowadays, and describe how the different strategies for 
marking past tense have developed over time.

In chapter 4 on Swedish, we see that the first three strong classes 
have remained relatively stable throughout the language’s history, 
while the others have declined more strongly. I also describe the phe-
nomenon of glide levelling, which has affected numerous verbs in 
Swedish up to the present day, as well a few verbs in Frisian. The weak 
verbs of Swedish show a few changes: the first class is relatively stable, 
as is the third (called the second from Early Modern Swedish onward). 
The Old Swedish second class decreases in size, but can still be consid-
ered something of a class of its own in Modern Swedish, which I call 
W2x. Remarkably, Swedish has developed a new weak class, which I 
describe in this chapter.

Chapter 5 gives the history of Frisian verbal inflection a similar 
treatment. Here we see that strong class 1 and 3 are relatively stable 
and moderately productive, where subclass 1b has developed some-
thing of an independent existence. The same goes for what I call the 
‘assibilation class’. The other strong classes are less stable, and many of 
their members of become weak, or the vowel alternation patterns have 
diverged for various reasons. In Modern Frisian, there is a prolifera-
tion of distinct vowel alternation patterns, with over seventy different 
patterns attested. The weak classes of Frisian have been quite stable 
from Old to Modern Frisian, though the language has a relatively high 
number of verbs that show variation between both classes, as com-
pared to Swedish.

Both these chapters end with a bird’s eye view of class shifts, where 
shifts involving strong inflection are listed individually per class, and 
a couple of tables at the end show the shifts between all classes numer-
ically.

In chapter 6, I turn to analogy, introducing the concept as a general 
cognitive principle/tool, and briefly discussing its history in science 
and linguistics. I explain that the core of analogy is the search for struc-
tural similarities as a way of analysing what we perceive in the world, 
and as a way of making predictions about the unknown. After giving 
an overview of the use of the concept of analogy in linguistics, I dis-
cuss the way in which I believe analogy operates in language, and what 
types of analogical language change we can distinguish, of course with 
an emphasis on verbal inflection class change. Special attention goes 
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to the relationship between analogy and rules, and I argue that rules 
are dependent upon analogy. Finally, I describe and compare the two 
analogical computer models that are used in the next chapters to ana-
lyse the history of Swedish and Frisian verb inflection as presented in 
chapter 4 and 5. Here again we are dealing with analogy and rules, as 
the Analogical Modeling program implements analogy without making 
use of rules, while the Minimal Generalization Learner models analogy 
using rules as an intermediate step.

Chapters 7 and 8, then, present the results of the analogical mod-
elling of inflection class shift and stability in the history of Swedish 
and Frisian. The main results are that overall, for both languages, the 
models were able to predict 60–80% of the historical forms (both stable 
and shifted) correctly. Compared to a baseline model where all verbs 
stay the same, this is lower, which indicates that the analogical models 
were too eager to predict class shifts. Looking only at verbs that shifted 
historically, the models were able to predict 35–50% of the forms cor-
rectly for Swedish, and 37–58% for Frisian. This is lower then the over-
all scores, indicating that the models are actually better at modelling 
stability than modelling change. At the same time, these results are 
much better than selecting outcomes by chance, or those provided by 
a baseline regularisation model. Finally, the results show that MGL 
overall performed slightly but consistently better than AM, and that 
two-step iterative modelling consistently provided better results than 
one-step modelling.

Chapter 9, based on research done with Arjen Versloot, applies a 
post-hoc token frequency analysis to the modelling results obtained for 
the Early Modern to Modern Frisian period. Based on this analysis, we 
conclude that when combining analogical modelling with a frequen-
cy-based analysis, we get a clearer picture of patterns of stability and 
change in verbal inflection classes. Verbs tend to shift only when there 
is analogical pressure to do so, and even then token frequency is of 
influence. When a verb’s token frequency is close to the average for 
all verbs in its class, a verb is less likely to shift than when a verb has 
a frequency that is much higher or lower than average. This means 
that, as argued before, high token frequency is a conservative force 
for most strong and irregular verbs. For many weak verbs however, it 
is a low token frequency that correlates with class stability. Looking 
at patterns of stability and change from Early Modern to Modern Fri-
sian, we see a cline of verb classes, each with its own profile in terms of 
morphology and average token frequency.

In the conclusion, I pull together threads from the various chapters, 
and set out some possible directions for future research. I conclude 
that analogy is a fruitful way of analysing and explaining historical 
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patterns in inflection class stability and change, though results could 
be improved by taking into account token frequency effects, as well as 
social and demographic influences.

Although not part of the main argument of the dissertation, ap-
pendices A and B will be interesting to those who want to know more 
about the inflectional development of individual verbs in Swedish and 
Frisian. These appendices are meant as small historical dictionaries 
that sketch the changes and stability of strong and idiosyncratic verbs 
in both languages.



Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik de manier waarop werkwoorden wor-
den vervoegd voor de verleden tijd in het Zweeds en Fries, hoe dit is 
veranderd door de eeuwen heen, en de rol die analogie hierin speelt.

Na het onderwerp van het proefschrift in algemene termen geïn-
troduceerd te hebben in het eerste hoofdstuk, bekijk ik in hoofdstuk 2 
het concept inflection class. Binnen de context van dit onderzoek pleit 
ik voor een flexibele definitie van inflection class die de nadruk legt op 
het omschrijven van taalvormen in plaats van het maken van sterke 
generalisaties. Deze aanpak past het beste bij de onderwerpen die la-
ter in het proefschrift worden behandeld. Hierna bespreek ik kort hoe 
inflection classes ontstaan, veranderen en weer verdwijnen, en de ma-
nier waarop het concept inflection class verband houdt met de concep-
ten regelmatigheid, defaultness en productiviteit. Ik probeer duidelijk 
te maken dat het begrip regelmatigheid niet bijzonder geschikt is voor 
het omschrijven van de historische veranderingen op het gebied van 
inflection class die het onderwerp zijn van mijn onderzoek. Daarnaast 
beargumenteer ik dat er geen duidelijke overlap is tussen zwakke ver-
voeging en regelmatigheid aan de ene kant en sterke vervoeging en 
onregelmatigheid aan de andere kant. Wat betreft productiviteit pleit 
ik ook voor een brede definitie. Aan het eind van het hoofdstuk geef ik 
een overzicht van de manieren waarop frequentie invloed zou kunnen 
hebben op inflection class, en ik geef een korte scheiding aan tussen in-
flection class change en inflection class shift. Tot slot bespreek ik eerder 
onderzoek naar verschillen tussen regelmatige en onregelmatige ver-
voeging.

In hoofdstuk 3 komt de geschiedenis van zwakke en sterke werk-
woordsvervoeging in de Germaanse talen aan bod. Ik begin met een 
overzicht van de situatie in het Protogermaans, en de oorsprong van 
zwakke en sterke vervoeging. Een belangrijke bouwsteen voor de clas-
sificatie van sterke werkwoorden in latere periodes is de traditionele 
verdeling in zeven klassen. Hierna beargumenteer ik een dynamische 
synchrone definitie van zwakke en sterke vervoeging; waar eens de 
nadruk lag op het verschil tussen het gebruik van respectievelijk ach-
tervoegsels en klinkerwisseling, is voor de moderne Germaanse talen 
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een andere aanpak noodzakelijk. De rest van het hoofdstuk is gewijd 
aan de verdere ontwikkeling van sterke en zwakke vervoeging in de 
Germaanse talen, en een overzicht van hoe werkwoorden van klasse 
kunnen veranderen.

Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 behandelen de geschiedenis van werkwoordsver-
voeging in respectievelijk het Zweeds en Fries. Ik begin in de Middel-
eeuwen met Oudzweeds en Oudfries en volg de talen naar hun huidige 
vormen, waarbij ik omschrijf hoe de verschillende strategieën voor het 
markeren van de verleden tijd zich ontwikkeld hebben.

Bij het Zweeds in hoofdstuk 4 zien we dat de eerste drie sterke klas-
sen relatief stabiel zijn gebleven, terwijl de andere sterke klassen een 
teruggang laten zien. Ik omschrijf ook het fenomeen glide levelling dat 
meerdere werkwoorden in het Zweeds heeft gekenmerkt, tot op de dag 
van vandaag, en een klein aantal werkwoorden in de geschiedenis van 
het Fries. De zwakke werkwoorden in het Zweeds laten relatief wei-
nig verandering zien: de eerste klasse is vrij stabiel, net als de derde 
klasse (die vanaf het Vroegmodern Zweeds de tweede klasse wordt 
genoemd). De Oudzweedse tweede klasse krimpt, maar kan nog wel 
als een kleine groep beschouwd worden in het Modern Zweeds (W2x). 
Een opmerkelijke ontwikkeling is de opkomst van een nieuwe zwakke 
klasse, die ik in dit hoofdstuk omschrijf.

In hoofdstuk 5 geef ik het Fries een zelfde behandeling. Hier zien 
we dat de eerste en de derde sterke klasse relatief stabiel zijn, en daar-
naast enigszins productief. Subklasse 1b heeft iets van een onafhan-
kelijk bestaan verworven. Hetzelfde gaat op voor wat ik de ‘assibilatie-
klasse’ noem. De andere sterke klassen zijn minder stabiel, en veel van 
hun leden zijn zwak geworden of hun klinkerwisselingspatronen zijn 
om verschillende redenen uiteen gegroeid. In het Nieuwfries heeft er 
een brede diversificatie van klinkerwisselingspatronen plaats gevon-
den; er zijn er meer dan 70 geattesteerd. De zwakke klassen in het 
Fries zijn bijzonder stabiel gebleven, alhoewel de taal, vergeleken met 
Zweeds, wel een groot aantal werkwoorden heeft dat varieert tussen 
beide zwakke klassen.

Deze hoofdstukken eindigen allebei met een overzicht van klasse-
veranderingen, waarbij de veranderingen die met sterke vervoeging te 
maken hebben individueel worden opgesomd. Een paar tabellen aan 
het eind geven een overzicht in getallen van alle klasseveranderingen.

In hoofdstuk 6 richt ik mij op analogie. Ik introduceer het concept 
als een algemeen cognitief principe, en bespreek de geschiedenis van 
analogie in wetenschap en taalkunde. Ik leg uit dat het zoeken naar 
systematische overeenkomsten de kern is van analogie, en dat dit de 
manier is waarop wij analyseren wat we waarnemen in de wereld, en 
voorspellingen maken over het onbekende. Na een overzicht te hebben 
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gegeven van het concept analogie in de taalkunde, geef ik mijn kijk op 
hoe analogie taal beïnvloedt, en wat voor soorten analogische taalver-
anderingen we kunnen onderscheiden, uiteraard met de nadruk op 
werkwoordsklasseverandering. Ik besteed in het bijzonder aandacht 
aan het verband tussen analogie en regels en beargumenteer dat re-
gels afhankelijk zijn van analogie. Tot slot omschrijf ik de twee ana-
logische computermodellen die in de volgende hoofdstukken worden 
gebruikt om de geschiedenis van Zweedse en Friese werkwoordsver-
voeging te analyseren. Hier hebben we wederom te maken met analo-
gie en regels, aangezien het Analogical Modeling-programma analogie 
implementeert zonder gebruik van regels, waar de Minimal Generaliza-
tion Learner analogie modelleert met gebruik van regels als tussenstap.

In hoofdstuk 7 en 8 presenteer ik vervolgens de resultaten van de 
analogische modelleringen van verandering en stabiliteit in de werk-
woordsvervoeging van het Zweeds en Fries. In het algemeen wisten de 
modellen ongeveer 60–80% van de historische vormen (zowel stabiel 
als veranderd) juist te voorspellen, in beide talen. Vergeleken met een 
baseline-model waarin alle werkwoorden hetzelfde bleven, is dit een 
lagere uitkomst, wat aangeeft dat de modellen te gretig waren om ver-
andering voor werkwoorden te voorspellen. Als we alleen kijken naar 
werkwoorden die historisch veranderd zijn, zien we dat de modellen 
in het Zweeds 35–50% van de vormen juist voorspellen, en in het Fries 
37–58%. Dit is lager dan de algehele scores, wat laat zien dat de model-
len beter zijn in het modelleren van stabiliteit dan verandering. Tege-
lijkertijd zijn deze resultaten veel beter dan het willekeurig selecteren 
van een uitkomst, en beter dan de resultaten van een baseline regu-
larisatiemodel. Tot slot laten de resultaten zien dat MGL in bijna alle 
gevallen iets hoger scoort dan AM, en dat modelleren in twee stappen 
betere resultaten geeft dan modelleren in één stap.

In hoofdstuk 9, dat is gebaseerd op gezamenlijk onderzoek met 
Arjen Versloot, presenteren we een post-hoc analyse waarin we kijken 
naar het verband tussen tokenfrequentie en de modelleringsresulta-
ten van de periode Vroegmodern Fries tot Nieuwfries. Voortbouwend 
op deze analyse concluderen wij dat een combinatie van analogisch 
modelleren en een frequentie-analyse leidt tot een duidelijker beeld 
van de patronen van stabiliteit en verandering in werkwoordsklassen. 
Werkwoorden veranderen over het algemeen alleen als er een analo-
gische druk is om te veranderen, en zelfs dan is tokenfrequentie van 
invloed. Wanneer de tokenfrequentie van een werkwoord dicht bij de 
gemiddelde frequentie van de klasse ligt, zal het minder snel van klasse 
veranderen dan wanneer de frequentie veel hoger of lager dan dit ge-
middelde is. Dit betekent inderdaad, zoals eerder beweerd, dat een 
hoge tokenfrequentie conserverend werkt bij sterke en onregelmatige 
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werkwoorden. Voor veel zwakke werkwoorden is het echter een lage 
tokenfrequentie die correleert met stabiliteit. Als we de patronen van 
stabiliteit en verandering tussen het Vroegmodern en Nieuwfries be-
kijken zien we een geordend spectrum aan werkwoordsklassen, ieder 
met zijn eigen profiel qua morfologie en gemiddelde tokenfrequentie.

In de conclusie bind ik verschillende resultaten uit eerdere hoofd-
stukken aan elkaar, en schets ik enkele mogelijke richtingen voor 
toekomstig onderzoek op dit gebied. Ik concludeer dat analogie een 
vruchtbare manier is om historische patronen in werkwoordsklas-
severandering te analyseren en verklaren. De resultaten zouden nog 
verbeterd kunnen worden door meer tokenfrequentie-effecten mee te 
nemen, naast sociale en demografische invloeden op taalverandering.

Hoewel ze geen onderdeel vormen van het hoofdargument van 
dit proefschrift, zullen appendix A en B wellicht interessant zijn voor 
diegenen die zich interesseren voor de ontwikkeling van individuele 
werkwoorden in het Zweeds en Fries. Deze appendices zijn bedoeld 
als kleine historische woordenboeken waarin de verandering en stabi-
liteit van sterke en eigenzinnige werkwoorden in beide talen worden 
omschreven.
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